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By Appointment to H.R.H. the PRINCE OF WALES.

ALLEN'S PORTMANTEAUS

37, WEST STRAND, LONDON.
[Illustrated Catalogue, of 500 other Articles, for Home or Continental Travelling,

Post Free.

ALLEN'S
PATENT SAG.

MUN'S PATENT QUAD- AIIBW'S PATENT
RUPLE PORTMANTEAU. DESPATCH-BOX

ALLEN'S NEW
DRESSING BAG.

LADY'S WARDROBE
PORTMANTEAU.

ALLEN'S NEW
DRESSING BAG.

Prize' Medal awarded 1862 for General Excellence.
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MESSRS. JAY
Would respectfully announce that great economy is effected by purchasing MOURNING at their Establishment,

247 & 249 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.
Their Stock of

FAMILY MOURNING
BEING THE LARGEST IN EUROPE.

Though Messrs. JAY professedly keep the best Articles for MOURNING and HALF MOURNING,
they supply a

COMPLETE SUIT OF DOMESTIC MOURNING FOR 2£ GUINEAS.

MOURNING COSTUME
Of every description is kept ready-made, and can be forwarded in Town or Country at a moment's notice.

THE MOST REASONABLE PRICES ARE CHARGED, AND THE WEAR OF EVERY ARTICLE GUARANTEED.

THE LONDON GENERAL MOURNING WAREHOUSE,
REGENT STREET (NEXT THE CIRCUS).

JAYS'.
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MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY,
LIMITED.

All the best Books of the Season are in Circulation or on Sale at MUDIE'S LIBRARY.

Fresh Copies continue to he added as the demand increases, and an ample supply is

provided of all the principal New Works as they appear.

First Class Subscription, One G-uinea per Annum.
Class B Subscription, Half a Guinea per Annum.

Book Societies, Town and Village Libraries and Reading Rooms and Literary Institutions

supplied on Liberal Terms.

Prospectuses, postage free, on application.

New Oxfobd Street, London,

January, 1865.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY,
LIMITED.

CHEAP BOOKS.
Purchasers of Books for Public and Private Libraries, Merchants, Shipping Agents,

intending Emigrants, and others, are invited to apply for the JANUARY LIST of Books

withdrawn from MUDIE'S LIBRARY for SALE.

This List contains more than One Thousand Recent Books, at the lowest current Prices.

New Oxford Street, London,

January, 1865.

MUDIE'S SELECT LIBRARY,
LIMITED,

Books for Presents and School Prizes.

A Revised List of Surplus Copies of Boohs of the Best Authors, withdrawn from
Mudie's Library, at greatly reduced prices, and re-issued in Ornamental Bindings for

Presents and School Prizes, is now ready, and will be forwarded, postage free, on

New Oxford Street, London,
January, 1865.



FRASEK'S ADVERTISER.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW LIST.

TRAVELS in CENTRAL and EASTERN ARABIA. By William
Gifford Palgrave. [In March.

BALLADS and SONGS of BRITTANY. By Tom Taylor. With
some of the Original Melodies Harmonized by Mrs. Taylor. Illustrated by J. TiSSOT, J. E.

Millais, R.A., J. Tenniel, C. Keene, B. Corbould, and H. K. Browne. 4to, cloth

gilt, 12s.

A BOOK of GOLDEN DEEDS of all TIMES and all LANDS,
gathered and narrated by the Author of ' The Heir of RedclyfFe,' with Vignette of Miss Night-
ingale. 18mo, cloth, 4s. 6d. This forms one of the Golden Treasury Series.

SYNONYMS of the NEW TESTAMENT. By R. C. Trench,
D.D., Archbishop of Dublin. A New and Revised Edition of both Series in One Volume, 8vo.

THE BAMPTON LECTURES for 1864 -The Progress of Doctrine
in the New Testament, g By T. D. Bernard, M.A., of Exeter College, Oxford, Rector of

Walcot. 8vo.

WORDS and PLACES ; or Etymological Illustrations of History,
Ethnology, and Geography. By the Rev. Isaac Taylor. A New and Revised Edition.

Crown 8vo.

ESSAYS in CRITICISM. By Matthew Arnold, Professor of Poetry
in the University of Oxford.

LEONORE, and other POEMS. By Georgiana, Lady Chatterton.
Fcap. 8vo.

THE ILIAD of HOMER. Translated into English Verse. By
I. C. Wright, M.A., Translator of Dante. Books I.—VI., 55. Books VII.—XII., 5s. Books
XIII.—XVIII., 5s.

THE GOSPEL of the KINGDOM of HEAVEN. A Course of
Lectures on the Gospel of St. Luke. By the Rev. F. D. Maurice, M.A., Incumbent of St.

Peter's, Vere Street. Crown 8 to, 9s.

DISCUSSIONS on the GOSPELS. In Two Parts. Part I. On the
Language employed by Our Lord and His Disciples. Part II. On the Original Language of St.

Matthew's Gospel, the Origin and Authenticity of the Gospels. By the Rev. Alexander
Roberts, D.D. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. 8vo, cloth, lCs.

ST. PAUL'S EPISTLE to the GALATIANS. The Greek Text
revised, with Notes and Introduction. By J. B. Lightfoot, D.D., Hulsean Professor of Divinity
in the University of Cambridge. 8vo.

A NEW and CHEAPER EDITION of SERMONS PREACHED
at MANCHESTER. By Alexander Maclaren. Fcap. 8vo. 4s. 6d.

CLASS BOOK of OLD TESTAMENT HISTORY. By G. F.
Maclear, M.A., Author of ' A History of Christian Missions.' 18mo. With Maps.

MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE.



FKASEIi'S ADVERTISER.

MACMILLAN & CO.'S
NEW LIST.

THE CHUKCH of the FIRST DAYS. Lectures on the Acts of
the Apostles. By C. J. Vaughan, D.D., Vicar of Doncaster. Series I, The Church of Jeru-

salem. Fcap. 8vo, cloth, 4s. Qd.

THE EPISTLES of ST. PAUL for ENGLISH READERS. By
C. J. Vaughan, D.D., Vicar of Doncaster. No. I., containing the First Epistle to the Thessa-

lonians. Price Is. 6d. Each Epistle will be published separately.

SHAKESPEARE'S COMPLETE WORKS. The Globe Edition.
Edited by W. G. Clark and W. Aldis Wright. Royal Fcap. 8vo, 3s. 6d., Morocco 10s. 6d.

t

extra 12s.

-
' A marvel of beauty, cheapness, and compactness.'

—

Athenceum.

LITTLE WANDERLIN; and other Fairy Tales. By Annie
and E. Keary. 18mo, 3s. 6c?.

STORIES of NUMBER NIP. By Mark Lemon. With IUustra-
tions by Charles Keene. Royal Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

MARRIED BENEATH HIM. By the Author of ' Lost Sir Mas-
singberd.' 3 vols., 11, lis. Gd.

THE AARBERGS. By Rosamond Hervey. 2 Vols. 21s.

NOTES on BRAZILIAN QUESTIONS. By W. D. Christie, late
Her Majesty's Minister in Brazil. Crown 8vo.

INTUITIONS of the HUMAN MIND. By James McCosh, LL.D.,
Author of ' Method of Divine Government,' &c. 8vo. A New and Revised Edition.

MANUAL of POLITICAL ECONOMY. By Henry Fawcett,
M.A., Professor of Political Economy in the University of Cambridge. New and Revised Edition.

THE COMPETITION WALLAH. By G. 0. Trevelyan. Crown
8vo, 9s.

VACATION TOURISTS and NOTES of TRAVEL in 1862-3.
Edited by Francis Galton, F.R.S. 8vo, 16s.

SIR FRANCIS PALGRAVE'S HISTORY of NORMANDY and
of ENGLAND. 4 vols. 8vo, 4J. 4s.

WILLIAM ALLINGHAM'S BALLAD BOOK. A Collection of
the Choicest British Ballads. With a Vignette by J. Noel Paton, R.S.A. 18mo, 4s. 6d.

This forms one of the Golden Treasury Series.

THE SUNDAY BOOK of POETRY for the YOUNG. Selected
and arranged by C. F. Alexander. With a Vignette by R. Farren. 18mo, 4s. 6.1. This

forms one of the Golden Treasury Series.

THE LITTLE DUKE : Richard the Fearless. By the Author of
' The Heir of Eedclyffe.' With Illustrations by R. Farren. 18mo, cs. 6d,

MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON AND OAMBEIDGE.
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FBASER'S ADVERTISER.

ONE VOLUME EDITIONS OF
SVIAJOR G. J. WHYTE MELVILLE'S NOVELS

Complete in One Volume, crown 8vo, with Frontispiece,

price 5s. cloth,

THE GLADIATORS:
A TALE OF ROME AND JITMA.

By G. J. WHYTE MELVILLE.

SELECT CRITICAL OPINIONS.

' The novel is clever, it is even bril-

liant, it is written with a warm and vigorous

eloquence, and the reader is carried on from
scene to scene, and crisis to crisis, amused,
interested, excited. If he takes up the
book, he will read on to the end of the third

volume and the destruction of the Temple.

The Times.

' A strong interest is infused into the
Gladiators by the glimpses it gives us of

the infant Christian Church The
result is a book which clothes the dry bones

of history with forms of beauty and strength,

and animates them with the various move-

ments and passions of humanity.'

Daily News.

' The School or Family of Gladiators

is the centre round which the plot mainly

revolves, and with which Mr. Melville is

thoroughly at home. The distinctness with

which he has set these people before us

amounts to a positive service to classical

literature A book prepared with so

much care, dealing with such great events,

and abounding in brilliant scenes and strik-

ing situations, well deserves a careful pe-

rusal/ Guardian.

NEW AND CHEAPER
EDITIONS OP WORKS BY THE SAME AUTHOR,

DIGBY GRAND : An Autobiography. 5s.

KATE COVENTEY: an Autobiography. 5s.

GENERAL BOUNCE : or, the Lady and the Locusts.
THE INTERPRETER: a Tale of the War. 5s.

GOOD FOR NOTHING: or, All Down Hill. 6s.

THE QUEEN'S MARIES: a Romance of Holyrood. 6s.

HOLMBY HOUSE : a Tale of Old Northamptonshire. 5s.

5s.

London: LONGMAN, GREEN, and Co., Paternoster Row.
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SHAKESPEAEE.
Eeprint of the First Edition, the Famous Folio ' of 1623.

This week will be ready, the completed Volume of

MR. WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S
COMEDIES,

3 HISTORIES, and
TRAGEDIES,

Published according to the True Original Copies.

London: Printed by ISAAC IAGGARD and ED. BLOUNT, 1623; and Re-printed for L. BOOTH,
307, Regent Street, W., 1862.

This Reprint comprises three sizes ; one to range with all good Octavo Editions of Shakespeare, another

to range with Knight's Pictorial, and similar Editions, the third being uniform with the Original Folio.

The chief object in the reproduction of this, for all critical purposes, the most important edition of

Shakespeare extant, has been, not mere resemblance, but that it shall prove 'so rarely and exactly

wrought '—page for page, line for line, word for word, letter for letter, ornamentation for ornamentation

—as to be, excepting a more convenient size, ' one of the self-same thing ' with its prototype. That the

attempt has been successful, the testimony of the most important journals of the time has satisfactorily

proved.

The Small Paper, to range with a demy 8vo volume, cloth boards, antique pattern, 1 vol. 31s. Qd. ;
the

Large Paper, 1 vol. crown 4to, half vellum, 21. 12s. Qd. ; the Folio (of which only 100 have been

printed) 1 vol. half-bound, Roxburgh style, hi. 5s.

The Small Paper has been issued in Parts, of which the Third and Concluding Part, containing the TRAGEDIES, is

now ready, in an appropriate binding, 10s. 6d.

Parts I. and II. contain respectively the COMEDIES and HISTOEIES.

EXTRACTS FROM VARIOUS REVIEWS WHICH HAVE APPEARED IN THE
PUBLIC PRESS.

' The only deviation from the original which has been
deemed legitimate is in size. The folio is an inconvient
size for most readers and for most book-shelves. It was
thought that, if the form of type were identical with the
original, none but a pedant would object that the size was
smaller. By the use of a smaller type and a less page a
volume is produced which is suitable for the hand, and
ranges with the chief library editions of our great dra-

matist's works. As yet only one-third of the projected

work is produced, the Comedies, but these give, great pro-

mise of what is to come, and in paper, print, binding, and
price do not a little credit to the enterprise and taste of

the publisher.'

—

Times, December 28, 1861.
' Mr. Booth offers us this great benefit, and will not fail

to meet his reward. What he has done is, for general
readers of the poet, worth more than all the criticism, and
illustration, and commentary which the two and a half

centuries since Shakespeare died have produced.'

—

Press,

January 18, 1862.
• This " cheerful semblance " of the First Folio ought to

be in the library of every lover of Shakespeare, upon
whose shelves a copy of the goodly volume issued by
Isaac laggard and Edward Blount in 1623 is not to be
found.'

—

Notes and Queries, January 18, 1862.
' The Reprint is executed in a style which surpasses the

expectation to which its announcement gave rise.'—
Morning Post, January 18, 1862.

' AVithout desiring to underrate the labours which
modem editors of Shakespeare have brought to bear on his

plays, or to deny the services these gentlemen have ren-

dered in clearing away many obscurities and in resolving

many doubtful readings, it may with justice be said that

the most commendable act performed of late years in

Shakespeareology is that which places in the hands of the

public a simple reproduction of the folio of 1623. That
rare edition has always been the fountain-head of autho-

rity, though somewhat choked by weeds of error. In

plucking these away, emendators have too often "plucked
out brain and all," their improvements frequently serving

to destroy the most Shakesperean of Shakespeare's fan-

cies.'

—

Daily Telegraph, January 20, 1862.
' With regard to the literal accuracy, which is the great

desideratum, we believe every reliance may be placed
upon it ; and are assured that the greatest pains have
been taken to secure its perfect fidelity.'

—

Critic, January
25, 1862.

' Even regarding the folio of 1623 as a mere literary

curiosity, it will be no slight boon to find the plays of our
great poet reproduced in the very text in which they
were first given to his countrymen, but at such a cost

that almost every student may place upon his shelf a
prize which heretofore none but the very wealthy could
have hoped to acquire.'—Daily News, February 8, 1862.

' Mr. Booth's Reprint is as remarkable for beauty and
accuracy as it is for cheapness. Indeed, we know of no
book of late times which can be compared with it in the
combination of all these excellences. In our gratitude
to Mr. Booth we will not quarrel with his departure from
the form of the old folio and its more legible type.'

—

Spectator, February 8, 1862.
' Mr. Booth requires no better justification for repro-

ducing his Reprint of the folio in newly-cut type than is

given by the appearance of certain passages—nay pages

—

of this Photolithographed reproduction Bad as
Isaac Jaggard and Edward Blount's types were, they
were not so bad as the frequent blurriness and missing of
dots and strokes on this reproduction make them.'

—

Header, October 22, 1864.
' A Reprint of the First Folio, not free from inaccu-

racies, was published in 1807. A Second Reprint is now
in course of publication by Mr. L. Booth. The First Part,
containing the Comedies, has already appeared. It is pro-
bably the most correct reprint ever issued.'—The Cam-
bridge Edition of Shakespeare, Vol. I. Preface, p. xxvi.

London : L. BOOTH, 307, Regent -Street, W.



FBASER'S ADVERTISER.

LIST OF NEW WORKS.
AN ESSAY ON THE HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH GOVERN-

MENT AND CONSTITUTION, from the Reign of Henry VII. to the Present Time. By JOHN,
EARL RUSSELL. A New Edition, with an Introduction. [In January.

HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL ESSAYS. By Nassau W.
SENIOR, Esq. 2 vols, post 8vo. [In January.

III.

THE SECRET OF HEGEL : Being the Hegelian System in Origin,
Principle, Form, and Matter. By JAMES HUTCHINSON STIRLING. 2 vols. Svo, 28s. [On January 5.

IV.

LAST WINTER IN ROME AND OTHER ITALIAN CITIES.
By C. R. WELD, Author of 'The Pyrenees, West and East.' &c. With a Portrait of ' Stella,' and Engravings on
Wood. Post 8vo. [On January 5.

TUSCAN SCULPTORS: their Lives, Works, and Times. With
Illustrations from Original Drawings and Photographs. By CHARLES C. PERKINS. 2 vols, imperial Svo.

[On January 5.

LOUIS SPOHR'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Translated from the Ger-
man. 1 vol. Svo, price 14s.

THE LIFE OF ROBERT STEPHENSON. By J. 0. Jeaffeeson,
Barrister-at-Law,.and W. POLE, F.R.S., Memb. Inst, of Civ. Eng. 2 vols. Svo, 32s.

Vlll.

HISTORICAL STUDIES. By Herman Merivale. 1 Vol. 8vo.
[In January.

LORD MACAULAY'S MISCELLANEOUS WRITINGS. People's
Edition, in course of publication, in four Monthly Parts, crown Svo, price Is. each; uniform with the People's
Edition of Lord Macaulat's ' History of England,' just completed.

PROFESSOR MAX MULLER'S SECOND SERIES OF LEC-
TURES ON THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE. Being the Lectures delivered at the Royal Institution in

1863. Svo, 18s.

*** The Fourth Edition of the First Series, price 12s.

THE CONVERSION OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE : Eight Sermons
preached at Boyle's Lecture in the Year 1864. By the Rev. C. MERIVALE, B.D. 8vo, 8s. Qd.

XII.

MISCELLANEOUS REMAINS - FROM THE COMMONPLACE-
BOOK OF RICHARD WHATELY, D.D. Edited by Miss E. J. WHATELY. Second Edition, with Additions.

Crown 8vo, 7s. 6(2. The Additions, separately, 2s.

XIII.

THE GRAVER THOUGHTS OF A COUNTRY PARSON. Second
Series. By the Author of ' The Recreations of a Country Parson.' Post 8vo, 3s. Qd.

AUTUMN HOLIDAYS OF A COUNTRY PARSON : Selections
from the Contributions of A. K. H. B. to ' Fraser's Magazine' and ' Good Words.' Post 8vo, 9s.

XV.

HISTORICAL NOTES ON THE TRACTARIAN MOVEMENT,
a.d. 1833-1845. By FREDERICK OAKELEY, M.A., Oxon, Priest and Canon of the Catholic Church ; formerly
Fellow of Balbl College. Post Svo, 3s. 6d.

XVI.

EVENINGS ON THE THAMES ; or, Serene Hours, and what they
Require. By KENNELM HENRY DIGBY. Second Edition. 2 vols. fcap. Svo, 15s.

London : LONGMAN, GliEEN, and CO., Paternoster Kow.



ERASER'S ADVERTISER.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS—continued.

XVII.

THE NEW TESTAMENT OF OUB LORD AND SAVIOUR
JESUS CUEIST. Illustrated with numerous Engravings on Wood from the Old Masters. Crown 4. to, price
63s. cloth; or Hi. 5s. bound in morocco by Riviere.

XVIII.

HISTORY OF THE RISE AND INFLUENCE OF THE SPIRIT
OF RATIONALISM IN EUROPE. By W. E. H. LECKY, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. [Nearly ready.

XIX.

THE HIDDEN WISDOM OF CHRIST AND THE KEY OF
KNOWLEDGE: or, History of the Apocrypha. By ERNEST DE BUNSEN. 2 vols. 8vo, 2Ss. \_0n Jan. 5.

XX

FROM SUNDAY TO SUNDAY : An attempt to consider familiarly
the Weekday Life and Labours of a Country Clergyman. By the Rev. R. GEE, M.A-, Vicar of Abbot's Langley
and Rural Dean. Fcap. Svo. [In January.

XXI.

EXPLORATIONS IN SOUTH-WEST AFRICA, from Walvisch Bay
to Lake Ngami and the Victoria Falls. By THOMAS BAINES. With Maps and Illustrations. 8vo, 21s.

XXII.

AUTUMN RAMBLES IN NORTH AFRICA. By John Oemsby, of
the Middle Temple. With 16 Illustrations on Wood from Sketches by the Author. Tost Svo, 8s. Gd.

XXIII.

HOW WE SPENT THE SUMMER : or, a c Voyage en Zigzag ' in
Switzerland and Tyrol, with some Members of the Alpine Club. From the Sketch Book of one of the Party.

Oblong 4to, with above 300 Illustrations, price 10s. 6c?.

XXIV.

VILLAGE LIFE IN SWITZERLAND. By Sophia D. Delmabd.
Post Svo. [In afew days.

XXV.
,

OUTLINE SKETCHES OF THE HIGH ALPS OF DAUPHINE.
By the Rev. T. G. BONNEY, M.A., F.G.S. With Descriptive Letterpress. Imperial Svo. [Ready.

XXVI.

THE HUNTING GROUNDS OF THE OLD WORLD. By H. A. L.,
' the Old Shekarry,' Author of ' The Camp Fire,' &c. Third Edition, with numerous Illustrations. [In January.

XXVII.

A POPULAR HISTORY OF AMERICA, Drawn from Original
Sources, and written especially for Schools, Colleges, and Mechanics' Institutes. By ELIZABETH COOPER.
Crown Svo. [In afew days.

XXVIII.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF HEALTH ; or, an Exposition of the
Physiological and Sanitary Conditions conducive to Human Longevity and Happiness. By SOUTHWOOD
SMITH, M.D. Eleventh Edition, revised and enlarged, with New Illustrations. 8vo, 15s.

XXIX.

SHORT WHIST. By Major A. Sixteenth Edition, completely re-
vised ; with an Essay on the Theory of the Modern Scientific Game, by Professor P. Fcap. 8vo, 35. Gd.

XXX.

THE HANDBOOK OF DINING; or, Corpulency and Leanness
Scientifically considered. From the French of Brlllat-Savarin, by L. F. SIMPSON. Second Edition, enlarged.

Fcap. 8vo, 3s. Gd.

XXXI.

THE MANAGEMENT AND UTILIZATION OF SEWAGE OF
COTTAGES, DWELLING-HOUSES, PUBLIC BUILDINGS, AND TOWNS; with numerous Drawings,

showing the Methods of the Process. By WILLIAM MENZIES, Deputy-Surveyor of Windsor Forest and

Parks. ' [Marly ready.

XXXII.

KEITH JOHNSTON'S DICTIONARY OF GEOGRAPHY, Descrip-
tive, Physical, Statistical, and Historical: Forming a Complete General Gazetteer- of the World. New Edition,

jevised, comprising about 50,000 Names of Places. 8vo, 31s. Gd.

London: LONGMAN, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Eow.
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THE UNITED LIBEAEIES.
BOOTH'S, CHURTONS, HODGSON'S, AND SAUNDERS & OTLEY'S,

307 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.
NEXT THE ROYAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION.

SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION, ONE GUINEA.

Family Subscriptions, Three, Five, find Ten Guineas.

Country Subscribers, Book Clubs, &c, from Two Guineas to any amount, according to the supply
required.

Great Advantages are offered by this Library to Country Subscribers, in the large number of Volumes
supplied at one time.

All the New Books taken, as soon as published, in large numbers.
The best French, German, and Italian Books also added immediately on publication.

All the Magazines and Reviews ;
' Revue des Deux Mondes,' ' Revue Contemporaine,' ' Rivista Contem-

poranea,' * Preussischer Jahrbucher,' &c.

The collection of Standard Works in English and Foreign Literature is large, and has been accumulating
since 1786.

Catalogues and Terms sent on application.

*„* A Catalogue of Surplus Copies (withdrawn from circulation) of Books of the past Season, being

clean and perfect copies of the most popular works of the day, at very reduced prices.

BOOTH'S LIBRARY,
307 KEGENT STREET, W.

A BOOK THAT WILL BECOME AS INDISPENSABLE TO THE HEADERS OF
NEWSPAPERS AS BRADSHAW'S GUIDE TO RAILWAY TRAVELLERS.'

The Times.

Just ready, strongly bound, crown 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d.,

THE STATESMAN'S YEAR-BOOK:
A STATISTICAL, GENEALOGICAL, AND HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OF THE

STATES AND SOVEREIGNS OE THE CIVILIZED WORLD

IN THE YEAR 1865.

By FEEDEEICK MAETIN.
Second Annual Publication.

The object of ' The Statesman's Year-Book ' is to supply full and accurate information

regarding the States and Sovereigns of the Civilized World in the following particulars :

—

1. The Names, Titles, and Genealogies of the Kuling Sovereigns, Princes, and Presidents

of Europe, Asia, Africa, and America, with important historical and biographical

details.

2. An Account of the Constitution and Government of the leading States of the World,

including their Colonies.

3. The Budgets of the chief Countries, with Details concerning the main branches

of Revenue and Expenditure.

4. The Strength, Organization, and other particulars, of the Armies and Navies.

5. Tables of Population, State of Education, and Religions Worship.
6. Commercial and other Statistics bearing upon the political state of the various countries.

All the above particulars are based on official documents wherever these can be obtained
;

and in all cases the authorities are fully given. The reader has thus an opportunity of veri-

fying every statement, and also a guide in making further investigations.

MACMILLAN AND CO., LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE.
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NEW ROMANCE BY CHARLES KINGSLEY.
To be published in < GOOD WORDS.'

In the January Part of ' Q-ood Words ' will appear

THE FIRST PORTION OF

HEREWAED, THE LAST OF THE
ENGLISH.

By CHARLES KINGSLEY.
Author of ' Hypatia/ ' Westward Ho !

' &c.

The publication of this Romance will be continued from month to month, and completed

in the December Part.

It will be illustrated with Twelve Wood Engravings from Designs by Mr. Paul Gray.

STBAHAN and CO., 32 Ludgate Hill.

' Good words are worth much and cost little.
1—Herbert.

SIXPENCE MONTHLY, ILLUSTRATED,

GOOD WORDS.
Edited by NORMAN MACLEOD, D.D.,

ONE OF HER MAJESTY'S CHAPLAINS.

Advertisement for 1865.

QOOD WORDS proposed at its establishment to provide a Magazine which would reflect the

every-day life of a good-man ; and if public encouragement be the criterion of success, it has

realized its aim beyond the highest expectation that could have been entertained—its circulation

during 1864 having averaged ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY THOUSAND copies a month.

The Publishers, while expressing their hope that an increase which has never paused may continue

to augment their number of readers, beg to announce that they have made arrangements for the fol-

lowing important new works appearing from month to month in 1865 :

—

HEREWARD- A New Eomance. By Charles Kingsley, Author of
'Hypatia,' &c.

ESSAYS. By Henry Rogers, Author of ' The Eclipse of Faith.'

EASTWARD, A Series of Travel-Papers. By Norman Macleod, Editor.

OUR INDIAN HEROES. By J. W. Kate, Author of 'The History of
Christianity in India,' &c.

ALFRED HAGARTS HOUSEHOLD. By Alexander Smith, Author
of ' A Life Drama/ &c.

CHRIST THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD. By C. J. Vaughan, D.D.,
Vicar of Doncaster. —

The Volume for 1865 will also contain

SOME PAPERS. By the Duke of Argyll.

A SERIES' OF PAPERS ON BRITTANY. By Dr. Guthrie.

And in addition to these there will be Contributions from almost all the other Authors who have

written in ' Good Words/

STKAHAN and CO., 32 Ludgate Hill.

b 3
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{ Nulla dies sine linea

'

Is a maxim as valuable by its attendant record as is the
old proverb Early to bed and early to rise/ by the all-

blessing habit thereby engendered.
Thousands upon thousands of Englishmen in every

clime and in every grade of society yearly bear evidence
that they prefer their

Hetts'g 23iarg
before every other publication of its kind. It is now to
be obtained in its many sizes for

Of any Bookseller, in any Town in Britain, simply by
asking for (say)

'A Letts's Octavo Diary, one page to each
day;'

Or, it may be a Folio, a Quarto, or a Pocket Size, 2 or 3
inches wide by 4 or 5 deep; or any of those sizes with 2
days in a page, or 3, or 4, or a week, &c. ; at prices from
6d. each to Is., Is. 6ci, 2s. 6d, &c, ad infinitum.

VIVAT EEGIKA.

Letts's MS. and other Publications for Clergy, &c.

;

Royal Exchange Wallets, Purses, and Note Books ; Atlases
at \1l. 17s., 102. 10s., 51. 15s. Qd., Si. 3s., lZ. Is., and 10s.;
Library and Portable Copying Machines from 21s. ; Royal
Exchange Map Case for the Library, 502. ; Despatch
Boxes, Stationery Cases, &c; Globes at 50L, 202., 122.,
62., 32., 22., 12. per pair; Travelling Desks, Gold Pens,
Pencils, <tec; Oak Case of Walker's County Maps,
Mounted, 102.; Reading Easels, Account Books, Seals

;

Ordnance and Geological Maps on 5 feet, 25, 12, and
1 inch scale; Inkstands, Letter Balances, Gazetteers,
Safes. Catalogues (illustrated) Gratis.

In post 8vo, with Portrait, price 7s. 6d. cloth,

MEMORIALS OF THE LATE F. O.
FINGH, Member of the Society of Painters in

Water Colours, with Selections from his Writings.

London : Longman, Green, and Co.,

Paternoster Row.

This day is published, small 4to, bound in gilt

cloth, price 3s. 6d.,

riEMS OF GERMAN POETRY.^ Translated by Lady John Manners.
W. Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London.

Second Edition, with numerous Emendations, 8vo,

price 15s.,

npHE SENSES and the INTELLECT.
-*- By Alexander Bain, M.A., Professor of

Logic in the University of Aberdeen.

By the same Author, in 8vo, price 15s.,

The EMOTIONS and the WILL : completing a

Systematic Exposition of the Human Mind.

London : Longman, Green, and Co.,

Paternoster Row.

T\R. PUSEY on ' EVERLASTING
Jl/ PUNISHMENT.' See 'The Trtjthseeker'
for January, 1865. Price Threepence.

'THE DEAD LETTER AND THE LIVING
SPIRIT OF THE BOOK OF GENESIS.' The
First of a Course of Eight Lectures, will appear in

'The Trtjthseeker' for January, 18.65.

The Volume for 1864 is now ready, price 3s. 6d.

London: Whitfield, Green, and Son, Strand.

CATHEDRA PETRI. A Political
vJ History of the Great Latin Patriarchate. By
Thomas Greenwood, Esq., M.A., Camb. and

Durh., F.R.S.L., Barrister-at-Law.

Books 1 and 2.—From the First to the Close of

the Fifth Contury. 10s. 6d.

Books 3, 4, and 5.—From the Close of the Fifth to

the Middle of the Ninth Century. 10s. 6d.

Books 6, 7, and 8.—From the Middle of the Ninth

to the Close of the Tenth Century. 12s. 6d.

Books 9, 10, and 11.—From the Close of the

Tenth Century to the Concordat of Worms (a.d.

1122). 14s.

In the Press, and will shortly be ready.

Books 12 and 13.—From the Concordat ofWorms
(a.d. 1122) to the Close of the Pontificate of Inno-

cent III. (a.d. 1216).

London: William Macintosh, 24 Paternoster Row.

THE SOURCE OF THE NILE.

This day is published,

A WALK ACEOSS AFRICA ; or, Domestic Scenes from my Nile
XX Journal. By JAMES AUGUSTUS GRANT, Captain H.M. Bengal Army. Fellow and Gold Medallisl of the

Royal Geographical Society. Octavo, with Map, price 15s.

W. BLACKWOOD and SONS, EDINBURGH AND LONDON.

Of whom may be had,

WHAT LED TO THE DISCOVERY OF THE SOURCE OF THE
NILE. By JOHN HANNING SPEKE, Captain H.M. Indian Army. Octavo, 14s.

JOURNAL OF THE DISCOVERY OF THE SOURCE OF THE
NILE. By Captain Speke. With Portraits of Captains Spekk and Gbant, and numerous Illustrations. In
one large volume octavo, 21s.
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ARCHITECTURE AND ARCHAEOLOGY.

The Sixth Edition, in 8vo, with many Plates, and numerous Illustrations by 0. Jewitt, price 21s.

cloth extra, gilt top,p ATTEMPT TO DISCRIMINATE THE STYLES OF AR-A CHITECTURE IN ENGLAND, from the Conquest to the Reformation ; with a Sketch of the

Grecian and Roman Orders. By the late THOMAS RICKMAN, F.S.A. Sixth Edition, with considerable

Additions, chiefly Historical, by JOHN HENRY PARKER, F.S.A.

Second Edition, revised and enlarged, with 170 Illustrations, and a Glossarial Index, fcap. 8vo, cloth

lettered, price 5s.,

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF GOTHIC
•ft- ARCHITECTURE. By JOHN H. PARKER, F.S.A.

In Four Vols. 8vo, with 400 Engravings and a General Index, price 31. 12s.,

QOME ACCOUNT OF DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE IN^ ENGLAND, with numerous Illustrations of Existing Remains, from Original Drawings. From
WILLIAM I. to HENRY VIII. By the late T. HUDSON TURNER, and J. H. PARKER, F.S.A.

Second Edition, crown 8vo, price 5s. cloth,

UR ENGLISH HOME : Its Early History and Progress.
With Notes on the Introduction of Domestic Inventions.

'It contains the annals of our English civilization, and I domestic history is written, not only with great research,
all about our progress in social and domestic matters : | but also with much spirit and liveliness.'— Christian
how we came to be the family and people which we are. I Remembrancer.
All this forms a book as interesting as a novel ; and our j

THE MILITARY ARCHITECTURE OF THE MIDDLE AGES.
-^ Translated from the French of M. VIOLLET-LE-DUC. By M. MACDERMOTT, Esq., Architect.
With 151 Original French Engravings. Medium 8vo, cloth, 21s.

•We commend the research, philosophical spirit and I ders the book as delightful as it is profitable to read.'—
erudition of the author, who unites to these qualities a Athenceum, March 9th, 1861.
rare power of lively and succinct description, which ren- |

Also in the Press, uniform with the above,

AN HISTORICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL ACCOUNT OF
-C* ENGLISH CASTLES. By the Rev. C. H. HARTSHORNE, M.A. With numerous Engravings.

"PACSIMILE OF THE SKETCH-BOOK OF WILLARS DE
-*- HONECOURT, an Architect of the Thirteenth Century. With Commentaries and
Descriptions by MM. LASSUS and QUICHERAT. Translated and Edited, with many additional Articles
and Notes, by the Rev. ROBERT WILLIS, M.A., F.R.S., Jacksonian Professor at Cambridge, &c. With
64 Facsimiles, 10 Illustrative Plates, and 43 Woodcuts. Royal 4to, cloth, 21. 10s. The English letter-

press separate, for the purchasers of the French Edition, 4to, 15s.

Second Edition, considerably enlarged, containing many new Illustrations by O. Jewitt and others medium
8vo, price 15s. cloth, gilt top,

ALEANINGS FROM WESTMINSTER ABBEY. By George^ GILBERT SCOTT, R.A., F.S.A. With Appendices, supplying further particulars, and completing
the History of the Abbey Buildings, by Several Writers.

' The papers added to the present edition are those on
the Metal-work, the Mosaic Pavements, the Retabulum,
the Sedilia, the Coronation Chair, the Shrine, and the
Tombs.'

* There are few Gothic structures that could afford more

varied and more valuable materials for study than West-
minster, and this volume is one really worthy of the
subject, for it compresses within the limits pf a manual
the information which it has taken many men years to
accumulate.'

—

Civil Engineer, May, 1863.

Just Published, in 8vo, price 7s. 6d. cloth, gilt top,

THE CHURCH AND FORTRESS OF DOVER CASTLE. By
* the Rev. JOHN PUCKLE, M.A., Vicar of St. Mary's, Dover; Rural Dean. With Chromo-
lithographs and other Illustrations, from the Author's Drawings.

' It is not too much to say that this thoughtful little

volume is very nearly a model of what a monograph
should be. One has very rarely seen completeness and
compactness so entirely reconciled There is

a sort of stone-logic about it throughout which is espe-
cially to our taste, and which makes its pages to be not
less an intellectual treat than a valuable contribution to

literature. . . . It is enough to say that no one can-
visit the Castle and its Church hereafter without being
sensible of the value of his work.'—Saturday Review,
August 6th, 1864.

'One of the most agreeable and instructive books that
ever dealt with an antiquarian subject.'—Athenaeum,
September 10, 1864.

OXFORD, and 377 STRAND, LONDON : J. H. and J. PARKER,
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ILLUSTRATED WORKS.

The New Testament of Our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ,

Illustrated with Borders, Ornaments, and Initial Letters, copied from Italian MSS. of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth
Centuries, and by numerous other Engravings on Wood from the Old Masters.

One volume, crown 4to, price 63s. in cloth, with gilt top ; or price bl. 5s. bound in morocco by Riviere.

All the parts correspond: there is no contrast between
high and original design in one department of the work
and coarse and uneven execution in another. Every-
where there is the same care, the same conscientiousness,

' As a specimen of English workmanship in the arts of

wood engraving and printing—arts which have ever called

for and rewarded the application of invention, taste, and
skill, as much as those which especially claim to be the
fine arts, it will rank as one of the most remarkable ex-

amples of the perfection to which they have been brought.
Printing and engraving alike show the same com-

bination of strength, evenness, and completeness of finish.

the mastery over work ; and the result is a book which
hardly has its like in goodness, variety, and perfection of

adornment among the productions of the English press.'

—

Guardian.

Tuscan Sculptors, their Lives, Works, and Times.
With Illustrations from Original Drawings and Photographs. By Charles C. Perkins. 2 vols, imperial 8vo.

CONTENTS LOn January 5.

I. The Architectural Sculptors.

1. Niccola Pisano.

2. The Scholars of Niccola Pisano.

II. The Allegorical Sculptors.

3. Andrea Pisano and his Scholars, Nino and Thommaso,
Giovanni Balduccio, and Andrea Orcagna.

4. Sienese School.

III. The Pictorial Sculptors.

5. Lorenzo Ghiberti and Donatello.

6. The Scholars of Donatello and Verocchio.

7. Lucca Delia Robbia and his School; the Rossellini;

Mino da Fiesole and Civitale.

IV. Tares among the Wheat.
8. Pollajuolo—The Majani—Bartolomeo di Montelupo

and the Ferucci.

9. Andrea Contucci ; Jacopo Tatti ; Francesco di

Sangallo.

10. Benedetto da Rovezano and Piero Torregiano.

V. Michaelangelo.
11. Michaelangelo.
12. The Scholars of Michaelangelo.

VI. Tuscan Sculpture under Cosimo I.

13. Benevenuto Cellini.

14. Baccio Bandinelli and his Scholars.

15. Tribolo and Gian Bologna.

The History of Our Lord,
As exemplified in Works of Art ; with that of His Types, St. John the Baptist, and other Persons of the Old and JSew
Testament. Commenced by the late Mrs. Jameson ; continued and completed by Lady Eastlake. 2 vols, square

crown 8vo, with 31 Etchings, and 281 Wood Engravings, price 42s.

recondite stores which have hitherto been sealed for' We have in these volumes, penned in a truth-seeking

spirit, and illustrated with a copious generosity which at

once elucidates and adorns each section of the subject,

contributions to the literature of Christian Art, for

which every artist and every student of theology will con-

fess a debt of private gratitude. To thoughtful inquirers,

richest mines are here opened for meditation. To minds
prepared for deeper draughts to quench the thirst for

knowledge, wells are dug and fountains are made to flow

even in the desert tracts of time, where pilgrim's foot

seldom attempts to tread. We think that Lady Eastlake
has done special service in bringing into popular view

public use. She has, by appeal to the early heads of

Christ in the Catacombs, by reference to Christian sarco-

phagi of the fourth century, to ivories as old as the sixth

century, and Greek MSS. and Byzantine miniatures of the
ninth century, enabled the art-student to trace the history

of types and antetypes, and to analyse the rudimentary
germs which, from age to age accumulating strength and
growing in comeliness, at length issued forth in perfected

pictorial* form. It is to this, the infancy of art, that at

the present moment peculiar interest attaches.'—Black-
wood's Magazine.

Legends of the Saints and Martyrs,
Viz., the Angels and Archangels, the Evangelists, the Apostles, the Doctors of the Church, S. Mary Magdalene, the

Patron Saints, the Martyrs, the Early Bishops, the Hermits, and the Warrior Saints of Christendom, as represented

in Hie fine arts. By Mrs. Jameson. Fourth Edition. 2 vols, square crown 8vo, with 19 Etchings on Copper, and
18? Woodcuts, price 31s. Qd.

Legends of the Monastic Orders,
As represented in the Fine Arts; comprising the Benedictines and Augustines, and Orders derived from their Rules,

the Mendicant Orders, the Jesuits, and the Order of the Visitation of S. Mary. By Mrs. Jameson. Third Edition,

corrected. Square crown 8vo, with 11 Etchings by the Author, and 88 Woodcuts, price 21s.

Legends of the Madonna,
As represented in Christian Art. By Mrs. Jameson. Third Edition, corrected and enlarged. Square crown 8vo,

with 27 Etchings, and 165 Woodcuts, price 21s.

Cats' and Farlie's Moral Emblems;
With Aphorisms, Adages, and Proverbs of all Nations; comprising 122 Illustrations on Wood by J. Leighton, F.S.A.,

with an appropriate Text by R. Pigot. Imperial 8vo, 31s. 6d. cloth ; or 52s. 6d. hound in morocco by Riviere.

Lyra Germanica;
Hymns for the Sundays and Chief Festivals of the Christian Year. Translated by Catherine Winkworth ; 125

Illustrations on Wood, drawn by J. Leighton, F.S.A. Fcap. 4to, 21s. cloth ; or 42s. bound in morocco by Riviere.

London : LONGMAN, GREEN, and CO., Paternoster Row.
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PLAYGROUND AND PARLOUR MAGIC.
Improved Edition, in fcap. 8vo, with 38 Woodcuts and an Invisible Portrait of the Author, price Qs. cloth,

Chymical, Natural, and Physical Magic, intended

for the Instruction and Entertainment ofJuveniles during the Holiday Vacation. By Dr. PIESSE,

F.C.S. Third Edition, enlarged and improved.

' An excellent manual of domestic magic that will

be heartily welcomed by boys and girls home for

the holidays. The former especially will be delighted

with it, as enabling them to frighten their sisters,

defy their elders by their very surprising feats, and

astonish the weak minds of female relatives gene-

rally. Master Jackey home for the holidays will

become a Wizard of the North, and convert for

the nonce the nursery and parlour into Halls of

Magical Illusion. The tricks and games of the

volume, nearly two hundred in number, are simple,

clearly explained, and easy of performance.'—PAR-
THENON.

By the same Author, with Illustrations,

The laboratory of Chemical Wonders, price 5«. u.

Piesse's Art of Perfumery, 3rd Edition, price ws:u.
London: LONGMAN, GREEN, and Co., Paternoster Row.

THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF A. K. H. B.

Now ready, in post 8vo, price 3s. Gd. cloth,

THE GEAVER THOUGHTS of a
COUNTRY PARSON, Second Series. By

the Author of ' The Recreations of a Country
Parson.'

1

.

Praying Everywhere.
2. The Discipline of

Sorrow.
3. He must increase ; but I

must decrease.

4. Grieving the Holy
Spirit.

5. Intolerance.

6. Needless Fears.

7. No Temple in Heaven.
8. All Saints.

9. Work.
.0. Intercessory Prayer.

Works by the same Author.

Leisure Hours in Town, 3s. Gd.

3s. Gd.

11. Christian Consolation

under bereavement by
Death.

12. The First Prayer in

Solomon's Temple.
13. The Expectancy of

^.Creation.

14. Living to One's Self.

15. The Coming Night.
16. Doctrine and Practice.

16. Patience.

17. St. Paul's Closing Retro-
spect and Prospect.

Commonplace Philosopher.

Autumn Holidays of a Country Parson, 9s.

Recreations of a Country Parson, 2nd Series,

3s. 6d.

London : Longman, Green, and Co.,

Paternoster Row.

TRELOAR'S

COCOA-NUT MATTING
AND

KAMPTULICON,
Wholesale and Retail at the Manufacturer's Warehouse,

10 LUDGATE H8LL, LONDON.
BLAIR'S G0UT~AND RHEUMATIC

!
PILLS.

Price Is. l§d. and 2s. Qd.per box.

THIS Preparation is one of the bene-
fits which the science of modern chemistry

has conferred upon mankind ; for during the first

twenty years of the present century to speak of a

cure for the Gout was considered a romance ; but

now the efficacy and safety of this medicine is so

fully demonstrated, by unsolicited testimonials

from persons in every rank of life, that public

opinion proclaims this as one of the most important

discoveries of the present age.

These Pills require no restraint of diet or con-

finement during their use, and are certain to pre-

vent the disease attacking any vital part.

Sold by all medicine vendors, or obtained through

any chemist.

SOFT, DELICATE, WHITE,
And Clear Skins, with a DELIGHTFUL and LASTING FRAGRANCE, by using

Field's Celebrated United Service Soap Tablets,

FREE FROM
COCOA-NUT OIL.

MADE OF

THE PUREST POSSIBLE INGREDIENTS,
HIGHLY PERFUMED,

And recommended by the Faculty.

ONLY SEE THAT the name of

J. C. & J. FIELD is on EVERY TABLET.

FREE FROM
COCOA-NUT OIL.

6d. each.

Wholesale at the Works, UPPER MARSH,
LAMBETH, LONDON, and retail of Chemists,
Grocers, and Perfumers throughout the Kingdom,
where also may be obtained their 4d. each.

PHIZE MEDAL PARAFFINE CANDLES, as adopted by Her Majesty's
Government, and the NEW SELF-FITTING SNUFFLESS CANDLE.
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A First Class SUvex' Medal Awarded

PATENT GENERAL

MINCING AND SAUSAGE MACHINES,
FOR PRIVATE FAMILIES OR LARGE ESTABLISHMENTS.

These Machines are intended for Mincing and Mixing various substances—Meat or Vegetables for Soups

&c. ; Fruit for Mincemeat ; Suet for Pastry ; and ibr making Potted

or Forced Meats ; also for preparing a great variety of dishes, and

are admirably adapted for reducing Meats for Soups, according to

the mode recommended by Professor Liebig, in his work on ' The
Chemistry of Food.'

* Among other objects in the Show worthy of special Notice, we
may mention the very ingenious Mincing Machine exhibited by

NYE and CO. It is extremely clever, and, for the mechanical skill

which it displays, is eclipsed by nothing in the whole Show.'—

•

Times.

FOR SAUSAGES, they Mince, Mix, and Force into the Skins at

the same time; Price 1/. 10s., 21. 2s., and 3/. 3s. For Sausage-

Makers, Asylums, Public Institutions, &c, where a large quantity of Food has to be Minced for Children,

Invalid, or incompetent Persons ; Price, 51. 5s. and 71. Is.

SMALL illGEB FOR THE DINNER-TABLE, t0 ^sist Digestion, Loss of Teeth, &c . Price II. i0«.

Also,

ilLLS FOB G0FFEE
5
PEPPER, SP10E, &c, &., sN io*„ u*„ is*., and 20s.

BOTARY KNiFE^OLEA^ERS, of Superior Quality. From 21.

B. NYE and Co.
5 Inventors, Patentees, and Manufacturers,

79 WARDOUR STREET, SOHO, LONDON, W

SYMINGTON'S
HIGH PltESSUEE STEAM

PATENT PREPARED
PEA FLOUR.

Js easy of digestion. Never causes unpleasant ful-

ness. Is perfectly wholesome. Js very nutritious.

Requires no boiling, and rapidly makes a Tureen of

Rich Soup.
In Packets, Id., 2d., and Ad. ; or Tins, Is., Is. 6d.,

or 3s. each.

>. GROATS AND BARLEY,
For Invalids, prepared by the same process, in Tins,

6d. and Is. each.

SCOTCH OATMEAL,
For Porridge and Oat Cake, in Packets, ldr, 2d.,

4d. 281b. Tins and Barrels.

Sold Retail by all Grocers, Druggists, Confectioners,

and Provision Dealers.

PATENTEES AND MANUFACTIJRKRfi,

W. SYMINGTON AND CO.,

BOWDEN STEAM MILLS, MARKET HARBOROUGH.

FUBNITURE, CARPETS; AND
BEDDING

Carriage Free to any part of the Kingdom.
Thirty per cent, less than any other house in

the world.

See our Illustrated Catalogue, containing 380 ela-

borate designs drawn from our extensive stock,

with estimates for completely furnishing houses

of any class. This most unique guide forwarded
gratis and post-free on application.

T EWTN CRAWCOUR and Co. com-
•*- pletely furnish in a superior style a Drawing-
room, in Walnut, for 28 guineas; a Dining-room
for 25 guineas; and a best Bed-room for 25 guineas.

A Four-Roomed House, usefully £21 11

A Six-Roomed House 70 11

An Eight-Roomed House 122 11 G

A Ten- Roomed House, elegantly 219 7 6
And a Fourteen-Roomed House,

luxuriously 427 15

These Goods are remarkable for Cheapness, Elegance,
and Superiority ; a written warranty given, and reference
to former customers offered. The stock of first-class Fur-',

niture, Carpets, and Bedding always on view at this,

extensive Establishment, is one of the largest in the!
kingdom. Fifty Drawing and Dining Room Suites, various
styles, from 12 to 100 guineas. An assortment of Old
Oak Furniture.

LEWIN CKAWCOUK and Co.,

Cabinet Makers, Upholsterers, Si Bedding Manufacturers,
73 and 75 Brompton Road, Knightsbridge, London.

ESTABLISHED A.D. 1810.
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BENHAM & SONS'
General Furnishing Ironmongery Catalogue

MAY BE HAD GRATIS, AND FREE BY POST.

It contains Illustrations of their extensive Stock of Stoves, Fenders, and Fire-irons, Kitchen

Ranges and Cooking Apparatus, Iron and Brass Bedsteads and Children's Cots, Bedding

Bed-Hangings, Blankets, &c, Baths, Pumps, and Water-Closets, Hot Water

Apparatus, Conservatories, &c, Cutlery, Electro-Plate, Tea Urns, Lamps,

and every description of General Furnishing Ironmongery.

TABLE CUTLERY.

French Polished Maho-
gany Case, containing 3

Dozen best Ivory-handled

Table Knives (No. 12),

2 Dozen Dessert Knives,

3 Pairs of Meat Carvers,

2 Pairs of Poultry Carvers,.

and 1 Table Steel ... ... £15 15

Smaller Sizes, from 8 8

Ivory-Handled Balanced Table

Knives, from 15s. 6d. to 55s. per

Dozen, according to pattern and quality.

Carvers to correspond.

ELECTED PLATED SPOONS AMD FORKS.

Fiddle Pattern.

Medium
Quality.

Heavy-
Plating.

Cottage
or Old Silver

Pattern

Heavy-
Plating.

Threaded
Pattern, or

Threadedcot-
tage Pattern.

Heavy
Plating.

Threaded
Shell, Lily, or

Rose Pattern.

Heavy
Plating.

12 Table Forks
1 2 Table Spoons
12 Dessert Forks
12 Dessert Spoons
2 Gravy Spoons
1 Soup Ladle
1 Fish Knife
4 Sauce Ladles
4 Salt Spoons (gilt bowls) .

.

1 Mustard Spoon (gilt bowl)
1 2 Tea Spoons
1 Sugar Tongs
1 Sugar Sifter (pierced)

1 Moist Sugar Spoon
6 Egg Spoons (gilt bowls) .

.

1 Butter Knife

£2 2
2 2

1 12

1 12

16

13 6

15

16

8

2

1

4

5

2

12

4

£2 15

2 15

2 2

2 2

1

16

18
1

15

4

£13 £17

£2 15
2 15
2 2

2 2

1

16

18

1

10

2

1 6

15
4

£3 10
3 10
2

2 8

1 7

1

1

1 6

12
3

1 15
5 6

7 6
3 6

18

6

£3 10

3 10
2 8

12
3

1 15

5 6

7 6

3 6
18

6

£17 £20 19 6 £20 19

OAE PE,ATE CHESTS FSOBI 55s., ACCOKBINK T© SIZE.

THE PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 5 PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR READY MONEY.

BENIIAM AND SONS,
Nos. 19, 20, & 21 WIGMORE STREET, LONDON, W.
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THE NEW 'EXCELSIOR'
PATENT

SEWING MACHINE,
WITH ALL THE LATEST IMPROVEMENTS,

For every Home, is the Cheapest, Simplest, and Best, being a real FAMILY TREASUKE. It is unri-
valled for Dress and Mantle Making, and does every kind of Sewing, Braiding, and Embroidery, in the most
rapid and superior manner. Thousands have been sold, giving the most complete satisfaction to Purchasers.

Price £6 6s.

Lists Free. Liberal Allowance to Shippers.

WEIGHT AND MANN,
Patentees & Manufacturers,

GIPPING WORKS, IPSWICH;

Warehouse

—

143 Holborn Bars, London, E.G.

N.B.—Single and Double Action Machines for

Bootmakers, Tailors, and Manufacturers, at

Moderate Prices, and warranted.

CONSUMPTION, COUGHS, COLDS, ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS,
NEURALGIA, RHEUMATISM, SPASMS, See.

caution.- i^r chancery:
CHLORODYNE.

yiCE-CHANCELLOE WOOD stated that Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE was
» undoubtedly the Inventor of Chlorodyne. Eminent Hospital Physicians of London stated that

Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE was the Discoverer of Chlorodyne ; that they prescribe it largely, and mean
no other than Dr. BROWNE'S.—See Times, July 13, 1864. The Public, therefore, are cautioned against

using any other than Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE.
THIS INVALUABLE REMEDY produces quiet refreshing sleep, relieves pain, calms the system,

restores the deranged functions, and stimulates healthy action of the secretions of the body, without

creating any of those unpleasant results attending the use of opium. Old and young may take it at all

hours and times, when requisite.

From J. M'Grigor Croft, M.D., M.R.C. Physicians, London, late Staff-Surgeon to H.M.F.
' After prescribing Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne, for the last three years, in severe cases of

Neuralgia and Tic Doloreux, I feel that I am in a position to testify to its valuable effects. Really in some

cases it acted as a charm, when all other means had failed. Without being asked for this report, I must
come forward and state my candid opinion that it is a most valuable medicine.'

From Jno. E. Goulstone, M.D., Knighton.

' I can confidently state that Chlorodyne is an admirable Sedative and Anti-Spasmodic, having used it in

Neuralgia, Hysteria, Asthma, and Consumption, with remarkably favourable results. It relieved a fit of

Asthma in four minutes, where the patient had suffered 11 years in a most distressing manner, no previous

remedy having had so immediate and beneficial an effect.'

No home should be without it. Sold in Bottles, at 2s. 9d. and As. Gd. Sent free on receipt of stamps,

by J. T. DAVENPORT, 33 Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C., sole manufacturer.

Observe particularly, none genuine without the words 'Dr. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE,'
on the Government Stamp.
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WILLIAM %JW^ S. BURTON,
GENERAL FURNISHING IRONMONGER.

THE PERFECT SUBSTITUTE FOR SILVER.
The REAL NICKEL SILVER, introduced more than Twenty-five years ago by WILLIAM S. BURTON, when

plated by the patent process of Messrs. Elkington and Co., is beyond all comparison the very best article, next to

sterling silver, that can be employed as such, either usefully or ornamentally, as by no possible test can it be distin-

guished from real silver. A small useful set, guaranteed of first quality for finish and durability, as follows :—

12 Table Forks , .

12 Table Spoons

„ Fiddle,

or Old Silver

Pattern.

Thread, or
Brunswick
Pattern.

Lily
Pattern.

King's
or Military,

&c. ;

£. s. d.

1 13
1 13
14
14

16
10

6

6 6
3 4

18
2 6

14
2 6

10

3 3

£. s. d.

2 4
2 4
1 12

1 12

12
13 6

8

10

4 6
2 3
3 6

1 7 6
5 6

17
4 6

£. s. d.

2 10
2 10

1 15

1 15
15

15

9
11

5

2 6
4

1 10
6

17

5

£. s. d.

2 15

2 15

1 17

1 17

1 7

15
9 6

1 12
5

2 6

4 6
1 12

7

10
5 6

12 Dessert Forks

12 Tea Spoons
6 Egg Spoons, Gilt Bowls

2 Salt Spoons, Gilt Bowls
1 Mustard Spoon, Gilt Bowl
1 Pair of Sugar Tongs
1 Pair of Fish Carvers
1 Butter Knife

1 Sugar Sifter

Total 9 19 9 13 10 3 14 19 6 16 4

Any article to be had singly at the same prices. An oak chest to contain the above, and a relative number of Knives,

:., £2 15s. Tea and Coffee Sets. Dish Covers, and Corner Dii&c
prices

and Coffee Sets, Dish Covers, and Corner Dishes, Cruet and Liqueur Frames, &c, at proportionate
All kinds of Replating done by the patent process.

CUTLERY, WARRANTED.
The most varied assortment of TABLE CUTLERY in the world, all warranted, is on sale at WILLIAM S.

BURTON'S, at prices that are remunerative only because of the largeness of the sales.

Ivory Handles.

3i-inch ivory handles
3^-inch fine ivory handles
4-inch ivory balance handles
4-inch fine ivory handles
4-inch finest African ivory handles ....
Ditto, with silver ferules
Ditto, carved handles, silver ferules ....
Nickel electro-silver handles, any pattern . .

Silver handles of any pattern

Bone and Horn Handles.—Knives and Forks
per dozen.

White bone handles
Ditto, balance handles
Black horn rimmed shoulders
Ditto, very strong riveted handles ....

Table
Knives

per
Dozen.

s. d.

12
15
18
24
32
40
50
25
84

11
21

17

12

Dessert
Knives
per

Dozen.

8 6
17
14
9

Carvers
per
Pair.

s. d.

4 6
4 6

5

7 3
11

12

17 6
17 6
21

2
4 6
4
3

The largest stock in existence of Plated Dessert Knives and Forks, in cases and otherwise, and of Plated Fish Carvers
and Fish Eating Knives and Forks.
WILLIAM S. BURTON sends a CATALOGUE GRATIS and POST-PAID. It contains upwards of 500 Illustrations

of his illimited Stock of Sterling Silver and Electro-plate, Nickel Silver, and Britannia-metal goods, Dish Covers, Hot-
water Dishes, Stoves, Fenders, Marble Chimney-pieces, Kitchen Ranges, Lamps, Gaseliers, Tea Trays, Urns, and Kettles,
Clocks, Table Cutlery, Baths, Toilet-ware. Turnery, Iron and Brass Bedsteads,Bedding, Bedroom Cabinet Furniture &c

'

with Lists of Prices and Plans of the TWENTY LARGE SHOWROOMS, at ' "

39 Oxford Street, W.; 1, la, 2, 3, & 4, Newman Street*, ft, 5, & 6, Perry's Place;
and l, Newman Yard, Xiondon. Established 1820.
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THE CHEAPEST GIFT-BOOK OF THE SEASON.
Illustrated with Twelve Coloured Engravings, an Illuminated Title, and 52 Wood Engravings,

THE LIFE AND LESSONS OF OUR LORD UNFOLDED AND
ILLUSTRATED. By the Rev. JOHN CUMMING, D.D. 6s. 6cL cloth, bevelled boards ; 9s. cloth extra gilt,

gilt edges; 10s. Gd. morocco antique.

' Its illustrations are numerous and—especially the coloured ones— effective.'—Illustrated News.
' A very splendid, a very popular, and a very useful performance.'—British Standard.
' Need we say more to recommend it as almost if not altogether an incomparable present for the coming Christmas

and new year.'

—

Christian Witness.

UNIFORM WITH DR. CTJMMING'S < LIFE OF CHRIST.1

Trice Id. weekly, or in Monthly Parts, with a Coloured Illustration, price Gd., illustrated with first-class Engravings,

from original designs by distinguished Artists, and a series of Twelve Coloured Illustrations of some of the principal

scenes in their lives,

THE LIVES AND LESSONS OF THE PATRIARCHS UNFOLDED
AND ILLUSTRATED. By Rev. JOHN CUMMING, D.D., F.R.S.E.

' Having delineated " The Life and Lessons of our Lord," I think my work would not be complete without a series

of portraits of those who more or less fully reflected his likeness upon earth. They inherit the image of the earthly,

and received and reproduced with no ordinary clearness the image of the heavenly.'—Extract from Introduction.

Just published, price is. cloth,

KEMBLE'S PSALMS AND HYMNS, with Tunes, together with Chants,
Sanctuses, Responses, &c.,*Selected, Arranged, and, for many unusual Metres, newly Composed by SAMUEL
SEBASTIAN WESLEY, Organist of Winchester Cathedral and College.

*** Cheaper Editions are in active preparation.

' When such a book as the present, therefore—the joint work of a really competent clergyman and a most eminent

musician—makes its appearance, it is incumbent on every one who wishes well to the music of the Church of England
to make its merits known as much as possible. For this reason we wish to recommend the newly published Psalm3

and Hymns of the Rev. Charles Kemble and Dr. S. S. Wesley. The collection includes all the grand old tunes of the

age of the. Reformation which form the basis of our English Psalmody, together with the best of those which have
subsequently come into general use ; also many tunes, composed by Dr. Wesley himself, to suit the peculiar measure
in some of the hymns, which are worthy of companionship with the finest specimens of the old psalmody.'—Daily
News, Nov. 19th, 1864.

NEW WORK BY THE AUTHOR OF ' HOUSEHOLD PROVERBS.'

SUNDAY EVENINGS WITH MY HOUSEHOLD ; or, Plain Papers
for Family Reading. Small 8vo, price 5s. cloth extra. j^£3»

BY THE AUTHOR OF * DOING AND SUFFERING.'

SURE WOEDS OF PKOMISE, By the Author of < Doing and Suf-
fering,' &c. Price 2s. Gd, 18mo, cloth antique.

New Edition, crown 8vo, Is. Gd. cloth, with an Index,

A NEW DICTIONARY OF QUOTATIONS FROM THE GREEK,
LATIN, AND MODERN LANGUAGES. Translated into English, and accompanied with Illustrations,

Historical, Poetical, and Anecdotical.

This work contains nearly Six Thousand Quotations and Proverbs from the Greek, Latin, French,
Italian, German, Spanish, and Portuguese Languages, alphabetically arranged, and accompanied with an
Index referring to more than Fifteen Thousand of the principal words. Every one who takes any share in con-

versation, or who dips, however cursorily, into any newspaper, or other publication, will find the advantage of

having access to this work.

Shaw's New Dictionary of Quotations is the only one which includes those from the Modern Languages,

and Illustrates the Quotations by Historical and other allusions.

' If, as we think, this is a book which has been wished for at times by nearly everybody, the inference seems to be

that nearly everybody ought to buy it. Many are the anxious inquiries addressed to " Notes and Queries," and
answered after a reasonable number of weeks, which might have been spared, or rather answered as soon as made, had

this small volume been at the interrogator's elbow. The work is made
4
still more useful by a very copious index.'

—

Gentleman's Magazine. , .* *-,

AN ADMIRABLE PRESENT OR SCHOOL PRIZE.
Complete in 2 vols, antique cloth, red edges,

PROFESSOR REED'S

LECTURES ON ENGLISH LITERATURE, FROM CHAUCER TO
TENNYSON.

LECTURES ON ENGLISH HISTORY, AS ILLUSTRATED BY
SHAKESPEARE. 'mm*

LECTURES ON THE BRITISH POETS.
' It is uot often that we meet with so much good writing, refined taste, intellectual vigour, and vholesome Sentiments}

arc contained in these Lectures.'—British Banner.
g

JOHN F. SHAW AND CO., 48 PATE11NOSTER HOW.
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PEESIDENT LINCOLN.
By an American Abolitionist.

CEEVANTES tells an amusing
story illustrative of that curi-

ous form of pride which leads a

man to praise something of his own
for precisely those qualities that it

does not possess. On his way to

Toledo he met a student mounted
on a most villanous-looking nag.

The poor animal was blind of one
eye and could not see well with the

other ; it was also so unsound in the

legs that it moved on with diffi-

culty. The student used the spur
to induce a quicker pace, where-
upon the horse stopped altogether;

belaboured for this, he kicked and
plunged and came to the ground
with his rider, who lay in the dust
uttering a torrent of imprecations.

The narrator of the incident ap-
proached and said, ' Compose your-
self, seiior, and let me assist you to

rise. These accidents must be ex-

pected by persons who journey on
the backs of such crazy animals.'

'Crazy animals!' said he, 'yours

appears to be crazy enough ; but I

have only to thank the high spirit

and mettle of mine for bringing me
to this strait.'

Could it be anything short of a
similar infatuation on the part of

the people of the Northern States of

America that has led them, at the

end of such an experience as they
have had for four years, to declare

Abraham Lincoln their fountain of

living waters ? That after his nomi-
nation he should have been elected

is not at all wonderful ; for it cer-

tainly is not well, to use the Presi-

dent's own phrase, ' to swap horses

in the middle of the stream,' unless

you can thereby secure one that

will increase your chances of getting
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across, which was not probable

where the alternative was the general

who had 'an iron hand' for the

slaves and a peninsular campaign
for the Secessionists ; but that the

destinies of the United States, in its

present crisis, should by any possi-

bility have been recommitted to the

present President must surely in-

crease the doubts of thoughtful

men, even in that country, whether,

under an unqualified democracy, the

presence of the right man in the

right place can be other than the

exceptional occurrence that it has
proved to be in America, where,
instead of the Phillipses and Emer-
sons, the Polks, Fillmores, Pierces,

Buchanans, and Lincolns come up-
permost in the government as ine-

vitably as if ballots were loaded

dice. The electors and friends of

the President will, of course, remon-
strate against his being classified

with his distinctly pro-slavery pre-

decessors. Whether such remon-
strance will be true or the reverse

of true, as well as what the world
has reason to expect for the cause
of humanity, from the man thus
put forward as the representative

and director of the vast interests

which have chosen him, cannot be
justly decided without some facts,

which I propose to state fairly in

these pages.

In the summer of 1858 the atten-

tion of the whole United States was
bent upon a political canvass of

which the arena was the State of
Illinois. Though the elections im-
mediately involved were local, the
question on which they were to

turn related to the extension of

slavery into the territories of the

A
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Union. The theories that con-
fronted each other were the demo-
cratic and the republican : the for-

mer, that the territories should be
left to themselves to decide for or

against the incorporation of slavery

in their fundamental law, and
should be admitted as equal States

with or without that institution,

according to the will of the majority

expressed through the ballot-box;

the latter, that territories being
minors, the Congress at Washington
should decide whether any one
should be admitted as a State if it

had so incorporated slavery. The
democratic plan had for its cham-
pion the late S. A. Douglass, for

many years United States Senator
from Illinois, and formerly a judge
in that State. Mr. Douglass was par-

ticularly associated with the plan
he advocated, having proposed and
carried through Congress the mea-
sure known as the Nebraska Bill,

into the details of which I need not
go here further than to state that it

had thrown the question, whether
the immense territory known as

Kansas, and destined to be carved
into several new States, should be
free or slave, to the settlers in that

territory, to be decided by force of

such numbers as North and South
could send into it; a plan which
led to conflicts anticipating in

horror those which now devastate

the entire country. Mr. Douglass
was what might be called a 'ta-

lented' man; a shrewd and vigo-

rous, though quite unscrupulous
debater. Small physically, but im-
measureable in ambition and energy,

he was known throughout the

country as 'the little giant/ His
antagonist was the much more ob-

scure man, Abraham Lincoln. At
that time Mr. Lincoln's entire

public life had been confined to a
seat in the Legislature of Illinois,

and a single term in the Lower
House of Congress. He was well

known, however, in the little town
of Springfield as an able pleader at

the bar, as a good neighbour, and a
first-rate story-teller. The entire

extent of his anti-slavery opinion
was comprised in his opposition to

the extension of slavery into regions

where it did not exist. For the

rest he had declared himself op-
posed to any interference with
slavery where it existed, even to its

abolition from the national capital

—a leading demand of the New
England School of Eepublicanism

—

and his only memorable perform-
ance during his single term in

Congress had been the introduction

of a fugitive slave law into a terri-

torial bill, which led "Wendell Phil-

lips to denounce him as a 'negro-

hound.' No more pronounced re-

publican than he could have gone
before the State of Illinois, at that

time, with the slightest chance of

success, it being the most pro-

slavery of all the free States. The
only instance in which Douglass
got the advantage of him in debate

was when he brought forward some
resolutions concerning slaverywhich
the Eastern Eepublicans had passed,

and asked his antagonist if he
would endorse them; Mr. Lincoln
evaded the question. I find in the

letters of Theodore Parker, who was
watching this debate keenly, the

following allusion to this incident:

'Lincoln dodged them (Douglass's

questions concerning the anti-

slavery resolutions). That is not

the way the Battle of Freedom is to

be fought.' He did, indeed, stand

upon the lowest rung of the anti-

slavery ladder. He spoke but little

concerning the moral question in-

volved in slavery, deprecating its

extension chiefly as a political evil.

The speeches of the combatants had
been widely printed and read, the

attention and the interests of the

country thoroughly aroused, and,

when the election in Illinois, which
recorded the triumph of Mr. Lin-

coln's views, was over, the two men
were invited to various other States,

where they also addressed the

people. Mr. Lincoln thus gave
public addresses in New York,
Massachusetts, Ohio, and elsewhere;

and in these, given before more
anti-slavery audiences than those of

Illinois, and without the restraint of

an immediately practical issue, he
did not hesitate so much to express

opinions adverse to slavery per se.

Wherever he went he left an im-

pression favourable to himself;

there was something in Ms gloveless
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way of handling things, his racy
speech, his homely, but fresh
and accurate, illustration, which
contrasted agreeably even in the
more cultivated Eastern States, with
the laborious imitation of foreign
models common to the majority of
then own speakers.

It was when he was on one of
these political excursions, to wit, at

Cincinnati, in the September of

1859, that I first saw and listened

to Mr. Lincoln. It is the fashion in

that region to hold large political

meetings in the open market spaces,

which are found in Western as re-

gularly as in German cities. Cin-
cinnati is the largest city of the
greatest of the Western States,

Ohio, and is on its southmost verge
divided from Kentucky only by the
Ohio Kiver. It has long had a
bitterly pro-slavery party, has been
the arena of the worst mobs against
abolitionists, and of many disgrace-
ful renditions of fugitives, owing to
its proximity to the slave State. It

consequently arrested my attention
when, passing through the crowded
market space, intent only upon
getting home by elbow aid, I heard
a voice, less flat than those ordi-

narily heard on such occasions,
utter these words :

' No policy will

ever deal satisfactorily with slavery,
that does not deal with it as wbong.'
I paused at this, and presently
heard the following given with
good emphasis: 'I say there is

room enough for us all to be free

;

and it not only does not wrong the
white man that the negro should be
free, but it positively wrongs the
mass of white men that the negro
should be enslaved/—here I '.felt

that he was about going on to a
high strain, but the applause was
too faint, and he continued—'that
the mass of white men are really
injured by the effects of slave labour
in the vicinity of the fields of their
own labour/ He then went into a
dissertation about capital and la-

bour, and after a quarter of an hour
made another effort at the higher
ground, with this result: 'Every
man that comes into this world has
a mouth to be fed and a back to be
clothed; by a notable coincidence
every man has two hands; now I

have concluded that those hands
were meant to feed that mouth and
clothe that back; and—mark you,

Kentuckians!—any institution that

interferes with the rights of those

hands so to do, is sure to come,
sooner or later, tumbling about the

ears of those who uphold it.' On
the whole I rather liked the voice

and what it said, and made my way
towards the house-balcony on which
he stood. The first near glance at

the speaker was calculated to pro-
duce a smile : one might swear that

he was the type of the American
Union as it was and Constitution as

it is. Long and lank as the tra-

ditional Yankee; lean and hungry
as the ' poor white ' of the South
that he was born ; with the arm of

a Hoosier that can ' whip his weight
in wild cats;' with a backward
length of skull, and feeble occiput

which reminded one of the Indian
characters; and yet with an eye
full of softness, a voice full of affec-

tion and even delicacy; he stood

the sum of a long column of Boones
and Bowies, Pograms and Puritans.

It was a physical necessity that this

average American should have been
born in the most central of the

states—Kentucky—and a political

propriety that he should have
drifted into the State that repre-

sented the faintest divergence from
the slave system—Illinois. I have
often thought of the impression
made uponme on this evening, when
I first saw and heard this man, of

something he said to Mr. Ealph
Waldo Emerson, who more than
two years ago, after delivering a
lecture at the Smithsonian Insti-

tute, was induced to call upon the

new President. Mr. Lincoln ad-

vanced and said immediately :
' Mr.

Emerson, I remember having heard
you give a lecture in the West some
years ago, in which you remarked

:

"Every Kentuckian has an air

about him that seems to say, Here
I am: if you don't like me, so

much the worse for you!"' This,

accompanied as it was by one of the
President's loudest laughs, needs
only a slightly mystical interpre-

tation to tell the whole story : there

he is; there he was foreordained

to be; if we do not like him, so
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much the worse for us, for to be rid

of him implies certain preliminary-

dealings with such hard facts as

Kentucky Hoosier, and "Wolverine

are!

At this time the thought of no-

minating Mr. Lincoln for the presi-

dency had not occurred to any
human being. The Eepublican
Convention, whose nominee was
almost certain of election, was
about to assemble at Chicago, and
the delegates to it were understood

to be divided between W. H. Se-

ward of New York, and S. P. Chase
of Ohio. Mr. Seward had been
prominently before the Philadelphia

Convention, which four years before

had nominated Mr. Fremont, and
there was a kind of understanding

with his friends at that time that,

if they would withdraw his name,
he should have the nomination next

time. Mr. Seward had made him-
self highly acceptable to the radical

wing of the Eepublican party by
declaring that there was an 'irre-

pressible conflict ' between freedom
and slavery, which could not end
until the States were all free. But
there were certain radicals of Mr.
Seward's own State, notably Horace
Greeley, of the Tribune, who had
reason, from their more intimate

knowledge of Mr. Seward, to sus-

pect that his radical sentiments

were only for the stump, and that,

if an emergency arose, he would be
weak and compromising—a sus-

picion, the correctness of which has

been abundantly confirmed by Mr.
Seward's course as a Cabinet officer.

These few radicals managed to de-

feat Mr. Seward at the Convention,

by suddenly joining with the mode-
rates in taking up as a candidate

Abraham Lincoln, who was nomi-
nated. Mr. Seward was bitterly

disappointed by this defeat, which
he knew would end his presidential

prospects for ever ; and surely the

radicals have reason to know that

he has never lost an opportunity

since of wreaking his revenge on
them, by using his position as a

constitutional adviser of the Presi-

dent to counteract their influence

with him, and to resist their efforts

for the abolition of slavery.

So soon as it was known that Mr.

Lincoln was elected, the Southern
States began to meet in Legislatures

and Conventions for the purpose of

seceding. For months these move-
ments went on, both before and
immediately after the inauguration
of Mr. Lincoln at Washington ; and
the condition of the public mmd at

the North, in view of them, consti-

tutes one of the most remarkable
chapters in the strange history of

this American revolution. During
all of this time not a voice was heard

in the entire nation advocating the

retention of the South by force. The
open movements for secession in

the South occasioned the division of

the North into two large parties;

one favourable to conciliating and
pacifying the South by new and
lull concessions to slavery; the

other eager to have the South go.

Phillips, Harrison, Beecher, Sumner,
Greeley, and all the great anti-

slavery leaders were in favour of

building a golden bridge for the

departing States. War was scarcely

a contemplated possibility. Mr.
Lincoln, Mr. Seward, and perhaps

all the Cabinet, except Mr. Chase
(who was in favour of 'peaceable

secession'), were anxious to retain

the South by giving fresh guaran-

tees of security to slavery. Mr.
Lincoln declared that he would
promptly execute the Fugitive

Slave Bill, and would use his influ-

ence to introduce into the constitu-

tion a new clause rendering it for

ever impossible ^that slavery should

be interfered with in any State

where it existed. On the one point

upon which the whole election had
turned—the non-extension of slavery

into the territories— he declared

himself, to a deputation of South-

erners, unable to recede; but he
promised them that his former de-

claration that 'the Union would
be all free or all slave,' should

not be the basis of his political ac-

tion.

When South Carolina fired upon
Fort Sumter all these discussions

vanished into thin air, and, almost

unconsciously, the masses of the

North arose with a war-cry on every

lip. Three months before there

had not been one voice that advo-

cated war; now there was not one
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which advocated peace. It would
seem that during these months of

inaction the great mercantile interest

of the North had been in its million

counting-rooms summing up the

losses that were to come when the

cotton -fields of the South were
transferred to a foreign nation ; and
the great West particularly had
remembered that out of the navi-

gable rivers in America—over ninety
in number—more than seventy had
their mouths in the South. These
and many other considerations had
secretly generated in the great com-
mercial classes of the North a de-

termination that the South should

not secede. But, it may be asked,

what wrought the immediate change
in the minds of the leading re-

formers, who were just now advo-

cating ' peaceable secession ?'

As one of the class that opposed
the coercion of the South so ear-

nestly up to this point of time, I

venture to say that their change of

attitude is explicable by this alone

:

When the Northern masses arose,

demanding an acceptance of the

challenge offered at Fort Sumter,

the one phantom that had before

terrified the anti-slavery men seemed
laid for ever

—

compromise. When
the fear that the old Union which
they had so long hated might re-

turn, and possibly with new rivets

to the slave's manacle, passed away,
a golden vision, which hitherto had
been to the eye of no abolitionist

separable from the millennium,
started out as a nearer possibility

;

corresponding to the secessionist's

dream of a great Southern Slave-

Empire covering two-thirds of the

New World, arose the abolitionist's

vision of an entire Eepublic without
a slave, where none of them had
hitherto indulged a wilder hope
than that of redeeming the States

already free from political com-
plicity with and subjection to the
ruling ideas and plans of the Slave
States. These two elements in the

North—the trade so deeply involved
with Southern plantations and
rivers, and the anti-slavery convic-

tion—had been for thirty years in

bitter conflict with each other : the
abolitionists had been during this

time denouncing Northern mer-

chants as selling their souls for

gold, and the merchants had re-

plied by bribing and stimulating

the Irish to throw stones at Phillips

and Pillsbury. These two elements

now merged their separate hopes
and aims into a common method,
and changed their respective watch-
words for the all-embracing termi-

nology of patriotism, which, how-
ever, still meant cotton to New
York, and the ownership of the
Mississippi to Ohio, as definitely as

it meant a Eepublic without a slave

to Massachusetts.

On entering Washington, Mr. Lin-
coln made his first capital blunder
in selecting, as his ministers, broken-
down party

fc

hacks and passes presi-

dential aspirants. One member of

the Cabinet, moreover, was believed

to have accepted a bribe, as a lawyer,

to betray his client; another was
involved in some of the worst cases

of legislative corruption in Pennsyl-
vania ; another belonged to a family

which had become notorious for

sacrificing the public welfare for its

own advancement ; another was well

known as the political partner of

the basest intriguer of New York,
besides having lost, through age
and (as generally rumoured) the

excessive use of stimulants, his ori-

ginal intellectual force, and what
little nerve he may have once pos-

sessed. With one; or two honour-
able exceptions that original Cabinet

(only two members of it remain)
was as bad as could have been made
out of the Eepublican party. It

was selected simply because Mr.
Lincoln, the average man, wished
an average cabinet: he must have
horse, and alligator, and Puritan,

and border-ruffian, and democrat,

and abolitionist, and all things that

swim, creep, or fly in that vast

primal swamp of American politics.

Mr. Lincoln's object was clearly to

fasten his hook on to every section

and every phase of opinion and no-

opinion in the North. The result

of it was absolutely frightful. Not
one man in the Cabinet, however,
bad as it was, would perhaps have
been before suspected of being in-

dividually capable of conceiving a
policy so weak and mean as they

now put forth collectively. I will
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not allude to that conglomerate of

silliness and cowardice which was,

during the first year ofMr. Lincoln's

presidency, called ' War/ being dis-

posed to confine myself, as far as

possible, to a record of an abolition-

ist's experiences of the President

and the War. Now, it was an idea

that had been expressed in the
United States Congress many years

before, by John Quincy Adams, and
never denied, that the war-power, if

ever evoked, would give the Ameri-
can Government the right to eman-
cipate the slaves,—availing itself of

that as one of the legitimate weapons
of its armoury. This declaration of

Mr. Adams was, soon after the break-

ing out of this war, revived, and
circulated throughout the country.

The abolitionists at once raised the

cry that the proper reply to a pro-

slavery rebellion was an anti-slavery

edict and policy; and, to their de-

light, found that throughout the
free States the old prestige of

slavery and f Southern chivalry

'

was gone, and the people ripe for

any measure against slavery. The
friends of slavery dared not defend
it, but confined themselves to raising

technical and legal doubts as to the
competency of any power to deal

with it. But the two or three slave

States that yet remained in the
Union, especially Kentucky, pressed
about Mr. Lincoln with a fierce de-
mand that he should not only not
assail, but actually watch and pro-
tect their peculiar institution. Mr.
Lincoln, in gratitude for their not
leaving the Union, consented; and
it can be proved that no two ad-
ministrations that have ever go-

verned in America, put together,

have ever done so much and such
disgraceful pro-slavery work as that

of Mr. Lincoln during its first year.

More fugitive slaves were hunted
down and returned to slavery than
under the two preceding admini-
strations of the avowed pro-slavery

(democratic) presidents, Pierce and
Buchanan. Wherever the Northern
armies went they began by threat-

ening the negroes that they should
be held down with an iron hand if

they attempted to make it an occa-

sion for gaining their freedom ; and
each general issued his prohibition

against any negro being allowed to

enter the lines of the United States

armies. The remonstrances of the
surprised and grieved abolitionists

were met with the declaration that

the war was for the Union, and that

Kentucky, and other slave States,,

still in the Union, must have their

institutions respected. The abo-
litionists saw plainly that, while

the President would like to have
God on his side, he must have Ken-
tucky; and they bitterly lamented
that Kentucky had not seceded with
the rest, instead of remaining behind
to tie the hands of the President,

which Otherwise might have dealt

strongly with slavery.

In fact it was evident, during all

this first year, that the Cabinet at

Washington did not mean to trust,

for the restoration of the Union, to

military measures so much as to

such a conciliatory policy toward
slavery, as should disarm the South-
ern masters of all fear that Bepub-
licanism would injure their pet in-

stitution. General Scott adopted,

by the blessing of Mr. Seward, the

Bo-peep policy

—

Let them alone, etc.

They were morbidly sensitive at

adopting even the smallest measure
that looked like affiliation, with
negroes or their friends. Here is

an incident that occurred soon after

the inauguration of Mr. Lincoln, as

I received it from the senator con-

cerned in it. Mr. James Eedpath,
the agent for many years of the

Haitian Government to help forward
the emigration of negroes to their

island, went, in company with a
senator from Massachusetts, to visit

a distinguished Secretary at Y^ash-
ington; whereupon the following

colloquy occurred :

—

Senator. Mr. Secretary, permit me
to introduce to you Mr. Eedpath, a
friend of the Haitian Government,
and authorized to represent the
same to a certain extent.

Secretary. How are you, Mr. Eed-
path?

Redjmth. Quite well, I thank you.
Senator. The Haitian Government

now naturally hopes that the suc-

cess of Eepublicanism secures the

recognition of her Eepublic.
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JRedpath. She is ready to send her
minister at any moment.

Secretary (twisting uneasily in his

seat). Beally, gentlemen, this is a
very grave and difficult question,

and I have not leisure to consider

it.

Senator. A difficult question ? Tis
but a scratch of your pen.

Secretary (twisting three times in
his seat). But, sir,—really, sir,—I

—

Bedpath. Oh! do not let us press

it, if the Government is adverse to

it.

Secretary. The fact is, gentlemen,
Washington cannot receive a black

minister.

(Exeunt Secretary and Agent with
1 Good mornings?)
At length occurred the great de-

feat at Bull Eun. Its ultimate
causes were proved to have been
i. That, in obedience to this co-

lourphobia at Washington, General
McDowell had prohibited the ap-
proach of negroes to his lines, and
thus cut off his only source of infor-

mation concerning the enemy ; and
2. That reliance for reinforcement
had been placed upon a general so
intensely pro-slavery that, in the
beginning of the war, he refused to

display the American flag, until he
was forced by a mob in Philadelphia
to do so.

This tremendous defeat, which
rilled the hearts of the Northern
people with horror and shame, and
every town with mutilated soldiers,

raised the anti-slavery determina-
tion one degree. The pressure of it

was felt by the Congress, and re-

sulted in the following ludicrous
arrangement: it was decreed by
that sagacious assembly that any
negro who, coming to the United
States military lines, should be
shown to have been used in any
work against the United States,

should be free ; but not so one that
had not been so used! In other
words, if a negro could only prove
that he had killed a Yankee, or done
other work for the South, he was
freed, as a punishment to those
who so used him; but if the poor
fellow had only befriended the
North it would return him into

bondage

!

Even this much Mr. Lincoln had
not recommended in any message
to Congress. (His first message did
not even suggest the existence of

slavery in the country!) What
the President's plan was might be
judged from his sending Andy
Johnson, now Vice-President, to be
military governor of Tennessee, who
—himself a slaveholder—declared
to the people of that State, as a
leading argument for the re-esta-

blishment of the Union there, that
the institution of slavery, which
rebellion had endangered, would,
by the Union, be rendered more
secure than ever. At a dinner
given in Washington to Mr. Pren-
tice, a distinguished pro-slavery edi-

tor of Kentucky, a member of the
Cabinet, the Secretary of the Inte-

rior, said :
—

' If we, being eighteen
millions, cannot put down this re-

bellion of six millions without free-

ing their slaves, we ought to give
the war up.' This was in reply to

the Secretary of War, Mr. Cameron,
who had declared that the slaves

should be freed— for which his

official head was soon thrown to the
clamorous Kentuckians. After the
surrender of Fort Donelson, the first

thing done was to run up the ' Stars
and Stripes ;' the second was to re-

turn to rebel masters twelve slaves

found therein. This was boasted of
in the United States Senate by a
Kentuckian. Mr. Seward wrote to

the representatives of the United
States in foreign lands, that the
condition of the negroes would not
be at all changed by the revolution
through which the country was
passing ; and none will deny that

he has done his best to fulfil his

prophecy. It must be remembered
that, in the United States, the Cabi-
net ministers are more strictly con-
fined to expressing the individual

will of the President, than perhaps
in any other government of the
world.

These things made the anti-slavery

men frantic. They felt that they
had been betrayed. They knew that
if the Union should be restored at

that time it would be recemented
by the blood of the slave. They
unanimously denounced the Ad-
ministration, and prayed that the
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Southern armies might not be de-

feated. ' The best expense we could
be put to/ said Wendell Phillips,
' would be to lose the marble Capi-
tol, under the shells of Beauregard.
Let us hope that Southern success

may be so rapid and abundant, that

a blow like that which stuns the
drunkard into sobriety may stun
our Cabinet into vigour.'

At this time the President was
astonished by an apparition which
convinced him that there was really

some conscience in the North. Go-
vernor Andrew, of Massachusetts,

assumed the extraordinary respon-
sibility of protesting against the

soldiers from his State being used
to return fugitive slaves, in such
terms as to convince the President
that New England was on the verge
of ' demoralization ' on the war ques-

tion. This did not lead him to

change his policy ; but it did lead

him to flatter the anti-slavery sena-

tors, especially those from Massa-
chusetts, who, it is to be feared,

proved not unsusceptible in that

direction. Consequently, when the

vehement and burning anxiety and
purpose of New England tried to

utter itself in Congress, the reply of

the senators and representatives ap-

pealed to was, that they were using
their influence with the President
in private ; that if they should re-

prove him publicly they would lose

their influence over him, and the

Kentuckians would have him all to

themselves ; and that they had rea-

son to hope for a change of policy.

In January, 1862, having visited

Washington, in order to give a lec-

ture concerning the national crisis,

in the Smithsonian Institute, I re-

solved to try and see the President

personally, to find out, if possible,

what we, as anti-slavery men, had a
prospect of obtaining from him.

The Eev. W. H. Channing, minister

of the Unitarian Church in Wash-
ington, accompanied me, and, our
way being prepared by Senator
Sumner, we were received by the

President, by appointment, at the

early hour of eight in the morning,
by which time the President had
breakfasted.

Mr. Channing began the conver-
sation, by expressing, in his warm

and eloquent way, his belief that
the great opportunity of the nation
to be rid of the great wrong, the
source of all our woes, had arrived

;

and, when invited by the President
to say how he would avail himself
of it, gave the well-known plan of
compensated emancipation. The
President declared that he had been
for many years in favour of that
plan. I did not see, in what he
said, any perception whatever that

the nation stood in any novel or

opportune relation to slavery by
reason of any new powers unsealed
by the war. The conversation be-

tween Mr. Channing and the Presi-

dent seemed to me very vague
indeed; and, when my turn came,
I straightly asked whether we might
not look for an edict from him de-

claring the slaves free. He said,
' Perhaps we may be better able to

do something in that direction after

a while than we are now.' At that

time there was ample evidence that

the American people, just awakened
to the magnitude of the crisis, and
blindly anxious to trust their Presi-

dent implicitly, were ready to stand

by any plan he should propose.

Nothing could have been easier than
for him to have gained at that mo-
ment the sympathy of the people

for an edict of emancipation or

anything else. 1 Nay more, it was
manifest that the people were every-

where hoping that slavery would
fall into the pit of martial law,

which it had digged for the Union.

I then asked of the President the

following question:—'Mr. Lincoln,

do you believe that the masses of

the American people would hail you
as their deliverer if, at the end of

this war, the Union should be sur-

viving and slavery still in it ?' He
said, ' Yes I do—if they were to see

that slavery was on the downhill.'

I answered: 'Our fathers compro-
mised with slavery because it seemed
on the downhill : hence war to-day

!

If their error be repeated—if, when
this war ends, slavery lingers, how-
ever faintly, the American people

will have something other than
thanks for you.' The interview

ended with this. I went to Mas-
sachusetts, and gave an account to

the leading men of that State
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which stands in the same repre-

sentative position toward free that

South Carolina does toward slave

society, of what I had seen and
heard at the Capitol; and they all

thought that it was plain that the

President would deal more justly by
the slaves if subjected to constant

pressure from the people. There
were, about the same time, many
other persons from New England
and the North-West who made visits

to the President. Mr. Wendell
Phillips gave three of his great

orations at the Capitol, which the

President and several members of

the Cabinet attended. The Presi-

dent felt the pressure to be very

great ; but he still regarded himself

as committed in certain ways to the

Kentuckians and other slaveholders,

who remained in the Union, not

to interfere with their institution;

whilst he and his friends in Con-
gress endeavoured to appease the

abolitionists by liberating the slaves

in the District of Columbia (six or

seven miles square), and abolishing

slavery in the territories—where it

did not exist. These concessions

only fed the anti-slavery flame

which was spreading almost with-

out opposition. Those in the North
who had taken sides with slavery,

were convinced that it was as good
as dead— not worth quarrelling

about any longer. There was, then,

nothing that could be called an
' opposition ' in the North. There
was certainly something sublime in

the unanimity and determination

with which the North was now
moving onward to grapple with its

foe—slavery. Its iirst blow in this

grander struggle, for which all were
prepared, was struck in Missouri,

—

where Major-General J. C. Fremont
declared all the slaves in his mili-

tary department free men. There
followed this, throughout the entire

North, a burst of applause, so loud,

so universal, that even the New
York Herald, and other papers of

its kind, which had always been
servile to slavery, did not dare to

be silent, much less to resist the

tempest of popular enthusiasm for

what Fremont had done, and ap-

plauded the act. To enable my
readers to judge how complete was

the unanimity which had culmi-

nated in Fremont's proclamation, I

may say that even the Louisville

Journal,—the leading newspaper of

Kentucky, and representative of all

that influence which, as an institu-

tion of several States yet in the

Union, slavery still exerted—went
no further in its first criticisms of

Fremont's proclamation than to say

mildly that it would have liked

it better if Mr. Fremont had con-

fined his edict simply to the slaves

of disloyal men.
This was President Lincoln's

great opportunity. What did he do
with it? To the consternation of

the nation he annulled the Fremont
proclamation and restored to slavery

those negroes liberated by it. Why
was this done when the country

loyally acknowledging Mr. Lincoln

as its President did not demand or

expect it? i. Because, as Mr. Lin-

coln frankly acknowledged, he was
opposed to immediate emancipation,

and, believing as ardently as any
other Kentuckian, that the white and
black races could not co-exist in the

same community, but as master and
slave, had in his mind the plan of

colonization for such negroes as

should be inevitably liberated by the

war, 2. Immediately after the pro-

clamation in Missouri, the negroes

on the plantations of the Southern
Mississippi, hearing of it, became
much excited, and the planters were
startled by hearing midnight cries

of "Fremont and Freedom,' rendered
more ominous by occasional burning
of barns and haystacks. These
regions were at that time entirely in

the possession of persons in arms
against the United States

;
yet, by

acting through the Kentuckians,

who sympathized with them, but
were not in armed hostility to the

Union, they reached the semi-loyal,
* the neutrals/ who whispered to the

pro-slavery loyalists, who, being

then all-powerful at Washington,
declared to the President that the

Union had yet many friends, silenced

for the time, in the far South, who
would all be converted to foes if

Fremont's proclamation were al-

lowed to remain in force. And Mr.
Lincoln, then, as at every time since

his inauguration, eager to use ne-
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groes as coin to purchase lost power,
annulled the edict of freedom in

Missouri Gen. Fremont was soon
removed from Missouri because he
had become an object of fear to sla-

very. Gen. Phelps who, at the

mouth of the Mississippi, declared

that the war was an anti-slavery

war, was removed also ; and Major-
General Hunter, who, by a martial

edict, had declared, in the f depart-

ment of the South/ all slaves free,

was treated as Fremont had been—
the President annulling the edict

and re-enslaving a million negroes.

Of course the effect of this was to

kindle the wrath of the abolitionists

and radical republicans of the

North ; but it had also another and
most important result, to wit: demo-
ceacy, which had always been the

champion of slavery, had given up
slavery as lost, and was itself on its

deathbed ; but now it sat up, rubbed
its eyes, and concluded that it could

not be so near death when that in-

stitution by which it existed was
still alive and potent at Washington.
The revocation of the Fremont pro-

clamation showed a possible future

for slavery. A great effort might
yet Tsave it. The President was
plainly afraid of immediate emanci-
pation, and opposed to the aboli-

tionists on principle. The great

mercantile interest of the North was
told by them that they must take

care not to show too much hostility

to an institution with which they
might yet, in a restored Union, be
obliged to have dealings ; and their

words were confirmed by Mr. Lin-
coln's declaring that if he could re-

store the Union without freeing the

slaves he would do so. It was from
these conditions that there arose in

the North that power which was
afterwards known as copperheadism.

Mr. Lincoln himself created the
copperhead (the popular name of a
certain poisonous snake), which he
has never since been able to crush,

and at this moment must employ
much of his strength in watching.

This manifest disposition to shield

slavery, in order to have credit with
the Border States, and with the re-

vived pro-slavery zealots in the

North, united and concentrated the

anti-slavery forces of the country,

which had all the power of a de-
termined minority. They agitated

among the Northern people, and sent

to Congress the most numerously-
signed petition ever known in that

body for the abolition of slavery;

whilst at the same time delegations

from religious bodies crowded the
doors of the White House. The pres-

sure became as irresistible on that

side as it had hitherto been from the

Border States in their frantic efforts

to save slavery. Mr. Lincoln, at

length, called together the represen-

tatives in Congress of all the loyal

States that still retained slavery;

told them how great the anti-slavery

pressure was ; warned them that he
thought he would presently not be
able to resist it; declared that if

there should be continued resistance

to the United States on the part of

the South, no one could tell what
' ruin ' would follow. (It was evident

that the liberation of the slaves was
to his mind as much ' ruin ' as any
devastation of war!) He entreated

them to use their influence with
their States to induce", them to inau-

gurate a system of compensated
emancipation, the terms of which
he would induce Congress to ar-

range. These representatives in-

dignantly spurned the offer, though
Congress passed a bill offering $300
per slave for all • negroes liberated

by any State. It was now felt that

the abolitionists were getting the

upper hand. The direction that

their pressure took was to induce the

President to issue a proclamation,

under the military power, possessed

by him fas 'Commander-in-chief of

the army and navy, declaring the

slaves free. Such a proclamation he
wrote. Mr.' Seward, it is believed,

managed to keep it in the Presi-

dent's desk for six months. At last

he came out on Sept. 22, 1862, with

a preliminary proclamation, declar-

ing that he would, on the first of

January succeeding, pronounce the

slaves free in such States as should

then remain in rebellion. Of course

it was for the interest of the negroes

and of all the anti-slavery men, that

the United States armies should,

in those intervening three months,

make as little advance as possible

;

for wherever they should advance
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there would be no liberation ! Sure
enough on the first of January came
Mr. Lincoln's proclamation freeing

the slaves wherever he had no actual

power to do it, and holding them
still to be slaves wherever he had
such power. By this means he in-

geniously gained all the disadvan-

tages of such a proclamation and none
ofthe promised advantages : he exas-

perated the slave interest South and
North, but liberated only a few
dozen slaves, if so many. But the

edict was not meant to liberate

slaves ; it was meant to be a tub to

the abolition whale. Now the abo-

litionists were men to whom words
had become synonymous with deeds.

Driven by their opinions from the

world of political action, they could
only work by utterances of their

protest from platforms, and pulpits,

and by the press ; and these utterances

had implied hitherto such actual

sacrifices that their words were at

least ' half battles/ By this stand-

ard of their own they estimated

the President's words declaring the

slaves of the rebellious States ' for

ever free/ and were filled with a
wild joy. In this ecstacy they did
not observe that the President made
haste to overbalance his fair words to

the abolitionists by much more im-
portant acts deliberately planned to

protect the slaveholders from suffer-

ing any considerable losses through
that proclamation. Yet such was
literally the fact. When a calmer
moment came the great leader of the

anti-slavery phalanx looked into the

South and called attention to the

notable fact that the anti-slavery

generals were in the North, and that

every military post where slaves might
try to become free was superintended

oy a military governor, or general, no-

toriously hostile to emancipation

!

The pro-slavery men of the North
smiled complacently, and said,
' What has come of all your prophe-
cies? Where is the slave's discon-

tent with his condition? Where
are the throngs that were to rush to

our ranks to such an extent that the

Southern soldiers would have to

break their lines and go home to re-

press their slaves ?'

We looked closely and found that

Freedom had got a paper proclama-

tion, but that to slavery had gone
the flesh-and-blood, thebayonet-and-
epaulet proclamations. The slave

would not judge of the intention of

the United States Government to-

ward him by printed documents that

he could not read : it was more im-
portant to him that he saw his dark
brethren working as slaves under
our flag, for wherever that waved,
be it remembered, the slaves were
excepted from the benefits of the
proclamation. The dissatisfaction

of the abolitionists at this state of

things grew; it was apparent that

to give the proclamation of freedom
into the hands of its foes instead of
its friends was to make it a sham
and a lie. Out of this deceitful ar-

rangement of the President there
occurred an important collision in

North Carolina. According to the
plan above mentioned, Mr. Lincoln
had appointed, in so much of Caro-
lina as his forces occupied, a Mr.
Stanley to be 'military governor/
This Stanley was a worn-out poli-

tician of North Carolina, with a
great quantity of spread-eagle talk

about 'that flag/ who was yet de-

voted heart and soul to slavery.

Pursuant to the President's procla-

mation, some North Carolinians,

who had always been opposed to

slavery, formed an Association to

make it a free State. Stanley op-
posed them with all of his personal
and official power; so bitterly at

length that they denounced him to

the nation as opposing their efforts

at giving practical effect to the Pre-
sident's edict. Stanley went on
thwarting them openly, and de-
nouncing abolitionists as coolly as if

the President's proclamation had
been a pro -slavery document.
At length certain emancipation-

ists of Massachusetts determined to

repair to Washington and call the at-

tention of the President to these and
kindred facts, and discover, if pos-

sible, what was meant. This dele-

gation consisted of Wendell Phillips,

Dr. S. G. Howe, Francis Bird,

George L. Stearns, J. H. Stevenson,
Elizur Wright, and the writer of
this article. Mr. Lincoln received
us at the appointed hour with what
seemed to me a forced cordiality, and
with a story of doubtful elegance,
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mischievously meant, I was sure, as

a kind of humorous defiance of the

'Boston set,' which the "Western

men regard as fearfully fastidious

and puritanical. The substantial

conversation was introduced by Mr.
Wendell Phillips,who, with the cour-

tesy for which he is remarkable,
thanked the President for his procla-

mation, and asked him how it was
working. The President said that

he had not expected much from it

at first, and consequently had not
been disappointed; he had hoped
and still hoped that something
would come of it after a while.

This remark made us all feel un-
easy ; it was plain from his manner,
even more than his words, that it

had not occurred to him that our
interest was in anything but the
military aspects of his proclamation.

Mr. Phillips then alluded to the

deadly hostility that the proclama-
tion had awakened among the pro-

slavery, and gently hinted that the

anti-slavery masses were not satis-

fied. The President replied that

he had no doubt that the general

dissatisfaction in the country was
due, so far as the masses were con-

cerned, to the want of military suc-

cesses alone ; as for the rest, he con-

tinued somewhat bitterly, ' most of

us here present have been all our
political lives working in minorities,

and have got into a habit of being
dissatisfied. At any rate it has been
very rare that an opportunity of

"running" this administration has
been lost.' To this Mr. Phillips

good-humouredly said, ' If we see

this administration earnestly work-
ing to free the country from slavery

and its rebellion, we will show you
how we can " run " it into another
four years of power.' The Presi-

dent was restored to a better hu-
mour by this, I thought; but he
said, ' Oh, Mr. Phillips, I have long

ceased to have any personal feeling

or expectation in this matter, if I

ever had it, so abused and borne
upon as I have been.'

f Neverthe-
less,' replied Phillips, ' what I have
said is true.' After this there came
a pause, which was at last broken
by some one bringing forward the

particular matter that had brought
us. Mr. Lincoln listened carefully

to the presentation of the facts

showing that Stanley was resisting

freedom in North Carolina, and set-

ting aside his (Lincoln's) proclama-
tion. It was evident, however, that
he knew all about the case ; nor did
he deny one of these allegations. At
the end he simply said, 'Well,
gentlemen, whom would you put in
Stanley's place?' Some one pre-
sent replied with warmth, ' Would
it not be better to have nobody there
at all than one subverting the de-
clared policy of the President and
the country ?' To this the Presi-

dent made no reply. Some one then
suggested Mr. Fremont, who had at

that time no command, as a natural
representative of the proclamation,
which he had anticipated in Mis-
souri, as a good substitute for Stan-
ley. The President said that he
had the greatest respect for Mr.
Fremont and his abilities ;

' but,' he
added, ' the fact is, gentlemen, that
the pioneer in any movement is

generally not the best man to carry
that movement to a successful ter-

mination. It was so in old times

—

wasn't it ? Moses began the eman-
cipation of the Jews, but he had to

make way for Joshua to complete
the work. The fact is, the first re-

former has to meet such a hard op-
position, and gets so battered and
bespattered, that afterwards, when
people find they have to accept the
reform, they will accept it more
gracefully from another man.'
(This philosophic utterance of the
President's seemed to me worth
writing down as soon as we left the

White House. I have deeply re-

gretted that his philosophy should
have deserted him lately when it be-

came a question whether he in his

turn had not best make way for

a presidential Joshua, less battered

and bespattered than himself by
original association with the break-
ing out and the mistakes of the war.)

In reply to what he said we inti-

mated that Fremont was scarcely a
pioneer reformer, but that he and
his proclamation had been so uni-

versally popular, that the first voice

publicly heard against them had
not come from the people but from
the White House! Nay, we were
unanimous in dating the resuscita-
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tion now so formidable to the Presi-

dent of the pro-slavery party in the

North (even then too insignificant

to justify the President's humouring
of it) from the President's revoca-

tion of Fremont's proclamation. Of
course we knew beforehand that

this was bearing hard upon the
President, and were fully prepared
for the anger with which he replied,

'Well, gentlemen, the people have
entrusted the conduct of this mat-
ter to me, and I must do what /
think best, and take the responsi-

bility.' ' Of course/ said Mr. Phil-

lips ;
' but, nevertheless, Mr. Presi-

dent, it is well not to forget that if

the ship goes down, it will not be
you alone that shall go down with
it—all of us are equally in it !' It

was the voice that has held millions

spell-bound that said this; there

was no wonder that the President

quailed under it. Eecovering pre-

sently his good nature, which rarely

deserts him, he said, ' Well, gentle-

men, suppose I should put in the
South these anti-slavery generals

and governors, what could they do
tuith the slaves that woidd come to

them V
That the recent proclaimer of

liberty to three millions of negroes
should at that date thus confess

that he was putting forward in the
South generals and governors who
would not carry it out in good faith

by freeing practically as many as
possible of those declared free ; that

he should be genuinely exercised in

mind on so rudimentary a question

as to what should be done with a
people who had always supported
themselves and their masters, and
who had already flocked northward
by thousands without adding an
iota to the burthen of any one, but
helped the nation bear its burthen

;

were considerations that produced
in the minds of all present at

that interview a conviction that

the President, though superfi-

cially quick, was profoundly dull,

that there was not a particle of

heroism in him, that he was incapa-

ble of an idea, and, in fact, that the

nation, like Issachar of old, was a
strong ass bound between two bur-
thens—slavery in arms, and an ad-

ministration two years behind the

mind of the country. As we went
away it was with this conclusion in

every mind :
' At least we have got

him on our hands until 1865, and
must make the best of him that we
can. He is at least dragable; we
must hitch our horses before him and
put our drivers behind him.' So
we went to our drivers and horses,

to wit, our senators and representa-

tives; called them together to an
excellent supper; and, when they
were in their best mood, asked them
if they would undertake the work.
They all expressed their entire sym-
pathy with us, deplored the Presi-

dent's slowness, and so forth; but
they declined to endanger their per-

sonal relations with (they compla-
cently called it their influence with)
the President, by uttering in public
the severe things they freely said in

private concerning him.
With one exception. Judge Con-

way of Kansas, a Marylander by
birth, an anti-slavery man by con-
viction, who had helped to save
Kansas for freedom, now stepped
forward, and from his seat in Con-
gress proved the consistently pro-

slavery course of the President,

warned the anti-slavery men that

he was opposed to them in prin-
ciple, and would restore the Union
if at all with slavery in it ; advising
that they should at once recur to

their old principle, and seek, by a
division of the Union, to create a
really free North, at least down to

the Ohio Eiver. The speech made
Kansas furious, and cost the young
man who made it his seat in Con-
gress, and all of his political pros-

pects for the present.

The most painful thing was that

Charles Sumner should shrink from
uttering in the Senate the criticisms

upon Mr. Lincoln and the little

general to whom the President was
obstinately immolating two or three

thousand soldiers weekly, besides

the rights of the negroes—criticisms

of which he was lavish in private

consultations. In the recent politi-

cal canvass the supporters of Mr.
Lincoln were very vehement in
denouncing M'Clellan as having
slowly and vainly sacrificed nearly

100,000 of his soldiers, as having
betrayed the interests of the country
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in his eagerness to protect slavery

;

but who was the President who sus-

tained M'Clellan during all of this

time, and for a year after these alle-

gations were made ? who never re-

versed one of that general's pro-

slavery orders though he had
reversed those anti-slavery ones of

Fremont, Hunter, and Phelps ? and
who was during the canvass de-

clared by a leading friend of his,

fresh from the Cabinet, to be still

such a believer in M'Clellan's

patriotism and ability, that he was
ready to trust the soldier and the
slave to him again ?

Up to this time President Lincoln

has never proposed to Congress to pass

any measure favourable to the negro.

That Congress would have concurred
in anything suggested by him was
clear from the fact that the mea-
sures he proposed favourable to the

masters—i.e., compensation for slaves

freed, and appropriation for sending
freed slaves to South America,
Haiti,—were concurred in by that

body, even against its avowed be-

lief in the uselessness of the one
and absurdity of the other. That
since this war began one million and
a half of slaves have become free, is

due to acts of Congress, many of

which he privately opposed, but
clared not publicly veto—notably,
the abolition of the Fugitive Slave
Bill, which made the slaves in Ten-
nessee and Louisiana, which his

proclamation had not freed, virtu-

ally free, because nobody would
then have the right to restore them
to their masters. And when these

and other orders favourable to

negroes were made by Congress, the

Executive postponed carrying them
into effect until dragged into doing
so by popular outcry.

Senator Wilson of Massachusetts
has just published a work recording
the important services to freedom
on the part of the thirty-seventh
Congress (the last); and, amongst
nineteen measures of fundamental
importance against slavery, the only
one that was proposed by the Pre-
sident was one to protect masters
pecuniarily from the results of libe-

ration. The best of them all—one
that was to make freedom a part of
the organic law of every recovered
slave state—the President vetoed
under circumstances so unusual that

two leading republicans—Senator
Wade and Eepresentative Davis

—

published a protest against the ille-

gality of the proceeding, and charged
the President with making sham
State Governments in seceded States

for the advancement of his own no-
mination to the Presidency. Many
republicans regretted the publica-

tion of this protest in the midst of a
political canvass ; but I have never
heard of any one attempting to dis-

prove the charges. I do not believe

that Jefferson Davis could have been
induced to do what President Lin-
coln did, when, having enlisted co-

loured soldiers for $13 per month,
he refused, for 1 8 months, to give

them more than $7. Although his

attorney-general decided that Mr.
Lincoln was authorized to make
this full payment, he did not do so

until Congress interfered ; and even
after this months rolled away, the offi-

cers of coloured regiments ashamed
to look their soldiers in the face,

until such a cry of shame 1 rang
through the land that the President

yielded, and on November 29 last

they were paid.* But this remis-

sion did not occur without the

shedding of blood; a noble black

* Colonel T. W. Higginson, commanding 54th (coloured) Regiment, writes in his

diary : .... ' They [the black troops] show no jealousy or suspicion towards their

officers. They do show these feelings, however, towards the Government itself; and no

one can wonder. Here lies the drawback to rapid recruiting. Were this a wholly new
regiment, it would have been full to overflowing, I am satisfied, ere now. The trouble is

in the legacy of bitter distrust bequeathed by the abortive regiment of General Hunter,

—

into which they were driven like cattle, kept for several months in camp, and then turned

off without a shilling, by order of the War Department. The formation of that regiment

was, on the whole, a great injury to this one ; and the men who came from it, though the

best soldiers we have in other respects, are the least sanguine and cheerful, while those

who now refuse to enlist have a great influence in deterring others. Our soldiers are con-

stantly twitted by their families and friends with their prospect of risking their lives in
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sergeant declared that he would not
serve unless the contract was ful-

filled, and advised his fellows to

take the same stand (for the dif-

ference between $ 7 and $13 meant
the rights of equal manhood !) and
Mr. Lincoln had him shot.

Many things may be quoted that

the President has in his life said

against slavery—he was nominated
for his talking abilities—but not one
deed has he done for liberty except
when dragged into it. This he con-

fesses in a very recent letter to a
brother Kentuckian when defending
himself from the charge in that State

of having adopted an abolition po-

licy: he declared that he had not

controlled events, but that ' events

have controlled ' him ; and, alluding

to the sad condition of the darling

institution, he says, 'Now, at the

end of three years' struggle, the

nation's condition is not what either

party or any man devised or ex-

pected.' Sure enough! Did not
his own Secretary of State instruct

Mr. Dayton of Paris (April 22,1861)
that ' the condition of slavery in the

several States will remain just the

same whether it (the revolution)

succeed or fail/ and that * the rights

of the States, and the condition of
every human being in them, will re-

main subject to exactly the same
laws and forms of administration,

whether the revolution shall succeed

or whether it shall fail.' These
views, never to this day recalled or

disapproved by the President, have
guided his official action. It was
not that he did not like liberty, but
that he was an inveterate { gradual-

ist.' This led him to check the tide

of emancipation in Missouri, so far

as appointing pro-slavery generals

and governors could do it, in which
he went so far as to draw a bitter

protest from the anti-slavery men of

that State, who, without an excep-

tion, so far as I have ever heard, as-

cribe it to the President that Mis-

souri is yet a slave State. Even to

free Maryland, struggling for her
new constitution, he could only say
coldly, ' I wish to see in process of

extinction, that only thing that

could bring this nation to civil war.

'

Does any American doubt that

when the question of amending the
constitution was pending in the last

Congress, an appeal in its favour by
the President would have decided
it? Every republican knows that
its defeat was caused partly by a
wide-spread doubt that he would
veto it. And never was Mr Lincoln's
view on that point known until the
convention that nominated him for

the second term made it a part of
its ' platform,' in order to check the
radical movement for Mr. Fremont,
who had been nominated at Cleve-
land.

Mr. Lincoln's course toward the
abolitionists has abundantly illus-

trated his shrewdness. When their

backs had received, at various times,
all but the last ounce that would
have broken them, he has always
managed to give them some boon,
and to send privately some whisper
that he was pursuing only their own
policy under a form inscrutable at
present. Now and then he would
remove some official who carried his
pro-slavery zeal beyond all decency.
So the abolitionists (the writer
among others) went on during the
spring and summer of 1863, giving
transcendental interpretations to the
President's seemingly anti-liberal

policy, persuaded that presently
the trumpet would sound, and we
should all be caught up into the air

of universal freedom. But at length
there loomed up before us a certain
' Big Black Fact '—the most impor-
tant that had grown into consistent
and definite shape out of the reign-
ing chaos; a fact that, carefully
studied, gauged all the elements en-
listed in the war, and foreshadowed
what any future Union formed under

the service, and being paid nothing; and it is in vain that we read them the instructions

of the Secretary of War to General Saxton, promising them the full pay of soldiers. They
only half believe it.' * With what utter humiliation,' adds Colonel Higginson, in a foot-

note, ' were we, their officers, obliged to confess to them, eighteen months afterwards,

that it was their distrust which was wise, and our faith in the pledges of the United'

States Government which was foolishness.'

—

Leaves from an Officer's Journal.—Atlantic
Monthly, for November, 1864.
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the Lincoln and Seward dynasty was
inevitably to be. The President
determined on beginning the work of

reconstruction where he had military

power. I will not stop to discuss

whether, in boldly overriding the

opinion of the people and their Con-
gress, so decidedly adverse to the
military reconstruction of State Go-
vernments, in this matter (and the

President has never lacked boldness in

dealing with other rights than those of
slavery) he had already an eye to

delegations from such States to a
future president-nominating con-

vention ; but will briefly show, from
his dealings with Louisiana, what
Abraham Lincoln means by the re-

construction of the Union, which he
snatched out of the hands of Con-
gress. General Butler, who was
stationed at New Orleans, had al-

ways been willing to give slavery

all that was written in the bond

:

he afterwards considered that sla-

very had burnt the bond in its own
war-fires, and consented to give it

nothing, except as he was com-
manded by his superiors at Wash-
ington. But New Orleans is at a

great distance from Washington,
especially in war times, and so it

turned out that he (Gen. B.) had to

do many things without consulta-

tion with the Government at Wash-
ington; and such unreferred actions

were invariably satisfactory to the

slaves and to Mr. Wendell Phillips I

But Mr. Seward did not find them
so, for the planters declared that

all their efforts at re-establishing

the Government in Louisiana were
thwarted by Butler's persistence in

ignoring their habits and ideas as

a people; all of which, of course,

meant that Butler ignored slavery

and its former laws. (At that time

there was no complaint against

Gen. B. on the grounds upon which
charges against him are based in

England.) So General Butler was
removed, without any reason being

given the public, or himself pri-

vately, for the removal, in response

to their repeated questionings. But
no reasons were needed by any one

when, in his place, was appointed

one of those politicians whose pro-

minence in America suggests the

300,000 voters there who cannot

read or write—one who had ma-
naged to be Speaker of the House of

Bepresentatives, at a time when the
Bepublican party was only strong

enough to win that office by having
a candidate without principle, who,
for personal advancement, would be
all things to all men, and stop at no
degradation. This person, the na-
tural tool for foul work, bore with
him to Louisiana the eye of every
abolitionist. It soon became evi-

dent that he was sent there to bring

Louisiana, as a State, into the Union,
on the basis most agreeable to the

planters, and to deceive the North
by the amount of falsehood neces-

sary to conceal the arbitrary and
illegal, not to speak of the inhuman
features of the work. He at once
called the planters (every one of

whom openly hated the Union, and
had fought against its advance into

New Orleans until overpowered),
and told them that he would force

the negroes (all of them as free as

the President of the United States)

to go back and labour upon their

plantations, and they must merely,

on their part, agree to cover the

contract with some slight show of

wages, and agree to substitute his

(Banks's) bayonet for the normal
lash. Thus did General Banks force

back the only loyalists of the coun-

try into servitude to men whom he
was professing to hold as traitors.

(Unless they were traitors, Banks
had no more right to rule there

than Napoleon!) The President

sanctioned this arrangement, not

with an object of temporarily ar-

rangingembarrassing circumstances,

as has been alleged, but as the first

step towards forming a permanent
State, and, as General Banks has

recently declared, as a precedent

for the reconstruction of other

Southern States as fast as they shall

be recovered. In what manner
the new State officers, and the dele-

gates who came to the Baltimore Con-

vention to re-nominate Mr. Lineal) t,

were elected, may be estimated from

the following notice, which appeared

in Banks's official newspaper on the

election-day :

—

'White men beware! We are

informed that a considerable num-
ber of coloured persons, who cannot
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be distinguished from whites without

close scrutiny, have registered their

names, in the hope of being able

to vote for Flanders, the champion
of negro-suffrage, at the polls to-

day!'

Who were these white men, who
were invoked by General Banks to

put down white negroes and negro-
suffrage ? They were, without ex-
ception, conquered adherents of the
Southern Confederacy (and by no
means the best of their class),

bribed, by restoration of their ne-
groes, to make a sham State. Who
were the negroes ? Those who had
twice, under both Butler and Banks,
saved Louisiana from recapture by
the Confederacy. This, then, was
what was to be done in all rebel

States. Ex uno disce omnes. More-
over, at the same time, Mr. Seward
announces that, so soon as the war
is over, the military measures against

slavery will be abandoned. That is,

the proclamation will, at the end of

the war, be powerless to liberate

any slave not practically freed

during the war. And here a little

circumstance is to be remembered,
which may hereafter be of the ut-

most importance. When the pro-
clamation of January ist, 1863, was
issued, it was found to be counter-
signed, not by the Secretary of War,
but by the Secretary of State. Mr.
Sumner told me that he had en-
treated Mr. Lincoln that it should
be put forth as a war measure en-
tirely

; but he was not listened to,

and it now stands as a mongrel
edict, which, in a time of peace, the
Supreme Court would have no hesi-

tation in setting aside as unconsti-
tutional. Mr. Lincoln, having had
the opportunity of reconstituting the
Supreme Court, has made appoint-
ments of just such judges as would
decide against the validity of his
proclamation after the war.
How, then, in full view of these

facts, did Mr. Lincoln succeed in
gaining the renomination, which
has resulted in his re-election ? Mr.
Wendell Phillips gave, in a recent
speech, the proximate cause of this.

He gained the nomination, declared
that Abdiel of American politics,

by using the same means which the
South has used for seventy years.

She was wont to say to the North,
' Submit to my terms, or I'll break
the Union;' and, till 1861, the

North, afraid to risk division, sub-

mitted. So Lincoln, putting down
his foot, said to Massachusetts and
the Bepublican party, ' Submit, or

risk dividing the Eepublican party,

if you dare !' They submit, and he
is master of the situation. But be-

hind this there is something too
painful for Mr. Phillips to declare.

Mr. Lincoln's power to divide the
Eepublican party had grown out of
his having, through the enormous
military and official patronage, of

which he was master, and the sham
state-organisations he had made,
brought up enough delegates to

carry the caucus with him. But
had the abolitionists and radical

Republicans united in demanding a
better man, following the old law
of reformers, and standing by their

principle without fear of results,

he must have yielded, or retired to

Illinois with the double disgrace of

having failed in the war, and been
the means of leaving his cause in the
hands of its enemies, who, by such
a division, would have come into

power. At this point the standard-
bearer of the abolition phalanx fal-

tered and fainted. A great-hearted

man, and adequate to great service

when he was in a minority, he;* had
tasted the sweets of partial success

just enough to be lured from his

height as a reformer. He lowered
the standard for political success.

By this sad failure the anti-slavery

ranks were hopelessly divided and
demoralized, so that not even the
heroism and eloquence of Wendell
Phillips, and the few who remained
true, could recover their position.

Thus, to the pioneer of freedom in

America must be ascribed that divi-

sion and weakness of the noble band
that had followed him, which be-

came the strength of the Lincoln-

Seward dynasty. It must be borne
in mind that during the political

canvass no radical republican or abo-
litionist expressed any enthusiasm
for his candidate—if one or two sen-

tences written by ' the lost leader

'

alluded to be excepted. irMr. Phillips

challenged any man to say that
Lincoln was his choice: outside of

b 2
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the army of officials and contractors

there was no reply. All admitted

that they supported Lincoln only

through fear of the election of

a 'Copperhead.' Phillips quoted
twelve of the leading republicans

in America as having uttered such
sentiments as the following, just be-

fore the nomination:—'Mr. Lin-

coln's election would be a disaster
;'

' It would be national destruction
;'

' I would rather see McClellan pre-

sident, and oppose him, than kill

the virtue of the Eepublican party

by apologizing for Lincoln another

four years.' Out of twenty-four

Eepublican senators, only six voted

for Mr. Lincoln's re-nomination.

Even after the nomination a Con-
Tention was called to set it aside,

and that consummation was pre-

vented only by Sherman's capture

of Atlanta, which added a little to

Mr. Lincoln's popularity. After this

the doctors decided that the bitter

pill was necessary for the patient,

and it was swallowed ; but never be-

fore in America has a President been

elected so detested by his own electors

as Abraham Lincoln. This I say,

with hundreds of documents be-

fore me that prove it. Can it

be said that the 'Copperheads'

have been defeated, when they

forced the nomination of Lincoln

Iby the panic they inspired? Can
any one really believe that the anti-

slavery men or the Eepublicans

have elected their President ? Mr.

Lincoln was nominated by the offi-

cial patronage he commanded, and
elected because of the fear of that

Banquo of the President's own rais-

ing—the Chicago Platform.

No doubt some will cite Mr. Lin-

coln's declaration 'to whom it may
concern/ and hisadoption ofthe anti-

slavery platform of the Baltimore

Convention, as indicating a new and
satisfactory anti-slavery policy. If

these were the first fair promises

that Mr. Lincoln had made, one

might believe they meant some-

thing. The word liberty has often

been upon the President's lips ; that

word made flesh, which alone could

do any saving work, has not dwelt

among us in any policy of Abraham
Lincoln. The wolf spoke the lamb
fair, but the lamb observed that all

the sheep-tracks to the wolf's den
were in one direction—not one foot-

print being in the direction away
from the den ! Actions are the real

footprints; of these actions I have
given what I believe to be an honest
record ; if they are true they cannot
be set aside by words and promises.

Even in the declaration ' to whom
it may concern,' the freedom of the
slave is put as the last and the sub-
ordinate condition of reconstruction,

the one, consequently, to be con-
ceded in a negotiation where of

course both sides would have to

concede something. And as for the

amendment of the Constitution to

abolish slavery, does not the em-
phasis given to it by the republican

party and the President show that

neither of them are contemplating
any fidelity to the emancipation pro-

clamation? The new Congress,

which alone would propose such an
amendment, does not come into

power until 1865—the States could
not act upon such a proposition

until 1866-67. Supposing the re-

quisite two-thirds of the Congress
to propose it, and three-fourths of

the States to adopt it, it can then

operate only upon the few remaining
slaves of Kentucky and Missouri,

and will be powerless against the

great heart of slavery in the hands
of a man whose avowed plan is to

give all anti-slavery measures into

the hands of slavery's friends to be

carried out. But even if the Presi-

dent could nerve himself to the

work when it had come in a consti-

tutional form, he would then have
left him only a few months more of

his last term, and would leave office

with slavery so strong, and even the

freedmen in such a situation, that the

accession of a democratic Govern-
ment would be easily followed by
the recuperation of its full and even
exasperated energies by slavery, and
the restoration of the freedmen to

then masters. There is a thought-

less cry that the democratic party

in America is dead ; but the brand
on which its life depends is yet un-
consumed. ' That old serpent ' has

a way of shedding its old skin and
gliding into a new one, like slavery,

which Gen. Banks left in full vigour

in Louisiana to exhibit in Faneuil
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Hall its stuffed skin to be cheered
by simpletons as its dead body

!

There are circumstances under
which one must have a long spoon
at supper. The abolitionists did
not, perhaps, fully remember this

when they undertook to sup with the
cotton lords of the North, with Wall
Street, and State Street; and so comes
the singular fact that the pioneer of
' immediate and unconditional eman-
cipation' is found to-day support-
ing the candidate of compromise,
the President who has returned
more fugitives to slavery than any
of his predecessors, and even loudly

applauding General Banks of the

'White Men Beware!' Platform
above referred to

!

The National
1

. Anti-Slavery Stand-
ard, the organ of the Abolitionists of

New York and Pennsylvania, which,
up to the breaking out of the war,
stood on the regular old-fashioned

platform of disunion, fulminating
the watchwords, 'No union with
slaveholders/ ' The Constitution is

an agreement with hell and a cove-

nant with death'—and which was
also, like the rest of the abolition

party, in favour of peace, even to

non-resistance, now announces the
following sentiments :

—
' We do not

hesitate to express the opinion, that

if the Confederates were to abolish

slavery, and promise ever so so-

lemnly that it should never be re-

established, the anti-slavery party
of the country, with perhaps a few
individual exceptions, would still

support the administration in its

efforts to put down the rebellion

and restore the unity of the nation.

The abolitionists, as we understand
them, hold, not that the abolition of

slavery is the end of the war, but
a necessary, and therefore rightful

means to that end, in other words,
when black families are the sufferers,

the unity of the nation was nought

;

but when it is only the devastation
of white families that is implied,
that territorial 'unity' has a sanctity

beyond peace or humanity! 'The
democratic principle,' cries Ana-
charsis Clootz, once more, 'is of

such importance that it would be
cheaply purchased by the total de-

struction of the human race from
the face of the earth

!'

After all, the million and a half
slaves that have been liberated by
the war, will have had their freedom
purchased at a terrible cost to their

own race, and to America, if the
abolitionists cannot regain their

position. Those of their number
who joined in the cry that the
Chicago Peace Platform meant sur-
render to the South, may now well
pause and inquire whether the
Baltimore nomination did not imply
their own surrender to slavery.

They have risked their entire or-

ganization—the accumulated power
generated by the sorrows and toils

of thirty-five years and more—upon
the issue of a great opportunity.
Whether they were to win or lose

all these earnings, must depend en-
tirely upon whether hewho holds the
lamp, to which the unsealed genii

—

the war power—is obedient, has the
eye to recognize the opportunity, or
the disposition to avail himself of it.

Mr. Lincoln must certainly have
demonstrated to every anti-slavery

man by his revocation of Fremont's
proclamation, were they blind to the
scores of other proofs, that oppor-
tunity is precisely that which he is

incapable of seeing. The Oriental
fable relates that a poor man waited
a thousand .years before the gates
of Paradise; but, whilst he then
snatched one little nap, they opened
and shut. The anti-slavery men in

America may yet find that their

little nap, which led to Lincoln's
re-nomination, has cost them many
weary years of waiting. What have
they seen thus far? Fearful car-

nage paid for Louisiana reconstruc-
tions, with the slave still under the
planter—the old serpent with only
a new skin. Suppose the armies of
the Union should now succeed?
Every man of common sense in the
world knows that the liberation of

slaves would cease, and that the

South would return to Washington
to rule, if not directly, as before, by
the fear of future insurrection, a
fear that would become the chronic
disease of the nation. From those
fears that nominated Lincoln a har-
vest of fears may spring up. Let
that time arrive, and where will the
abolitionist be? If, having degraded
emancipation to a 'means' to secure
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the Union he once denounced, his

first effort at raising his former
banner is not met with universal

derision, it will be because univer-

sal terror has taken him in hand
to deal with him as one who had
already, by his agitation, brought
on a civil war, and was trying to

bring on another. Let this revolu-

tion leave in America one vestige of

the slave-jDower, and the abolitionists

will find such a reaction and universal

scepticism as that into which Europe
has been thrown by the failure of

the revolutions of 1848. Eevolu-
tions do not, indeed, go backward

;

but there are often dreary forty-year

wanderings and Babylon captivities,

ere their consummation, where men
are drawn aside to worship strange

gods. It were idle to say that the

victories of the Union are now the

victories of emancipation. Sherman's
progress through Georgia is trace-

able in burning towns, but not, so

far as the world learns, in broken fet-

ters. Few are the cries of joy from
liberated slaves that mingle with the

wailings of those whose homes are

desolated. Are these the fine issues

to which the spirits of American re-

formers have been finely touched ?

Mazzini explains the failures of

a half-century of Italian revolutions

in these notable words :
' That error

(i.e. of the revolutionists) was the
error only too prevalent at the pre-

sent day—that of entrusting the go-
vernment of the insurrection to

those who had had no share in mak-
ing it.' The abolitionists know well

that the election of a Eepublican
President was the result of their

own revolution against the tyranny
of slavery over the Government.
But to whom is that revolution now
entrusted for direction? Are not
those who govern it its merest acci-

dents ? Are they who rule at Wash-
ington the creators of that move-
ment, or even the adopters of it?

Was Lincoln ever associated with

that cause? Was it the cherished

vision of Seward, who, since the war
began, wrote in a despatch to minis-

ter Adams that the abolitionists and
the secessionists were labouring for

a common object? Was it the

guiding-star of Stanton, who to this

day is unassociable with any word

or deed for or against slavery ? Did
Banks, who, as Governor of Massa-
chusetts, laboured to have the Per-
sonal Liberty Bill rescinded, and
that State made a slave-hunting
ground, approve himself as the re-

storer of the Free Union? Or is

the representative of abolitionism to

be found in Fessenden, who came
straight from the senate, where he
had bitterly opposed to the last the
honest payment of black soldiers,

to supersede in the President's Cabi-
net the only anti-slaveryman (Chase)
it had ? When men gather grapes
from thorns, the abolitionists will

reap the harvest that they have
sown in tears from what those men
at Washington are doing. They
are glad enough, doubtless, for all

the anti-slavery enthusiasm they can
get; but it depends not on the
steam, but on the engine that en-
closes it, and upon the engineer,

whither that steam shall bear the

train. Most assuredly there is no
victorious Union during the nextfour
years imaginable, in which the abo-
litionists would not be what to-day

are Independents in England, Maz-
zinists in Italy, or Jacobins in

France.

Under these sad circumstances,

what can those abolitionists do who
have remained faithful ? What but
climb again, if possible, to the sum-
mit they once occupied, and lift

again that banner which belongs to

humanity, and which humanity can
never permit to be conquered ? Let
them divest their noble cause of all

suspicion of pride, in whatever pa-
triotic watchwords disguised, of all

lust of empire, by offering to the South
their olive branch on the condition

of simple Justice, and invoke Chris-

tendom to their aid in securing its

acceptance. Let them repair to

their old altars and offer all they
have, even national empire and
unity, if required, to the cause of

humanity. Let them offer the South
independence whenever it is willing

to concede independence to those

whom it binds—without which there

can be no peace with or without the

Union. The revolution, through
which they are passing, has justified

their faith in the vitality and po-
tency of an idea ; let them trust that
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idea to the end, without wavering, in the New World—a better body,
knowing that, though it may not possibly, than even the Old Union
work out the results desired, at this without slavery would be. Only in

moment, by the merchants and overcoming evil with good is there

bankers, who are as ready now, as security against being overcome of

before, to crucify it for their private evil. Only in seeking first the king-
ends, it will surely organize itself dom of righteousness is there any
into that body, governmental and certainty that all real advantages
territorial, which humanity needs shall be added.

< THE E'EN BRINGS A' HAME.'

UPON the hills the wind is sharp and cold,®

i

, The sweet young grasses wither on the wold,

And we, Lord ! have wandered from thy fold
;

But evening brings us home.

Among the mists we stumbled and the rocks

Where the brown lichen whitens, and the fox

Watches the straggler from the scattered flocks

;

But evening brings us home.

The sharp thorns prick us, and our tender feet

Are cut and bleeding, and the lambs repeat

Their pitiful complaints,—oh, rest is sweet

When evening brings us home

!

We have been wounded by the hunters' darts.

Our eyes are very heavy, and our hearts

Search for|Thy coming ;—when the light departs

At evening, bring us home.

The darkness gathers. Through the gloom no star

Rises to guide us. We have wandered far

—

WithoutjThy lamp we know not where we are

:

The clouds are round us, and the snow-drifts thicken.

0, thou, dear Shepherd ! leave us not to sicken

In the waste night, our tardy footsteps quicken,

At evening, bring us home.

^^mH.
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SPIRITUALISM, AS BELATED TO RELIGION AND SCIENCE.

Das Wunder is des Glaubens liebstes Kind.—Goethe's Faust.

Miracle is the pet child of Faith.

—

English Translation.

THE social history of any period,

or nation, would be incom-
plete, without a chapter on its

popular delusions. All ages and
countries have been more or less

infested by false prophets, religious

impostors, professors of mysticism,

or pretenders to supernatural

powers of some sort ; but we cannot

help thinking that the existing

generation of Englishmen have had
more than their due share of miracle-

mongers, and that, as regards the

resulting state of the public mind
on such matters, the established

guardians of our belief in things

spiritual have a great deal to

answer for.

There was first, mesmerism, re-

vived after half a century with

little perceptible addition to its in-

terest or utility. The clairvoyant,

like the almanack-maker or the

fortune-teller, had his lucky hits,

and Alexis was the lion of London
and Paris for a year or two. The
system of conventional signs by
which the agent communicated with

the patient also attracted the at-

tention of the curious. A woman
was seated in a chair, with her back
to the mesmeriser, and her eyes

bandaged, if required. A paper
describing an historic scene—Cleo-

patra with the asp, or Philippa

sucking the poison from Edward's
arm, for example—was placed in

his hand. He neither touched nor

spoke to her, and in less than half a

minute she rose and went through
the pantomime of the scene. This

was the best of the so-called mes-
meric performances.

Then came table-turning, which
enjoyed a brief fashion as an amuse-
ment, but soon ceased to be prac-

tised as an art, for the simple reason

that it could be practised gratis.

Mr. Earaday accelerated its decline

by the invention of a simple appa-

ratus, showing that the motive
power was the direct, though some-
times unconscious, application of

physical force.

Table-rapping was a marked im-
provement on table-turning, and
has gradually grown into a kind of

spiritual institution. Although it

dates from remote antiquity, its ear-

liest professor of note in this country
was an American lady, Mrs. Hayden.
An alphabet was placed in your
hand

;
you passed your finger slowly

along it; and marked the letter

when there was a rap. The result

was the promised revelation. She
failed completely with the writer

of these pages, who took care not to

pause or hesitate at the required

letters during the operation ; and as

he walked away with his introducer,

a clever and eccentric peer, he ob-

served that it was unlucky the

spirits would not attend.
c But

they did,' was the reply, ' only they

were lying spirits/—forgetting that

the sole proof of their presence was
the veracity of their communica-
tions. On: our remarking recently

to a lady convert, that Mr. Ander-
son's rapping at St. James's Hall was
very much superior to Mrs. Hayden's
or Mr. Home's, she replied, ' Oh, yes

;

but that, you know, is conjuring.'

The author of From Matter to

Spirit, who puts implicit faith in Mrs.

Hayden, says :
' The promises made

at Mrs. Hayden's were kept. Many
experiments were tried in private,

and it was found that a number of

persons, both in and out of our own
family, possessed the faculty of

mediumship in a greater or less

degree. I found, however, what I

had noticed at first, that the com-
munications were always given in

the spelling and phraseology of the

person through whose agency they

came.' We will give a specimen of

the performances of a writing me-
dium :

—

I asked this question: 'If I were to

write down the name of a flower, and

Emily (a very young medium) were to

write another, each keeping the idea of

that flower in our minds, but not men-

tioning the names to each other, and you

(the spirit) write a third, and different
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name, by our joined hands?' Answer:
' Yes, with Emily and you, but not with
all mediums.'

I then wrote Hose, and Emily wrote

Sweet pea. Neither mentioned these names
aloud. But Emily's hand, with mine on
the wrist, wrote Lily. Again, Emily
wrote Jessamine, I, Mignonette ; and our

joined hands wrote Lark-spur. This was
done four times in all, the three names
each time being clear and distinct from
each other. Then our hands wrote, Leave

off, the power is gone.'

We have sometimes asked questions, and
received for answer : ' I cannot tell you
this through E.'s hand, let D. hold the

pencil.'

I asked the question :
• When the spirit

writes through a medium directing the

spiritual fluid through the brain to the

hands, how is the thought conveyed?'

Answer : ' Whatever the spirit thinks, the

medium writes.'

I asked how the character of the vision

was determined, and was told, ' Whatever
the spirit thinks, the medium sees.'

Very soon after the discovery of Miss

L.'s power in writing, her hand with mine
on it (it would not move without) was
guided to write, ' I could show myself to

you, if you would look in the crj'stal.'

This crystal is simply an egg-shaped piece

of clear glass, given to me by a friend who
had seen similar glasses used in Lancashire

by fortune-tellers, or, as they used to be

called, peepers. The assertion of Miss L.'s

capability of seeing in the crystal proved
true.

Mrs. Hayden has left a numerous
class of pupils, equally advanced, by
whom her name is still held in

reverence. She was followed by a
fellow-countryman, named Forster,

who professed to read folded papers
without opening them, and was
much in vogue with the higher
classes, till he made some com-
promising failures, and was super-
seded by another American, named
Colchester, whose command of the
spirit-world was commonly displayed
in this fashion. He took his seat at

a table Avith the company, each of
whom was invited to write a name
on a scrap of paper and fold it up.
The more scraps laid before him the
better ; and when the company was
small, each was commonly requested
to supply him with several scraps.

After telling the name, he was to

call up the spirit, who was to

answer a reasonable amount of ques-
tions. A friend of ours wrote down

the name of Sir James Graham;
which, after a good deal ofblundering
and some aid from the writer, was
made out. Sir James was asked what
had become of the Peelites, and he
replied, that he never heard of such
people. He was asked how long Lord
Palmerston's Government would
last, and he said, ' Eighteen months/
Lord Derby and Mr. Disraeli will

be sorry to hear that the Ides of
March are past.

This was rather a favourable
specimen than the contrary ; for the
spirit invariably speaks the lan-
guage of the interpreter. You may
take your choice amongst poets,

statesmen, or philosophers; you
may call up Shakespeare, Claren-
don, or Bacon, if you think fit ; they
will, one and all, talk and think like

the medium, generally an ignorant,
half-educated man or woman, who
just knows their names. A distin-

guished writer was wont to receive

communications from his table

through a village lad, and actually

put faith in them, till his suspicions

were awakened by their provincial

tone, and the probable identity of the
boy with the mahogany spirit broke
upon him.

' Mediums,' remarks Mr. S. C.

Hall, ' are not remarkable either for

intellectual or moral qualities ; that

is one of the inexplicable facts by
which spiritualism is surrounded.'
Occasionally they rise to the height
of the occasion, i.e., when it does
not happen to be high. One of the
passages in Mr. Kinglake's History
most vehemently contested, was that

relating to the late Colonel Lacy
Yea and the 7th Fusileers. A near
relative of the Colonel, anxious for

his fame, repaired to a spiritualist,

and requested to be put in com-
munication with the spirit of the

deceased person uppermost in her
thoughts. Immediately a loud and
boisterous rapping announced a
spirit of obstreperous and impatient

character, who was asked whether
any one had lately been writing
about him. He answered, * Yes ;'

and the name of the historian was
rapped out. 'Is what he wrote
about you correct ?' 'Perfectly so.'

The mesmerized clairvoyant only
professes to read what is present to
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the mind of the person with whom
he is placed en rapport. But there

is a fair and easy test by which the

alleged spirit- power of reading
closed papers may be tried. Few
persons have self-command enough
to avoid aiding the discovery by
look or word, whilst the performer
is making guesses or putting ten-

tative questions. We have seen an
eminent diplomatist gradually let

out the precise things which were
subsequently unfolded to him. Go,
therefore, with a paper of which
the contents are unknown to your-
self: and you will find that the
medium can make nothing of it.

The experiment has proved as un-
erring as that of the late Sir Philip
Crampton, when he sealed up a
bank-note and formally made it

over to any clairvoyant who would
describe the number and the marks.
Of course, you must keep your

eye on the paper or seal it very
carefully; or the operator may get
it off the table, look at it, and re-

place it unobserved. One of the
most celebrated was detected in the
act of abstracting two or three of
the folded papers from the table,

and laying clown other papers in

their stead, so as to complete the
number. When the substituted

papers were opened and turned out
to be blank, far from being abashed,
he declared that the writing had
been erased by the spirits; and
the explanation was deemed satis-

factory by the majority of those pre-

sent.

Mr. Home is the spiritualist

who has inspired the most im-
plicit faith, and merits, for many
reasons, a more particular notice

than any of his precursors. Fortu-
nately for truth and reason, he has
given ample means of forming a
just estimate of his career and cha-
racter, by the publication (in 1863)
of Incidents in My Life, a book
which leaves his readers no alter-

native between believing him an
instrument marked out by Provi-
dence for the advancement of Divine
ends, or the most impudent of all

imaginable impostors. If he does
not go so far as Owen Glendower, by
asserting that at his nativity the
front of heaven was full of fiery

shapes, he beats him by the boast
that the spirits come when he does
call to them, and by stating that
early in his boyhood they were
attracted by his presence like flies

by a honey-pot, and buzzed, rapped,
and rattled round him so continu-
ously as to render him an un-
ceasing cause of disturbance in a
house.

Things came to a crisis when he
was about seventeen and residing
with his aunt, who, not knowing
what else to do, sent for three

ministers, a Congregationalist, a
Baptist, and a Wesleyan, to try

their hands at remonstrance or
exorcising :

—

The Baptist minister, Mr. Mussey, came
first, and having questioned me as to how
I had brought these things about me, and
finding I could give him no explanation, he

desired that we might pray together for a
cessation of them. "Whilst we were thus

engaged in prayer, at every mention of the

holy name of God and Jesus, there came
gentle taps on his chair, and in different

parts of the room ; whilst at every expres-

sion of a wish for God's loving mercy to

be shown to us and our fellow-creatures,

there were loud rapping, as if joining in our

heartfelt prayers. I was so struck and so

impressed by this, that there and then

upon my knees, I resolved to place myself

entirely at God's disposal, and to follow the

leadings of that which I then felt must be

only good and true, else why should it

have signified its joy at those special por-

tions of the prayer ? This was in fact the

turning point of my life, and I have never

had cause to regret for one instant my
determination, though I have been called on

for many
}
rears to suffer deeply in carrying

it out.

This is certainly the language
of a man conscious of a high destiny,

of a Howard who was to reform
prisons, of a Clarkson who was to

abolish the slave-trade, of a Living-

stone who was to carry the Bible

to the extreme limits of civilization.

But Mr. Home's career has been
as barren as that of a juggler or a

rope-dancer. He has done no good,

he has revealed no new truth, he
has added literally nothing to the

domain of useful knowledge; for

the spirits he has called up have
uniformly proved as dull, as pro-

saic, as ignorant, and uninteresting,

as those who wrote and rapped at
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the bidding of Messrs. Forster and
Colchester, or Mrs. Hayden.
The ministers, he proceeds to re-

late, could do nothing for him, or

rather for his aunt, who was natu-

rally most anxious to clear her
house of such troublesome inmates,

especially when her furniture began
to move about without any visible

agency.

The first time this occurred [says Mr.

Home], I was in my room, and was brush-

ing my hair before the looking-glass. In the

glass I saw a chair that stood between me
and the door moving slowly towards me.

My first feeling was one of intense fear, and

I looked round to see if there were no

escape ; but there was the chair between

me and the door, and still it moved to-

wards me as I continued looking at it.

When within about a foot of me it stopped,

whereupon I jumped past it; rushed down
stairs, seized my hat in the hall, and went

out to ponder on this wonderful pheno-

menon I

The table in his aunt's sitting-

room began to move in the same
fashion

:

She brought the family Bible, and placing

it on the table, exclaimed, ' There, that will

soon drive the devils away,' but to her

astonishment it only moved in a more
lively manner, as if pleased to bear such

a burden. Seeing this, she was greatly

incensed, and determining to stop it, she

angrily placed her whole weight on the

table, and was actually lifted up with it

bodily from the floor.

Soon after this, she insisted on
his leaving her house ; and getting

over his original fright, and laying

aside the diviner part of his vocation

for a period, he soon afterwards

began to turn his gifts to account

by holding public seances in the

leading cities of both hemispheres.

Strange to say, the spirits who
came unbidden whilst he was living

with his aunt, and over whom he pro-

fessed to have no control, attended as

regularly as the salaried performers
of a theatre, when the terms of a
private attendance had been settled,

or an exhibition open to all comers
at so much per head had been an-

nounced. They even gave him full

notice of the periods when they

should demand or take leave of

absence; and these periods com-
monly occurred when awkward tests

were proposed, or a searching bona,

fide investigation was at hand. M.
Alexander Dumas, who travelled

with him from Berlin to St. Peters-

burg, records only one species of

involuntary communication as oc-

curring either on land or sea. On
coming on deck, he says, one morn-
ing during the voyage, I found
Home looking very pale :

' Pendant
toute la nuit il avail eu des communi-
cations directes avec la Ballique?

This is not exactly the same thing as

calling spirits from the vasty deep.

It is further to be observed that

the manifestations at these exhi-

bitions were invariably of the

same character, and became strong

or weak in exact proportion to the

abundance or lack of faith in the

company. The greater wonders
were never attempted, at all events

they never succeeded, with an un-
believer in the room. Indeed, the

lesser seldom, if ever, made the

desired impression, except on the

initiated ; and over these Mr. Home
exercised an influence strikingly

analogous to that of Joe Smith over

the earlier Mormonites.
This worthy, it will be remem-

bered, in profane imitation of a

Scripture miracle, undertook
_
to

walk across a broad and deep river

dryshod. His disciples were wait-

ing in anxious expectation on the

brink, when he inquired of them
if they believed he could do it?

They answered yes. ' Then/ said he,
' it is the same as if I had done it/

And they went their way, rejoicing

in their prophet and unshaken in

their faith.

'

And they believe him ! Oh, the lover may
Distrust the look which steals his soul away ;

The child may cease to think that it can play

With heaven's lightnings ; alchymists may
doubt

The shining gold the crucible gives out

;

But faith, fanatic faith, once wedded fast

To some dear falsehood, hugs it to the last.

Mr. Home beats Joe Smith hollow

;

for he persuades people that they

hear what they do not hear; that

they see what they do not see ; that

an accordion, which makes an irregu-

lar noise, is playing a popular tune

;

and that he is floating near the ceil-

ing when he is simply standing on
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his chair with one foot touching a
disciple's shoulder.
We once sat through a Ions

seance with four or five other per-
sons, and what struck us most was
then- mental condition during the
entire performance. It fairly stag-
gered us till our observation was
confirmed by friends who had noted
the same phenomenon at similar
sittings He did nothing but what
might obviously and easily be done
by hand and foot; for the whole of
the so-called manifestations took
place^ under a table of limited di-
mensions, with a green cloth lap-
ping over the edge which we were
warned on no account to lift. After
two hours spent in shaking and
slightly raising the table, ringing
the bell, sounding the accordion!
twitching ladies' petticoats, pinching
their knees, &c, &c, there was a
pause of about twenty minutes to
rest Mr. Home or the spirits. We
then resumed our seats, and re-
mained, nearly half an hour in
solemn expectancy of the appear-
ance of the spirit of Cagliostro;
Tvhen the lights were to be extin-
guished, flowers were to be showered
on us from unseen hands, and MrHome was to be wafted into the air.'
Unluckily the spiritual ladder was
broken and the promised scene
marred, by an indiscreet suggestion
to the effect that, unless a spirit,
like Sir Boyle Boche's bird, could
be in two places at once, Cagliostro
might be prevented from coming by
a prior engagement for that night
Owing to this and two or three
other signs of unbelief from the
same quarter, the sitting was sud-
denly broken up ; and we are obliged
to re y on the account given in the
Cornlnll Magazine, July, i860, and
confirmed by Dr. Gully, of the ordi-
nary crowning exploit of the night.
.
Darkness was declared to be an

indispensable condition of the as-
cent; and when the lamps and
candles were extinguished, a pale
hght still came in from the window
which it was the first business of
the spirits to exclude—

Presently the tassel of the cord of the
spring blind began to tremble. We could see
Jt plainly against the sky, and attention being
dream to the circumstance, every eye \m

on the tassel. Slowly, and apparently with
caution or difficulty, the blind began to
descend: the cord was evidently beine-
drawn

;
but the force applied to pull down

the blind seemed feeble and uncertain. It
succeeded, however, at last, and the room
was thrown into deeper darkness than be-
fore. But our vision was becoming accus-
tomed to it, and masses of thino-s were
growing palpable to us, although we could
fee nothing distinctly. Several times, at
intervals, the blind was raised and pulled
down

;
but, capricious as the movement

appeared, the ultimate object seemed to be
to diminish the light.

m

The simplicity of this observation
is beyond all praise, and sufficiently
indicates the mental state of the
writer. After describing, with equal
naivete, the ringing of the bell, the
playing of the accordion, the pres-
sure of hands, &c, he arrives at the
clief-a oeuvre

:

—
Mr. Home was seated next to the win-

dow Through the semi-darkness his head
was dimly visible against the curtains, and
us hands might be seen in a faint white
heap before him. Presently he said, in a
quiet voice, < My chair is moving ; I am off
the ground: don't notice me; talk of some-
thing else, or words to that effect. It was
very difficult to restrain the curiosity, not
unmixed with a more serious feeling, which
these few words awakened ; but we talked
incoherently enough, upon some indifferent
topic.

In other words, they fell into the
trap laid for them, and suffered
their attention to be distracted. He
proceeds

:

I was sitting nearly opposite to Mr.
Home, and I saw his hands disappear from
the table, and his head vanish into the deep
shadow beyond. In a moment or two more
he spoke again. This time his voice was in
the air, above our heads. He had risen
from his chair to a height of four or five feet
from the ground. As he ascended higher
he described his position, which at firsMvas
perpendicular, and afterwards became hori-
zontal. He said he felt as if he had been
turned in the gentlest manner, as a child is '

turned in the arms of a nurse. In a mo-
ment or two more, he told us he was going
to pass across the window, against the gray
silvery light of which he would be visible.
VVe watched in profound stillness, and saw
his figure pass from one side of the window
to the other, feet foremost, lying horizon-
tally in the air. He spoke to us as he
passed, and told us he would turn the re-
verse way and recross the window, which
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he did. ... He hovered round the circle

for several minutes, and passed this time

perpendicularly over our heads. I heard

his voice behind me in the air, and felt

something lightly brush my chair. It was
his foot, which he gave me leave to touch.

Turning to the spot where it was, on the

top of the chair. I placed my hand gently

upon it, when he uttered a cry of pain, and

the foot was withdrawn quickly, with a

palpable shudder. It was evidently not

resting on the chair, but floating ; and it

sprang from the touch as a bird would. He
now passed over to the farthest extremity

of the room, and we could judge by his

voice of the attitude and distance he had

attained. He had reached the ceiling, upon

which he made a slight move, and soon

afterwards descended, and resumed his place

at the table.

An incident, which occurred during this

aerial passage, and imparted a strange so-

lemnity to it was, that the accordion,

which we supposed to be on the ground,

under the window close to it, played an air

of vrild pathos in the air, from the most
distant corner of the room.

It thus appears that neither this

gentleman, nor Dr. Gully, saw Mr.
Home in the air. They merely saw
and heard things, from which they
drew the inference that he was float-

ing above and about them as he said

he was ; the only palpable or mate-
rial thing being the passing and re-

passing of an opaque substance,

which they believed to be his body,

across the window. It would be
difficult, they may urge, for Mr.
Home to produce this effect, or to

mislead them as to his whereabouts
in the darkness by his voice ; but
would it not be more difficult for

him to suspend the law of gravita-

tion, night after night, for the grati-

fication of the curious ? And why
should we accept as a miracle that

which had every outward and visible

semblance of a deception ? At the

same time it is undeniable that the
believers in Mr. Home form a highly
respectable body, whose trustworthi-

ness as regards honesty of intention

is unimpeachable. The list is headed
by an archbishop (Whately), and
some of them assert that they con-

stitute a stronger body of contempo-
rary witnesses than could have been
produced in favour of the greatest

of the Scripture miracles.

If the concurrent belief of num-
bers is sufficient to outweigh im-

probability, it would be absurd to
deny the frequent elevation and
suspension of a living body in the
air by a mere act of volition, or
by some incorporeal, invisible, and
unaccountable influence. We have
now before us a book, entitled
Lucerna Mystica pro Directoribus
Animarum, &c, composed by Joseph
Lopez Ezquerra, a Spanish divine,
in 1690. It was published in Spain,
and republished in Italy, with every
sanction and recommendation that
the highest clerical and theological
authorities could confer. Our copy
is one of an edition so late as 1722,
printed at Venice under the patron-
age of the University of Padua.
Now, this work takes for granted,
as a phenomenon familiar to the
Christian world, the supernatural
elevation of the body, and pro-
ceeds to reason upon it, and give
instructions touching it, as com-
posedly as if the subject under dis-

cussion had never been embarrassed
by a doubt. Four of the chapters
are respectively headed :

—

'Of Matrimony, Spiritual and
Divine.'

'Of the wonderful Elevation of
the body which is wont to occur to
souls (animabiis) being in the state
of Spiritual Matrimony.'

' Of the Author's opinion of the
cause of this Elevation of the body.'
'Of the practical instruction of

the Director touching this Elevation
of the body/
The argument opens with an un-

hesitating assumption of the facts :

—

To enable us to deal with this wonderful
elevation of body and spirit, we must sup-
pose, with all mystics, that some souls or
spiritual persons sometimes experience cer-

tain divine vocations of such vehemence
that they, being alienated from the senses,

their bodies are simultaneously lifted into

the air, and there continue suspended a long-

time, and are rendered so light that they
are moved to and fro by the lightest flame
or breath of air, as we read, happened to

St. Francis, St. John, St. Theresa, St.

Catharine of Sienna, and a great many
others, to which, indeed, Spert. Carthusianus
{Select. Mystic, Part 5, Cap. 9), and P.
Ferdinandus Caldera (Theol. Myst., Lib. ii.)

bear testimony as eye witnesses
; the words

of the last named being, ' The body remains
suspended and elevated from the earth, and
wholly without weight, the countenance
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shining, ruddy, beautiful, and converted

into a burning coal

—

from which may be

inferred what is prepared for its eternal

enjoyment—whence it appears as if made
of crystal to the spectators.' The like is

affirmed by Dr. John de Palafox, Bishop of

Oxford, in Suo Pastor, noct. bon., Cap. 12.

Whilst, therefore, this elevation of the

body is certain and frequently observed, I

find no slight difficulty concerning its cause

and name amongst mystics. Concerning the

name, because they sometimes call it ecstacy,

and sometimes rapture, and (but less fre-

quently) sometimes deliquium : from which
much confusion may arise, and inconveni-

ence to souls ; for if the Master should

direct a soul of this kind as a case of deli-

quium, beyond doubt he might greatly err.

The author is clear that nothing-

less than spiritual matrimony can
elevate the body, and he finds ample
proof of his theory in the beati-

fied countenance of the patient;

for the rarefied individuals are to be
treated as patients, and minute di-

rections are given for their treatment

under the liability. They are to be
humiliated instead of exalted ; to be
addressed not as saints but as sin-

ners, and to be constantly reminded
of their ineradicable tendency to

sin

—

Fourthly, let care be taken to keep such

persons out of sight, lest, perchance, these

elevations should befall them in the sight of

others; and when they talk to others let

them above all avoid those conversations

which they have found to lead to the ele-

vation ; and when they feel the spirit

moved, let them fly quickly and withdraw

to their privy chamber. If the elevation

is so rapid as to give them no time for

flight, let them be directed to lay hold of

some post or column, or embrace some im-

moveable object, lest the body should , be

elevated on high to the wonder of others.

Special and by no means compli-
mentary directions are given for the

treatment of the fair sex :

—

Women of every class are to be greatly

suspected in supernaturals, since they are

by their nature imaginative, easy, weak,

fond of novelty, devoted to their own will

and the delectation of the appetites, in-

fected by lies, and too apt and disposed to

the illusions of the Demon, as we have

learnt from experience. And if the di-

rectors take good heed, hardly any women
place limits on their discourse when they

affirm themselves to have and suffer

revelations, impulses, and the like, which
are rarely found in men, since they are

stronger and more capable of what belongs

to virtue and perfection. Which, indeed,

proceeds (as is said by D. Thomas, r

Epist. ad Timot. 2, led. 3) from the

easy nature of women and their defect

of reason : wherefore they generally deceive

and are deceived in supernaturals, and
sometimes with great scandal to virtue and
to the great disgrace and confusion of the

directors.

This is almost as bad as Mr
Kinglake's famous paragraph be-

ginning: 'In Europe, at the time

(185 1) there were many men, and
several millions of women, who
truly believed that the landmarks
which divided good from evil were
in charge of priests, and that what
religion blessed must needs be
right/

Undoubtedly there are numbers
of women who believe that the souls

or spirits of those most dear to them
are at the beck and call of Mr.
Home, who night after night was
thanked with effusion and with
tears for carrying on communica-
tions between mothers and their

dead children through raps on the

table or twitchings of their gowns.
In the midst of a scene of this

sort when the ladies were mur-
muring 'dear Edward' and 'dear

William/ a gentleman inquired the

name of the spirit that rapped last

and loudest, and was told ' Sarah
;'

upon which he swelled the chorus,

exclaiming, 'Dear Sarah, come to

me.' In less than half a minute,

a foot with the shoe off, which he
pronounced, from its size, to be that

of a housemaid, pressed three or
four times against his leg. He was
within easy reach of the operator.

It was in reference to scenes of

this kind that Sir David Brewster

Were Mr. Home to assume the charac-

ter of the Wizard of the West, I would

enjoy his exhibition as much as that of the

conjurors ; but when he pretends to possess

the power of introducing among the feet of

his audience the spirits of the dead, of

bringing them into physical communication

with their dearest relatives, and of revealing

the secrets of the grave, he insults religion

and common sense, and tampers with the

most sacred feelings of his victims.

The performances of the Brothers

Davenport were so coarse and
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clumsy as to be only worth men-
tioning in proof of the prevalent

mania for deception. Butler tells

us that

—

The pleasure is as great

Of being cheated as to cheat.

It surely must be much greater,

or gentlemen of note would not go
out of their way to incur ridicule

and destroy all confidence in their

judgment. This band of brothers

really consisted of five persons, in-

cluding the so-called secretary, an
ex-conjuror : only two of them were

bound at a time; the mode of ex-

trication is well known, and whether
their hands were loose or not, there

was surely nothing extraordinary in

the production of odd noises or ap-

pearances in a cabinet constructed

for the purpose. That musical in-

struments should be moved about

in the dark, tap one man on the head,

or break the nose of another, is still

less extraordinary, if the audience

were fools enough to submit to con-

ditions excluding all ready means
of detection. Yet, a tolerably large

party, including a nobleman, a diplo-

matist, a North Pole navigator, two
or three colonial magnates, and
some distinguished men of letters,

certified that they could discover no
traces of mechanical contrivance,

nor any ground for suspecting a

deception. In other words, they

indorsed the assurances of the show-
man, that the Brothers Davenport
were involuntary instruments in the

hands of some unearthly power, and
had not the smallest notion how
their wonders were brought about.

All they knew was that they were
to provide a cabinet with three doors,

musical instruments and ropes; to

fix the hour, receive the money,
have their hands tied, and trust the

rest to Providence. Under the name
of the 'Boys Davenport' they had

already fallen under the searching

investigation of three professors of

Harvard College, who pronounced
the exhibition to be a series of tricks

without the merit of ingenuity.

This conclusion is confirmed by
their Biography.

If, as is the case with American
artists in other walks, the best of

their spiritualists have been 'star-

ring ' in Europe, they say little for

the constellation left behind. 'I

believe (says Mr. Howitt) no person
has seen in England a large table

with six full grown persons upon it

float through a room without touch-

ing the floor
;
yet such things have

been done repeatedly in America.'

Then let one of the operators be
sent over by all means. Ce n'est

que le premier pas qui coute. They
will beat the miracle of the Casa
Santa of Loretto before long.

Although the public professors of

spiritualism (all American importa-

tions, by the way) may have been
discredited by recent exposure,

private practitioners abound; and
it now boasts of possessing an Art,

a Literature, and a Periodical Press.*

If we may trust its authorized
organs, every chair and table in our
establishments is instinct with spirits,,

only waiting a sympathetic owner
to open a communication. They
will supply drawings at the shortest

notice, if proper materials are pro-

vided for them; or write for those

who are not satisfied with raps.

The latest discovery is the Planchette,

which is thus described by one of

the initiated :

—

The whole of this information was not

given to us through raps in the table, far

from it. That process being by much too

slow a one ; the table indicated the use of

a ' planchette,' which consists of a piece of

thin plank or card-board, supported to-

wards one end, a little beyond the centre,

upon two castors?; into that is fixed at the

* The books on Spiritualism, ancient and modern, would fill a moderate library.

Amongst the most recent which we have had occasion to consult are, Mrs. Crow's Night-

Side of Nature; Mr. Dale Owen's Footfalls on the Boundaries of another World; Mr.

B. Coleman's Spiritualism in America; Mr. Bertolacci's Christian Spiritualism; Mr.

William Wilkinson's Spirit Drawings ; the Biography of the Brothers Davenport, by Dr.

Nichols ; From Matter to Spirit, the Result of Ten Years' Experience in Spirit Manifes-

tations, by C. D., with a Preface by A. B. ; Mr. Howitt's History of the Supernatural;

The Spiritual Magazine, &c, &c. The two most eminent living writers of English prose

fiction; have] taken opposite sides. The author of A Strange Story is the pride andjprop

of the Supernatural ; Mr. Dickens its consistent, persevering, and mcst formidable foe.
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opposite extremity, a pencil, the lead of
which forms the third bearing point of this

simple apparatus. The hands of two or

more persons are placed on the upper surface

of the board, with the tips of the fingers

lightly touching it, precisely in the same
manner as is usually followed with regard

to the table turning, &c.

The planchette soon begins to move in

different directions, and after a short time,
1 th-i lines traced by the friction of the pencil

on a paper placed under it, become intelli-

gible writing, and with a little practice, or

more correctly speaking, with the habit of
' laisser alter* which the operators acquire,

the speed in writing becomes sometimes far

greater than that ever attained by the hand
of the most rapid penman.

We are copying from a book bear-

ing the solemn and rather startling

title of ' Christian Spiritualism

:

Wherein is Shown the Extension of
the Human Faculties by the Appli-
cation of Modern Spiritual Phe-
nomena, According to the Doctrine

of Christ, by William Eobert Ber-
tolacci: Printed and Published by
Emily Faithfull, Printer and Pub-
lisher in Ordinary to Her Majesty.'

The author is thoroughly in earnest

:

no shadow of suspicion rests on his

motives or his character : he appeals
to his family and numerous friends

in London and Paris as eye and
ear witnesses, and then deliberately

proceeds to describe the capabilities

of the planchette :

—

The course followed was very varied, as

we had no methodical order for proceeding.

My part consisted in seeing my company
comfortably placed in a half-circle or horse-

shoe form round the room, a table being

set at the open space with a planchette

upon it, on which two of my young ladies,

sitting opposite each other, held both of

their hands. The planchette-writing regu-

lated the rest. It was principally in this

way that we obtained latterly most of the

things I have already related in the begin-

ning of this narration, and many others

that the space of this work will not admit

of my describing at present.

At times the planchette would ask for a

Bible ; and, the book being opened either

promiscuously or by the number of the

page being drawn at hazard out of a bag,

and the chapter there presenting itself

having been read, one or more verses were

selected by the spirit, and the four hands of

the two 'mediums' being left upon the

planchette, it would write with the great-

est rapidity during a space of time, varying

from half an hour to an hour, expounding

the passage which had been chosen, and
giving us the highest light, the most en-

couraging exhortations and explanations,

with regard to the efficacy of the Doctrine

of Christ, and the high aspirations it was
destined to impart.

We now possess some five hundred pages

of manuscript, on large foolscap paper, in

the French language, ready for publication,

which were gi ren to u.^ in the above man-
ner, relating purely to the Gospel, besides

other writings in English and in French,

among which is a work of five or six

hundred pages, explanatory of phenomena
of which these inspired and miraculous
writings form a part.

It was sometimes after a written ' seance
'

of this nature—when all present were deeply

impressed with the sublimity of the teach-

ings they had just received, and convinced

that the intellectual influence making itself

thus manifest to them must be of the

highest and purest order

—

that some most

wonderful and instantaneous cures were

effected.

We select one amongst the cures
particularized :

—

At one of our receptions Madame G a,

of Pontoise, was, by appointment, intro-

duced by mutual friends. The assembly

was very numerous,—some twenty persons

being present. Madame G a had, for

eleven months previous, lost the use of her

legs from a paralysis which extended from

her waist downwards, resulting from a

premature confinement. It was with diffi-

culty she could move about on crutches

upon very even ground, and she had to be

carried from the carriage which had con-

veyed her from the railway station to our

reception room on the first floor, in the

arms of her friends.

The seance was a very animated one.

Many wonderful, many enlivening things

occurred ; the planchette had written at

once under the hands of persons who had

never witnessed anything of the sort before,

&c, &c. Madame G a was then se-

lected, and during fifteen or twenty minutes,

she had it all to herself, much in the same

way as it occurred with Mrs. K d pre-

viously to her being cured.

Many wholesome tears were shed by
Madame G a, who was deeply affected

by the words of kind and gentle sympathy

and of encouraging hope addressed to her by

the sublimely inspired phrases written under

the planchette. While this was going on, the

rest of the company were conversing quietly

among themselves in under tones. Then, all

present being desired to give their whole

attention, we were exhorted to join our hearts

in an act of inward and fervent communion,

and implore God to show his mercy upon
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our suffering sister. During the total silence

which ensued, a short and impressive prayer

was rapidly written under the planchette,

—which was read aloud, then the Spirit

through the planchette, addressing Madame
G a, wrote, ' Do you believe in Christ's

invariable goodness and power f to which
she replied, ' Yes, truly, I do.' While she

was answering, the planchette was writing
* Then stand upright V As though recol-

lecting her weakness, for a moment she

seemed to look round for assistance, and at

the same instant the words, ' Alone, in

Jesus Christ's name 1' were written with

such rapidity, that they seemed as if they

had been struck off upon the paper ; and

they had not time to be read, when Madame
G a sprang on her feet and she was no

longer a paralytic. A thanksgiving to God
was written through the planchette, and an

hour afterwards, Madame G a's carriage

having been previously discarded, she re-

turned with the rest of the company, going

on foot to the railway station, about a mile

from our house, and was perfectly cured of

her paralysis.

In a section headed ' The Principle

of the Foregoing Explained/ the
author maintains that his cures are

strictly orthodox, and addressing
certain members of the Church who
have condemned the ' revivals/ he
says :

—

At present, when called upon to give

their explanation of the causes of those

extraordinary manifestations, they adopt

the conclusions proclaimed by an archdeacon

of their cloth—but I would advise them, I

repeat, first to study their New Testament

more attentively ; and they will therein

perceive the great similarity which exists

between the effects produced at these meet-

ings, in which the spiritual presence of
Christ presides, and many of those as-

semblies, where he was present in person,

during his earthly career; as likewise in

those congregations presided over by his

disciples and first apostles, when the holy

spirit descended with miraculous signs

upon all assembled. I would point out
to them the similarity which exists between
the convulsions which almost invariably

accompanied the casting out of ' evil spirits,'

and the alleged ' contagious hysteria ' of the

revival meetings.

Mr. William Howitt declares that
'the True Mission of Spiritualism,

and it is a 'great and magnificent
mission, is to recall to the know-
ledge, and restore to the conscious-

ness of mankind, the Christian

faith with all its divine and super-
natural power.' Mr. S. C. Hall, in a

vol. lxxi. no. ccccxxr.

printed letter to a clergyman, con-

firming theory by example, says :

—

Now, reverend sir, as to the use of

spiritualism. It has made me a Christian.

I humbly and fervently thank God it has

removed all my doubts. . . It is with others

as with me : many who, within my own
knowledge, were more than doubters, are

now believers : humble but fervid disciples

of Christ—made so by spiritualism.

It would seem that miracles have
no effect on minds of this class, so

long as they are merely handed
down, on the authority of the
gospels, as performed by Christ him-
self or his apostles in proof of a

divine mission. They become irre-

sistible when they are as plenty as

blackberries, when they can be had
for the asking with the help of a
creaking or tilting table, when the
' Mystery ' of ' Bevelation Made Easy,

or Every Man his Own Apostle ' may
be performed nightly by a literary

gentleman and his wife in their

drawing-room.

I confine myself [continues Mr. S. C.
Hall] to my own experience in association

with that of my wife. You know us, I

think, too well, to believe us victims of self-

delusion, delusion extending over years

—

evening after evening—while you will not

suspect us of blaspheming (for it is no less

than blaspheming if there be wilful decep-

tion) in the details I give. ,

p The high character of the parties

is precisely what gives a startling

interest and importance to these
details ; although, we fear, no
amount of integrity or talent is a
security against self-delusion.

I extract from a book in which we enter'

the ' messages ' we receive. We receive

these messages, we two, while sitting at a
small table, the table tilting thrice, as one
of us repeats the alphabet, at each letter-

that forms part of the sentence.

We never sit, without prayer that God
will permit us to receive only communi-
cations from holy angels and good spirits :

usually repeating the Lord's prayer, and
generally also the prayer that precedes our
sacramental service.

The messages are what we term spiritual

messages ; we believe them to be delivered

to us by spirits, some of whom have been
in the flesh—commissioned by God to do
this work for our soul's good and to pro-
mote our earthly happiness.

(Signed) S. C. Hall.
A. M. Hall.

C
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Wonders crowd upon us. We
find the same belief emphatically

expressed in ' From Matter to Mind'
a book edited by a professor of mathe-
matics in a distinguished university,

and one of the most eminent of liv-

ing writers on the abstract sciences.

This book contains a chapter of

thirty-six pages, headed The Word
of God, filled with Scripture texts

and commentaries to prove the
frequency of spirit manifestations

during the biblical seras, and their

authorized continuation to this hour.

Of course the miracle of casting-

out the devils, and permitting them
at their own request to go into the
swine, is pressed into the service

by spiritualists of this class. Here,
they exclaim, we are told of a spirit,

distinct from the soul, the tenant
of a living body through which it

acts, and which it quits without
affecting the principle of life. Why,
then, "are we told that our medium
doctrine, our theory of spirit exist-

ence, is in opposition to the laws of

nature and religion ? Why should
not miracles be vouchsafed for the

revival and extension as well as for

the original birth of faith? And
where is the weak link in the chain
of evidence which we lay before

you?
The obvious answer is, that the

wonder-working words recorded by
the Evangelists fell from the lips of

the best and wisest in proof of a
Divine mission ; that the internal

evidence of revelation prepares the
way for the external ; and that the
greatest of the Scripture miracles

have a priori probability in their

favour from the persons, the times,

the manner, and the end. But it

is not the less true that some of

the most renowned champions of

Christianity have taken up dan-
gerous ground in their defences and
apologies.

There is a well-known story of a
curate who, on being reproached by
the Archbishop of Canterbury with
not believing as much as his metro-
politan, replied that his Lordship
believed at the rate of £17,000 a-

year, and he (the curate) at £150.
It would seem that Middleton,
Douglas, and Paley had a similarly

graduated scale of belief; admitting

just what was indispensable for a
paid dignitary of the Anglican
Church, and denying the credibility

of any supernatural gifts or mani-
festations tending to elevate any
other branch of Christianity. They
are furiously assailed on this ground
by Mr. William Howitt, in his His-
tory of the Supernatural—a book
valuable for its learning and re-

search, although defaced by occa-
sional inaccuracies and misstate-

ments, for which nothing but
inordinate credulity can account.

Thus he states that 'Johnson was
one of the few persons who were not
persuaded that the Cock-lane ghost
was a clever trick; and the evi-

dence shows that he was quite

right The girl was simply
a medium ; and all the phenomena
were in accordance with laws now
perfectly familiar.'

If the mountain will not come to

Mahomet, Mahomet may go to the

mountain. If people cannot be con-

vinced that the Cock-lane ghost was
a genuine manifestation like the

rappings of Mr. Howitt's friends,

they may hurry to the conclusion

that the rappings of Mr. Howitt's
friends are impostures like the Cock-
lane ghost. But, at all events, he is

logical and consistent, which, he
plausibly contends, the half-and-

half upholders of rationalism are not.

His invective is especially directed

against Middleton, Farmer, and
Douglas, bishop of Salisbury, ' these

Christian champions of the miracu-
lous, so far as it was venerably old

and mouldy, who, under the plea

of defending the ancient faith, did

more to destroy the faith in miracles

altogether, than the whole one-eyed

tribes of infidels who ever wrote/

Let us investigate this charge, in

which a fourth, Paley, should be

comprised.

Dr. Middleton's object is explained

by his title-page .—A Free Inquiry

into the Miraculous Poiuers which are

supposed to have existed in the Chris-

tian Church, from the earliest ages,

through several successive centuries,

by which it is shown that we have no

reason to believe, upon the authority

of the primitive fathers, that any such

powers were continued to the Church,

after the days of the Apostles. That
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the continuation of such powers was
asserted by the primitive fathers is

too clear for argument. Justin
Martyr, Irenseus, Tertullian, Minu-
cius Felix, Origen, Cyprian, and
Lactantius all agree upon the point.

Justin Martyr says ' there are pro-
phetical gifts among us at this day,

and both men and women indued
with extraordinary powers by the

Spirit of God.' He appeals to ' what'

every one might see with his own
eyes, in every part of the world, and
particularly in Eome, in the case of

persons possessed with devils, who
are cured and set free, and the

devils themselves baffled and driven
away by the Christians adjuring or

exorcising them in the name of

Jesus.'

Irenseus, bearing similar testi-

mony as to the casting out of devils

and healing the sick, adds, as to the
particular miracle of raising the
dead, that it had been frequently

performed on necessary occasions,

'when by great fasting, and the
joint supplication of the Church of
that place, the spirit of the dead
person returned into him, and the

man was given back to the prayers
of the saints.'

Tertullian challenges the heathen
magistrates to call before their tri-

bunal any person possessed with a
devil ;

' and if the evil spirit, when
exorcised by any Christian whatever,

did not own himself to be a devil, as

truly as in other places he would
falsely call himself a god, not daring
to tell a lie to a Christian, that then
they should take the life of that

Christian.' 'And, what is more
manifest,' he adds, ' than this ope-
ration? "What more convincing than
this proof?'

We are so far of his opinion that

we should like to revive the opera-
tion and the proof. Let Bishop
Colenso, or one of the authors of
Essays and Reviews, or the Lord
High Chancellor himself, be sum-
moned before the judicial committee,
and let the Bishop of Oxford be set

to exorcise the evil spirit that (he

and Mr. Disraeli suggest) speaks
out of them, subject to the mitigated

penalty of never arriving at the

archiepiscopal dignity in case of
failure. The experiment would

assuredly redound to the edification

of the public.

Minucius Felix, addressing a
heathen friend on the exorcising of
demons or false gods, tells him that
' Saturn himself, and Serapis, and
Jupiter, and the rest of those whom
you worship, constrained by the
pain which they feel, confess what
they are ; nor in this do they tell us
a lie, though it be to their own
shame, especially when some of your
people are present.' This is literally

confirmed by Lactantius, who says
that the demons, ' being adjured by
the Christians, in the name of God,
to retire out of the bodies of men

;

and, being lashed by their words, as
by scourges, confess themselves to
be demons, and even tell their
names, the same which are adored
in the temples.'

' The gift of tongues,' says Dr.
Middleton, 'is also claimed, as we
have seen among the rest, and
affirmed to have been actually pos-
sessed by the early Christians; for

if the testimony of Irenasus can be
credited, many were indued with it

in his days, and heard to speak all

kinds of language in the church.'

Now, how does Dr. Middleton deal
with this body of witnesses, who,
he admits, 'might be supported
still by many more of the same kind.'

Why, precisely as Hume or Gibbon,
or any other avowed sceptic, would
have done. By quoting the Pagan
writers against them, one of whom,
Celsus, represents all the Christian
wonder-workers as mere vagabonds
and common cheats. By expressing
his own opinion that such things
were ' so strange as to give first rea-

son to suspect that there was some
original fraud at the bottom.' By
quoting Strabo's account of the
temples of iEsculapius, that 'they
w^ere constantly filled with sick,

imploring the help of the god ; and
that they had tables hanging round
them, in which all the miraculous
cures were described.' By urging
that the persons possessed by devils

were simply affected by epilepsy, or
lunatics, and that the speeches and
confessions of the devils, their own-
ing themselves to be wicked spirits,

pleading for favour and ease, may
be accounted for ' either by the dis-

C 2
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ordered state of the patient, answer-

ing wildly and at random to any
questions proposed, or by the arts

of impostors and contrivance be-

tween the parties concerned in the

act/ By suggesting that the great-

est zealots haye seldom scrupled to

make use of ' a commodious lie ' for

the advancement of what they call

the truth

—

And with regard to these very fathers,

there is not one of them, as an eminent

writer of ecclesiastical history declares,

who made any scruple, in those ages, of

using the hyperbolical style to advance the

honour of God and the salvation of men.

For it is certain that the greatest part of

the wonderful things which they relate are,

in themselves, utterly incredible. For

example, Tertullian, who was an utter

enemy to plays and public shows in the

theatres, wrote a book to deter all Chris-

tians from frequenting them, in which he

tells the following story. An example

happened, says he, as the Lord is witness,

of a woman who went to the theatre and

came back with a devil in her ; whereupon,

when the unclean spirit was urged and

threatened in the office of exorcising for

having dared to attack one of the faithful,

' I have done nothing,' said he, ' but what is

very fair, for I found her on my own
ground.' >i{

Tertullian adds a second story still more
dreadful of another woman, who, on the

very night after she had seen a tragedy in

the theatre, had her winding-sheet shown
her in a vision, in which she was reproached

by name with the tragedian whom she had
been seeing, and did not live above five days

after.

Middleton thinks the second wo-
man might have died under the

terrors of a dream ; but suspects the

repartee of the devil to be the inven-

tion of the holy father, notwith-
standing his appeal to the Lord.
As to Irenceus's story of the gift

of the tongues, it is put aside with
the sneering remark that this primi-

tive Bishop, who ascribes it so liber-

ally to others, appears to have been
in great want of it himself, insomuch
as, being amongst the Gauls, he
complains that he was forced to

learn the language of the country, ' a
rude and barbarous dialect, before
he could do any good upon them.'
Yet these discredited fathers are

an indispensable part of the con-
firmatory traditions of Christianity,

and Irenaeus is a material witness
for the authenticity of the Gospels

!

The work of Dr. Douglas, Bishop
of Salisbury is entitled The Criterion,

or Bides by which the True Miracles
recorded in the New Testament are

distinguished from the Spurious
Miracles of Pagans and Papists. The
pith of his arguments is contained
in few sentences :

—

First, wre suspect miracles to be false,

when the accounts of them are not pub-
lished to the world till long after the time

when they are said to have been performed.

Secondly, we suspect them to be false

when the accounts are not published in the

place where it is pretended they were per-

formed, but are propagated at a great dis-

tance from the scene of action.

Thirdly, supposing the accounts to have

the two foregoing qualifications, we may
still suspect them to be false, if in the time

when, and at the place where, they took

their rise, the circumstances were such that

they might be suffered to pass without

examination.

These are the rules constituting

the criterion, and they are singularly

ill-chosen for the purpose.
'Excepting among the imme-

diate disciples,' says Dr. Milman,
'the intelligence of the resurrec-

tion remained, it is probable, a
profound secret, or at all events,

little more than vague and feeble

rumours would reach the ear of the

Sanhedrim.' Excepting among the

immediate disciples, also, the Gos-
pels were certainly not in circulation

till a full century after the period at

which the latest of them was com-
posed; and it stands to reason that

the early copies were carefully con-

cealed from the opponents of the

faith. They therefore necessarily

escaped contemporary examination

;

and three at least (Mark, Luke,
and John) were composed 'at a
great distance from the scene of
action.' He has also laid out of view
our Saviour's frequent injunctions

of secrecy :
' See thou tell no man'

(Matt. viii. 4) ; 'And Jesus straight-

way charged them, saying, See that

no man know it' (Matt. ix. 30) ; 'And
charged them that they should not

make him known' (Matt. xii. 16).

With equal infelicity the Bishop

disposes of the so-called miracu-

lous cures publicly worked by Yes-
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pasian, and recorded by Tacitus

as well-authenticated facts. ' Com-
plaints/ lie says, 'could easily have
been counterfeited, and to have
recourse to a supernatural inter-

position in this case, when the

whole transaction can be so easily

accounted for, by supposing a collu-

sion, would be highly superstitious.'

Besides 'the manner of cure so

exactly resembles that which St.

John informs us our Saviour adopted
in the cure of the man born blind,

as to afford a fair presumption that

the' contrivers of the pagan impos-

ture, having it in their view to check

the rapid progress of Christianity,

fabricated similar powers for their

emperors.' But that they did so, is

mere guesswork or hypothesis. The
real question is, whether the ex-

ternal evidence can be shaken;
whether we have not the required

publicity, the popular belief, and
the historical attestation.

In dealing with the popish mi-
racles, the Bishop enlarges on the

efficacy of sudden mental impres-

sions in changing the habits of the

body, and producing wonderful
cures. After citing a curious in-

stance, he proceeds :

—

But how trifling an instance is this when
compared to the story related of the

famous Monsieur Peiresque, by Gassendus.

The palsy had deprived Peiresque of the

rise of his right side, and also of his speech.

Lying in this helpless condition, he re-

ceived a letter from his friend, Pluranus,

which he read with a degree of joy, and

having, immediately after, heard a song

finely sung, he was so transported with

the sweetness of it that, like the son of

Croesus, eager to express what passed in his

breast by words, he actually did so by
breaking out into an exclamation in praise

of the song, and from that moment his

paralytic members recovered their freedom

and activity. If we consider Gassendus's

character as a grave and serious philosopher,

and recollect the opportunities he had of

informing himself as to the particulars of

the life of Peiresque, who was his patron,

and with whom he generally lived, we
must own that there is not the least room
for doubting the truth of this anecdote,

vvhich is a very remarkable confirmation of

my hypothesis that the passions and affec-

tions of the mind can communicate health

to the body.

Accordingly this hypothesis is

confidently applied to account by
natural causes for the cures asserted

to have been wrought at the tomb
of the Abbe Paris, in the church-

yard of St. Medard. They were
counted by hundreds: some were
immediately proved upon the spot

before judges of unquestioned cre-

dit ; and although they were con-

tested by the Jesuits, as the Chris-

tian miracles were contested by the

Jews, they were repeated at inter-

vals for more than twenty years,

despite of the strenuous exertions of

the authorities. ' These miraculous
convulsions,' says Voltaire, 'con-

tinued till a guard was put upon
the cemetery.'

De par le roi, defense a Dieu,

De faire miracle en ce lieu.

Each faction stoutly upheld its

own miracles, and contested those

of its adversaries ; and should this

fatal division be thought to discredit

both, either might reply that no set

of miracles or supernatural appear-

ances ever occurred, or were thought
to occur yet, without being similarly

contested.

One would suppose that a succes-

sion of miracles must irresistibly

impress every man, woman, and
child who witnessed them ; but this

supposition is not in accordance

with either sacred or profane history.

The slow progress of Christianity

during our Saviour's sojourn upon
earth is one of the most remarkable
phenomena recorded of it. Dr. Mil-

man says that the new faith, having
made no converts of the higher or

educated class, was thought to have
died with the founder. A common
explanation is, that wonders were
never rare enough in the East to be
generally accepted as proofs of a

Divine mission, things equally sur-

prising being daily performed by
sages like Apollonius of Tyana (a

contemporary of Christ), or even by
the professed magicians or con-

jurors. It was probably from know-
ledge of this fact that Mahomet
relied little upon miracles.

The constant belief in the miraculous

may neutralize all evidential distinctions

which it may be attempted to deduce. Of
this we have a striking instance on record

in the labours of the missionary, Henry
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Martyn, among the Persian Mahometans.

They believed readily all that he told them

of the Scripture miracles, but directly

paralleled them by wonders of their own
;

they were proof against any argument from

the resurrection, because they held that

their own sheiks had the power of raising

the dead.*

The greatest Jansenist miracle

was that of the Holy Thorn, which
cured the eye of Blaise Pascal's

niece on the eve of an operation.

On this the late Sir James Stephen

remarked, in the Edinburgh Re-

view :
—

The greatest genius, the most profound

scholar, and the most eminent advocate of

that age, all possessing the most ample

means "of knowledge, all carefully investi-

gated, all admitted, and all defended with

their pens, the miracle of the Holy Thorn.

Europe at that time produced no such

three men more profoundly conversant with

the laws of the material world, with the

laws of the human mind, and with the

municipal law, than Pascal, Arnauld, and

Le Maitre; they were all sincere and

earnest believers. Yet acute Protestant in-

credulity utterly rejects both the tale itself

and the inferences drawn from it, and but

for such mighty names, might yield to the

temptation of regarding it as too con-

temptible for serious notice. Why is

this?f

In the course of his reply to this

query, Sir James Stephen starts an
hypothesis which it would be unfair

to suppress :

—

Will it be answered that every disturb-

ance of the laws of God must proceed from

the author of those laws, and attest his

agency and approbation, and why so ? His

moral laws are violated every instant by

rebel man, why not his physical laws by

rebel angels ?

Bad men tell lies, steal, and com-
mit adultery. Why should not

rebel angels restore the dead to life,

enable the blind to see, replace a

wooden leg by a sound one of flesh

and blood, or lift Mr. Home into the

air?

Paley's mode of reasoning is

equally capable of perversion. The
two propositions which form the

keystone of his Evidences are these:

—

I. That there is satisfactory evidence

that many professing to be original wit-

nesses of the Christian miracles passed their

lives in labours, dangers, and sufferings,

voluntarily undergone in attestation of the

accounts which they delivered, and solely

in consequence of their belief of those

accounts ; and that they also submitted,

from the same motives, to new rules of

conduct.

2. That there is not satisfactory evidence

that persons professing to be original wit-

nesses of other miracles, in their nature as

certain as these are, have ever acted hi the

same manner, in attestation of the accounts

which they delivered, and properly in con-

sequence of their belief of those accounts.

The early Christians submitted to

all sacrifices for their belief, but
there is neither proof or probability

that this was based solely on the

miracles, which were almost ex-

clusively performed rather to con-

firm or reward than to create faith.

A predisposition to receive them
was a necessary condition of their

fulness. ' He did not many mighty
works there, because of their un-
belief.' This text is profanely paro-

died by the spiritualists when they

allege the presence of an unbeliever

as an all-sufficing cause for the

slackness or cessation of their mani-
festations. Moreover, the worst per-

secutions were endured by succes-

sive generations of Christians who
were not original witnesses. It is

an utterly untenable doctrine that

readiness to suffer for a creed is a
proof of its truth or soundness ; and
it is flying in the face of history to

assert that self-sacrifice is peculiar

to Christianity. The dancing der-

vish, whose lifelong duty is to get

giddy, submits to new rules of

conduct; the Fakir, who swings
himself head downwards with a

hook in his ribs, voluntarily under-

goes torture for his faith ; Maho-
metans smile at death, and thousands

of all persuasions have gone to the

stake for dogmas or delusions which
Paley would pronounce to be base-

less or absurd. To propose such

tests of truth is to remove it from

the domain of reason, and resolve

it into a question of enthusiasm,

self-confidence, and nerve.

* Baden Powell. Essays and Reviews, p. 118. Third edition,

f Essays in Ecclesiastical Biograhpy, vol. i. p. 478.
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Whilst the conventional mode of

upholding Anglican Christianity has
favoured error without strengthen-

ing truth, the erratic method adopted
by the late Archbishop of Dublin,
Whately, is a direct, open, positive

encouragement to credulity. His His-
toric Doubts Relative to Napoleon Buo-
naparte, has enjoyed a long and un-
disturbed popularity. He took an
allowable pride in its success: he
was fond of adding postscripts, six

or seven of which are appended to

the thirteenth edition ; and in the

last, dated i860, he says, 'One can-

not doubt that in the course of the

forty years that this little work has.

been before the public some real,

valid refutation of the argument
would have been adduced if any
such could have been devised.'

"With equal complacency he re-

marks in a note to the preface:

—

' It was observed by some reviewer
that Hume himself, had he been
alive, would doubtless have highly
enjoyed the joke. But even those

who have the greatest delight in

ridicule do not relish jokes at their

own expense. Hume may have in-

wardly laughed whilst mystifying
his readers with arguments which
he himself perceived to be futile.

But he did not mean the readers to

perceive this. And it is not likely

that he would have been amused at

seeing his own fallacies exposed
and held up to derision.' Very
probably not, but he would have
smiled at the notion that these
Historic Doubts could be deemed a
refutation or exposure of what is

popularly called his Essay on Mi-
racles, namely, the tenth section of

An Inquiry Concerning the Human
Understanding.
The pith of Hume's argument is

that no human testimony can prove
a miracle, or supernatural interrup-

tion of a law of nature, in support of

a religious creed; because the evi-

dence drawn from the universal
experience of mankind can never be
outweighed by testimony which we
know from the same experience to

be always open to suspicion. After

quoting Bacon,who lays down, 'Above
all, every relation must be considered

as suspicious which depends in any
degree on religion,' Hume says, ' I

beg the limitations here made may
be remarked when I say that a
miracle can never be proved so as

to be the foundation of a system
of religion. For I own that other-

wise there may possibly be miracles,

or violations of the usual course of

nature, of such a kind as to admit
of proof from human testimony.'

He is speaking with peculiar re-

ference to miracles, real or pretended,
which (independently of superna-
tural interposition) are not simply
what are commonly called im-
probabilities, but impossibilities.

Throughout all his writings, as in

the Essay on the Populousness of
Ancient Nations, he applies identi-

cally the same tests of truth.

Dr. Whately's supposed reductio

ad absurdum consists of a lively

recapitulation of all the startling-

events of the career of Napoleon,
with the view of conveying the
strongest impression of their im-
probability, and especial stress is laid

on <the suspicious character of the
testimony by which the fact of his

existence is supported.

I call upon those, therefore [he con-

cludes], who profess themselves advocates

of free inquiry, who disdain to be carried

along with the stream of popular opinion,

and who will listen to no testimony that

runs counter to experience, to follow up
their own principles fairly and consistently.

If they have already rejected some histories

on the ground of their being strange and
marvellous, of their relating facts unprece-

dented, and at variance with the established

course of nature, let them not give credit

to another history which lies open to the

very same objections, the extraordinary and
romantic tale we have been just considering.

. ... If, after all that has been said, they

cannot bring themselves to doubt of the

existence of Napoleon Buonaparte, they

must at least acknowledge that they do not

apply to that question the same plan of

reasoning which they have made use of in

others, and they are consequently bound in

reason and honesty to renounce it alto-

gether.

In other words, he places the exist-

ence of Napoleon Buonaparte on the
same footing of credibility as the rais-

ing of the dead, and regards the story
of the retreat from Moscow or the
return from Elba, as open to ' the
very same objections ' as the passage
of the Red Sea by the Israelites,
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Balaam's dialogue with his ass, or

the stoppage of the sun and
moon by Joshua ! What conceivable

analogy is there between the evi-

dence on which we, the contem-
poraries of Napoleon, believe his

existence, or the reality of his

leading exploits, and that on which
we are required to believe the occur-
rence of a prodigy two or three
thousand years ago ? His existence
has never been called in question

;

there is no a priori improbability in

the case ; and the career of a con-
queror, crowded with surprising
episodes, is in strict accordance
with the established course of nature,
instead of being at variance with it.

So far from Hume and other free

inquirers refusing to apply to sacred
history the same plan of reasoning
which they had applied to profane,
their grand offence in the eyes of
their opponents is that they uni-
formly have done so. The great
alleged scandal of the Church at

this moment is the presence in its

very bosom of men who employ the
common weapons of controversy;
and one of its brightest ornaments
has been vehemently denounced
within the year for proposing to

argue fairly, without reference to

subject or results.

If any clergyman, taking Arch-
bishop Whately at his word, were
to go further, and extend to the
narratives of the Evangelists the
same laws of criticism which we
apply to the venerable Bede or
William of Malmesbury, would not
all the thunders of Convocation be
let loose on him ?

A very remarkable book has re-

cently been published by M. Guizot,
in which he assails Hume with the
same weapons:—

-

If the testimony which surrounds the

cradle of the Christian religion—what am
I saying?—if the fourth, if the tenth part

of this testimony bore upon facts extraor-

dinary, unexpected, unheard of, but without
any supernatural character, the attestation

would be deemed valid and the facts cer-

tain.

This, when stripped of rhetorical

exaggeration, is simply tantamount
to saying that slighter evidence is

required for the natural than the
supernatural, an obvious truism;
but he proceeds :

—

Apparently it is only the testimonial

proof that is contested ; in reality, it is the

possibility of the supernatural that is

denied. It is necessary to say so, and to

state the question as it is, instead of solv-

ing by eluding it.*

Hume expressly admits the possi-

bility of the supernatural, which no
one but an atheist could deny. It

is, M. Guizot, therefore, who eludes
the question instead of solving it.

The sole moral to be collected

from Dr. Whately's boasted essay

is that improbability is an unsafe
foundation for disbelief; and this

moral is pointed by his own ready
acquiescence in all sorts of spirit

manifestations, concluding with Mr.
Home :

—
' I am greatly perplexed,' he

wrote, 'and so are the intelligent

friends whom I consulted, about?Mr.
Home's proceedings. In the midst
of this perplexity, I would observe
that when one side of an alternative

may possibly lead to something evil

or dangerous, and the other can-

not, it is prudent to prefer the

safe side On the whole
I think it is the safe course to

have nothing to do with any ne-

cromantic practices.' Yet the same
man, in the same commonplace
book, has indicated the only wise,

straightforward, and honest course

to be pursued in the existing condi-

tion of men's minds.

We must not be deterred in this duty

(of plain speaking in biblical interpretation)

by the fear (so often put forward) of what is

called unsettling men's minds. It is true

that every man's mind is likely to be some-

what unsettled if he has been taught to

build on a foundation of sand

But a truly honest and conscientious minis-

ter will not dare to leave any one in dark-

ness whom he is able to enlighten, or to

practise or connive at anything of the

character of a pious fraud on the ground of

a supposed expediency For

when a man comes to perceive that he has

been in, or left to, error, he will'distrust, or

probably disbelieve, all that comes from the

* Meditations sur VEssence de la Religion Chretienne, par M. Guizot. r vol. 8vo,

1864, pp. 96-97.
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same quarter. The first detected falsehood

—the first suggested doubt— is a mortal

wound to the faith which has been based

on perfect ignorance.

Something like the contradictions

which abound in Archbishop Whate-
ly's writings and opinions, may be

observed in the English world. There

is a strong current of scepticism, and
there is an equally strong under-

current of ' grasping credulity.
5

It

would seem as if, when the mind was
shaken loose in one quarter, it in-

stinctively clung to anything that

gave a chance of certainty or fixed-

ness in another ; and this tendency

has been mischievously fostered by
the style of reasoning which the

ordinary defenders of revealed reli-

gion have almost uniformly pursued.

They insist on a literal interpreta-

tion of the Divine text, no matter

how opposed (as in the case of the

devils and the swine) to sense and
experience ; they contemptuously re-

ject similar marvels, because they are

opposed to sense and experience ; and
they thus lay the ground for thosewho
reject the supernatural altogether, as

well as for those who swallow what-
ever comes to them in the guise

of the supernatural. The halting-

half-and-half method has done
harm in both ways. The one party

would fain elevate the 'manifesta-

tions ' to the height of the miracles,

the other would fain lower the mi-
racles to the level of the manifesta-

tions; the human becomes divine,

or the divine becomes human :

—

He raised a mortal to the skies,

She drew an angel down.

The choice is embarrassing, for

there is obvious danger either in re-

verting to the dogmatic, infallible

line, or in following those who put
their entire trust in the inherent ex-

cellence of their creed. In a dilemma
such as this, we may take a hint from
an enemy—-fas est ab hoste doceri. The
converse of what Hume advises is

probably the best for persons whose
wishes are diametrically the converse

of his. He says :

—

I am oetter pleased with the method of

reasoning here delivered, as I think it may-

serve to confound those dangerous friends or

disguised enemies to the Christian religion

who have undertaken to defend it by the

principles of human reason. Our most
holy religion is founded on faith, not on

reason ; and it is a sure method of exposing

it to put it to such a trial as it is by no

means fitted to endure Mere
reason is insufficient to convince us of its

veracity. And whoever is moved by faith

to assent to it is conscious of a continued

miracle in his own person, which subverts

all the principles of his understanding, and
gives him a determination to believe what
is most contrary to custom and experience.

Hume forgets that there is such
a thing as enlightened faith, the
' faith of reason,' which sees and re-

cognizes in Christianity an aggrega-

tion of exalted qualities, an amount
of superhuman truth and beauty,

for which nothing short of revelation

or inspiration will account.

So much for the religious bearings

of the subject. Now for the scientific.

But we must premise that we define

and interpret 'science' differently

from Mr. Disraeli and the Bishop
of Oxford, who regard the bibli-

cal statement that God made man
in his own image, as a scientific

axiom, and claim the first rank in

science for the orthodox school who
accept the first chapter of Genesis as

containing the true theory of the

physical formation of the globe.

These items of the Caucasian creed

appear to us to lie within the do-

main of faith. We understand
science as it is understood by Owen,
Huxley, Wheatstone, Faraday, Bab-
bage, Percy, Tyndall, Lyell, and
Murchison.

' The spiritualists,' says A. B., alias

the Professor of Mathematics, 'be-

yond all doubt, are in the track that

has led to all advancement in physical

science ; their opponents are the re-

presentatives of those who have
striven against progress.' . . .

' I have said that the deluded spirit-

rappers are on the right track ; they

have the spirit and the method of

the grand time when those paths

were cut through the uncleared

forests in which it is now the daily

routine to walk.' Wheatstone, Fara-

day, Brewster, and Dickens, the re-

presentatives of those who have
striven against progress! Mrs.
Hayden, Mr. Forster, Mr. Colches-

ter, and Home, on the right track of

invention and discovery! persons
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who tell you distinctly that they

have no science, that they are simply

the centres of attraction to pheno-

mena which they can neither regu-

late nor explain ! What progress has

emanated from the ' deluded spirit-

rappers.' How can physical science

reason from non-physical existences

or facts, if theybe facts ? Medicalmen
have never refused to recognize the

physical facts of mesmerism, nor

even to consider whether a limited

degree of clairvoyance may not be

possessed in an over-excited state

of the senses, as in somnambulism.
Mr. Faraday did not disdain to

frame a mechanical test for exposing

the self-delusion of table-turning;

and it was after frequent disappoint-

ments that he wrote, ' If spirit com-
munications not utterly worthless

should happen to start into activity,

I will trust the spirits to find out

for themselves how they can move
my attention. I am tired of them.'

"We suspect that the spirits will

keep clear of him, as the devil kept

clear of Dunstan, after being seized

by the nose with a pair of red-hot

pincers, and of Luther after having
had the inkstand flung at his head

;

spiritual manifestations, by the way,
which Mr. Howitt should have in-

cluded in his history.

We also are tired of them. We
have personally tested the powers
of nearly every leading professor of

the supernatural for the last thirty

years. We have given a fair trial to

mesmerists, clairvoyants, crystal -ball

people, table-turners, table-rappers,

folded-paper readers, and furniture-

lifters. We were one of a party of

four who paid three guineas to Mr.

Colchester for a private conference

;

we sat two weary hours at a small

table with Mr. Home ; we have quali-

fied ourselves to speak of the Bro-

thers Davenport from personal expe-

rience, and we never saw anything

that went beyond good conjuring.

Pretended communications from on
high are a time-honoured delusion

or trick. The biographers of Sir

John Holt relate that one of a set of

fanatics, who went by the name of

the French Prophets, having been
committed by the Chief-Justice's

warrant for some seditious language,

one Lacy, another of the fraternity,

called at his house and desired

to see him ; and, when told by the
servants that he was unwell, and
could see no company, bade them
acquaint their master that he must
see him, for he came to him from
the Lord God. The Chief-Justice

thereupon ordered Lacy in, and
asked him his business. ' I come/
said he, ' from the Lord, who has
sent me here to thee, and would
have thee grant a nolle prosequi for

John Atkins, his servant, whom.
thou hast sent to prison.' 'Thou
art a false prophet and a lying one,'

answered the Chief-Justice, ' for if

the Lord had sent thee, it would
have been to the Attorney-General,

for he knows it is not in my power
to grant a nolle prosequi ; but I can
grant a warrant to commit thee to

bear him company;' which he did

forthwith. These very French Pro-

phets are cited by writers on
spiritualism in confirmation of their

creed.

Haunted houses are no novelty;

and if anything was to be learned

from raps and noises in walls or

cabinets, it would have been learned

long ago. The Eosicrucian theory of

aerial beings which supplied the ma-
chinery of Undine and The JRape of

the Lock, was more worthy of philo-

sophical attention than Mr. Home's

;

and to locate spirits in chairs and
tables would be a poor compensation

for turning them out of trees, foun-

tains, and brooks.

The intelligible forms of ancient poets,

The fair humanities of old religion,

The power, the beauty, and the majesty,

That had their haunts in dale or piny

mountain,

Or forest, by slow stream, or pebbly spring,

Or chasms, or watery depths—all these have

vanished

—

They live no longer in the faith of reason.

The mathematical Professor is

really recommending a retrograde

movement instead of a progressive

one when he proposes to resuscitate

the ancient mythology in this

fashion. But by a curious perver-

sion of reason, old errors are pro-

duced as arguments for new; and
because there never was a period

when a portion of mankind were

not superstitious, the whole of man-
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kind are required to be superstitious

now. This fallacy was unfortu-

nately sanctioned by Addison in the
Spectator, as well by Johnson in

JRasselas, who is made to say:

—

'. There is no people, rude or learned,

among whom apparitions of the dead
are not related and believed. This
opinion which perhaps prevails as

far as human nature is diffused,

could become universal only by its

truth.' Was it ever universal, or
universal in any other sense than
the belief in witchcraft or fortune -

telling ? Did the majority of the en-

lightened men in any age assent to

it? Did it not always fade away
before the dawning light of know-
ledge, as a ghost disappears at cock-
crow ? According to Johnson's ar-

gument, every vulgar error has had
universal experience in its favour;
and the longest experience may
always be claimed for the vulgar
error that is exploded last.

M. Guizot goes still further than
Addison or Johnson ; and in refer-

ence to the alleged universality of
the belief in ghosts, miracles, and
manifestations, maintains that the
vox populi is the vox Dei on such
subjects. ' Nous reconnaitrons que
la croyance instinctive au surnaturel
a ete la source et demeure le fond de
toutes les religions, de la religion en
general et en soi.'

Therefore, the instinctive belief in
the supernatural should be fostered
instead of discouraged, no matter
what false religions may be based
upon it, nor to what impostures it

may conduce

!

With regard to modern experience,
no man of average education and in-
telligence who has witnessed good
conjuring will say that 'seeing is

believing ;' or argue from the unac-
countable to the supernatural. If
anything very surprising and un-
doubtedly new falls under his ob-
servation, he will infer either that
some unknown property of matter
has been discovered, or that an im-
posture has been put upon him.
The signs and circumstances will
decide to which hypothesis he should
incline in the first instance. Science
does not shun light or affect

mystery. It does not trade on igno-
rance and credulity. It is com-

monly clear, communicative, and
frank. When Wheatstone was
ready with the experimental proofs
of the electric telegraph, he did not
announce that he was going to in-

voke the spirit of Ariel to put a girdle

round about the earth. When, at

the opening of the Polytechnic In-
stitution, he placed a piano in the
middle of the room before the Queen,
and caused each popular tune Her
Majesty named to come from it with-
out touching the keys, he did not
say that he had compelled the at-

tendance of St. Cecilia for the nonce.
In each instance he simply explained
the nature and scope of his dis-
covery.

If the spiritualists have discovered
any new magnetic or electric influ-

nce ; if they have arrived even at any
new generalisation ofadmitted facts,

let us have it by all means, and with-
out delay. But let us hear no more
of science or progress at their hands
till they have done so. The Eoval
Institution can hardly be expected
to take Credo quia impossible for its

motto, because things deemed im-
possible have sometimes proved true

;

and the African Prince (the rival of
Lord Macaulay's New Zealand er)
who had never heard of ice, was
more reasonable in disbelieving
a traveller's story because it was
opposed to his own limited ex-
perience, than the distinguished
circle who sanctioned a trick like
the rope trick, as partaking of the
supernatural, because it was new and
inexplicable to them.

The spread of truth was never yet
stopped by intolerance or persecu-
tion; and the spiritualists, of all

people, have had no reason to com-
plain. If they have failed to esta-
blish their doctrines, it has not been
from lack of encouragement or op-
portunity. Indeed they have been
so powerfully backed, that they have
become overbearing, and have shown
a disposition to treat scientific op-
ponents with offensive arrogance.
During Mr. Home's first visit to
England in 1855, Lord Brougham
and Sir David Brewster attended a
seance, and were of course quoted as
having witnessed wonders, where-
upon Sir David wrote :—

1. It is not true, as stated by you, that
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a large dinner-table was moved about at

Mr. Cox's in the most extraordinary manner.

2. It is not true, as you state, that a

large accordion was conveyed by an invisible

or any other agency into my hand. I took

it up myself, and it would not utter a sound.

3. It is not true that the accordion was
conveyed into Lord Brougham's hand. It

was placed in it.

4. It is not true that the accordion

played an air throughout in Lord Brougham's
hands. It merely squeaked.

A shower of abuse was poured upon
him for this statement, the whole of
his scientific career being ransacked
for topics of invective

;
yet we have

not the smallest doubt of his accu-
racy. The self-assertion of these
discoverers is very far removed from
the murmured E puor se muove
of Galileo.

A. B.'s book is a curiosity from the
transparency of the self-delusions
of which it is principally composed

;

but the guidance of hands by spirits,

as exemplified in it, is a theory
which might lead to important con-
sequences if it gained ground. A
private and dark seance, at which an
adept presided, was suddenly inter-

rupted by an exclamation: the

candles were relighted ; and a lady
explained that she had cried out on
feeling an arm round her waist.

Suspicion fell on the gentleman next
her, but on his professing his inno-
cence, the blame was laid on one of
the spirits, who was presumed to

have employed the arm without the
consent of the owner. The lady and
her husband being satisfied with
this explanation, the candles were
put out again, and the sitting was
continued as before.

If the spirits have such a power,
there is an end of moral responsibi-

lity. The spirit of Jonathan Wild
may slide a bishop's hand into an
unsuspecting layman's pocket; or

the spirit of Fauntleroy may com-
mit a forgery with the pen of Mr.
T. Baring or Lord Overstone. Who
will venture to affirm that Mrs.
Codrington wittingly wrote the
draft of that misinterpreted letter to

Colonel Anderson ? or who can help

seeing that Miiller's last words, 'I
have done it,' are strictly reconcilable

with the immediately preceding
words, ' I am innocent f His hand
struck the blows, but the consenting
mind was wanting to the crime.
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GILBERT RUGGE.
BY THK AUTHOR OF « A FIRST FRIENDSHIP.

CHAPTER XXIV.

THE SIBYL OF SKEGSTHORPE.

IT was evident that Miss Sherlock
had fully made up her inind as to

the attitude she was to adopt towards
her old friends. Her behaviour to

Mr. Rugge, the first time they met,
was no less decided than it had been
to his cousin : it effectually obviated
all foolish embarrassments. Coming
out of church the next day—Sunday,
she encountered the Rector's party
in the churchyard. Gilbert turned
as red as the rose in his button-hole,

but Mary, in the most frank and
natural manner, put out her hand
and said :

—

' I have a great mind not to shake
hands with you, Mr. Rugge. You
were a whole week in town, I hear,

and yet you never called to inquire
after me.'

Yet there was nothing approach-
ing coquetry in Mary's manner. It

was just as open and unaffected as
it should have been— the very man-
ner to put every one at ease.

But her aunt noticed that Mary
was very silent all the way home,
and for the first few days after her
return, she did not seem quite in

her usual spirits.

In their first interview, Miss Hurst
had informed her friend of the
visitors expected at the Rectory, and
had tried to ascertain, as delicately

as possible, whether Mary would
care to meet the Harlixstowe party.

But Mary displayed a delightful in-

difference on that score. ' Of course
she would like to come and see her
dear Gabrielle : and yes, she thought
she would like to see a real live lady
of fashion like Miss Harlixstowe/
So it was settled that Miss Sherlock
was to stay a week at the Rectory:
From the first hour of her arrival,

both Gilbert and his cousin took
care that Mary should not feel her-
self neglected, or thrown into the
shade by the grander folks around
her. The footing on which she
stood with Mr. Rugge was clearly

defined from their first meeting.
Gabrielle need have been under
no anxiety on that or any other
score. Miss Sherlock had twice the
ease in society of her shy, diffident,

little hostess, and was neither
abashed by the airs of the Misses
"Warborough, nor disconcerted by
the old-fashioned grandeur of Lady
Grampian. Though her days had
been chiefly spent in the school-
room, she was eminently fitted for

society, and her intelligent face
lighted up sympathetically whenever
a spark of wit or sense was struck
out of the dull elements of drawing-
room conversation. At times, a
few words escaped her that told
she had both read and thought for

herself. Before two days were
over, the Misses "Warborough dis-

covered that the young lady who
had no maid with her, and wore
such plain muslin dresses in the
evening, was not to be put down
with a sneer, with impunity.
'Who is this Miss Sherlock, my

dear?' asked old Lady Grampian
of Gabrielle, the second evening,
viewing Mary approvingly through
her eye-glass. 'She has a remark-
ably good style.'

' She is a daughter of Lieutenant
Sherlock, of Skegsthorpe Sands.'

'Skegsthorpe Sands! Why, you
don't mean to say that that dread-
ful little village you drove me
through this morning, turns out
such accomplished girls ? She
played that piece superbly.'

Gabrielle explained that Miss
Sherlock had studied in London
under the first masters.— but she
did not add that she had taught
music as well as studied it there,

though she hesitated whether she
ought to do so or not.

' Oh, of course, any one can tell

there is cultivation there,' replied
her ladyship, critically. ' Bring her
here to me, my dear, and introduce
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us. I think I like her. I heard

her give Miss Hillicent Warborough
a smart tit for tat, as we came in

from dinner. She's got brains, and
they haven't. I think we shall get

on.' And Mary was brought up to

be introduced forthwith.

Lady Grampian was an acute,

active-minded little old woman who
respected intelligence. In spite of

her exaggerated notions of the

claims the names of Grampian and
Harlixstowe had upon the consider-

ation of society, she had no vulgar

pride, and was never guilty of

what she called ' Warboroughisms.'
Mary's society was so much to the

old lady's tasfce that she would
scarcely allow her to leave her side

all the evening. But there was a

demand, ere long, for some one to

play the accompaniment to a song
—a very difficult accompaniment
that none of the ladies seemed will-

ing to attempt.

'I should much like to ask the

young lady who played so well,'

said Miss Harlixstowe, who was
about to be the singer. ' Could
you persuade her to oblige me,
think you, Mr. Bugge ?'

' The young lady who had played

so well' had overheard the speech.

For the moment her head rose a

little higher than usual. But Gil-

bert approaching, with his request,

she bowed and instantly rose to

comply.
Miss Harlixstowe thanked her

warmly at the close of the song,

and eulogized her playing. 'It

was so very unusual to play well at

sight. Had Miss Sherlock heard
Sontag sing the air, last season?

Did she prefer her to Persiani ?'

But Miss Sherlock was less re-

ticent than her friend had been.

She explained that she had never

heard either singer, and that, being

accustomed to teach music, she

naturally read it easily at sight.

"Oh, indeed,' said Miss Harlix-

stowe; and her interest in Mary
seemed to evaporate again, though
she was too well-bred to show it.

'Did I do wrong, dear?' asked
Mary of her friend, shortly after, as

they stood alone together by the

conservatory door. ' I fear it is my
pride, not my humility, makes me

so outspoken. But I cannot appear
other than I am. You are not
ashamed of me, Gabrielle ?'

'No, Mary; but I am ashamed
that I, like a coward, should have
shrunk one moment from making
the avowal. Forgive me.' She put
out her hand, which Mary pressed
silently.

Miss Sherlock was destined to

make strong impressions amongst
Gabrielle's friends, it appeared.
Captain Hunswood scarcely took
his eyes off her at dinner, the first

night ; and, from his absent manner,
Gabrielle concluded that the Captain
was smitten at first sight. During
dessert he inquired Mary's name.

'Sherlock, did you say?' His
voice was quite agitated, as he re-

peated the name Gabrielle had just

uttered.
' Yes, a dear friend of mine, re-

siding near. Excuse me, Captain
Hunswood, you are pouring the

wine on the flowers instead of into

my glass.'

'I beg your pardon.' The Cap-
tain's hand trembled so he could
scarcely hold the decanter. He
murmured something about ' cramp
in his wounded wrist.'

' Miss Sherlock lives in the neigh-

bourhood, you say ? Ah, it is not

the same family then.' And the

Captain muttered something about
having once known 'a fellow of the

name—dead—black fever,' but spoke
altogether in a rambling incoherent

sort of way, for which Gabrielle

blamed Mary's eyes.

But the Captain did not seem to

court the light of those luminaries

the first night he was at Skegsthorpe,

but rather avoided the gaze of the

clear-eyed girl, who looked so openly

in people's faces. Perhaps this

accounted for the dislike that Mary
conceived for the Captain. She
could not endure people who could

not look you honestly in the face,

and felt an instinctive aversion for

the handsome smooth-voiced officer.

But even this sentiment under-

went revision within a few hours.

Like Gabrielle, Mary thought she

perceived redeeming features in this

egotistical character, upon a further

acquaintance. The occasion of this

change of sentiment was as follows

:
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Gabrielle had resolved upon
giving an entertainment to her
school - children, in the rectory

grounds, whilst her guests were
with her. Her grandfather had op-

posed, and her cousin had pooh-
poohed the idea, at first ; but, upon
Gabrielle undertaking that the en-

tertainment should have somewhat
of the character of a fete, the oppo-
sition was withdrawn. The fact

was, the schools, though now in

operation, were by no means popu-
lar in the parish; and Gabrielle

thought to curry favour with pa-

rents and children by a little fete.

But alas! her efforts to popularize

education in Shegsthorpe were
doomed to failure. Mr. Shipman, and
the rest of the servants, evidently

thought it derogatory to themselves

to take much trouble in such ' a low
affair.' Gabrielle could scarcely get

the tables spread on the lawn, or

the plum-cake cut, by the time the

children arrived. Then, the guests'

interest in the proceedings flagged

very quickly ; and Gilbert was far

too much engaged with the Harlix-

stowe party to lend assistance. And,
lastly, the children themselves
were so exceedingly rude and riot-

ous, that they even exhausted Ga-
brielle's patience. They ate their

food at tea like savages, fought
afterwards for the oranges and
sweetmeats, and despoiled one
another of their toys, as fast as they
were distributed. Altogether, they
rendered themselves a perfect dis-

grace to every one.

Gabrielle could never have got
through her labours, if it had not
been for Mary Sherlock and Captain
Hunswood. To the latter, it was
owing that, at the moment when
things were at their worst, and a
perfect riot going on in the grounds,
a slight reaction took place. Along
with Jack Harlixstowe, and one or
two other good-natured people, the
Captain started the boys at foot-

ball ; and, by dint of immense ex-

ertions, contrived to introduce a
little order amongst the unruly
crew. The Hector's share in matters
was confined to saying grace ; that

done, he retired to a distant lawn,

where archery for the visitors was
going on, with an air of grave dis-

approbation, that plainly showed
how ill-timed he considered his

granddaughter's zeal.

At the end of the day, Gabrielle

retreated to her own room, and
solaced herself with a 'good cry/
Her little fete had been a complete
fiasco.

The next day, to obliterate un-
favourable impressions, Gilbert or-

ganized a pic-nic. There being no
abbey ruins or wooded vales in the
neighbourhood, it was agreed that a
day should be spent on the sea-

shore at Shegsthorpe Sands. Orders
were sent to

c Barker's ' in advance,
which placed all the resources of
that establishment at their disposal

;

and so great was the excitement
that pervaded the village, on the
receipt of the news, that when the
'Eectory carriages appeared in sight,

three men and a boy turned out to

cheer them, and help to push the
carriages through the sandy road
that led on to the beach.

It was a glorious autumn day.

The sea blue, the sky cloudless, the
heat-mist quivering over the hot
sands, the waves dancing. If Skegs-
thorpe was not the place every one
would have chosen for a pic-nic, it

had advantages of its own. There
were no eyes, save those of the sea-

gulls overhead, to overlook the
visitors. The tent was pitched in a
hollow amongst the sand-hills, with
a wide view seawards. Green wood
and running water were absent, but
there was this ever-changing stretch

of sea and sky.

It had been resolved that the
stereotyped form of pic-nic was to

be avoided as much as possible.

Mrs. Gillyflower's substantial pi-

geon-pies and home-cured hams
were to furnish the luncheon; the
gentlemen were to do all the wait-
ing; and the ladies to prepare the
tea that was to follow later in the
afternoon. Every one entered into

the spirit of the thing. ' To see

that smart Captain a drawin' corks,

and carvin' of the pigeon-pie on his

knee, and that old Lady Grampian
a sittin' on a pile of carriage-

cushions, with her plate in her lap,

was as good as a play/ said Ship-
man to his fellow-servants that
night.
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As for the Captain, lie declared

enthusiastically, 'that at last his

conceptions of a pic-nic were realized.

Henceforth, he should consider

Fortnum and Mason's hampers, four-

horse drags, and lobster salad, as

mere vulgar mistakes.'

'I like this wide, solitary shore,

this large expanse of sea and sky/

said Miss Harlixstowe to Gilbert.

' One might make a good sketch of

that lonely ship and the sea-gulls

yonder.'

This was after luncheon, when
the party was breaking up—some to

go off for a sail, others to watch the

shrimp-catchers, some to walk to

Gibbet Point. Miss Harlixstowe

decided to remain behind and
sketch, and Gilbert of course re-

mained too, to mix her colours, cut

the pencils, &c. So they were soon

left to themselves ; for Lady Gram-
pian found the sun too hot, and re-

tiring to the tent, dozed, and so

counted for no one.

Now, though to sit there alone,

with Miss Harlixstowe—the world

far removed, the wide sands and

solitary sea before them, and only

the cry of a sea-bird, or the

mutter of the waves, to break the

silence—would have seemed to Gil-

bert the happiest position in the

universe, but an hour ago; yet no
sooner did he find himself alone

with the woman he loved, than his

old shyness returned. All the bril-

liant things he had intended to say,

the next time he found himself

alone with her, oozed out of his

head. They stood in a different

position with regard to each other to

that they once occupied. Miss Har-

lixstowe no longer treated him as a

juvenile nonentity. She had some

time since found that Mr. Eugge
had 'more in him' (as the phrase

goes) than she had thought. She

had even taken to consult him in

her translations of Italian sonnets,

and owned he had fair taste in such

matters. Jack hoped, for his friend's

sake, that it was not going to be a

repetition of the Penwallydyr epi-

sode, and began to look serious,

nowadays, when Eugge extolled

his sister.

'Then you think your brother

has seriously renounced all inten-

tion of taking to political" life ?' re-

marked Gilbert. For at the end of

half an hour he found himselfgravely
discussing the Harlixstowe interest

in the county, instead of the topics

he had fore-planned.
' Jack has clearly no vocation that

way,' replied Miss Harlixstowe.
' He will make a good landlord, an
excellent sportsman, a very credit-

able country-gentleman ; but he is

not exactly fitted to command! " the
applause of listening senates."

'

Miss Harlixstowe worked away in

silence a few moments, and then
added:

—

' It is a pity the family interest in

the county should be allowed to

die out. The men of the last three

generations have not done for our
name what our forefathers did.'

Her pencil worked rapidly, and then
she suddenly stopped and exclaimed,
' I wish I had been a man !'

'Why so?' asked Gilbert, sur-

prised at the vehemence of the ex-

clamation.
' Because, then, there would have

been something to work for, and live

for, out of one's own poor paltry self.

I would have gone into Parliament,

and made Harlixstowe a name of

power in the land, or I would have
been a soldier, and won honours in

the field. Anything for a life of
enterprise and action. Oh, you
men have vastly the better of us,

poor women, and then you laugh at

us for the petty drawing-room am-
bitions, and paltry rivalries, with

which we are fain to console our-

selves, faute de mieux, while all the

higher interests of life are yours.'

Miss Harlixstowe's eye kindled, as

she gazed at the distant waves.
' But do not women find these

higher interests in their husbands'

fortunes?' asked Gilbert, after a

pause, during which he regarded

her with silent admiration. 'Does
not a wife share the hopes and am-
bitions of her husband, and wear
his honours as her own ?'

' And that should be enough for

her then, you think ? Well ! well

!

Better that—better the reflected

brightness of an illustrious life than

the deadness of an inglorious one. But
where is the man who makes joint

property of these things? Where
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is the husband whose wife partici-

pates in his ambitions, shares his

schemes, helps to win his honours ?

The thing is possible, but—' Miss
Harlixstowe stopped.

' Are there many women, think
you, who would care to share, or
who even could share, in the

struggles you speak of?' asked
Gilbert, as he sat pouring the soft

sand through his fingers.
' Ah, it is the natural inferiority

of the sex that is at fault, is it ?'

said Miss Harlixstowe, with a laugh.
' Thank you, I perceive the implica-

tion. But in the case (a very absurd
and unreasonable one, of course)

—

in the case of a woman who feels

within her certain capacities that

her fashion-book cannot satisfy

—

certain wants and impulses beyond
the comprehension of her lady's-

maid—what then ? How is the un-
reasonable creature to adjust herself

to the circumstances of her life ?'

In her earnestness and preoccu-
pation, Miss Harlixstowe had let the
sketch slip to the ground, and sat

with hands clasped upon her knee.

There was a short pause, and then
Gilbert, speaking slowly and earn-

estly, said :

—

'For such women is there not
sometimes the noblest of careers in

store ? For some men, their high-
est ideal of happiness is in this

communion of heart, and soul, and
brain— communion rare perhaps,

but when it occurs, the consum-
mation of wedded happiness.' He
got up, and half turning away from
Miss Harlixstowe, went on :

' What
might not a man hope to achieve

with such a wife? What future

might not they two work out to-

gether? Yes, Miss Harlixstowe.'

Here he turned round, and dared to

look her in the face. ' Even men,
who have but little to boast of in
themselves— little talent or good-
ness when measured beside greater
gifts—even such men—so blessed

—

might—

'

' Oh, Mr. Eugge, you are spoiling

my sketch. See, it is under your
feet.'

The speech arrested the flow of

Gilbert's eloquence instantly. It

was uttered in a voice as unlike that

in which Miss Harlixstowe had last
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spoken as possible—a cold, almost a
frivolous voice. Gilbert swallowed
down the hot words upon his lips,

and stooped to pick up the paper.
' And here come the others back

from their rambles,' continued Miss
Harlixstowe, rising from her seat.

' There will be no more work done
now. Let us pack up the portfolio.'

And there the conversation ended.
The tea upon the sands was the

crowning success of the day. A
kettle was 'slung upon two poles

transverse/ in proper gipsy fashion;

a sheltered nook was chosen amongst
the sand-hills, and in a few minutes
the whole party were engaged,
amidst much laughter, in the pre-

parations for the meal.

It was a very lively repast. In
the midst of it, one of the Misses
Warborough communicated a little

shock to the party by suddenly ut-

tering a shriek, and the exclamation
—'Oh, what a fright!'

As Miss Warborough's eyes were
fixed at that moment on a point

just above Lady Grampian's head,

it seemed at first that she was sud-
denly struck with the ugliness of

her ladyship's green bonnet and
feathers ; but, turning round, every
one discovered for themselves the

cause of the exclamation.

Looking down upon them from a
sand-hill behind was an old wo-
man of a very singular and un-
canny appearance. Her back was
bent with age, and she leaned upon
her stick, as she regarded the 'party

before her, as though out of breath
with mounting the hillock. In her
apron she carried a bundle of sticks.

It was Mrs. Eucks, just returned
from a predatory excursion amongst
the neighbouring hedge-rows. The
old lady looked not over-pleased at

this invasion of her domains (her

hut was in a neighbouring hollow),

and eyed the gay party before her

scowlingly.
' I telled 'em it was some o' Parson

Hurst's grand folks,' she said, ad-

dressing herself as usual, but in a
high-toned voice, audible to every
one. ' Lord-a-massy, what's brought
'em all here ? They can't ha' come
for what there is to see, I reckon

;

it's more eatin' and drinkin' they be
after, seemingly.'

D
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' Will you take something your-
self, Mrs. Bucks ?' asked Gabrielle,

"who was the first to speak. She
thought the old woman viewed the

eatables with rather a hungry eye.

Mrs. Bucks took no notice of

the invitation, but, hobbling to-

wards them, continued :

—

s A nice waste o' good food goin'

on ! Enough to feed a house full

with their leaving. And the quartern
loaf riz agen. But waste makes want,
and they may want afore they die

—

hi, hi!'

' What an amiable old creature
!'

laughed Captain Hunswood. ' Might
be one of the weird sisters who
hailed the Thane of Cawdor on
Forres Heath, from her appearance.

Does she tell fortunes, I wonder ?'

'Fortuns!' croaked Mrs. Bucks,
catching the Captain's last words as

she approached, and looking up at

him with her blear eyes, shaded with
her hand. ' Fortuns ! Ay, she can
tell ye yer fortuns, sure enough.
Cross my hand wi' silver, bonny
gentleman, and Becky Bucks will

tell ye whether ye've good or bad
luck in store.' And, fumbling in

her pockets, the old woman brought
out a pack of soiled, greasy cards

—

an article of trade she generally

carried about with her.
• There ! If yer want to know

yer fortuns, ladies and gintlemen,

I'll tell ye them for sixpence a-piece

all round.'

With an eye to business, Mrs.
Bucks seated herself on her bundle
of firewood, and began spreading

out her cards on the sand.
' Suppose we consult this sibyl,'

said Captain Hunswood, appealing
to the party.

Every one concurred that it would
be ' good fun ' except Gabrielle, who
did not quite approve of encourag-

ing Mrs. Bucks's superstitions, even
in. joke.

' Then please to stan' round me,
ladies and gintlemen,' said Mrs.

Bucks, with quite professional

gravity. 'And don't talk, or ye'il

put me out.'

It was a droll thing to watch the
mingled cunning and imbecility on
Mrs. Bucks' aged face as she set to

work. Her crafty old eyes glanced
stealthily round her from time to

time, as though she were half sus-
picious of her audience. But she
did her best to assume the pro-
phetic, poor old soul ! and she pored
over the cards wdth an air that
would have done credit to Cagli-
ostro.

The Captain stood and listened

to the old woman's interpretation,

with a smile upon his face.

' Clubs agen ! That's more wars
for ye, Cap'en. Seven o' dimonds !

That's good for yersen, but bad for

yer friends. Clubs again ! Oh, lock-

a-lock! More wars and w^ounds.

Jack o' spades! That's bad, bad.

Ye've got a henemy, sure enuff.'

The old woman shook her head
gravely, and went on predicting bad
fortune, until the queen of hearts

turned up, when all became bright.
' Ah, there she be, the lady as'ull

make all right for ye.' The old
woman looked up, apparently to

ascertain who this might be. She
fixed on Miss Harlixstowe it ap-
peared, for her eyes seemed to single

her out from the rest. . Looking at

her cards again, she went on. ' Bich
and beautiful she be, and haughty
as the queen. Ye'll have a hard
coortship, maybe, but don't ye give
in. There's marriage i' the end, I

see, so keep up your heart,my brave
cap'en.'

Though the captain laughed as

heartily as the rest, he seemed so

well pleased with his fate that he
bestowed a crown on Mrs. Bucks,
then and there. The

\
rest of the

fortunes were of the usual order.

Mrs. Bucks promised handsome
husbands to the young ladies, and
rich wives to the gentlemen.

1 Come, let me tell ye yer fortun,

my beautiful lady,' said Mrs. Bucks,
noticing that Miss Harlixstowe
seemed disinclined to follow the

example of the rest. ' It's no good
a trying to shirk it. What's writ is

writ. If it ain't i' the cards, it's F
the face or the hand. Come, don't

be afraid to know what's in store

for ye.'

Thinking it might be considered

affectation if she declined, Miss Har-
lixstowe nodded to the old woman
to proceed, but her face twitched

as though she but half liked the

ordeal. Above all things Miss Har-
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lixstowe dreaded being made ridi-

culous.

The old woman shuffled the cards

afresh, and laying them before her,

commenced her prognostications. It

was a mere repetition of the old

tale. There was 'the fair gentle-

man/ and 'the dark gentleman,'

and ' the one as she was to beware
of, for he meant no good, and the

one as loved her true/ &c. But as

she proceeded, Mrs. Eucks either

was, or pretended to be, puzzled
with the interpretation. She gradu-

ally turned her attention from the.

cards to Miss Harlixstowe herself,

whose face she perused attentively.
' Do you see anything more hope-

ful in my face than in your cards ?'

asked Miss Harlixstowe, assuming a

liveliness which she scarcely felt

under the old woman's gaze.
' A rare fine face it is ! Beautiful

as a pictur/ said Mrs. Eucks medi-
tatively. ' But, Lord, what a sight

o' trouble thou hast before thee ! It

will be wrinkled will that face

afore its time. Them blue eyes

breeds tears, and them heads set so

Tiaughty is sure to be lowered. Ay,
luvey, thou'st sot sorrow enow afore

thee!'
' Come, come, Mrs. Eucks, this is

rather too dismal/ interrupted Gil-

bert Eugge.
' Oh, pray let us hear the prophecy

to the end/ laughed Miss Harlix-

stowe.
' No, you shall tell me my fortune,

Mrs. Eucks/ said Gilbert. 'And
mind you make it a bright one. I

warn you I shall pay in proportion

to the good lack you foretell me.'
' Yar fortun ?' croaked Mrs. Eucks,

looking up angrily at Gilbert, for

she did not like this interruption of

her vaticinations. 'Yar fortun?
Ay, ay, I could make a better guess
than most folks at thy fortun, I
reckon, and wi'oiit the cards to help
'un too.'

' Suppose
v
you favour me with

your views on the subject/ said

Gilbert, smiling at this acrimonious
and personal tone.

' Fairvour ?' muttered the old

woman. ' Mebbe, I could fairvour ye
wi' more than ye'd care to listen to.'

And Mrs. Eucks shook her head, and
looked down at the sand at her feet.

' I think I could bear to hear my
fate, Mrs. Eucks.'

The old woman remained silent

some moments, and then looking up
at the young man, said slowly,

' No ye couldn't ; no ye couldn't.

If yer fate's wot I guess it will be,

ye'd wish yersen at the bottom o'

yon deeps, or ever yer'd heard it.'

Mrs. Eucks pointed her skinny hand
seawards as she spoke. 'Ah, yar
may laugh/ she continued, nodding
her head, and looking at Gilbert
darkly, ' but yar'd better not taunt
me to say no more. If she bean't
strangely out in her reckonings,
Becky could surprise yer, she could
—hi, hi, that she could

!'

The speech had drawn every one's

attention on Gilbert.
' Singularly mysterious, isn't she ?'

whispered Captain Hunswood to a
neighbour.

'Ay, though she be a poor old
critter as nobbody cares for, Becky's
got her wits about it/ went on the
old woman. ' She can put this and
that together, as she sits by her fire-

side, a listenin' to the roarin' sea.

And the sea's telled her a mort o'

strange things, sin' she fust took to

listenin' to it, it lies
!'

'You are only sharpening my
curiosity, Mrs. Eucks. Pray what
has the sea told you about me and
my fortunes ?'

' I wouldn't ask her any further
questions, Gilbert/ whispered Gabri-
elle, hurriedly, in her cousin's ear.

'Nonsense, Gabrielle,' he spoke
aloud, and repeated the question he
had just put.

' Well !' said the old woman,
gravely, with her gaze still fixed

on the sands, 'it's telled her as
there's some born to go up i' life,

and some to go down. It's telled

her as the haughty uns will be
humbled one day, and that for some
folks life's as full o' trouble as the
sea yonder's full o' watter.'

' Wise generalities/ murmured
the Captain, with his eyes fixed

on Gilbert Eugge.
'I thought, Mrs. Eucks, I was

going to hear something to make my
flesh creep/ laughed Gilbert. ' I am
fast losing all faith in you. Where
are all the troubles you threatened
me with to come from, pray ?'

D 2
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'"Why, from thy own kith and
kin, if thou wilt know/ cried the

old woman, suddenly lifting her

eyes to Gilbert's, and speaking with
malignant bitterness. 'From thy

own flesh and blood, if thou worn't

be said nay. Thou asks me what
the sea's telled me o' thy fortun',

dost ee ? Why, it's telled me that

thou'rt on'y a jackdaw tricked out
wi' peacock's feathers, and that the
day'll come when all the fine folks

ye've got round ye here will turn
their back upon ye, and be 'shamed
to own ye. Thy old grandmother
won't rest quiet i' her grave that

day, I reckon, and there'll be sorrow
and mournin' for the proud old

parson. Ay, ay ! it 'ull come, it 'ull

come, I tell ye!'

An awkward silence ensued, as

Mrs. Eucks ceased speaking. There
was a vindictive animus in the
speech that was apparent to every
one. Captain Hunswood was the
first to break the silence.

'This is going too far,' he said,

looking round him with quite a
scandalized air. 'Eeally, Eugge,
she ought to be made to beg your
pardon for carrying her impostor's

tricks to this length/
'Postor!' cried Mrs. Eucks, as

the Captain eyed her severely. ' Nay,
nay, it's other folks as is more like

'postors, I reckon. I telled ye ye'd

only abuse me, if I spoke out. I'd

better be off hoam, or Parson Hurst
'ull be sending the constable arter

me, for talkin' away folks' cha-

racters, I shouldn't wonder. Hi,

hi, hi !' And, chuckling sardonically

to herself, the old crone got up,

gathered together her sticks, and
hobbled away over the sand-hills,

while the guests looked at each
other in a very uncomfortable man-
ner, and tried, quite unsuccessfully,

to appear at their ease.

But the subject of Mrs. Euck's
prophetic denunciations was less

embarrassed by them than any one
else. Gilbert treated it all as a
capital joke. The idea of attaching
any serious importance to the drivel-

ling of a cunning, ill-natured old
woman never entered his head. Ere
another hour was over, Mrs. Eucks'
vaticinations were forgotten by him,
and by most of his friends.

CHAPTEE XXV.

RAISING A LOAN. 1

But Captain Hunswood's interest

in Mrs. Eucks's prognostications
did not abate quite so rapidly as
other people's. 'Who is this Mr.
Eugge?' he asked himself, that
night, as he turned the matter over
in his mind. ' Can there be any-
thing peculiar in his history ?' But
so far as known to himself, that his-

tory appeared a very ordinary, re-
spectable one.

It was not quite the part of a
guest nor of a gentleman, but the
Captain resolved to make a few in-
quiries in the neighbourhood about
his host's family. The next morn-
ing, as he took an early stroll, he
observed old Job Turler, the pa-
rish clerk, cutting grass for his
donkey in the churchyard: 'The
living chronicle of the parish, the
very man for me!' thought the
Captain. But old Job was about
the last person to apply to. One
might as well have tried to

wheedle a mastiff with macca-
roons, as extort information from
Job Turler, by polite words. The
Captain only gained some notion of
the native caution and the blunt
speech of the Lincolnshire charac-

ter, by his pains.

As the Captain turned away,
foiled in his efforts, one of the Eec-
tory servants crossed the church-
yard with the rectory post-bag.

There were letters for Captain Huns-
wood which he took possession of,

and perused as he continued his

stroll. But the Captain's correspond-
ents did not improve his temper. He
frowned as he opened the first two
letters, but he swore a round oath
as he read the third. The first were
from London tradesmen, pressing for

payment of their accounts : the last

was from his uncle, Sir George Huns-
wood, containing the news of the

birth of a son and heir. The Cap-
tain's last hopes in that quarter

were destroyed. Whilst the rooks

cawed noisily in the elm-trees over-

head, and Job Turler's scythe and
hone made pleasant music in the

air, the Captain sat upon a tomb-
stone to review his circumstances,
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and calmly consider the pass to

which Life had brought him.
Thus far had Life brought him

—

to seven-and-thirty years — to a
jaded manhood and an indu-
rated heart — to much wisdom
(so-called) of the world—to Debt
and Satiety. It was by no means a
new history amongst men. Sydney
Hunswood, the son of well-born
parents, had been brought up in

extravagance, taught to rely more
upon his expectations than upon
himself, and when he went out to

India some years ago, confirmed in

the idle habits and expensive tastes

of a luxurious civilization, he did
not suddenly turn economist as

seemed to be expected. In fine, he
had led the life of a self-indulgent,

pleasure-loving man, not burdened
with any high ideals of life or duty,

ever since he could distinguish be-

tween crust and crumb. With now
a host of debts to face, with the last

hope of the baronetcy wrenched
from him (and whatever other
black thoughts he may have had to

disturb him at the bottom of his

heart), his meditations were none
of the brightest. On a grave-stone

opposite, a nautical grave in me-
mory of ' John Stokes, Mariner, of

Skegsthorpe Sands/ ran some pious
doggerel about ' the pole-star, Faith/
that guides the mariner ' o'er life's

billowy sea/ which Captain Huns-
wood read over mechanically once
or twice before its sense seized

him.
fHumph ! very billowy, for some

folks, certainly !' he muttered, ' but
if one hasn't got a pole-star, what
then, John Stokes?' The Captain
laughed a bitter laugh, and rose
from the stone he sat upon.

' There is but one way out of all

this/ he muttered, striding to and
fro in the grass, ' and I have some
time foreseen it.'

_
That way was Matrimony. A

rich wife would regild his tarnished
fortunes, and make the thing called
* Life ' still worth having. Such a
wife was not far to seek. He had
already lost too much time ; but

—

Yes, even to the self-confidence of a
Sydney Hunswood, with all his inhe-
Tent vanity and his light esteem of

women, the doubt arose as to

whether his cousin would take him
for a husband. But the case was
desperate, and required bold mea-
sures.

' First, to find a way of stopping

these curs that have begun to bark
about my heels/ said the Captain
to himself. By which uncompli-
mentary form of speech the Captain

alluded to his creditors, it is to be
inferred.

After a few more turns, the Cap-
tain had resolved upon his course

of action. It militated sadly against

his plans to run away from Skegs-

thorpe just now, but it was indis-

pensable that he should visit Lon-
don and throw a sop to his cre-

ditors. He returned to the house
and announced to Mr. Hurst, over
the breakfast table, that his letters

that morning required his imme-
diate return to town.

'Is it anything of importance V
asked Miss Harlixstowe of her cou-
sin, as they were left alone in the

morning-room after breakfast. She
had noticed his preoccupied air,

during the meal.

'Of great importance/ said the

Captain in a grave tone. 'I—

I

have been hoping to get a word
alone with you before I left, though
—though—' the Captain hesitated,

and added in a low tone—' But, no,

I have no right to burden you with
my troubles. I am a selfish brute,

as I have been all my life!' and he
rose and paced the floor with an air

of agitation.

Miss Harlixstowe looked at him
in surprise and said, ' I don't know
how far your troubles may be
mended by making me the hearer

of them ; but if I can help or advise,

I am ready to listen.'

' Spoken like yourself, Edith ! or
like your mother. I can fancy it

was she said that. How often have
I poured my troubles into her ear,

in years gone by, when there was
no one else who cared to listen to

them.' He sighed, and added,
' Well, then, it is just this. I have
received news this morning which,
practically viewed, renders me a
beggar. My uncle has written to

announce the advent of a son.

What effect that has on my pros-

pects I need not tell you. Mes-
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sieurs my correspondents of this

morning appreciate its effects readily

enough, it seems/ and with a short

laugh, the Captain pulled out his

letters as he spoke, and looked at

them dolorously.
' Are they heavy ?' inquired Miss

Harlixstowe, divining the nature of

the correspondence.
' Enough to break the back of an

Atlas,' laughed the Captain. ' I

must mortgage my resources to all

perpetuity to wipe them off. But a
man can live on less than his pay, I
suppose, if he's obliged? I must
go back again to India, and get

made a general of, or get shot—one
or the other—that's certain.'

The Captain laughed again, but
as dolefully as before, and pulled
his moustache with a dejected air.

He really felt himself a very un-
lucky fellow, and compassionated
himself as sincerely as a man
could do.

' Have you spoken of your affairs

to papa ?' asked Miss Harlixstowe.
f No ; not to a soul besides your-

self have I named or do I intend to

name the matter, if I can help it.'

The Captain lifted his chameleon
eyes to Miss Harlixstowe's as he
spoke. Seating himself opposite

his cousin he went on, ' Edith, I am
going to be quite straightforward
with you. I am going to ask you
plainly and bluntly to lend me
money. If I am to put myself
under an obligation, I prefer incur-

ring it in a quarter where I think it

will not be felt onerous, and where
I confess it will be least disagreeable

to myself.'

This was a startling way of put-
ting tilings, perhaps, but it was the
right way in this case. The Cap-
tain had not miscalculated on the
interest this candour would excite.

He resumed:—
'You know that I have been

reckless and improvident for years.

You know enough of my follies

and extravagances, I dare say. I
may trust our mutual friends on
that score. But if you have still

enough confidence in me to be
my creditor to the extent of five

hundred pounds, I ask you to lend
me that sum. I make no conceal-
ments, but plainly tell you I am

hard up for money, and don't know
where to raise it.'

This frank and straightforward
appeal was the very way to win
Miss Harlixstowe's approval. She
was about to reply when the Cap-
tain went on :

—

' Stay, I must tell you more. I
must tell you that it will be some
time before I can repay the loan,
but I will make any legal arrange-
ment —

'

With a woman's generosity she
stopped him immediately.
'Do you take me for a money-

lender ?' she laughed. ' What is to

be the percentage ? What are the con-
ditions? You will repay me as soon
as you can, of course. Let us take
a turn round the garden, whilst you
tell me more of this business,' and
Miss Harlixstowe rose, and opening
the window, they stepped into the
garden.

When Captain Hunswood left the
Eectory that night, of course he car-
ried with him the means of satis-

fying the most clamorous of his
creditors.

The next day Lady Grampian
went off for the family place in
Scotland, carrying with her her
nephew. Jack, who had been due
some time amongst the grouse.
The Misses Warborough returned
home in the yellow barouche, and
only Miss Harlixstowe remained
behind. For Mary Sherlock found
herself under the necessity of taking
her departure along with the rest of

the guests, and could not be induced
to stay another hour.

The change Gabrielle had felt

conscious of in her old friend, on
their first meeting, had manifested
itself in various ways during her
late visit.

Gabrielle was often startled by
Mary's wit and powers of repartee.

She carried herself, too, with a
dignity before strangers that quite

excited Gabrielle's admiration. But
at times there was a sort of feverish

brilliancy about her old friend, and
a tone of satire in her remarks, that

pained Gabrielle, though it amused
old Lady Grampian, who declared

that ' Miss Sherlock had more sense

in her little finger than the Misses

Warborough in their united heads.'
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But at the moment of leave-taking,

Mary kissed Gabrielle almost pas-

sionately, and said, 'You are my
very dear friend, and always will be,

I know. If you were not, I think I
should hate you/ and Gabrielle saw
the glimmer of a tear in her eye,

as she waved a farewell from the
carriage window.
And so Mary returned home,

and amused her aunt and father by
her descriptions of the people she
had met, and all that had been said

and done at the Eectory. And then
she took to her German and French,
and the old books in her bed-room
upstairs, with renewed appetite,

and spent several hours daily in

good earnest study. For Mary had
made up her mind that she was to

be a governess all the rest of her
clays, and had resolved to qualify

herself for her allotted destiny.

Sometimes, as she took a solitary

walk along the shore, she would
behold in the distance a gentleman
and two ladies on horseback; and
she would beat a swift retreat over
the bank at once. But Mary never
moped or sat idly dreaming on
* what might have been.' She rose

with the lark (or rather with the
first summons of Saphira Shaw, an
early bird), busied herself all day
with her books and needlework,
played to her father in the evening,
and was cheerful and contented the
day through. She thought more,
read more, looked older and more
womanly than she used to do, had
a more reticent and a prouder bear-
ing, but seated at her aunt's feet

reading, or listening to Saphira
Shaw's domestic grievances, she
was childlike and mirthful as ever.

When the Lieutenant accompanied
his daughter to Gareham, at the
end of the holidays, and bade her
good-bye at the coach door, he
thought as he looked at her, ' Lau-
rinda is right; she is growing a
handsome lass. God bless her!'
And as he drove homewards again
through the lonely fen roads, think-
ing of that bright energetic face

(Mary always kept her tears for the
inside of the coach and went off

smiling), he rejoiced that the sorrow
that sat so heavily on his own heart

had never cast its shadow there.

Meanwhile, the bright September
days wore on, and Gilbert Rugge
sank more deeply in the stream
clown which he was adrift. He was
gay, desponding, talkative, silent,

and fifty other contradictory things,

by turns. But he was not happy.
At night, when the house was still,

he would pace his own room to

and fro, weighing the chances of his

position, recalling all Miss Harlix-
stowe's words, and trying to find

therein something favourable to his

love. He would sit for hours by
his window, with his head resting

on his hands, looking out into the
dark night, and watching the elm-
trees wave in the wind, filled with
unutterable emotions. For it was
all genuine feeling this time. And
in all these moods there was under-
most a feeling of self-distrust, and a
miserable fear that his love could
never be returned.

One night, when this mood was
upon him, his eye fell upon the old
sword that hung beneath the pic-

ture beside his bed—his mother's
portrait, taken when she was a girl.

' Why did I not follow my father's

profession ?' he cried. ' I could
have won a name then, not un-
worthy of her.'

From his earliest boyhood, Gil-

bert had regarded this rusty weapon
with peculiar reverence, as a relic

of the dead father he had never
known, though in truth, it was
nothing better than the inglorious
sword of Birkwood Hurst, the Rec-
tor's ; scape-grace son,"f*and had
never been drawn in war. But to

Gilbert it was of surpassing value,

as the sole memento of the valiant

officer to whom he owed his being.

It was a still autumn night, with
a few fleecy clouds sailing slowly
over the face of the broad October
moon. Gilbert mused as he looked
out over the garden. On the far

horizon above the tree-tops lay a
shining streak of silvery something.
It was a strip of sea out beyond
Skegsthorpe Sands, brightened by
the harvest moon. As he gazed at

the distant glimmer, there rose in
his brain a train of bright fancies

and shining hopes.

Did he fall asleep and dream?
Or did he really see a figure floating
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between him and that distant strip

of moonlight? Onward it came,
growing slowly out of air into hu-
man shape, until he saw in the

shining face before him the face of

the portrait beside his bed, but
saddened, spiritualized. A sigh

was breathed mournfully into the

air, the word ' Never!' fell upon
his ear, and then with a tender look

the figure floated away again into

the night.
' Mother !' gasped the young man,

stretching out his arms and starting

up.

He was shivering from head to

foot.

"Was that the answer to his

questioning hopes? Oh, he had
been dreaming, surely

!

CHAPTER XXVI.

THROUGH THE SNOW.

It was mid-winter, and the Rectory
elms bent low their sturdy branches
under the weight of a heavy fall of

snow. Such a fall had not been
seen for years. Roads were impas-
sable; hedgerows had disappeared
under drifts ; the country was in a
state of blockade. All communi-
cation between Skegsthorpe and
Harlixstowe had been cut off for a
week past. The consequences of

such a state of things to certain

personages of our history were be-

coming serious.

'I shall go, Gabrielle/ said Gil-

bert, as he stood at the hall door
buttoned up the chin, looking out
at the snowy expanse.

' Impossible,' whispered Ins cou-

sin ; but she knew from his tone of

voice that he would go all the same.
* Don't think any 'orse could do

it, sir,' said Shipman, shaking Ins

head. ' Hull mail stuck fast in the

drifts last night/
' Go and tell them to bring the

mare round immediately,' was Mr.
Rugge's reply ; and in live minutes
more, he was in the saddle and
away. He would have gone had
there been an Alpine avalanche to

brave.

'Heaven speed him!' whispered
Gabrielle in her heart, for she di-

vined his errand.

The snow that lay so deep round
Skegsthorpe Rectory lay deeper
still up in the Wold country. The
old hall at Harlixstowe stood out
grim and grey upon the white
landscape, like some enchanted man-
sion, in a land where all life was
frozen into silence. The foun-
tains on the terrace were dumb;
the statues were transformed into

white-draped ghosts ; blackbirds and
thrushes lay dead upon the ground

;

the gold-fish were frozen in the
basins; lawns, beds, and paths lay

buried under one white pall : all

was silent—save when a shivering

hound down at the kennels barked
and woke a train of echoes through
the leafless woods.

Until this morning, Harlixstowe

had been cut off from the rest of the

world for three whole days. The
postal arrangements of all Great
Britain had been thrown into con-

fusion by the snow-storm ; and
Harlixstowe (dependent upon a

mail-cart) had gone three mornings
without any tidings from the outer

world. But a bold spirit had sallied

forth this morning, and encountered
the letter-bags (happily attached to

a benumbed letter-carrier) in a
snow-drift, in the middle of a field.

So Harlixstowe and the world were
in communication again. But, it

would seem, the world did not send
Harlixstowe such communications
as it much cared to receive. Miss
Harlixstowe, at least, could very

well have dispensed with its offer-

ings. A budget of letters had
poured in upon her this morning,
which she had spent the best part

of the day in answering ; and now (it

was the dusk of the afternoon), she

sat tearing up all she had written,

resolved that her correspondents

should remain unanswered.
' I will treat these people with the

contempt they merit,' she exclaimed

angrily, as she threw the fragments

into the fire ; and after a few
impatient turns up and down the

great drawing-room, she threw her-

self into her easy chair by the fire,

and began reading over the offend-

ing letters again.

The first bore a foreign post-

mark, and was in the light penman-
ship and style of Lady Stella Nox.
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' A little bird has whispered in

my ear that— No, I don't believe

little birds; they tell fibs,' wrote
Lady Stella, and then dashed off

into tourists' gossip and fashions

again. ' But it was such a circum-
stantial little bird, and seemed so

very well-informed,' went on her
ladyship, ere long, taking up the

theme she had let drop, ' that really

I think it deserves attention. Well
it sang, did this little bird, of billing

and cooing, going on in the groves

round a certain old hall in Lincoln-

shire, and of a certain fair lady there

abiding (a lady much thought of in

the land for beauty, wealth, &c),
who positively and actually, and in

spite of the warnings and remon-
strances of all her friends, is going
to bestow her heart and hand upon
" a squire of low degree," who re-

joices in a name of one syllable.

Write and tell me this little bird

was the most mendacious of little

birds, and deserves its neck wring-
ing for telling falsehoods. Seriously,

my Edith, it must not, cannot be.

You have played at shepherdess
long enough. Discard your rustic

swain (I really like the poor young
fellow well enough), throw aside

your crook and ribbons, and come
back to the world and the triumphs
that there await you.'

'Impertinent!' was Miss Harlix-

stowe's comment on the advice.

The next letter was in a different

strain.
' And now my dear Edith,' wrote

Lady Grampian, 'it behoves me to

give you a word of advice, I may
say of caution. Your name has
been mentioned too frequently of
late in connection with the grand-
son of that very respectable old
clergyman we went to visit in the
autumn. As I cannot for one mo-
ment suppose you intend to en-
courage any addresses from that
quarter, I think it would be well to

be more guarded in your relations

with the family, for the young
man's sake, as well as your own.
Pray let me hear that these foolish

rumours afloat are only rumours.
I need offer to you no comments on
the utter undesirability, the impro-
priety I might almost say, of such
an alliance. Your own right feeling

will, I am sure, supply you with all

the arguments against such a step,

that my regard for you and for

our family name could adduce.
But a word more. You know I
am not a worldly-minded woman,
my dear, and would never counsel

a mere mariage de convenance ; yet

I think the renewal of proposals
from the eldest son of Sir Giles

Warborough is after all a matter
deserving consideration. You have
refused offers during the last twelve
months that most girls would have
felt it a duty to accept ; and I con-
fess that this extreme difficulty

to suit in the matter of a husband
forces me to the conclusion that

you are unreasonable and romantic
in your notions.'

Whereat the heiress tossed her
head, and said, ' My aunt is the
only one who has a right to address
me on the matter, but even she
presumes too far.'

The third letter was from Captain
Hunswood. Fate had conspired
cruelly against all the Captain's

little projects. He had been sum-
moned away from London, twenty-
four hours after his arrival there, by
his uncle, Sir George Hunswood,
who wrote to invite him down to

his place in Shropshire for the
hunting season. As the Captain
was still in receipt of a small allow-

ance from his uncle (Sir Georgejiad
paid his nephew's debts before he
went to India), he dared not refuse.

The three weeks had extended them-
selves into three months. The Cap-
tain had been thrown from his horse
out hunting, was picked up with a
broken leg, and had been confined

to his couch ever since.
' No captive ever rejoiced more in

tokens from the world outside his

prison than I at the sight of your
letter/ wrote the Captain. 'How
good of you to send me a long-

epistle " to cheer my solitude
!"

Tied to my sofa all day, I pine for

some interest, excitement, sympathy.
But I don't get it. If it were not
that I have got one of the best of
servitors about me (an old Indian
soldier I picked up last summer,
with only one arm, but a double
portion of sense and willingness),

I should be the most desolate of
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men. My ancle is busy with his

dogs, or his bailiff, all day. Lady
Hunswood is engrossed with her

visitors or her baby. I lie here,

a nuisance to everybody and to my-
self, with nothing to do but to

look out for the postman, read The
Times down to the printer's name,
and then count the clock till dinner.

Imagine my temper at the end of

the day! Other causes of irritation

within the last twenty-four hours.

A stupid report has made its way
down here, which has troubled me
more than half-a-dozen broken legs

could have done. Will you believe

that Lady Hunswood informed her
guests last night at dinner that she

had it on good authority that " my
second cousin, Miss Harlixstowe,

was engaged to be married to a
young gentleman in the Fens, of

the name of Bugge (a curate, she

thought, something clerical, she was
sure), and that her father and she
did not speak in consequence?"
Then followed comments from her
ladyship and guests that I will

spare you. If my lady aunt had
been of the other sex I should have

, well, I won't say what. Of
course I took upon myself to con-

tradict the report instantly. The
idea is so absurd that I wonder it

vexed me as it did ; but I couldn't

help it. On my own authority, I
ventured to assure her ladyship

that Miss Harlixstowe had no inten-

tion of changing her name (a name
that has figured in the battle-fields

and council-chambers of the land for

four centuries past ) for a cognomen
that rhymes with -. Pardon
me, but the name of Harlixstowe
is dear to me as my own, its honour
cherished as keenly. I can laugh
now it is over, but I was a very bear
last night.'

' They go too tar, these anxious-

minded friends of mine,' laughed
Miss Harlixstowe to herself, as she

regarded the fire. ' What if they
put into my head ideas that as yet

have had but a very vague existence

there ?'

It was not a happy smile that
played over her face, as the thought
passed through her mind.

' I have Lady Warborough to

thank for these reports, I suppose,'

she pondered within herself. c The
maternal instinct thus avenges the
slight put upon her cub of a son.

But Hunswood should have known
better. How dare he—how dare
any of them—write thus to me !'

The heiress's eyes flashed in the
fire-light.

'I will have them know I am
not a child to be scolded, or a weak
puppet to be pulled which way
they list.'

She leaned back in her chair, and
with her head resting on her hand,
wearily regarded the fire.

' Suppose I give them better

grounds for their idle tales, what
then ?' mused Miss Harlixstowe.
Ay, what then? The question

roused a host of thoughts. Though
no word of love had ever escaped
Gilbert's lips, she knew that he
worshipped the very ground she
trod on as well as though he had
told her so a hundred times. Not
that Miss Harlixstowe had been
playing the coquette all these

months, or angling for the young
man's heart. She had won it un-
wittingly, almost regretfully, for

she was conscious at times of a
fervour in his love which had no
response in her own cooler nature.

She had neither encouraged nor re-

buffed him ; but finding his society

pleasant, and him natural and in-

telligent, she had, in a dearth of

occupation about her, permitted the

acquaintance to ripen, until his visits

had become a looked-for thing, his

thoughts on a hundred subjects as

well known to her as her own, his

attentions a daily necessity.

But now it was time to pause.
' I know he loves me. I know he

would give his life to serve me,' she
mused. 'I know him honourable,

and a gentleman; and yet these

people sneer at him, and dare to

laugh at him, though he is their

equal in most things, their superior

in all that truly counts superiority,

perhaps.' And then the question

rose in her mind. ' Was love like

this so common in the world—did

it so often come unsought to women,
that she could afford to cast it aside,

and superciliously reject it ?'

'I believe he would marry me
to-morrow, if I had not a penny in.
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the world,' she murmured, with a
proud smile. 'And yet—, and
yet—'
Why did she pause ? Why,

knowing this, appreciating to its

full extent the strength and truth
of the love she had inspired, did
she set about as cold and heartless

a calculation as woman of the world
ever entered on? She could not
have told you why herself.

With her large eye fixed on the

burning coals, her brow slightly

furrowed with thought, she sat and
weighed this matter of love—ba-
lanced the pros and cons of such a

marriage, as calmly as a merchant
on 'Change would calculate the gain

or loss to be got from an invest-

ment.
Suppose she married him? He

had a fair fortune, and a name at

least respectable. There would be
nothing absolutely derogatory in

the alliance. It was not a match
such as she had a right to make,
but had she not refused great alli-

ances, because she had sworn within
herself never to give her hand where
she could not give her heart, or at

least a moiety of it ? Could she do
so here ? In truth, she knew not

!

Had she a heart at all ? she asked
herself, bitterly. How was it that
love was still only a name to her ?

Was it that she ;'pitched her hopes
higher than most women?— held
some imaginary standard of perfec-

tion? No; Sir Arthur Penwal-
lydyr was the very type of an ac-

complished gentleman. His love

would have honoured any woman,
and yet she had never been able to

return it.'

But was there not something in

this honest, boyish love, dearer, more
flattering to her woman's feelings,

than in the calm, nicely regulated

passion of that best and calmest of

men ? She knew (and the thought
was sweet to her) that her wealth,

her name—the baits to other suitors

—were but hindrances here, kept
her lover silent, and filled him with
self-distrust. 'I know he is not

without ambition/ reasoned Miss

Harlixstowe. ' Aided by my money
and the family influence he might
rise to a higher place in life than
any Warborough could hope to

attain. Would it not be a noble

task to stir and guide this ambition

—to associate one's self heart and
soul with a husband's fortunes

—

be the joint-architect of his fame,

and so work out the dream we once
pictured?' And then her thoughts
quickened rapidly ; and there rose

before her a fair and glorious struc

ture, built of hopes and ambitions
bright as the fire-flames in which her
fancy beheld them.
But suddenly it all collapsed.

Her eye had fallen upon a certain

passage in one of the letters before

her, and the vision vanished before

the terrible anti-climax there lay in

one poor word

—

' liugge /'

A faint blush dyed her cheek.
' No, I could never consent to that.
" Mrs. Eugge !" It is too dreadful.

I should have to get a royal licence

to change the name. They are right,

I suppose.' And Miss Harlixstowe
laughed, and rose from her seat, and,

walking to the window, pressed her

hot face against the cool glass.

It had grown nearly dark now.
The draped figures on the terrace

looked more ghost-like than ever

—

the sky more leaden—the landscape
colder and drearier. A low wind
wailed round the gables and corners

of the old mansion, and rattled the

ivy on the walls. The snow fell as

it had been falling all day. Miss
Harlixstowe shivered, and wondered
when this weather would change,
and whether the soup had been sent

to the people who were ill, and
whether Ajax, defying the lightning

yonder on the terrace with uplifted

arm, defied the cold also, and

—

' What was that ?'

A figure had suddenly appeared
beside the Ajax—as suddenly as

though it had risen from the earth,

or
4

(which was not much more pro-

bable, seeing the depth of snow)
had just walked up the terrace-steps

behind. Probably a gardener
;
posi-

tively a man. Whoever he might
be, a creature of no interest to Miss
Harlixstowe, for she returned to her

chair, and opened a book to wile

away the long two hours before

dinner.

The great drawing-room at Har-
lixstowe was far removed from the
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chief entrance on the south terrace

—so far that no sounds of bells or

visitors' approach could reach the

ear. It communicated with the pic-

ture gallery on the one side, and the

library on the other Consequently,

when Miss Harlixstowe heard foot-

steps approaching through the gal-

lery, she started, and raised her
eyes from her book. There were
two comers—one a servant, as she
knew from the voice—the other —

?

Why did her heart so suddenly
quicken its pulsations ? It was not
often that organ beat so fast. The
next moment the door was thrown
open, and some one stood announced
on the threshold.

It was difficult to discern the
figure of the comer, backed, as it was,

by all the gloom of the gallery, and
overshadowed by the drapery about
the door. But as the visitor stepped
forward, and the fire-light shone full

upon him, Miss Harlixstowe rose,

let fall her book, and said

—

' You, Mr. Eugge !'

' I, Miss Harlixstowe. Pardon me
for coming at this hour and in this

plight.'

He was wet and splashed, and the

melted snow-flakes glistened on his

coat and in his hair.

'But I have brought you the

handsomest of the lot, I think. I

have had hard work to keep it alive

though.'

He spoke hurriedly, and produced
from some hidden recess of his

pilot coat a small, warm bundle,

which, disembarrassed of wraps,
turned out to be a terrier pup—

a

model of canine ugliness.
' But you have never ridden from

Shegsthorpe to-day ?' exclaimed Miss
Harlixstowe, looking in amazement
at his shining coat and ruddy
cheeks, glowing with exposure to

the cold.
' No, I had to leave the mare at

Ashby Beck. I found it safer to

trust to my legs.'

' And walk eight miles on foot!

Oh, it was too much! I did not
think my whim would have cost

you this.'

' Is he ugly enough, Miss Harlix-
stowe ?'

' He is superb—the very ugliest
dog I ever saw.'

She took it from his hands, and
caressed and patted it in her own.

' But you must be half dead with
cold. Pray come to the fire. Let
me ring for them to take your coat.'

Miss Harlixstowe laid her hand
upon the bell.

'No, no/ said Gilbert, 'I shall

probably be going again directly.'

He spoke in such a quick, brusque
way, that Miss Harlixstowe looked
up at him in surprise. She in-

stantly bent her head again over the

dog. Their eyes had met but for a
moment. It was enough. She knew
what was coming.

' I shall probably be gone again

in ten minutes at most,' went on
Gilbert in the same tone, 'most
likely never to re-enter your door.

I have seen no one here to-day but
yourself. It was for you I asked.

It was to see you I came. The sub-

terfuge was a poor one enough,' he
pointed to the dog, 'but it has
gained me admission to you.'

There was a restrained emotion
in the voice that must have com-
municated some excitement to the

most sluggish pulses in the world.

Miss Harlixstowe's colour rose

slightly. She knelt down, and
placed the dog on the cushion before

the fire, and, with her face hidden
from his, said:

—

' The need must be urgent that

brought you out to-day. But I

think you did wrong to come at

all.'

The last words were scarcely

audible.
' The need was urgent, Miss Har-

lixstowe. I have a few words to

say which I entreat you to hear,

and then I am ready to go back, as

you shall send me.'

He stopped, for the rapid beating

of his heart, the quickening of his

breath, choked him momentarily.
' If I have done wrong in coming,

Miss Harlixstowe, as I think I

heard you say— bear with me.
Whatever your response may be,

I am ready to hear it. However
heavy a heart I may carry away
with me, there will be no blame in

it, no anger towards you. You
cannot be other in my eyes than

you are, and if you were to drive

me away from you with scorn to-
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day, I should turn again and kiss

your shadow as you passed me by
to-morrow.'

The suddenness, the vehemence
of the speech, the impassioned
earnest voice, caused Miss Harlix-
stowe to rise suddenly to her feet,

and regard Gilbert with amaze-
ment.

' Mr. Eugge you must not
—

'

' But I will. I have come here to

be heard, and you must hear me.
I can keep my secret no longer. It

is burning out my heart. I have
come to tell you that I love you.

I have come to tell you that with-

out you, I don't care to live—that

with you, I would accept beggary
to-morrow. I have loved you for

months—ever since I first saw you.

I have tried a hundred times to

overcome it, knowing how far you
are my superior in everything, and
I can't. Until I hear from your
own lips that you can never return
my love—that it is utterly hopeless,

I will not, I dare not believe it.'

He stopped, unable to utter an-
other word : and for a moment there

was a pause between them.
'Mr. Eugge, the suddenness of

this avowal surprises me.' Though
very pale Miss Harlixstowe was her-
self again, and spoke in the clear

measured voice usual to her. ' To
reply at once, as you demand, is im-
possible, I can only—

'

'Stay, Miss Harlixstowe! I am
a fool, and plead like a fool/ cried

Gilbert. ' I scarcely know what I
have said, what I am saying. At
the sight of you, my secret has es-

caped me at the first word. I only
know it was not thus I intended to

approach the subject, though even
had I at my tongue's end all the
fine speeches I had conned, they
would avail me little better, I fear.'

Not half as well, in sooth. This
natural outburst had touched Miss
Harlixstowe in spite of herself.

But she mastered her emotion, and
stood quietly listening, as he went
on:

—

' Hear me yet a moment. I know
that you have a right to look for a
far higher alliance. I know that I
have little to give in return for all I
ask—that the gift must be large

and generous as the boon is great

—

and yet, loving you as I do, I dare
to ask you to be my wife, for I
know that no man will ever love

you with a stronger, truer love.

Don't turn from me—'
She had sat down in the chair

beside her, with her eyes lowered,
and a motion in her hands, as

though she sought to check him.
'Don't turn from me, Edith/ he

went on, approaching nearer to her.
• If you knew how I have struggled
against this love, how I have told

myself a thousand times that it was
hopeless—that I had no right to lift

my eyes to you—that your name
and fortune require that the man
you marry shall have equal dis-

tinction before the world—equal
claims to its consideration with
your own—and how my heart has
always given the same answers to

my reason—you—you would pity

me—pity me!'
It was not rain, but tears that

glistened on his cheek now.
'Mr. Eugge, say no more/ said

Miss Harlixstowe in a low voice.

'You had better leave me—better

forget you ever saw me. I believe

—

you—love me.'

She felt frightened of herself

—

frightened of the struggle that she
could feel beginning within her. A
sort of sorrowful compassion had
suddenly seized her. There was
something in this love which she
did not understand — something
which she knew was not in her own
nature, but which stirred her heart
strangely. But she had heard
enough. It would be a crime
against this generous love to hear
another word.
'You believe me?' repeated Gil-

bert. 'No, you do not. If you
did, you could not tell me to go
away and forget you. I cannot, I
would not if I could. If I go away
rejected, I can, at least, love you
and you only, as long as I live.

My heart won't break, I suppose

—

men's hearts don't, but I shall never
—never

—

'

He stopped, and again there was
silence. For a few moments there

was no sound, save the wintry wind
wailing along the terrace without,

and rustling the ivy on the walls.

The struggle in Miss Harlixstowe's
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heart was going on more fiercely

than before.
' Yon will never meet with such

love elsewhere/ whispered one fac-

tion that divided it.

' Think what you would sacrifice/

whispered the other.

The woman-nature and the world-
nature fought for empire.

But while she tried to think
calmly, Gilbert's words came pour-
ing forth, hot and fast, and bore
away all calculations of reason.

There was an eloquence in a ; love

like this hard for any woman to

resist. He told her how he would
devote himself to her, heart and
soul ; how he would work for her,

and make himself worthy of her;
how he would raise himself in life

;

how, if he brought her a name of

no great honour or repute, he would
make it honourable ere he died.

' 1 can do it/ cried Gilbert ;

e
it is

no vain boast, I hope. Had you not
a shilling in the world, 1 could
make you a home to-morrow that

you need not blush to call yours. A

home! Oh, Edith!' He looked at

her earnestly in the fire-light. His
face was no longer ruddy; it was
growing pallid, and the sweat stood
upon his brow in drops. ' Has that
word no music for your ear ? Home

!

And, in that home, a husband who
will love you, guard you, hold you
in his heart of hearts, until he dies.

Tell me, I have not gone too far

—

said too much. Tell me you are not
angry. Tell me you will try to love

me, and, by God's help, I will make
you a true and tender husband.'

He fell upon his knees beside her,

and took her hand in his, and, all

regardless of forms, or of the wet
rough coat that smirched her silky

robe, cried, as he kissed it,
c Edith,

don't bid me go ! Don't tell me it

is hopeless, this great love I bear
you!'

She heaved a sigh, and sat look-

ing at the fire, as one in a dream.
But she did not withdraw the hand
he clasped; she did not chide the

kisses that fell upon it, nor bid him
go.

TIME AND LOVE.

THE wheel of Time turns whirring on,

It never varies, never stays;

Somewhiles we watch, somewhiles we shun,

But it nor lingers nor delays.

And if perchance Love seize the wheel,

And seek to stop it in its flight,

He only learns the more to feel

He cannot lengthen Life's delight.

Yet Love will strive to change its course,

And with a soft hand grasps it fast

;

Though whirled by its resistless force,

All things must leave it at the last.

Love sometimes holds, and while it turns

Faint with the speed yet faithful dies ;

But oftener, when his hand it burns,

He quits at once and distant flies.

F. G. F.
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THE CONDITION AND PEOSPECTS OF THE NAVY.

IT is not strange that attention

should have recently been di-

rected to our Navy in an unusual
degree, nor that the feelings with
which its present condition and its

future prospects are regarded by
those who take an interest in it,

should be for the most part of a

doubtful and uneasy character.

The universal adoption of steam for

men-of-war, the prodigious and
continued alterations in the size

and character of artillery, with the

corresponding innovations in the

construction of ships, to enable

them to carry or to resist that ar-

tillery, all tend to invest the subject

at the moment with a lively, and in

some degree, a novel interest ; while

the uncertainty in which the effect

of all these changes is unavoidably
enveloped, naturally suggests to all

who feel how vitally important to

the national honour and safety is

the preservation of our naval pre-

eminence, anxious apprehensions
lest any combination of circum-
stances should have a tendency to

weaken or endanger that pre-emi-
nence. Speakers and writers of

high character and influence have
avowed this feeling; not, indeed,

for the most part believing that

England is absolutely less powerful
than she was half a century ago,

but fearing that she is so compara-
tively, since during that period

other nations have approached her
more nearly than they were wont;
or, in other words, that the changes
and innovations to which we have
alluded, are tending to place the
unskilful on an equality with the
skilful, and thus to deprive us of
the advantages which in former
generations we have enjoyed from
our admitted superiority to every
other people in every branch of

maritime science. Our neighbours
across the Channel, who even pre-
ceded ourselves in the adoption of

some of these alterations, have not
been regardless of the possibility of

these affecting our country's posi-

tion as the mistress of the seas,

though the ablest of their writers

on the subject* looks upon our naval

supremacy as too securely founded
on the unalterable basis of our
national position and character to

be permanently affected by any
change of external circumstances.

But at the same time, he contends
that the extreme mismanagement of

our Admiralty has actually, for the

time, so far weakened our navy,
that, since the peace of 1815, it has
been less active than that of his

own country, and has rarely per-

formed any achievement of import-
ance without the aid of a French
fleet, while the instances are nume-
rous in which the French sailors

have reaped glory without any
assistance from us; and that, even
in two special cases, in which we
acted in concert, the disembarkation
of the allied armies on the shores of

the Crimea, and the capture of Kin-
burn, the principal honour of the

day belonged to them. We may be
sure that, however courteous the

language in which he thus enume-
rates our shortcomings, and how-
ever frank the admission of our
general superiority with which he
softens it, he, nevertheless, flatters

himself (perhaps unconsciously),

that what lias happened before may
happen again, and that our Admi-
ralty, which he looks upon as an
incubus paralyzing the energies and
misapplying the exertions of the

whole nation, may, if hereafter war
should unhappily break out be-

tween the two countries, be as inju-

dicious and mischievous when we
are at enmity, as, in his opinion, it

has proved when we have been in

alliance. We do not feel inclined

to become the champions of any
Board of Admiralty, nor should be

disposed to interfere to check the

patriotic self-gratulation of a not

unfriendly rival and critic, were it

not that, by passing it unnoticed, we
might seem to acquiesce in a dis-

paragement of our own sailors,

whose glory is as dear to us, and of

whose prowess we are deservedly

* M. Xavier Raymond, in his work: Les Marines do la France et de VAngleterre.
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as proud and as confident as ever

;

and, in justice to them, we must
deny that, in the warlike operations

which, during the last half-century,

the two nations have undertaken in

concert, the French have as a ge-

neral rule borne an equal share in

the labour, or deserved an equal

share of the credit with our own
sailors.

It is quite true, as M. Kaymond
alleges, that the only floating bat-

teries, which took part in the ope-

rations against Kinburn, in 1855,

came from a French dockyard ; but,

complete as their power of resist-

ance to the Eussian shot was found
to be, the injury which they in-

flicted on the enemy was not

greater than that caused by any
three of our own vessels. Indeed
our mortar boats were the first to

open fire on the Eussian fortifica-

tions : when the ships of the line]stood

in it was by the ' Eoyal Albert ' that

they were led ; and, when the for-

tress had fallen, it was a British

squadron by itself that, under the

command of Sir Houston Stewart,

penetrated up the Boug, and taught

the astonished Eussians, that no in-

tricacy of channel, or difficulty of

navigation, presented obstacles in-

surmountable to resolute determi-

nation and practised skill. M. Eay-
mond's allusions to the landing of

the allied armies in the Crimea as

another occasion in which his coun-

trymen reaped the larger share of

the honour, we confess we do not

understand. They had very few

transports in the Black Sea, and,

consequently, in crossing from
Varna, their men-of-war were so

crowded with troops that, in the

event of the Eussian fleet attacking

the expedition on its passage, they

would have been wholly dependent

on our ships for protection. This

was more strikingly the case as the

expedition proceeded, when the

French contingent was thrown into

complete disorder by a gale, or

rather by a stiff breeze, which our

vessels weathered without difficulty,

indeed almost without notice: and

again, when on arriving within
sight of the mainland, our squadron
was forced to lie to off Cape Tarkan
to wait for our allies, of whom for

many hours a single ship was all

that was visible. In the same way
when M. Eaymond claims for his

countrymen a complete equality*

with our sailors in the subsequent
operations in the Black Sea, and also

in the Baltic, merely because the flags

of the two nations were then seen

in an alliance, which we fervently

trust may long continue unim-
paired, we are compelled to remind
him that in the bombardment of

Sebastopol, the whole brunt of the

action fell on our inshore squadron

:

that the admirable sweeping of the

Sea of Azoff, and the destruction of

the vast stores accumulated by the

Eussians on its shores, were almost
exclusively the work of a British

flotilla,f which thus contributed in

no important degree to the fall of

Sebastopol, which greatly depended
for its supply on those stores.

The operations in the Baltic,

where also M. Eaymond contends

that the part borne by his country-

men was in every respect equal to

our exertions, did in reality show
our superiority as a naval power
even more decidedly. In the first

year of the war, the British fleet,

under Sir C. Napier, consisted of

five magnificent first rates, with
fourteen other ships of the line,

eleven frigates, and a corresponding

number of smaller vessels ; but the

French contingent amounted to no
more than nine sail-of-the-line, of

which only one was a screw-steamer,

and not one carried more than
ninety guns, with a very few fri-

gates and sloops ; and in the second

year that disproportionwas increased.

Moreover, since, while M. Eay-
mond enumerates a page full of

instances in which the French navy
has acted and has gained honour-

able fame without the assistance or

co-operation of any other power, he

also limits to three the cases in

which we have employed our navy
with effect without the support of

* ' Nous avons agi avec elle (l'Angleterre) sur le pied de la plus complete egalite.'-

p. 81.

f Under Captain Lyons, and, after his lamented fall, under Captain S. Osborne.
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the tricolour, we may not, in justice

to our sailors, forbear to remind
him of many instances which he
has not mentioned ; of the uninter-

rupted and successful labours of

our squadrons for the suppression

of the Slave Trade, and of their

capture of Lagos, now a British

settlement, but formerly the strong-

hold of the most rapacious and
cruel of the tyrants who raised a
shameless revenue from the sale of

their own fellow-countrymen. Nor
may we be silent about the con-

quest of Burmah, effected mainly
by our ships, which, to the amaze-
ment of the barbarians, penetrated

above 500 miles up the dangerous
and strongly fortified stream of the

Irrawaddy, vanquishing the foe in

the heart of his own land, and
threatening Ava itself, and returned

in glory and safety without having
sustained the slightest injury. Nor
are the French or any other nation

entitled to share with us the honour
of the continued warfare, which for

nearly thirty years we have success-

fully waged against the pirates

which infest the Eastern seas, the

Malays, the hordes which issued
from the rivers of Borneo, and the

still bolder bands which infested

the whole coast of China, from
Shanghai to its southernmost fron-

tier, till the native princes who, in

too many instances, allowed those
ruffians the protection of their flag,

and shared in their plunder, have
been compelled to renounce the
unhallowed alliance; and, if we
cannot as yet boast that we have
rendered those waters absolutely

safe, it may at least be asserted that
no pirates now venture to appear in

them in gangs, but that any danger
of the kind to which merchants
may still be exposed, is confined to

the skulking attack of some single
vessel, rarely strong enough to
assail a large ship with an adequate
and vigilant crew. These are not
inconsiderable achievements, and
the bare enumeration of them gives
an idea of the activity of our navy
of late years very different from
that presented by M. Eaymond's
grudging and defective list of its

services. They certainly show that
hitherto there has been no decrease
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of our naval power, skill, and
energy calculated to cause alarm to

ourselves, or to inspire our ill-

wishers, if we have any such, with
augmented confidence and hope;
or, in other words, they prove that

our sailors, the first element to be
considered in estimating the future
prospects of our navy, are as pre-
eminent in courage and skill as

ever.

But recently, since even the very
latest of the achievements which we
have thus scantily sketched out,

the external appliances of naval
warfare have been greatly changed
by the introduction of a monster
artillery, and of armour for the
sides of ships. Such warfare will

evidently be in future carried on
in some degree under new con-
ditions, in which some of the quali-

ties in our sailors, which established

and maintained our pre-eminence
on the sea, will no longer have ex-
actly the same field for their de-
velopment, as in the glorious days
when heart of oak was our stoutest

material, sails a ship's only means
of motion, and a 32-pounder the
heaviest gun. It becomes, therefore,

a question of great moment whether
we have been as prompt, as ingeni-

ous, and energetic as other nations,

in appropriating the advantages de-
rivable from the improvements in

ship - building and gun -making;
whether in those respects we are as

well prepared for war, if war should
unhappily arise, as we used to be,

and as our honour and safety require

that we still should be. Nay, the

greater our pride and confidence in

those brave and skilful seamen in

whom, under God, the nation trusts

as her best bulwark, the more clear

is our duty to them also, not to

neutralize their skill and valour, to

disarm them, we might say, and
betray their honour to an enemy,
by sending them forth furnished

with inadequate means for deliver-

ing or repelling an attack.

The excellence of our guns and
ships is of course at all times in one
sense a matter of comparison ; that

is to say, there is no absolute
standard by which it can be esti-

mated ; but the question whether we
may be satisfied with what we
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have, depends on the circumstance
whether other nations are better or

worse provided than ourselves. And
this is more especially the case at a
moment like the present, when both
guns and ships are in a state of

rapid transition and progress. It is

a matter of comparison in another
sense also, between what is and
what, perhaps, might have been,
since it would not be sufficient for

our rulers to allege that our troops,

whether on sea or land, are better
equipped than those of other na-
tions, if it would have been possible
to equip them still better than they
are equipped. In the matter of
guns the French writer to whom we
have before alluded claims the su-
periority for his countrymen as a
fact about which there can be no
dispute, dilating especially on the
genius of Colonel Treuille de Beau-
lieu, as the inventor of rifled can-
non. Even if he were, that circum-
stance would hardly be a conclusive
proof that the country of the in-

ventor was also necessarily that
which could make the best use of
the invention ; but in truth it is not
so, for rifled cannon were intro-

duced in the sixteenth century, and
a very beautiful specimen is pre-
served at Zurich with the date 1604
plainly visible. Moreover, as small
arms have long been rifled, the
adaptation of that kind of bore to
larger artillery, though rendered
somewhat difficult by the greater
hardness of the iron ball than of the
leaden bullet, can hardly be termed
an invention. This, however, is

but a profitless question; the fact

of practical importance to ascertain

is, first, whether we have got the
best cannon yet made, secondly,
whether we have got, or are taking
proper steps to procure, the best
that can be made, and in sufficient

quantities. It is probably easier to

give a satisfactory answer to the
first question than to the second.
The French do not publish the re-

sults of their experiments with the

same unreserve that is customary
among ourselves, and have, perhaps,
been misled in some degree by the
inferiority of their iron plates to
our own. M. Eaymond does not
appear to be aware of this, but
quotes with triumph an avowal made
at the British Association in 1861
by Mr. Fairbairn, that ' from what
he could learn of the quality of iron
used in other countries, ours was
not quite so good.' If Mr. Fair-
bairn had been speaking from his

own knowledge (which, however, he
appears to intimate, was not the
case), his assertion would have been
nearly decisive as to the relative

qualities of British and foreign iron

of that time ; but, if he was correct,

then it is evident that we must
have made great improvement in
the last three years (it is not impro-
bable that we may be indebted for

it partly to his public avowal of our
inferiority) ; and the latest expe-
riments at Shoeburyness have
proved that the plates furnished by
several of our manufacturers, and
especially by John Brown's and the
Millwall Company are far supe-
rior to anything produced abroad,
though, in some respects, the
French system of fastening their

plates to the side of the ship with
large wooden screws is superior to

our own, in which for all ships

hitherto launched,* iron bolts with
the old-fashioned nut are still ad-

hered to. If, however, from in-

sufficient information on the details

of the French experiments, we are

unable to compare the results of

our own experiments with theirs,

we have not been without some
opportunities of testing our guns
side by side with theirs in actual

service ; and whenever they have
been so tested, our guns have proved,

to say the least, fully equal to those

of our allies. The Bussian war did

not break out till twelve years after

the date which, in a public order of

the French Emperor, quoted by
M. Eaymond, is fixed as that of ' the

* Within the last few weeks, however, Major Palliser (the officer to whom we also

owe many most valuable improvements in shot) has devised a new description of bolt,

which, as far as it has been hitherto tested, seems free from the defects of the old bolts

;

and, if they can be removed, it will of course be as superior to wood for that as for any
other purpose.
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creation of the new system of rifled

cannon by M. Treuille de Beaulien f
but neither in the Black nor in the

Baltic Seas did our guns show the

slightest inferiority. We may fairly

point to the fact that in the first

bombardment of Sebastopol, the

most important successes achieved,

such as the destruction of the Mala-
koff Tower, and the silencing of the

Sedan, were the work of the British

batteries, and the same year at Bo-
marsund (to the reduction of which
allusion has already been made),
while the French guns to reduce
the Tzee fort were brought within

600 yards, Captain Kamsay found

950 yards in the case of the Nottich

fort, and 1400 in that of Presto,

near enough for his batteries to

render those strongholds untenable

;

the precision of our fire, especially

on the Nottich fort, where our
gunners selected a single embrasure
for their target, having been, per-

haps, unequalled in all the records

of artillery practice. In China, too,

whether against fortresses, or against

troops in the field, good as the
French guns were, and admirable
as were the energy and skill of the

French officers, yet neither in

rapidity nor in precision were they
ever found superior to our own,
while, if we look at the mortar
practice of the two nations on one
memorable occasion, the bombard-
ment of Sweaborg, the destruction

produced was ' almost entirely our
work, the greater part of the French
shells bursting in the air long before

they reached their mark. Both
countries, however, have been busily

at work since that time, both un-
doubtedly have made a great ad-
vance in the power ofthe artillery, and
it so happens that the experiments
which have been made in both
have special reference to naval war-
fare; for the targets at which the
French guns as well as our own
have been tried, are for the most
part faithful copies of the sides of
different ships. The French, as

we have already said, are less com-
municative than ourselves about
the details of their experiments,

being, perhaps, wiser in their si-

lence, since a matter like this is just

that in which, if in anything,
secresy seems practicable. Still we
have learnt enough to feel con-
vinced that the inferiority is not on
our side. The French writers, ac-

knowledging and deploring their

want of perfect information on the
subject of their best guns,* neverthe-
less inform us (of course speaking of
what is understood to be their best
performance), that with a 901b.

solid steel or steel-headed shot, they
have pierced plates of 4 inch iron,

at a distance of 1000 metres (about
1083 yards). But we have gone far

beyond that. We will not stop to

enumerate our lesser experiments,
remarkable in their successes as
many of them have been, but will

go at once to our greatest, the per-
formances of Sir William Arm-
strong's Big Will, which has sent a
shell weighing no less than 5881DS.

through a target faced with almost
6 inches (sW) of iron at 2000 yards;
and, at 4000 yards, a solid shot of
60 3 lbs. through 6J inches of iron,

backed by 18 inches of teak, that

again being coated with an inner
iron skin of ij inches, the whole
being further strengthened by
stringers of wrought iron, and vast
iron ribs. Nor is there any reason
to doubt that we have other guns
which could have done as much
(for Captain Blakeley has con-
structed a gun of even larger calibre,

a 700-pounder), or that the Whit-
worth, the Horsfall, or the smaller
Armstrong gun, such as is carried

in the ' Koyal Sovereign,' would each
penetrate a stouter target than
that exposed to the fire of the
French gun at an at least equal
distance. The Blakeley gun has
indeed pierced plates 6 inches thick,

and, if the distance at which this

was accomplished was only that

used for proof, yet so little was the
force of the ball exhausted by the
effort, that it went on a mile fur-

ther.

Guns such as these have never
been produced in any other country
of Christian Europe, nor, if we have

* ' Malheureusement nous ne possedons que des renseignements encore tr&s-imparfaits

sur ces armes redoutables.'

—

Les Marines de la France, p. 279.

E 2
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regard to the velocity with which
they throw their shot, and their

consequent power of penetration, in

the world. The largest gun used

in a French ship does not exceed

those in the ' Gloire ;' being a little

over 6 inches in the bore, and
throwing a shot of about 75IDS., or

a shell of about 6olbs., while we have
scores of no-pounders, many 300-

pounders ; one 600-pounder, with a

power of producing such guns in

infinite number. And a mere com-
parison of these calibres is sufficient

to show that in the matter of guns
we already have a superiority, which
proper energy on the part of the

Board of Admiralty, directed by
even a moderate degree of impar-
tiality, would speedily render irre-

sistible.

M. Eaymond passes over our
rocket equipment with something
like a sneer, saying, that in the

French service rockets have never

been thought much of. In the

British navy they were employed
many years before the army had
them ; and it is strange that the

French sailors should undervalue
them, since some of the squadron in

the Parana in 1846 had a brilliant

opportunity of witnessing their

effect in the successful attack on
San Lorenzo. But if they slight

this weapon, which we have so

often proved to be most formidable,

we can tell them of one which they

can hardly treat as insignificant,

and the credit of the invention of

which is entirely due to our own
countrymen. We have a gun, which
at short distance can with both shot

and shell pierce the sides of the

stoutest wooden ship, under water,

even if protected with three inches

of iron (in thin plates) ; and a dis-

tinguished naval officer (Captain

Coles, of whose original and most
inventive genius we shall presently

have occasion to speak more fully)

has devised a plan which will en-

able us to work these submarine
guns on board a ship with perfect

ease and safety.

There can, therefore, we think, be
no question that we have succeeded
in making far better guns than any
other nation can make, though it

must also be looked upon as highly

probable that in the way of size,

and consequently of effect against
iron plates, much more will be
effected within a few years. We
certainly ought to have the very
best guns, for no other nation in

the world has been so prodigal
of costly experiments, those that
have been carried on at Shoebury-
ness and other places in the last

three or four years having actually
cost nearly five millions of money.
But it is not so clear that the
authorities at the Admiralty have
taken any great degree of impartial

care to ascertain which is the best

gun of all. Still less is it clear that

they have provided anything like

an adequate supply of those guns
which they have sanctioned as the
best. On the contrary, if a war
were to break out at this moment,
the greater part of our ships would
be forced to be put to sea with an
armament too small for the work
which might be required of them,
and infinitely weaker than they
might be equipped with, if proper
diligence had been used, and all

the guns secured for ourselves

which have gone to other countries.

For other countries, especially

Eussia, show no such supineness.

One single fact will be sufficient to

condemn our own administrators,

by showing the difference between
their energy in the matter, and that

of the authorities at St. Petersburg.
Sir W. Armstrong is not the only
man who can make a 600-pounder
gun. Captain Blakeley, who with
great appearance of reason, claims

to be the inventor of the coil prin-

ciple on which alone such guns can
be made, has constructed many;
but, though they have been satis-

factorily proved in our own arse-

nals, our Government have ^rejected

them, and Eussia has bought them
all. Similar negligence, too, has
been shown in the scarcely less im-
portant matter of shot. The superi-

ority of steel for both solid shot and
shell has been established for at

least two years; it is recognized

fully by the French and Eussians,

both of whom are busily at work on
their manufacture ; but, though the

chief improvements in this kind of

projectile are owing to the ingenuity
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of our own officers, our Admiralty
is so supine in the matter, that late

in the present summer our ships

were wholly unprovided with such
missiles. That they had the grace

to feel a little shame at their neglect

may, perhaps, be inferred from the

very singular answer which their

noble secretary gave when asked in

the House of Commons, 'How
many steel shots or shells were on
board any ship in the navy?' 'It

was/ he said, ' not advisable to state

the precise number.' He had pity,

some probably supposed, for the

nerves of our possible enemies, if

his reply should show us to be too

overwhelmingly formidable. We
would rather more charitably be-

lieve that it was pity for those

interested in our own well-doing,

which prevented his confessing that

not one ship in the whole service

had one single shot of the kind in

her magazine.
A still more important considera-

tion is, what is the power and excel-

lence of the ships in which we
expect our sailors for the future to

do their duty to their country, and
to win honour for her and for them-
selves. And in considering tins part

of the subject we shall speak only of

iron-clads. We are not unaware
that there are still a few veterans,

of whom as officers of proved gal-

lantry and professional skill we de-
sire to speak with every respect, who
do not yet look on the question be-

tween iron and wood as conclusively
decided against the last-mentioned
material. They point to the evils

with which iron shipbuilders con-
fessedly have to contend, the diffi-

culties of ventilation, of repairing
damages, of keeping the bottom
clean, and (even independently of
the delay arising from daily increas-

ing foulness) the decided inferiority

of speed ; and, affirming these draw-
backs to be inseparable from the
material of iron, they argue that they
will be found in the end to outweigh
its advantages. They see in our
modern armour-plated ships a re-

semblance to the mediaeval heroes
who clad themselves in complete
steel as long as arrows were the
only missiles they had to encounter,
but who, as soon as artillery, so

pathetically denounced by Ariosto
on that account as the extinguisher

of chivalry and military glory, was
found with its more resistless bullet

to pierce shield and breastplate, laid

them aside as an encumbrance
rather than a protection, preferring

to rely in future for safety rather on
activity of movement than on solid-

ity of covering. And, reasoning on
this analogy, they infer that, when
once the realities of war have veri-

fied the lessons which experiments
are now inculcating, that no ship
can carry armour-plating which
another ship cannot carry guns to

pierce, sailors will agree in laying it

aside as a cumbrous impediment
to speed, and, retaining their heavy
guns, will place their reliance for

the future on rapidity of movement
to enable them either to cripple
their enemy or to protect themselves.
But, though there is no doubt a
certain degree of force, or, at all

events, of plausibility in this argu-
ment, yet the solid untiring sides

of inanimate vessels are things so

different in their whole nature from
the sensitive and yielding muscles
of men, that the analogy lacks

something for conviction; and we
shall probably be excused on this

occasion for entirely disregarding it,

and accepting, as well-founded, the
general belief that, while the diffi-

culties pointed out as inherent in
the system of armour-plating are
not greater than science will, at no
distant date, certainly find means to

subdue, the advantages derived from
it will be so much more appreciated
the more they are tested, that (in

whatever way the question between
iron and wooden hulls may be de-

cided) no ship will be thought fit

for service in war whose decks
above water are unprotected.

We shall, therefore, as we have
said, in considering our future fleet,

speak only of iron-clads. And
though, as we shall have occasion

to show hereafter, there is hardly

any part of the duties entrusted to

them in which the present Board of

Admiralty have more grossly failed,

or in which they are chargeable with
more flagrant mismanagement, job-

bery, and favouritism
;

yet, so irre-

pressible are the resources of the
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nation itself, and to such an unrival-

led height do the number and mag-
nitude of our private shipbuilding

yards, whose energies it can at all

times call to the aid of the Govern-
ment works, raise its powers of pro-

duction, that there appears no rea-

son to doubt that our iron-clad fleet

is at this moment superior to that

of any other single nation. It is ad-

mitted, however, both by our Minis-
ters, who are responsible for its con-
dition, and by foreigners likewise,

that, considering in how far greater

a degree than any other people, nay,

how absolutely and entirely we are

dependent on our navy for the
maintenance of our empire abroad
and for our safety at home, our fleet

ought to be equal to that of all

the rest of the world united. And
that, we fear, is not the case. The
French writer, whom we have al-

ready more than once quoted,
claims, as usual, the superior credit

for his own countrymen as the

inventors of iron sides for ships;

and we must allow that the fact is

as he states it, though in reality the

word ' invention ' is hardly appli-

cable to such a plan of construction,

since it is no new discovery that

iron offers a greater resistance than
wood. Not that we would deny
their eminent builder, M. Dupuy de
Lome, the credit which he richly

deserves as having been the first to

surmount the difficulties attendant

on making such a vast addition to

the weight of the upper part of a
ship, or rather to conceive the idea

of not making the plates additional

weight, but of substituting them for

an equal weight of timber which he
found on the upper deck.* And
the praise earned by his prompti-
tude of conception and execution
can hardly be bestowed without
forcing on us the reflection that

we were as well aware of the success

attained by the floating batteries

at Kinburn as the French themselves

;

and yet that the ' Gloire ' was on the

very point of being launched, before
(in May, 1 860) any similar vessel was
commenced in this country. Not
that our Admiralty was without
personal warning, as well as that to

be derived from example. As early

as the year 1855, apparently even
before the same idea had occurred
to the ingenious Frenchman, Mr.
Scott Eussell pressed on the Board
of that day the necessity of at once
beginning to build iron-plated ships,

and his conviction that, whether we
built them or not, other nations
would soon do so ; and he submitted
carefully detailed plans for such
vessels. But Sir Charles Wood paid
no attention to his warnings, nor
was it till Lord Derby returned to

office in the spring of 1858 that any
steps were taken to equip ourselves
with a force such as the success of

the batteries at Kinburn, and the
personal interest which the French
Emperor was known to take in them,
had made it a matter of certainty

that his subjects would soon possess,

and, in all probability, other nations

also. And this neglect was the
more singular, because, in that same
year, 1855, it being then believed
that the Eussian war would last

for a third year, the same minister

was applying himself zealously to

overtake and even surpass our allies

in armed floating batteries, and
the 'Thunderbolt/ 'Erebus,' and
' Terror,' which were built before the

conclusion of peace, were of a size

far beyond that of 'La Lave,' 'La
Tonnante,' and 'La Devastation,'

being of not less than 2000 tons

burthen, and carrying thirty heavy
guns. Sir Charles also had at the

same time submitted Captain Coles's

plan for batteries of another kind to

a commission of naval officers, and,

on their favourable report, was
about to order a number of those

vessels also, when the conclusion of

peace caused the idea to be laid

aside. Fortunately, the ' Thunder-
bolt' and her sisters were almost

* M. Xavier Raymond quotes a conversation held with a friend by M. Dupuy de Lome
as early as 1856, of which the following is a portion:—'Eh bien ! il faut douner une
cuirasse de ce genre' (like that borne by the floating batteries at Kinburn) 'au "Napoleon."

Otez-lui sabatterie superieure, re'duisez sa mature, et vous l'aurez allege' d'un poids de 800super
ou 900 tonnes, qui representent a peu pres exactement le poids de la cuin

la fregate que vous aurez produite par cette transformation.'

a donner
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completed, in fact they were launched
within a very few weeks of the sig-

nature of the treaty, and they were
very remarkable vessels. They
were built wholly of iron, which,

from two feet below the deep-water

line, was covered all over with 6

inches of teak, and this, in its turn,

was coated over with solid plates of

wrought iron 4 inches thick. Their

efficacy in war there have been no
means of testing ; but, though their

engines were but of 200 horse-power,

and though they drew only 8 feet 6

inches, they proved faster, handier,

and in every respect better sea-boats

than had been anticipated, the
' Terror ' even crossing the Atlantic,

and braving with impunity the gales

that disquiet the shores of f the still-

vexed Bermoothes.' It is strange,

indeed, that having thus recognized

the value of iron for vessels, the

minister should have so completely

renounced it on the return of peace

;

but so it was, and for above two
years more the building of wooden
ships was continued as energetically

and exclusively as if it were already

forgotten that a stronger material

had been proved to be applicable.

But, as soon as Sir John Paking-
ton was installed at the Admiralty,
more far-sighted views began to

prevail. He consulted the most

experienced iron shipbuilders,

and drawing up, with the assist-

ance of Sir Baldwin Walker, then
controller of the navy, a list of

the qualities considered indispen-

sable in an iron-plated ship, he pro-

cured from several of them, and
from the chief officers in the differ-

ent Government dockyards, plans

and proposals for the construction

of such a vessel. No one of the

plans thus sent in was adopted in

its entirety; but eventually a plan
was settled which, it was hoped,
would be found to combine the best

parts of several ; and the construc-

tion of a ship in accordance with it

was entrusted to Mr. Scott Eussell,

and, under the name of the ' Warrior,'

was launched early in i860. She
differed from her French rival in

many important points. In order

to secure for her superior speed, her

bows and her run aft were made ex-

tremely fine, and were also, for the

same reason, left unprotected; her
armour-plating covering her only

amidships to the extent of about 220

feet, in which thirteen portholes for

68-pounders were pierced on each

side, the remainder of her armament
being placed in her unprotected ends.

The chief points of difference be-

tween her and f La Gloire ' will be

seen in the following table :

—

The Warrior. La Gloire.

Length . 380 ft. , 243 ft. 6 in.

Beam ... 58 ft. . 5 5 ft. 3 in.

Tonnage 6109 . . . 2180*

Draught of water 25 ft. 6 in 25 ft. 3 in.

Height of midship port 9 ft.: . 6 ft

Thickness of iron plating 4! in. , 4J in.

Speed 14 k. 3 , 13 k.

Number of crew 709 . • 57°
Armament 26 68's protectee ; 14 others 36 rifled 75-pounders.

breech-loading no's, where

the plating does not reach.

From these figures it will be seen
that the ' Warrior' is by far the
larger vessel, her superiority in size

being in some respects advantageous,
in others prejudicial to her. As we
have intimated above, it gives her
increased speed, but it also makes
her far more difficult to turn ; and,

by necessitating the leaving so large

a portion of her upper works unpro-

tected, is clearly detrimental to her

efficiency as a ship of war, for the

obvious reason that it exposes her

to the chance of being disabled like

an ordinary wooden ship. But, in a
comparison with 'La Gloire,' and
indeed with French ships in general,

this disadvantage is perhaps more
than counterbalanced by the supe-
rior height out of water of her ports;

* We believe, however, that this measurement is not made exactly on the same prin-

iple as ours.
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since it would scarcely ever happen
that she would be unable to use her

guns, while a very moderate breeze

would compel ' La Gloire ' to close

her ports altogether. So often, in-

deed, would this be the case that,

according to the reports of her own
officers, ' La Normandie/ a ship in

every respect resembling her, on a
voyage from Madeira to Martinique,

in the height of summer, could only

keep her ports open three days out
of eighteen. And, if we take into

consideration how greatly the firing

of heavy guns increases the roll of a
ship, it is hardly too much to say

that the weather must be calm in-

deed in which she would not be in

far greater difficulties from these

circumstances than the 'Warrior'
could possibly be placed in by her
partial unprotectedness.

Lord Derby's ministry quitted of-

fice in the summer of 1859, and Sir

John Pakington was succeeded at

Whitehall by the Duke of Somerset.

The impetus, however, which he had
given to the new system of ship-

building continued to have its effect

;

and the new Board pressed on the
construction of iron-clads with con-
siderable zeal, contracting with our
most eminent private builders for

several on different models, and also

making alterations in and additions

to the Government yards to enable
them to take their part in furnish-

ing the new fleet. Some of the ships

ordered (the ' Minotaur' and her class)

are of a length such as have never
yet been seen afloat, except in the
instance of the 'Great Eastern/
Some, such as the ' Eesistance ' and
* Defence,' are of more ordinary di-

mensions, though still larger than
our very largest wooden three-

deckers. Some, for instance the
' Black Prince/ the sister ship of the
'Warrior,' are partially plated.

Some, such as the ' Valiant,' though
plated throughout along the gun-
deck, have both bow and stern un-
protected at the water-line. Some,
on the other hand, as, for instance,

the 'Achilles,' though protected
throughout at the water-line, have
their bows and sterns unprotected at
the gun-deck; others, like the 'Eoyal
Oak ' and the ships of her class, are
completely iron-clad from stem to

stern. The plates of some (ofmost)
are 4^ inches thick; of some 5 i;
while one or two of these still in
course of construction are to have 6

inches, and, in parts, even 7 inches
ofarmour ; another, the ' Enterprise,'

has plates of varying substance,
some being indeed of 45 inches, but
some of little more than half of that
thickness. Some have hulls of iron

;

others of wood ; a third class com-
bine both materials. Some are en-
tirely new ships ; others are old ships
cut down and converted. Some
have an iron skin inside their

wooden hull; some have no such
defence. Some carry 68's, some
no's, some amixed armament of 68's

and no's, some 300's, some a mixed
armament of 300's and no's. Alto-
gether, nineteen are already launched,
the greater part of which are or have
been in commission, and eight more
are in a forward state. Of those
that are completed, there is no
doubt that many are splendid ves-

sels. The 'Warrior' has proved
herself a good sea-boat in rough
weather, and extremely fast under
favourable circumstances, having, in-

deed, on one occasion far surpassed
the speed which is set down for her
in the table given above, and having
made more than fifteen knots for

nearly ten hours together, though
for more than a quarter of that thne
the wind was so far from being fa-

vourable to her that she was forced

to discard the use of her sails and
trusted to her steam alone.

All these vessels, however, in

whatever respects they differ, re-

semble one another in this, that

they carry their guns on the sides,

as in the days of old. But many
had not been begun, and none had
been finished, when a new plan was
submitted to the authorities of the

Admiralty by the same ingenious
officer, whom we have already men-
tioned as the inventor of the plan

for using submarine guns in men-
of-war. Captain Coles undertook
to produce a vessel, greatly smaller

than the ' Warrior '—referring to her

as the only vessel at that time near

completion—costing infinitely less,

both for original construction and
for subsequent maintenance in an
effective state, since she would not
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require a third of the crew ; which
should be equally fast, equally trust-

worthy as a sea-boat, and, as a ship-

of-war, should be far more power-
ful, as throwing a much heavier

broadside from a smaller number
of guns (the effect of a shot increas-

ing in something like geometrical

progression according to its increase

in weight). He also promised,
as collateral advantages, infinitely

greater, (it may perhaps be said

perfect), protection for the crew, and
greater precision of firing; and he
held out this additional recommen-
dation—of no slight importance ifwe
consider the prodigious strides that

are gradually but rapidly being
made in the increase of the size of

ordnance—that ships might be con-

structed on his plan, capable of

carrying and working guns of any
conceivable magnitude ; while the

size of guns to be carried on a
broadside was, as he contended,
limited by the necessities of their

position. The means by which he
expected to attain all these advan-
tages, though extremely ingenious
and wholly original, were very
simple, the chief novelty consist-

ing in placing the guns along the

centre of the ship, instead of at the
side, and concealing and protecting
them by iron-clad turrets, which
should revolve round the entire

compass. Such a position for the
guns would involve a greater pro-
tection for the crew, who would all

be either in the turrets or between
decks, by removing the necessity

for portholes, which have always
been a source of danger to the men,
and, since the introduction of exter-

nal plating, of weakness also to the
ship ; while the safety of the men
would be still further promoted by
the small height of such a vessel
above the water, and the compara-
tive smallness of target, which, con-
sequently, she would present to an
enemy. Again, that guns so placed
along the centre of a ship would be
steadier, less affected by the roll of
the ship, less likely themselves to in-

crease that roll by their own working
and firing, was undeniable, and in-

creased steadiness would inevitably

give greater precision in firing. Few
classes of men encounter greater

difficulties than inventors, those dif-

ficulties often apparently increasing

in proportion to the genius of the

man and the value of the invention.

And this truth Captain Coles expe-
rienced now. They were, however,
overcome at last, and, of the nine-

teen ships which we have mentioned
as already completed, two, though
not built according to his plan, are

armed on his principles. The only
one which has as yet been tried is

the ' Eoyal Sovereign.' She is not
a new ship, but a three-decker, with
her two upper decks cut away ; she
is plated from stem to stern for se-

veral feet below the water line with
5|-inch iron; she carries on her
upper deck four turrets, three of

which contain one, and the fourth,

the bow turret, contains two 300-

pounder muzzle-loading Armstrong-

guns. The Admiralty so far de-

parted from the entire plan as de-

tailed by Captain Coles, as to make
a coasting battery of her rather than
a sea-going ship, and she is fur-

nished with nothing more than the
scantiest jury-masts; but she has
proved entirely successful in every
point in which she has been tested,

has fully established her value as

a defence of our own coasts, and has
shown it to be highly probable that

a sea-going ship, on the same prin-

ciple, will be equally effective.

We have said that many of the

vessels already launched, and at sea,

or ready for sea, are splendid ships

:

the greatest fear perhaps is whether
some of them are not too splendid.

The ' Black Prince ' is a sister ship
to the 'Warrior;' the 'Achilles/

carrying twenty guns, is of the

same length ; the ' Minotaur,' carry-

ing twenty-six guns, plated with
5§-inch iron, and soon to be fol-

lowed by two sisters, the 'Agin-
court ' and ' Northumberland,' is of

more gigantic proportions, being

not less than 400 feet long. All

these carry their ports 9 feet out of

water, and make above 14 knots an
hour; and yet we fear that it is

already proved that in the hour of

need their vast proportions will be
an element of weakness rather than
of strength, and, even under many
probable circumstances, of slowness
instead of speed, since they are fast
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only when proceeding in a straight

course, but are unmanageable in

evolutions, being more difficult to

steer and to turn than any vessels

in the service ; and it ;is superflu-

ous to 'point out how greatly this

defect must tend to cripple their

effectiveness in action,^and even in

chase. Whether the twin screw
will cure this defect in ships of such
a size, and whether, even if proved
available, it can be applied to ships

already constructed on a different

principle, is, perhaps, a question;
but, if it cannot, then we greatly

fear that these splendid looking
vessels (some of which are, as we
have already mentioned, only par-
tially armour-plated, and have their

bows and sterns wholly unprotected,
and, therefore, at the mercy of any
weaker foe, who can manoeuvre more
readily) will be only traps for their

gallant crews, and trophies for

their more active enemies. The
' Defence ' and ' Eesistance ' re-

semble the ' Warrior,' in being ar-

mour-plated only amidships; they
differ from her in making no at-

tempt to carry guns on their unpro-
tected portions; in length, being
100 feet shorter; and, in speed,,

making little more than n knots
an hour. They are, therefore, in

every respect, except handiness, far

inferior vessels to those which we
have mentioned.

Probably the most useful sea-

going vessels of war which we have
as yet got are the ' Prince Consort

'

and her four sisters, the \
' Eoyal

Oak/ the ' Ocean,' the ' Caledonia,'

and the ' Eoyal Alfred,' the last of

which was only launched in Octo-
ber. They have wooden hulls,

having been originally intended
for 9 2-gun two-deckers; but have
been converted by having their

upper decks removed, and being-

lengthened amidships to give them
the increased tonnage necessary to

enable them to carry their armour
plates, which, composed of 45-inch
iron, go wholly round the ship.

They are 273 feet long, carry thirty-

five guns, partly 68's, and partly
no's, with ports 7 feet 6 inches out
of the water; and, though with 2

knots an hour less speed than the
'Warrior' or 'Minotaur/ are far

more handy for every kind of evo-
lution. One ship, of nearly the
same size, the ' Bellerophon/ which
is still on the stocks, is intended to

be far more powerful in her arma-
ment, since, though she is to carry
only ten guns, those, according to

the last announcement, are all to

be 300's ; and she is likewise to

have two towers, one in the bow,
armed with two more guns of simi-
lar calibre, to serve as bow-chasers,
and another towards the stern, for

riflemen. She is also, in some re-

spects, to be more powerful in her
means of resistance, since her plates

are to be 6 inches thick ; but, as a
portion of her bow and stern is to

be uncovered, we fear that in a
lesser degree, she will be open to the
same danger as the 'Warrior/ and
that the exposure of even so small
a portion of her decks above water,
without protection, will, in the day
of battle, be found a fatal error :

just as the ' Achilles ' of old, though
vulnerable only in the heel, was as

completely and fatally at the mercy
of Paris as if he had never been
dipped in the Styx, nor had the rest

of his body clothed in armour, made
by Vulcan himself, for his defence.

Still more perfectly, it is hoped,
is she, by her construction, armed
for a conflict with the elements,

having a double bottom, with a
number of watertight compartments,
watertight bulkheads, and an inte-

rior watertight wall running en-
tirely round her, so that she is as

it were a double vessel throughout.
What kind of a sea-boat she will

make with such a prodigious weight
of external armour and inner skm,
must be uncertain till she is tried

;

but the performance of other vessels

by the same builder does not lead one
to augur very favourably of her ; the
' Eesearch/ in some recent trials of

speed between the different iron-

clads of the Channel fleet, having
proved by far the worst sailer of

the whole, the difference in her
length being in no proportion to

the difference in her speed. On this

point we copy the following state-

ment from the Naval Intelligence of

the Times of Sept. 30 :

—

We have been furnished with the follow-

ing interesting returns ofthe steaming capa-
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Tbilities of some of the vessels in the Channel
fleet, as ascertained on two recent occasions.

On the 2 7th ofAugust, in a trial of two hours,

under full boiler power, the results were as

follows :—The ' Prince Consort ' gained

on the ' Hector ' 3 200 yards, on the ' De-
fence '3880 yards, and on the 'Enterprise'

5300 yards. On the 20th of September
trials took place with half boiler power, of

three hours' duration, with the following

results, the ' Research' and ' Black Prince
'

being included in the trial :—The ' Black

Prince ' gained on the ' Prince Consort

'

6974 yards ; the ( Prince Consort' gained on

the ' Hector '

5475 yards, on the ' Defence

'

3300 yards, on the ' Eesearch' 19,644 }
rards,

and on the 'Enterprise' 19,825 yards.

[The ' Research,' therefore, losing above 5
miles an hour on the ' Prince Consort.' ]
As the speed of the slowest ship in a fleet

must become the speed of the entire fleet in

all combined offensive and defensive opera-

tions, vessels like the ' Research ' and ' En-
terprise' would appear to be misplaced when
occupying positions as component parts of

a British fleet in the Channel. An almost

universal feeling is entertained by naval

officers, that for all purposes of warfare a

slow vessel is worse than useless, as her

career can only end in capture by the

enemy.

It must be remembered that tlie

Naval and Military Intelligence, of
which the above extract is a por-
tion, is furnished by a writer who is

generally favourable to Mr. Eeed;
but, as he only gave a portion of the
trial, we will supply the remainder.
The three hours of which he speaks
were from seven to ten a.m., during
which the ships were running nearly
before a light wind, the wind being
"W. force 2, and the course run
E.S.E. ; but at ten the ships turned
right round, and the wind having
increased to force 4, ran back
again on a W.N.W. course; and
between ten and half-past three the
1 Black Prince ' gained on the
' Prince Consort ' 10,640 yards ; the
' Prince Consort ' gained on the ' Hec-
tor' 8 2 90,on the 'Enterprise' 21,710,
and on the 'Eesearch' 24,970.
The 'Eesearch' being thus, in the
whole trial of eight hours and a half,

beaten by the 'Prince Consort'
above 35 miles, and nearly 2 miles
by the little ' Enterprise,' which is

260 tons smaller; the ' Enterprise

'

probably owing her superiority in

speed to the fact that her iron-

plating is much lighter than in

other iron-clads, being in parts not
above aj inches thick; indeed she
is throughout very slightly built;

and, though she has not yet been in

a gale of wind, she already leaks

considerably between her belt and
her upper works.
But want of speed is not the only

grave defect in the ' Eesearch.' She
is a wooden ship, 195 feet long,

with an iron belt of 4J inches, at

the water line, all round her ; but
her plating on the gun-deck extends
for but a small space amidships,
sufficient to hold two guns on each
side; "and these plates, being also

connected together by .thwart-ship
bulkheads of similar thickness, like-

wise pierced with portholes, form a
square iron box or turret, within
which the funnel is also contained

;

the intention of the portholes, in
the ends being, that if stern or
bow-firing should be required in

action, the guns may be shifted

from the 'sides to those ends, [cor-

responding openings being cut in

the outer bulwarks. Practical sea-

men, from the very first, objected to

this plan that, in the hurry of

battle, it would be found almost
impossible to shift the guns; and
that, if that difficulty were sur-

mounted, the guns, if of any large

calibre, wTould probably blow away
the bulwarks and everything else in

their vicinity. But we are not re-

duced to a reliance on speculative

objections, since the defects, which
a very brief experience sufficed to

detect, show only too plainly what
would be her fate in a conflict with
a vessel similar in size and apparent
power. Her armament consists of

four guns of 1 10 lbs. The first time
they were fired, though only with
blank cartridge, they did consider-

able damage to the fittings of the

ship, and shook the whole fabric so

violently as to destroy all the glass

and crockery, and not leaving the offi-

cers a single wineglass or even mug
to drink her health after the some-
what comical essay of her warlike

powers. Nor was the general result

of her first cruise of a character to

do away the impression produced
by this particular exploit. We ex-

tract that portion of Admiral Fre-
mantle's report to the Admiralty,
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which bears on her system of gun-
working :

—

The space in the battery is so confined

that the men have no room to work the

guns with that facility which is required.

The battery is 33 feet in length, by 32 feet

in breadth inside ; within this space are four

heavy guns, upwards of eighty men, funnel,

wheel, and hatchway for supplying powder
and shell. There is a difficulty in travers-

ing the guns from the broadside to the bow
and quarter ports. When the broadside

guns were fired in the extreme tram, fore-

most men to the left, after ones to the

right, the captains of them could not stand

to direct and fire them. These points being

of great importance, I have considered it

right to bring them before the Lords Com-
missioners of the Admiralty.

We may add that/ in addition to

her slowness, she is a wretched sea-

boat : so wet that in a recent trial

in a double-reefed topsail breeze,

not a man in her had a dry thread
on him ; and, in the opinion of all

the officers who saw her perform-
ance, proved utterly unfit to contend
with really heavy weather.

The fact of some of our nineteen
ships being chargeable with such
grave defects certainly makes a
serious deduction from the force of
our iron-clad fleet, but we must not
conceal, as a sort of set-off, that
some of the French ships also con-
tain similar elements of weakness

;

that the armour-plating of the
' Couronne/ for instance, instead of
consisting of one solid plate, is dis-

tributed between two, the outside

plate being of only 3! inches, and
the inner one of 1 J inches being sepa-

rated from it by 6 inches of timber,

in which position probably even
one of our 6 8-pounders would go
through it as easily as if it were so
much brown paper; while their

largest ships, the 'Solferino' and
' Magenta/ two-deckers, carrying
fifty guns, are only partially plated,

after a plan something resembling
that of our ' Achilles/ Besides those
already completed, and the ' Belle-

rophon/ of which we have also

spoken, we have seven more very
near completion, some of them
being of very large size, and also
the once celebrated steam rams,
' Wyvern ' and ' Scorpion/ which the
Government, having bought them

for one political purpose, is appa-
rentlyusing for another semi-political

one, to throw discredit on the turret

system; since, though they were
not originally built for any such
armament, they have now had turrets

put into them, without undergoing
any further alteration to make them
more fit for them. They have a
poop and forecastle, which, of course,

must wholly disable the turrets in
one important point, by preventing
them from firing right ahead or
astern; and, as to their rigging,

though the 'Wyvern' is indeed to

have Captain Coles's tripod masts,
the ' Scorpion ' is masted in the old
fashion, and barque-rigged in such
a manner that her rigging will be
greatly in the way of her guns, in

whatever direction they may be
trained. Both are armed very
heavily for their size. They are
rather narrow, having only 40 feet

6 inches of beam to 216 feet of
length ; but though they have not
half the tonnage of the 'Koyal
Sovereign' (1876 tons to 3765) they
carry four twelve tons guns, or only
one gun fewer than that vessel.

And it is probably partly a result

of this disproportioned armament
that the 'Scorpion's' deck at her
centre is only 4 feet 6 inches out of

water ! That of the ' Wyvern ' is,

we believe, an inch or two higher

;

but it is plain, from this circum-
stance alone, that they never can be
looked upon as sea-going boats, as

the other details which we have
given show that they can be no test

whatever of the value of the turret

system, and we place no confidence
in their efficiency for any purpose.
They assist, however, in making a
total oftwenty-nine iron-clads, which
certainly no single nation can equal.

But the French, who have twenty-
two or twenty-three built and build-

ing, are not very far behind us in

number. Nor are the Eussians,

who have twenty, in different stages

of forwardness, and one entire squad-
ron of four turret ships actually at

sea. The Italians too have five, the

Danes three or four, one turret ship,

the ' Eolfkrake/ among them, whose
efficiency has been proved in actual

conflict. The Swedes, too, are build-

ing vessels of the same kind, some
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(like the Eussians and Danes) in

our own private yards. Altogether

the united iron-clad navies of the

other nations of Europe, in existence

or active preparation, amount to

above fifty vessels, a number nearly

double that which is that possessed

by us, without including America
in our calculations, which we may
the more willingly omit, since our
unhappy descendants in that quarter

of the globe seem likely for some
years to find sufficient occupation in

destroying one another, and to be
little likely to have time or resources

to spare for attacking us or our
colonies on that side of the Atlantic.

This is a state of things which
should never be allowed to have
existed for a moment, and the con-

tinuance of which cannot be per-

mitted. The burthen of the old

song, 'Britannia rules the waves,
Britons never shall be slaves/ con-

tains perhaps as much logic as

poetry, expressing as it does the de-

pendence of the nation for its liberty

on its maintenance of the sove-

reignty of the seas ; or, if we believe

that the spirit of freedom is too

deeply and securely rooted in the

hearts of the whole people to be
crushed out by invasion, or even by
protracted war in our own land, to

which the loss of that sovereignty

might expose us, it is still undeniable
that such a loss would deprive us of

the bulk of our colonial empire, and
of our commercial wealth, which
again would reciprocally act on our
navy with a depressing power, and
prevent our recovering our maritime
supremacy. In fact, the history of

the whole world, of the Carthaginians
in old time, of the Spaniards, the
Venetians, the Genoese, and the
Dutch in modern history, prove un-
answerably that national supremacy,
especially if it be also naval, once
lost never is recovered. We must,
therefore, keep it while we have it,

and, as has been already stated, not
only have our present ministers in

Parliament, but even writers of the

nation which, as it approaches us
the most nearly in naval power,
might be expected to view our
naval pre-eminence with the great-

est jealousy, admitted that our in-

sular position makes it indispensable
for us to have a fleet equal to that
of the whole world united.* That
we have not is not wholly the fault

of our present Board of Admiralty,
but it is in a very great degree:
not wholly, because when a new
material and new system of ship-
building was to be introduced, it

was wise to try many experiments
and to be sure of the excellence of
the model and system to be adopted,
before binding ourselves to one
model which might afterwards be
found defective ; but still in a very
great degree, because, as may easily

be made plain, they showed from
the beginning either great want of
energy in investigating the compara-
tive excellence of the different plans
submitted to them, or gross favour-
itism and jobbery in selecting what
they did select, and in rejecting

what for a long time they rejected.

The history of the ' Eoyal Sove-
reign' is in itself a. sufficient con-
viction and condemnation of the
Board of Admiralty on the points

on which we arraign it. "We have
mentioned above that, in 1855, Cap-
tain Coles submitted a plan for

heavy turreted gunboats, which wras
so highly approved that, if the war
had lasted, a flotilla of such vessels

would have been built, and sent
against Cronstadt. Of course, a
plan of which one of the chief

merits was the rapidity and cheap-
ness with which such a flotilla could
be constructed, required great con-
sideration and remodelling in its

details before it could be adapted
to large ships, fit to sail and fight in

the open sea. But the main prin-

ciple, that of protecting the guns
and men in a revolving turret,

which should also, by its revolution

round the whole compass, give the
gun a greater training power than

* ' Je reconnais a l'Angleterre le droit qu'elle revendique de maintenir sa superioriteV—Les Marines de la France, &c, p. 66. At the same time, M. Raymond looks upon
our equality to all the rest of the world put together as an established fact . . . .

« Elle

[l'Angleterre] est reellement capable de tenir tete, au moins pendant un certain temps, a
toutes les marines du monde reunies contre elle,' p. 399,
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could be obtained in any possible

form of porthole or embrasure,

clearly contained nothing which
was not applicable to any kind of

structure ; and, fortified in his own
conviction of its soundness by the

unanimous approval of the commis-
sion which had investigated it, the

inventor proceeded to elaborate it

on a larger scale, and after four

years of patient thought and toil,

completed his plan for two classes

of ships, one class to act as coasting-

batteries, the other as sea-going

ships of war. He laid them before

the Admiralty, and in June, 1860,

explained them to one of the valu-

able meetings of professional and
scientific men which so often take

place at the United Service Institu-

tion. We have already enumerated
the different points of his now fully-

developed plan ; and it might have
been expected that one, whose prin-

ciple had been so fully approved by
competent judges, so cordially sanc-

tioned by the existing Board of

Admiralty on its first proposition,

and which now in its further de-

velopment was supported by such
forcible, or at least plausible argu-

ments, would have been received

with favour by the new Board, and
have been judged worthy of an
immediate trial. Practical men,
whether sailors or shipbuilders, at

once recognized its value. Brunei,

who had previously been devoting

a good deal of thought to devising

something of the same kind, or at

least having the same object, now,
on seeing the plan devised by Cap-
tain Coles, frankly admitted its great

superiority to anything that had
occurred to himself, and gave up
the attempt to surpass it, telling

that officer that nothing was wanting
but a breech-loading gun of great

size to make his shields perfect.*

But the very originality of the plan

operated against its reception. Cap-
tain Coles could turn a turret weigh-

ing ioo tons and more with ease, and
train its guns in any direction ; but

it required a much more powerful

apparatus than any he was master
of to move the Admiralty Board,
or to train the minds of its members
beyond a very limited arc. His
plan was utterly disregarded, and
he and it would have been com-
pletely shelved, perhaps to the pre-
sent day, if they had not attracted
first the attention of the public, and
of several sagacious and influential

members of Parliament, and pre-
sently also the notice of the enlight-

ened and lamented Prince Consort,
whose liberal and acute mind was
at all times especially awake to the
value of practical inventions in art

and science, and who at once per-

ceived the possible importance of
Captain Coles's design, and sup-
ported it with all the weight of his

high position, and still higher cha-
racter; it was no longer possible

wholly to pass it over, and so at
last, after a year had elapsed, an
old ship, the 'Trusty/ was fitted

with a turret, armed with a small
40 lb. gun, to test the working of
the principle, as far as so limited a
trial could go. It was found to

bear out all that the inventor had
promised. The turret worked easily

under all possible circumstances.
It was fired at and hit by nearly
fifty shots, without being put in the
least out of order, while the rapidity

and precision with which the gun
was fired, though worked only by
seven men, far exceeded the result

of the efforts of twelve men employed
on a broadside gun.
Now at last it might have been

supposed that a Board which was
ordering vessels on untried models
right and left in every Government
and private yard, would have built

at least one on a plan whose trial, as

far as it had gone, had been so
triumphant. But no— the success

attained was to be enough for the

inventor's satisfaction, the stake the

nation had in the matter was wholly
lost sight of, and nothing more was
heard of the plan for another year,

till gradually the pressure of public

opinion grew stronger and stronger,

* Since this was said, so much progress has heen made in ordnance that there will

not long be any difficulty in procuring breech-loaders of any size ; but the working of the

guns in the turrets of the 'Royal Sovereign' shows that muzzle-loaders, which on many

accounts are preferable for ships, answer quite as well.
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and, being presently fortified by the
intelligence that the Americans had
borrowed the invention, and had
proved its efficacy in actual warfare,

became irresistible; so that at last

two ships on the turret principle were
ordered, one, the ' Prince Albert,' to

be an entirely new vessel of iron,

the other, the 'Eoyal Sovereign/ to

be converted from an old three-

decker. Yet, as if on purpose to

do the thing with the worst possible

grace, and to show Captain Coles

how little it answered to force food

down unwilling throats, the Board,

even while professing to allow him
to construct these ships on his own
design, gave Mr. Eeed authority to

curtail and mutilate the plan at his

discretion. Some gentlemen would
have felt it a delicate matter to

interfere with the designs of a rival

inventor, but Mr. Eeed had no such
scruples. With a few strokes of his

official pen he altered the tonnage,

the rigging, the bulwarks ; in short,

reduced the two vessels from the
class of sea-going ships to that of

coasting batteries, and thus, in spite

of his most earnest protest, Captain
Coles was reduced to present but
half his plan to the nation as if it

had been his whole one, and the
'Eoyal Sovereign/ the only one
which has yet been to sea, is not
what he could have made her, but
what he was allowed to make her
by those who certainly gave too
much reason for the suspicion that
they did not wish her to succeed.

Yet succeed she did most com-
pletely. The cost of her construc-
tion, indeed, as she was a converted
ship, could not well be ascertained,

but that of the ' Prince Albert/ very
closely resembling her, was but
£i57,3°3> while that of the 'War-
rior' had been £355,543; and the
difference of the cost of the ' Eoyal
Sovereign's' maintenance in an
effective state was proved by the
mere number of her crew. Her
entire crew of every kind, marines,
marine artillery, engineers, stokers,

and all, amounts to only three hun-
dred men ; the crew of the * War-
rior/ counted in the same way, is

above eight hundred, and this re-

duction is entirely owing to the
principle of the turret, and to the

smallness of the number of the guns
which are employed in the ' Eoyal
Sovereign ' to throw a heavier broad-
side than can be discharged by any
other iron-clad yet built in any
country. During the interval which,
elapsed between the first proposal
of his plan by Captain Coles, and
its acceptance by the Admiralty,
great advances had been made in
the size of guns, and consequently
he so far changed the details of his
first plan, which had contemplated
nine turrets, each containing two
100-pounders, and substituted for

them a smaller number of turrets
carrying heavier guns. The arma-
ment, therefore, of the ' Eoyal Sove-
reign ' consists of four turrets, each
of the three sternmost containing
one 3 00-pounder, the bow turret
containing two such guns. And yet
in spite of this vast superiority of
size in the guns, so admirably con-
trived is the gear, that while sixteen
men are allowed for each of the
' Warrior's' 68's, fourteen are all that
are required for her 300's, while four
more are sufficient to work each
turret, though, when great rapidity
of revolution is required, eight are
sometimes employed. We have
already mentioned in general terms
the result of her trials. She was
tried first about the Isle of Wight,
and then joined the Channel fleet

at Portland. Her commander, Cap-
tain Sherard Osborn, one of our
most distinguished officers, tested
her as severely as he could. Some
of the days while she was at Port-
land were very fairly rough, with a
double-reefed topsail breeze ; and in

the roughest of them he gave her
the very worst of it, putting her
into the broken water of the Eace of

Portland. He found her very buoy-
ant, steering admirably, and not
rolling more than some of our best

wooden ships have done under
similar circumstances, while the
roll did not in the least affect the
working of the turrets or guns,
which were trained to every point
of the compass as easily and as
rapidly as if the wind had been
lulled, and the water as smooth as
a mill-pond. Yet after this uni-
versal and unequivocal success, no
sooner did she return to Portsmouth
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harbour, to repair a trifling damage,

than she was paid off and made a

tender to the ' Excellent/ when she

had been scarcely three months in

commission. The reason alleged for

this strange step—for it caused so

great an outcry that the Admiralty
vouchsafed a semi-official explana-

tion—was that she was not a sea-

going ship, which was quite true,

since, as we have already mentioned,

Captain Coles had been prevented

from making her one; and this

excuse might have been to a certain

extent satisfactory (since it certainly

admitted by implication the com-
pleteness of her success as a coasting

battery), if it had been accompanied
by an announcement that the plan

was now to have the best further

trial possible, by a sea-going ship

being built on it, in the details of

which the inventor should be wholly
unfettered.* It has been very

openly alleged that the real reason

of the ' Eoyal Sovereign ' being thus

laid aside is to be found in her too

great success, and that the Admi-
ralty and their Chief Constructor are

deter mined that, if the system of

placing guns in the centre of a ship

is better than that of placing them
at her sides, and is equally available

in the open sea as close to the land,

it shall, at all events, not be proved
to be so by actual experiment. To
this charge an order to build a sea-

going ship on the plan would be to

some extent an answer, but no other

course of action can be. We do
not desire to affirm that the question

is already settled beyond dispute,

but we do say that it is one which
requires settling, and which can
only be settled in one way, by the
construction of a sea-going turret
ship. Moreover, it concerns not
only our national honour, but our
national safety, that it should be
settled by ourselves, and not, as
seems likely, by foreigners. And
though we as yet are taking no steps
to settle it, other nations are.f

The Danes, as we have already
mentioned, have the 'Kolfkrake/
whose powers of resistance to hos-
tile shot have been amply and suc-
cessfully tested. The Kussians have
a small squadron of such vessels,

some built in their own yards, one
in an English yard. And even the
French, who for some time reso-

lutely pinned all their faith on
broadside guns, have been con-
verted by the reports of the ' Eoyal
Sovereign's ' prowess, and have laid

down one sea-going turret ship,

though they will have to come to

us if they want guns to do her
justice. So that, if the turret plan
proves as superior to other systems
as the experiments yet made give
good reason to believe, should war
suddenly break out, we, however
proud we may be of having the in-

ventor for our own countryman, run
a risk of finding that we have nothing
else of which to boast, but that his

invention instead of being our pro-

tection, is (because of our neglect

in availing ourselves of his genius)

become our ruin ; and, like Waller's

eagle, we shall fall to the ground
stricken by an arrow feathered

* Captain Coles's plan for a small turret ship he has fully explained at the United

Service Institution in his details for a vessel, which (in allusion, we suppose, to the light in

which he and any of his bantlings were viewed at the Admiralty), he called the

' Naughty Child.' She would be 225 feet long, with beam 46 feet 9 inches, 2186 tons,

with an armament of three 300-pounders. His larger, or line-of-battle ship, which he

promises should be as good a sea-boat and as fast as the ' Warrior,' to carry four Big

Wills, or 600-pounders, would be of about 4000 tons, with an upper-deck 12 feet out of

water at the sides, and having a rise of two feet in the centre.

f Within the last few days Admiral G. Elliot has suggested a combination of the turret

and broadside systems, by removing some of the midship guns from the ' Royal Alfred/

and substituting for them a single turret, containing two 600-pouuders ; while fore and

aft there will still be some smaller guns for ordinary. use. The idea is generally approved

in the service, and is, we believe, likely to be adopted ; but still the ship so converted,

though, in one sense, it will throw additional light on the value of Captain Coles's inven-

tion, by showing its applicability to every class of vessel, cannot claim to be accepted as a

complete exemplification of the turret system, or as a substitute for what the nation

requires, a ship built entirely on Captain Coles's plan.
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from our own wing.* J3ut our
space is nearly exhausted, and we
must turn to the treatment our
naval officers receive from the Board
whom in the matter of ships we
have convicted of such gross job-

bery. Here, too, though some of

their measures affecting our sailors

have been worthy of all praise,

others of their actions where there
is room for favouritism and jobbery
show the same taint in even a more
discreditable manner. Of their es-

tablishment of Sailors' Homes, of

the principle of long enlistment,

and of the Naval Eeserve, and of

the liberal increase which has been
made in the officers' pay, it is hardly
possible to speak too highly. The
three first have given the men an
improved condition and a higher
respectability, and, though their

effect in increasing the supply of

crews always available, is at this

moment a little deranged by ex-

ceptional circumstances, among
which the American war holds the
first i^lace, there can be no doubt
that, in general, the manning of

ships will be greatly facilitated by
it, and that thus the nation at large

will derive the chief benefit from
the judicious and liberal farsighted-

ness exercised in this way. The
last has removed from the officers

one well-founded ground of com-
plaint, while the improvement in

the regulations for the retirement
of veterans in the different ranks of

the service facilitates the promo-
tion of those who remain on the
active list. But the efficiency of
the active list is but a name if em-
ployment is unfairly given, or ca-

priciously denied. And here the
vices of jobbery and favouritism, of
which we complain, have been in-

dulged to a degree and in a manner
which not only tends to disgust
officers with the service, outweigh-
ing in their minds all the boons of
other hands which otherwise they
would have gratefully appreciated,
but which, in some instances, is

also fraught with actual clanger not

merely to the honour but even to

the safety of the service and of the
country. We have mentioned that

the ' Eoyal Sovereign ' was paid off

when she had been on commission
barely three months. And it is no
trifling grievance to an officer to be
unexpectedly turned adrift in that

way the moment after he has gone
to the expense of his outfit. Com-
mon report says, that to join a ship
costs an officer £50. But those Avho
have had personal experience put
the expense far higher. An ad-
miral told the Committee in the
House of Commons which sat last

year to investigate the subject of

naval retirement and promotion,
that the expenses to which a naval
officer is put from his first entrance
into the service till he obtains his

flag (that of outfits for his different

ships being manifestly the heaviest
item), was quite equivalent to the
system of purchase prevailing in

the army.f And yet we see the
present Board of Admiralty, know-
ing this to be the case, turn (with
one or two exceptions) a whole
ship's crew of officers adrift,

almost as soon as they are settled

in their cabins, to grumble over the
disarrangement of their plans, and
the loss of what is perhaps to many
of them an important sum of money,
and to lament over their adoption
of a profession, and to dissuade
others from adopting one, in which
men without any fault of their own,
are liable to be so treated. A well-

known epitaph on a baby represents
the innocent tenant of the grave
beneath it as

Wondering what he was begun for,

Since he was so very soon done for.

And certainly the crew of the ' Eoyal
Sovereign' may well ask the same
question, without its being equally

easy to give them a satisfactory an-

swer. But if they have been wantonly
and unjustly disbanded, there are on
the other hand, instances of officers

being improperly employed by the
present Board, whose unmerited

* A paragraph has gone the round of the newspapers, stating that the Admiralty-
had at last, in deference to the general voice of the country, ordered a ship to be built

entirely on Captain Coles's plan. Such a statement has not a shadow of foundation.

+ Question and Answer 1653, of the Report of the Commission.

VOL. LXXI. NO. CCCCXXI. p
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good fortune lias deservedly awak-
ened still wider and deeper dis-

content and indignation, as being

not only a greater discouragement

to good officers, but fraught with

imminent peril to the honour and
safety of the whole nation. If there

is one fact certain, one principle

incontestable, it is that lucrative

appointments, and honourable com-
mands ought to be looked on as the

rewards of distinguished merit, of

professional gallantry, skill, and
good conduct. As such the gover-

nors of the profession ought to hold
them out to the officers; as such
the officers ought to be taught to

look for them. Indeed, what better

reward can be given to one who
(as do all officers worthy of the

name) seeks for honour above all

things, than, because he has done
his country good service once, to

place him in a situation where he
may do her better service hereafter ?

The converse of the argument will

as effectually bar the road to em-
ployment against bad officers as it

will open it to the good. And just in

proportion as the nation has more
at stake than any individual officer,

is the nation interested in this great

principle being inviolably observed.

But there is none which the present

Board of Admiralty have more un-
scrupulously and shamelessly tram-

pled under foot. We need mention
no names, since the cases to which we
allude are notorious, and a common
theme of indignation to the whole
profession. There is not a seaman
of any age or rank in the whole fleet

who does not know that officers

who have disgraced themselves, the

service, and the country before the

enemy, have been selected by the

present authorities at the Admi-
ralty for lucrative, honourable, and
responsible employments. This is

a fact on which there is no need to

enlarge. It cannot be denied; it

cannot be explained away; it can-

not, as far as our recollection car-

ries us, be paralleled in the history

of official prostitution and corrup-

tion. And it is hard to say whether
it is most calculated to act as a dis-

couragement to our own deserving
officers, who are thus robbed of the
reward to which they might reason-

ably look, by the distribution of

those rewards among the unworthy

;

or as an encouragement to those
nations who may become our ene-

mies; and to whom the character

and exploits of the officers alluded
to are only too well known, and by
whom at the time they were made
the subject of bitter and sarcastic

comment.
What, then, is the present condi-

tion, and what are the future pro-

spects, of our navy ? Such univer-

sal neglect, mismanagement, and
jobbery as that of which the facts

which we have mentioned convict

our present Board of Admiralty,
might well be supposed sufficient

to sap the efficiency of any service

in the world. But there seem signs

that they have overshot their mark,
and that their scandalous misuse of

power has awakened an outcry
which will prevent a repetition of

it, at least in its most perilous exhi-

bitions. If that should be the case,

and if for the future our sailors have
fair treatment, in the guns and ships

with which they are provided, and
in the distribution of employment
and professional rewards among
themselves,we have nothing to fear

—

no, not from the whole world united.

No doubt the conditions on which
another war will be carried on will

be greatly altered from those which
prevailed in past time. But the

chief change will be that we shall be
more liable to surprises, both on
our own shores and in our distant

possessions. This, however, is not
quite a new danger. As long ago
as while Louis Philippe was on the

throne of France, the Prince de
Joinville pointed out that the intro-

duction of steam, if it had not made
a formal invasion of England safer,

had at least put it in the power of a
French squadron to break the win-
dows of the Brighton tradesmen,
and run away before an English
squadron could arrive to chastise

them. In the present year, too, we
have learnt that the Eussians, in

anticipation of war, had planned a

descent on our Australian colonies,

which might very probably have

been successful, and, if successful,

would have done us great tempo-

rarymischief, and certainly tarnished
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our shield till the stain was effaced.

But, now that we are warned, it will

be the fault of our rulers if they ever

have exactly the same opportunity

again, though it cannot be denied

that the enormous extent of our
colonial possessions renders it al-

most impossible at all times to

guard them all from the hurried at-

tack of a small force. But blows
such as these, however productive

of individual distress, or of tempo-
rary discredit, could have no in-

fluence on the material power of the

nation, nor on the issue of a whole
war. And it must also be remem-
bered that we too have steam-

vessels; and that the same power
which may enable others to descend

on spots where they are unexpected,

will enable us to hasten thither, with
the same independence of winds
and tides, to intercept retreat or

chastise insult. Nor need we fear

that the mere introduction of a new
motive power will make nations

equal to us which were not our
equals before. On the contrary, if,

as all history shows, we are the

people who have the greatest genius

for sea affairs, it rather seems rea-

sonable to conclude that, the greater

the improvements which are made,
the more and more surely must they
tend to our advantage. In fact,

that they have already done so is

the opinion of the able French writer

to whom we have so often referred,

and, lest our own language should
be suspected of prejudice or exag-
geration, we will quote his own
words :—

Yet that steam has incontestably re-

sulted in the increase of the English su-

periority, is a conclusion too manifest to

make it necessary to investigate or discuss

the causes of its having done so. The di-

minution of importance which the navies of

powers of the second class have sustained

since steam-engines have become engines of

war is a certain fact.*

And the great superiority of our
productive power in all that relates

to iron-working and machinery will

naturally cause the introduction of
gigantic artillery and armour-plated
ships to operate still further in the

same direction. M. Baymond does

not hesitate to impute every defect

which he notices in any part of our
naval system, to the working of our
Board of Admiralty, which he de-

nounces as the most absurdly con-

stituted administrative body on the

face of the earth. Whether he is

wholly or only partly right in his

denunciations ; whether the fair play

for our sailors on which we insist,

as the first, as indeed the only requi-

site for maintaining our naval pre-

eminence, can or cannot be obtained
and permanently secured without a
reform in the constitution of that

body is too large and complicated a
question to be discussed at the end
of an article. Individually, we have
a hesitating belief that an arrange-

ment more similar to that which
obtains in the government of the

army would be better than our pre-

sent system. But, at the same time,

the conduct offormer Boards, which,
though not always managing all

things well, have at least not laid

themselves open to such charges as

we have established against the pre-

sent Admiralty, proves that more
depends on the men who administer

a system than on the system itself.

At all events, whether the Admi-
ralty be reformed or not, for the

maintenance of our pre-eminence we
want no better guns nor better ships

than we have inventors, and build-

ers, and manufacturers able, if they
are only permitted, to make. Pro-
bably at no period in our history

have we been so rich in inventive

genius as at the present time, and in

nothing has it shown itself more
than in works that relate more or less

directly to iron shipbuilding and the

manufacture of artillery. The his-

tory of our navy, too, is, indeed,

written in vain if it does not prove
that never at any time have our
fleets been manned by braver, more
skilful, more enterprising, and de-

voted crews (whether officers or sea-

men) than those who within the

last ten years have twice bearded
the Czar within sight of his own
capital ; have driven his Admiral at

Sebastopol to sink a magnificent

fleet as the sole resource of saving it

from capture; and have made them-

* Zes Marines de la France, &c, p. 387.

F 2
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selves masters of the whole coast of repeat : give them only fair play for

China and all its principal cities, the future, and the nation may and
some of which had never before will trust in them as fearlessly as

beheld a European flag in their former generations trusted in their

waters. We will not again allude predecessors. And as loyally and
to the discouragements they have as gallantly as did those predeces-
recently experienced, though they sors, our present race of sailors will

are not all bygones. But we will repay our confidence.

THREADS.

I. TTNLESS you arc growing wise and good,

vJ I can't respect you for growing old

;

Tis a path you would fain avoid if you could,

And it means growing ugly, suspicious, and cold.

II. I am not shock'd by failings in my friend,

For human life's a zigzag to the end.

But if he to a lower plane descend,

Contented there,—alas ! my former friend.

III. There's plenty of credit in life at first

;

.But all must be paidfor—that's the worst

!

TV. They who worship Success

Follow no blind guide,

Distrusting themselves, they leave

The Universe to decide.

Only, to learn aright

Who does or does not succeed,

They must keep true ends in sight,-

A difficult matter indeed.

V. More Books ! A Juggler, so they say,

In half an hour his tree can grow.

Seven years, by Grandam Nature's way,

Requires the Gardener, dull and slow.

VI. The blunder of the too-refined

Is gauging subtly coarse mankind.

VII. Ostrichio's soul's digestion is so good,

He feeds on lies, and fattens on the food.

Are such endow'd, of all the human race,

With mental gizzards, by peculiar grace?

W. A.
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EICHABDSON.

THEBE are usually thought to be

two distinct examples in Eng-
lish literature of the public taste

and morals being immediately re-

formed by the writings of contem-

porary authors ; we refer, of course,

to the exertions of Collier and Addi-

son. Alongside of these two great

names there is no doubt that the

author of Fan tela aspired to inscribe

his own. He believed that his cele-

brated stories were eminently cal-

culated to promote the cause of

virtue and assist the struggles of

chastity against rank, wealth, or

passion. Whether they were so or

not it is at this distance of time

exceedingly difficult to determine.

But the world took him at his word,

and there is no reason to believe

that the description of him which
Mr. Thackeray has given us in the

Virginians is at all embellished by
the artist. At the same time, it

may reasonably be questioned if his

well-meant delineations of triumph-
ant innocence and thunder-stricken

guilt very often penetrated to those

circles for whose special benefit they

were intended. Collier, as a mi-
nister of religion, appealed boldly

to religious principles, and com-

peUed attention to his words. Addi-
son, as a man of fashion, a wit, and
a boon companion, addressed his

audience upon equal terms; and
while he turned vice into ridicule

ran no risk himself of being laughed
at in turn for a pretentious ' snob/
as we should now call it, who had
never been initiated in the mys-
teries which he affected to expose.

But of the elements of strength
which belong to each of these posi-

tions neither was possessed by
Richardson. He had neither the

authority of the divine nor the ex-

perience of the man about town, to

recommend him. He knew little

of that great world to which his

chief characters belong. Lady
Wortley Montagu used to say of

him, ' He has no ideas of the man-
ners of high life. His old Lord M.
talks like a country justice ; and his

virtuous young ladies romp like

the wenches round a May-pole.' We

think this is rather an exaggerated

version of anything which occurs in

these novels, and let us hear in turn
what Sir Walter Scott says in de-

fence of his favourite Bichardson :

—

To transgress the rules of natural good

breeding, or to represent characters by
whom they should be practised as doing so,

is a want of taste which must adhere as a

blemish to the work so long as it is read.

But crimes against conventional good breed-

ing run a prescriptive course and cease

to be observed when the rules transgressed

have, according to the usual mutability ot

fashion, been superseded by others. Such
errors are like Livy's, which became

imperceptible to later readers. It was
natural that a person of Lady Wortley

Montagu's taste and rank should be shocked

at this want of decorum she complains of;

but at this distance of time we are not

sufficiently acquainted with the fashions ot

George II.' s reign to share her displeasure.

We know in general that salutations con-

tinued for a long period to be permitted by
fashion, as much as the more lately licensed

freedom of shaking hands and offering the

arm ; and with this general knowledge it

is of little consequence to us at what par-

ticular year of (Jod men of quality were

restrained from kissing their cousins.

But what Sir Walter has in our
judgment overlooked is this, that he
who is ignorant of the lesser kind of

good breeding is likely not to be-

long to that class who mostly culti-

vate the greater.

Bichardson was a tradesman, the

son of a tradesman, and the centre of

a small circle of admirers who all

belonged to quite the middle class.

It is not probable, therefore, that his

novels, regarded as moral lessons,

found much acceptance with the

gayer portion of good society, or that

if they did, they excited any more
respectful feeling than one of con-

tempt. Upon the class, therefore,

'from which Lovelace, Poliexfen, and
Mr. B. are supposed to be taken

they would produce no effect, and
the men accordingly whom he
sought to influence would be upon
the whole beyond his reach. What,
then, if he failed with the men was
he likely to accomplish with the

women? Would they be warned
by his examples to resist the arts of
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seduction, to admire the decorous

virtues, and to avoid putting con-

straint upon their children? To
some extent, perhaps, they might

;

but for reasons presently to be
mentioned, that extent is very li-

mited. And we are therefore driven,

upon the whole, to suspect that,

as a reformer of morals, Eichardson
did but little good. Nor are we
obliged to rest this conclusion upon
a priori grounds only. Collier and
Addison were followed, we believe,

by a perceptible improvement in

the tone of the English stage, and
in the habits of English society;

but no such amendment that we
are aware of succeeded Pamela and
Clarissa. To judge from the novels

at all events, which, down to the

beginning of this century, formed
the delight of the British female,

no change at all had been produced.
Eichardson had brought down fic-

tion from the region of emperors,
princesses, and such like ' fabulous

animals/ to daily life and manners

;

and the writers who followed in his

wake gave us the life and manners
of Lovelace and Sally Godfrey far

oftener than those of Pamela and
Sir Charles Grandison. One of the

most respectable literary men of the

early part of George III.'s reign

was Hugh Kelly. In a novel dedi-

cated to the Duchess of North-
umberland, he has introduced a

scene which, in justice to the will-

ingness of the lady, can scarcely be
called a seduction scene, such as

now-a-days would hardly be printed

in Holywell-street. And in all the

later numbers of the Novelists' Ma-
gazine, which terminated somewhere
about the year 1800, stories are con-

stantly recurring of which the same
kind of licentiousness forms the

main attraction, and which quite

accounts for the prejudice against

novel-reading which inflamed our
grandfathers.

We hardly know, indeed, whether
the crop of direct imitators which
followed in the wake of Eichard-
son are not even worse than those
writers who chose to continue in the
path laid out by Fielding. A glance
at the Critical Review during the
first twenty years of George III/s
reign, is sufficient to show to us the

mass of rubbish which was poured
without ceasing from the press

founded on precisely the same inci-

dents as those of Clarissa Harlovje

and Pamela. The reviewer handles
his subject in general with sense

and wit ; and an amusing selection

might be made from the nonsense
which comes under his lash.

Pamela was Eichardson's first

novel, and he was indebted for the

story to some circumstances in real

life which were related to him
while visiting in the country. It oc-

curred to him, he says, that a novel
founded on these incidents, and
teaching the value of virtue to the

female sex, would be far more bene-

ficial to the public than the ro-

mances which were then fashion-

able. In fulfilment of this concep-

tion he produced in 1741, Pamela;
or, Virtue Rewarded. In a Series

of Familiar Lettersfrom a Beautiful

Young Damsel to her Parents. Pub-
lished in order to cultivate the prin-

ciples of virtue and religion in tJie

minds of the youth of both sexes. Pa-
mela is what we should now call

a pretty and ladylike girl of seven-

teen or eighteen, the daughter of a
small farmer, not raised much above
the rank of a peasant. She is wait-

ing-maid and half companion to a
dowager lady Of great fortune in

Bedfordshire, and, as a matter of

course, inspires her son, Mr. B.,

with a dishonourable passion. The
gentleman does little or nothing

towards the accomplishment of his

purpose till his mother's death, and
even then is held back for some
time by a grave doubt whether
Pamela's station in society is good
enough to qualify her for his

mistress. This painful scruple

being at length overcome, he pro-

ceeds to pay court to her in the

usual way, as one accustomed to

conquest, and not dreaming of re-

sistance. This method failing, he

tries the effect of regular proposals,

a handsome allowance for herself,

and all manner of good things for

her parents. These likewise being

rejected, he is driven to have re-

course to abduction; a disgraceful

extremity, no doubt, for a fine gen-

tleman to be reduced to in the pur-

suit of a simple country girl ; but
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Mr. B. had become so desperately

enamoured that success was to be
purchased at any price. Having got

Pamela in his power, in a remote
village in Lincolnshire, he renews
his overtures, coupled with no in-

direct intimation that if she does
not yield by fair means she shall by
foul. Still this heroic creature re-

pels the assailant, and with a sense

of propriety almost beyond her sta-

tion, faints away as soon as violence

is attempted
;

justly observing to

her mother that she could not,

while in this condition, be answer-
able for what took place. Mr. B.,

however, is so seriously frightened

by her illness, that he never re-

news his attempts, and after vainly

struggling for a while to stifle his

passion and forget the woman who
had kindled it, he is fairly brought
upon his knees and makes Pamela
an offer of his hand. It is needless

to say that the offer is gratefully

accepted. Pamela becomes Mrs. B.,

and is forthwith raised to the en-

joyment of all those luxuries which
were so well summed up by the
Duke of Argyll's footman, in an
epithalamium on the Duke's wed-
ding,—

She shall have all that's fine and fair,

And be dressed in silks and satins rare,

.And ride in a coach to take the air,

And have a house in St. James's-square.

And thus, agreeably to the designs
of the author, is ' virtue rewarded.'
Eichardson is thought to have

made a great mistake in adding a
second part to Pamela ; and as a
work of art, perhaps, the story is

marred by this supplement. But
the author, we must recollect, had
fully persuaded himself that he was
much above a mere novelist. He
was a great moral teacher ; and if

he had another lesson to inculcate,
nothing so precious was to be lost

in deference to mere literary con-
siderations. And from his own
point of view Eichardson was quite
right. The moral of Pamela a Wife
is at least as good and as useful a
one as that of Pamela a maid ; for

the trial to which she is exposed
was one of decidedly more fre-

quent occurrence, even in the last

century, than the trial she went

through before, and is so in this

age in the proportion of a thousand
to one. An anonymous letter is

written to her accusing her husband
of infidelity with a beautiful young
widow, of whom he had already
given her reasons to be suspicious.

Her conduct on this occasion, how-
ever wanting in spirit, proved de-

cidedly effective, and might be
imitated with advantage by those
jealous wives whose reproaches
drive men into the very crime which
they are too hastily presumed to

have committed.
Clarissa Harlowe is a repetition of

Pamela with variations. Clarissa is

a young lady of good family and
fortune instead of a waiting maid

;

and her lover is a more confirmed
and resolute man of pleasure than
Mr. B. The cause of her misfortunes
is the severity of her own family,

who boast that they will make her
marry a man for whom she feels the
utmost loathing. Both before and
during this whole period of intimi-

dation she had been secretly courted
by Lovelace, of course with pro-

posals of marriage, in which at the

time he was sincere. In her dire

extremity she consents to fly from
her home and place herself under
the protection of his female rela-

tives. He meets her at the ap-
pointed place, and carries her as

far as St. Albans at which place it

would appear that she changed her
mind with regard to seeking his

relations, for fear her own family
should discover her. She now ac-

cordingly begs him to find her out
some safe and obscure lodging where
she can lie hid till the heat of the
pursuit is over. The opportunity
thus flung at his very feet Lovelace
was unable to resist. He had at

first intended to act rightly; but
now all his good resolutions faded

away. He was a professed marriage-
hater; and though he would have
submitted to the yoke, if inevitable,

for the sake of such a girl as Cla-

rissa, he was not the man to undergo
it when an easier method was se-

cured to him by the imprudence of

the lady herself. Our readers will

now divine the end. Clarissa is

decoyed from one lodging to an-
other, till at length she is as com-
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pletely in the power of Lovelace as

Pamela had been in the power of

Mr. B. But in this ease the di-

rector of the story allows events to

take their course, and provides no
Bens ex macluna, either in the con-

science of the ravisher or the sudden
appearance of a champion. Clarissa

undergoes the worst. But soon after

makes her escape from durance,

and secreting herself in an obscure

London lodging, makes up her mind
to die. Lovelace, on the other hand,

finding himself, much apparently to

his own surprise, both sorry for

what he had clone and warmly at-

tached to his victim, pursues her

with proposals of marriage, which
having steadily rejected, she expires

in the arms of her repentant rela-

tives, with whom she is reconciled

at the end, leaving the villain of the

story to the vengeance of her uncle,

Colonel Morden, who finally kills

him in a duel.

Sir Charles Grandison is a story

which contains a greater variety of

incident than either Pamela or

Clarissa Harlowe. The heroine, Miss

Byron, is a young lady of North-

amptonshire, who at the opening of

the tale is about to commence her

first season in London. She is a

wit, as the word was then under-

stood, a great beauty, and has a

fortune of fifteen thousand pounds.

Arrived in town, she at once attracts

the notice of all the 'pretty fel-

lows ' then about : one of whom, a

certain Sir Hargrave Pollexfen, tries

the old device of abduction in order

to extort her consent. What would
have been the upshot nobody can

tell; perhaps something as bad as

befell the unfortunate Clarissa : but

as the purpose of tiir Charles Gran-
dison was to represent the supe-

riority of the virtuous under all

combinations of circumstances, she

is delivered from the grasp of her

devourer by the serene and spotless

baronet, who passes through all the

most difficult scenes of life without

ruffling a hair of his wig, and walks
over the resistance of ordinary men
with the calm invincibility of a

god. Henceforth, of course, Miss
Byron becomes a secret worshipper
of Sir Charles. An intimacy springs

up between the families ; and great

part of the scene of the story is

laid in one of his country houses,

where Miss Byron and Sir Charles's

two sisters—one married and one
single—all live together. By de-

grees it soon becomes apparent to

the lookers on upon both sides that

Harriet's affections are engaged, and
that Sir Charles himself is casting

a sheep's eye in that direction. The.

gentleman, however, is so remark-
ably backward in coming forward
that the story is in some danger of

standing still altogether. He treats

Miss Harriet 'with distinguished

kindness,' he addresses her as ' the

admirable Miss Byron ;' but he will

not go any faster, though it were to

save twenty ladies from suicide. It

turns out, however, at last, that

before he ever saw Miss Byron he
had, during his travels, had some
love passages with a fair Italian,

the Lady Clementina by name, whose
friends would have allowed her to

marry him, would ho have consented
to become a Boman Catholic. He de-

clines to make this sacrifice, and the

lady, in consequence, no more able

than the rest of the world not to

adore this paragon, goes out of her
mind. Sir Charles returns to Eng-
land, but is still in some kind of

way fettered by his connexion with
Clementina when he first meets
Miss Byron. Under these circum-
stances he appears perfectly will-

ing to marry either of the two ; or

at all events, if he does feel any
consuming passion, he has too much
regard for his own dignity to be-

tray it. Eventually, he is released

from Clementina, and marries, as

all the world knows, her English
rival. It is by his behaviour in the

aforesaid difficulty, and likewise by
his conduct on one or two occasions

when he is challenged to a duel,

that we are evidently intended to

learn the characteristics of a gentle-

man. We need not, therefore, pur-

sue the story into any of its colla-

teral details, or the courtship and
wedlock of any of the subordinate

characters, though one of them at

all events, Miss Charlotte Grandison,

afterwards Lady G-., is a very in-

teresting personage, and the life and
soul of the whole company.
While glancing at Richardson in
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the character of a censor morum we
have said that he was unfavourably

placed for doing much through the

agency Of ridicule, and perhaps still

more so for working on society by
preaching. But he had not the gift

of satire, even if he could have com-
manded attention to it, and has to-

tally failed, supposing that he tried,

tomake his bad characters ridiculous.

Lovelace is a blackguard, but he is

not a contemptible blackguard. Sir

Hargrave Pollexfen, Bagenhall, and
Merveda, are a lower style of scoun-

drels, but even these are not laugh-

able. The man who after all cuts

the silliest figure in all the three

stories is Mr. B., the reformed

scoundrel, who marries his mother's

maid. It might suit Eichardson's

own 2)rejudices to make light of the

distinctions of rank and the tradi-

tions of aristocracy; but we may
depend upon it half the young men
about town, even of the better sort,

would sneer at the conclusion of

Pamela, and resolve, that for them-
selves, though they did not aspire

to be Lovelaces, they would not

sink so low as Mr. B. What effect

the story had on Fielding we all

know ; and he forthwith set himself

to do to Eichardson what Bichard-
son, had he been fit for his self-

imposed censorship, would have
done to him; that is, make him
ridiculous. There is, in fact, little

more in the character of Lovelace
and Sir Hargrave Pollexfen to

deter men from being rakes than
in the lives of Claude Duval and
Dick Turpin to deter them from
being highwaymen. Both unques-
tionably come to a bad end. But
that was very much a matter of

accident. Lovelace might have
killed Colonel Morden as well as

Colonel Morden Lovelace. Pollex-

fen might have died as he did, though
he had never wronged a woman in

his life. Lovelace, in fact, is a cha-

racter to excite the imagination of

many young men not embarrassed
with principle; and to show how
little Eichardson has succeeded in

associating his name with ruffianly

villany, it has become a representa-

tive word among ourselves to denote

a polished lady-killer who laughs
at the litany and defies the seventh

commandment, but who is on the

whole rather a graceful, and, in his

way, admirable, sort of person.

Sir Charles Grandison, on the

other hand, to whom these bad
characters are meant to act as foils,

is as little likely to find favour
' with the youth of both sexes,' as

they are to be despised. Eichard-
son, we fear, set out upon the task

of describing the model gentleman
without having any clear per-
ception of what a gentleman is.

Passing over the stiffness and the-

coldness, the pomposity and the-

egotism, which have made Sir

Charles Grandison a byword, wo
would call special attention to his

arguments on the subject of duel-

ling, which are peculiarly inconsist-

ent with the character he is intended'

to support.

The theory of duelling was based

on the assumption that every gen-

tleman must be skilled in the use of

the weapon which he wore daily by
his side. The theory was handed
clown from times when such was
really the case, when every man of

birth, not a churchman, held his?

life ' by the cross of the sword/ as-

Eob Eoy says; and when, conse-

quently, such inequalities of swords-

manship as afterwards became ge-

neral, and such characters as the
professed duellist, were alike im-
possible. Duelling under these con-

ditions really was what it was in-

tended, to be, a protection to the

weak, without becoming an instru-

ment of intolerable tyranny in the

hands of bullies. It equalized the

physical strength, and in some de-

gree the social power, of the two
combatants ; for a poor man, though
at a very great disadvantage in seek-

ing for redress against a duke by the

ordinary legal means, might never-

theless, if a gentleman, bring him-

foot to foot upon the turf with him-
self, when not all the great man's

riches, nor retinue, nor influence^

could avail him one atom against

the glittering point which rose-

within a foot of his throat. Duelling-

then, in theory, was a generous-,

concession on the part of brute force

and superior rank to the weaker
ancl less influential side. Unchris-

tian it confessedly was, and we are
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not to be supposed to be defending

duelling in the abstract. But it

was not to be avoided by recourse

to a substitute, which it is the only

apology for duelling to have kept

down—we mean superior physical

strength. For gentlemen are not

supposed as a mere matter of course

to understand the use of their fists

in a scientific sense; nor even if

they were, would pugilistic science

go nearly so far as gladiatorial

science towards redressing the dif-

ference of size and weight in an
encounter of the kind we are now
supposing to take place. It was
not, we believe, because duelling-

was unchristian that society dis-

carded it, for men do equally un-
christian things every day which
they excuse by custom or by pas-

sion, but because it was found that

its abuse was greater than its use,

that the toleration which it secured

to ruffians was greater than the pro-

tection which it afforded to. honest

men. If this were so when duels

were fought with swords, it was so

twenty times as much when they
came to be fought with pistols.

For even the worst swordsman had
some little knowledge of his weapon,
whereas the worst pistol-shot would
hardly hit a haystack. As men did

not carry pistols they did not as a

matter of course acquire skill in the

use of them, and the facility thus
afforded to any man, who chose to

make himself expert, for domineering-

over the rest of the world became
too great to be endured. These
were the successive steps in public

estimation by which duelling de-

scended to its present well-deserved

disgrace. But a hundred years ago
it seems to us that no one individual

had a right to take upon himself to

lay down the law upon the subject,

much less by acting that very part

which duelling was meant to make
impossible—the part, namely, of the

bully.

For turn and twist it as we may,
this was very much the attitude

which Sir Charles Grandison took
up. His favourite mode of dealing
with a challenge was this : to obtain
an interview with the challenger,

exasperate him by an affectation of

superiority, still refusing all the time

to draw his sword, until he had
provoked him to a blow, and then
to grasp a stout cane and beat him
within an inch of his life. Sir

Charles, it would appear, had a great

opinion of his own powers of sarcasm,

though if we are to judge of them by
Eichardson, they scarcely justified

his confidence, and says that he ge-

nerally found this method effective.

If, however, he was obliged to cross

swords with his opponent, he had a
knack of putting aside his blade,

running in upon him, and then
twisting his sword out of his hand
by main force. Now, independently
of the absurdity of devising such a

remedy for a common evil like duel-

ling, as not one man in a thou-

sand is competent to apply : and the

combination of bodily and mental
powers required for carrying out
the system of Sir Charles Grandison
would not be found in more than
one man in a thousand : we contend
that it was likewise an essentially

ungentlemanlike device. In re-

fusing a challenge altogether on the

score of conscientious scruples, a

man is not necessarily the less a
gentleman, as the self-sacrifice in-

volved in such an act might seem
in his eyes greater even than death

itself; and self-sacrifice we sup-

pose is the one central quality of

all gentlemanliness from which its

other characteristics radiate. But
to meet a challenger with the deli-

berate intention of entrapping him
into a conflict of a totally different

nature from that which he expected,

in reliance upon powers quite dis-

tinct from those which are com-
monly required in a duel, seems to

us an act of great meanness, and
just as bad as if after sending to your
adversary the length of your own
sword you should afterwards take a

longer one in its place. The whole
of the argument upon this subject

which he places in Sir Charles

Grandison's mouth, is a good speci-

men of Eichardson's ignorance of

the thoughts and habits of that

class whom he pretended to be lec-

turing; as indeed are the majority

of his set discourses upon social

topics, between which and the sym-

pathies of his audience as wide a

gulph is fixed as yawns, nine times
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out of ten, between the philanthro-

pist and the knife-grinder.

If we turn from his men to his

women and the moral lessons which
he sought to inculcate upon the

female reader, his success is scarcely

less questionable. As far as the

immorality in Clarissa Marlowe is

concerned, there is no lesson to in-

culcate, for it is as useless to put
people on their guard against rape

as against murder. But in Pamela,

which is as much a formal lesson to

modesty in the art of self-defence

as if it had been delivered by a

matronly professor from the chair

of a lady's college, Eichardson is

fairly tested, and in our judgment
found wanting. You cannot set

young girls on their guard against

seduction by depicting the happi-
ness which awaits those who resist

the tempter. For they may say they
do not care for such happiness

;

that evil is their good, and that

they voluntarily embrace it. But
no one voluntarily embraces misery.

It is necessary therefore to show in

very strong colours the misery of

those who yield. Otherwise you
teach nothing. If all that a girl

loses by becoming a gentleman's
mistress is her very remote chance
of becoming a gentleman's wife, not
one in fifty would hesitate when
the immediate prospect of a life of

gaiety and voluptuousness was in
the balance against it. Yet such
is the whole moral of Pamela. We
heard the other day of an agri-

cultural society which presented a
maid-servant with a sovereign be-
cause she had preserved her virtue
through all the trials of farm ser-

vice.; though how that fact was to

"be demonstrated to the satisfaction

of the judges we are at a loss to

understand. However, to waive
that point, such is no unfair illus-

tration of Bichardson's method with
his heroine. Certain abstract pro-
testations in favour of virtue and
honesty are put into the virgin's

mouth. But there is little reality

in these compared with the warmth
of her self-congratulations after-

wards, when she had fairly nailed

her bird, and all the fine ladies who
had scoffed at her were obliged to

call her ' Mrs. B.' She had a bad

hand to play, but she had won the

game for all that. She had gained
her 'sovereign/ Such precisely is

the tone in which she lectures her

own waiting-maid, Polly Barlow,
who has accepted the proposals of

a gentleman to become what Pamela
had refused to be. 'Look at me,
Polly,' says she, almost in so many
words, ' should I have ever been
what I now am had I acted as you
were about to act ?' The weakness
of this appeal lies in the obvious
rejoinder— 'And shall I become
what you now are if I do not so

act ? No ; the chances are a thou-
sand to one against it. The ques-
tion for me to determine is, what
shall I become if I do?' The
moment the matter is reduced to

a comparison of advantages, such
is the light it must be seen in.

And unfortunately for Eichardson,
a ready answer is supplied to this

inquiry by the fortunes of another
girl, whom he has introduced into

his story without either rhyme or

reason. A certain Miss Godfrey had
been seduced, not under promise of

marriage, by Mr. B., before he was
acquainted with Pamela, and the
liaison resulted, as such exploits

occasionally will do, in the birth of

a child. But what was the end of

Miss Godfrey? Child-murder and
the gallows, with all the intervening-

horrors of a public trial, and all the

terrible misery of loving relatives?

Prostitution, disease, poverty, and
death in a cellar ? Neither the one
nor the other. Her child wTas

adopted by its father and his com-
placent bride, and she herself was
happily and comfortably married to

a rich West Indian.

Now then let us see how the en-

tire question would shape itself to

the mind of a young lady situated

as were Pamela or Miss Barlow, if

she could give a logical form and
brevity to the thoughts which tra-

velled through her mind. Would
they not issue in some such train

of reasoning as this ? ' If I remain
virtuous I may become a fine lady

;

but everybody is not a Pamela, and
I don't think the chance worth
much. If I don't become a fine

lady, what is in store for me but a
life of drudgery to the end, whether
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1named or single? On the other

hand, if I do come to terms with Sir

Harry, I am sure of all the pleasures

ofa fine lady for a year or two at least

;

and though after that time I may
go to the bad, yet I may also, like

Sally Godfrey, pick up a good hus-

band, and live just as respectably

as if I had never clone wrong, and
much more comfortably/ We have
here, it will be seen, assumed an
element in the case to which we had
not previously called attention—we
mean the exceptional character of

Pamela herself; and this again de-

tracts infinitely from the force of her

example. She had been educated
with peculiar care under the lady

whom she served; she had been
rather a companion than a servant,

and had thus acquired a delicacy of

feeling and a sensitiveness to insult

which not one lady's-maid in one
hundred thousand could be expected

to possess.

It would of course be going too

far to say that the choice intended

to be set before young women in the

novels of Richardson is represented

as exclusively dependent upon the

balance of worldly interest. And
even inasmuch as it is so, it would be

injustice to our author to forget that

he was only appealing to sanctions

more familiar perhaps than any
other to the mind of the eighteenth

century. Hogarth's view * is just

the same. Wealth, honour, and
troops of friends await the good boy,

and Tyburn or the hulks the bad
one. But still in Pamela this doc-

trine is carried to excess ; nor is the

residuum of higher morality to be
found in its pages in sufficient

quantity to compensate for the po-

sitive faults by which the story is

disfigured. We refer to the un-
necessary prurience of its details,

over Avhich the fat little cockney

bookseller seems positively to have
gloated. As we read all the earlier

part of Pamela, and most part of

Clarissa Harlowe, we feel the full

justice of Coleridge's criticism on
Richardson, wherein he compares
the 'close, hot, day-dreaming con-
tinuity' of this writer with the
* fresh, breezy sunshine' of Field-

ing. There is certainly far more in
the virtuous and delicate Richard-
son to excite the imagination, to
suggest impure ideas, and awaken
dormant desires than there is in
his rakish contemporary, who called
a spade a spade : and conducted his
hero quite indifferently to a woman,
a bottle, or a church, as the fit

seized him. It is remarkable that
Richardson himself, so far from
being aware of this feature in his

writings, expressly piques himself
on its absence, stating in his pre-
face that ' the narrative is entirely

divested of all those images which
in too many pieces calculated for

amusement only tend to inflame
the minds they should instruct/

Clarissa Harlowe is in this respect

no better than Pamela, containing
scenes which the youth of neither

sex could read without emotions
which it were better for them not
to experience. In Sir Charles Grandi~
son there is nothing of precisely this

nature, but there are passages of

great indelicacy, coarseness, and
nastiness.

The only moral peculiarly appli-

cable to women to be deduced from
Clarissa Harlowe is the danger which
a girl incurs by placing herself in

the power of a man ; a moral, pos-
sibly, which the manners of the age
might require, and any novelist

might expound. But the point to

which Richardson intended to give

the most prominence in this par-

ticular novel was the criminal folly

of parents and guardians in coercing

the inclinations of young ladies;

and as this excessive assertion of

parental prerogative was one of the
absurdities of the age, so far he
did well. In Sir Charles Grandison
all that Richardson meant to teach
his lady readers seems to have been
propriety of demeanour under the

influence of an attachment which
is not certain of requital. But to

what extent this could be taught by
any novel in the world our readers

can judge as well as we can.

Up to this point our remarks have

been exclusively unfavourable to the

author who forms the subject of

them. But if there is nothing more

* Thackeray's Humorists, p. 235.
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to bo said, how are we to account
for the undoubted popularity which
he enjoyed in his own day and for

many years afterwards ? There is a
good deal more to be said. Setting-

aside Richardson's foolish preten-

sions to scourge the vices of the

great, we find in him distinguished

merits of another kind. For the

sake of introducing the literary

phraseology most familiar to our-

selves, we may call him the founder
of the realistic school of fiction,

against which again the Castle of

Otranto, the Mysteries of Udolpho,

and the Old English Baron, were re-

actions. But Eichardson, we be-

lieve, was the first who constructed

regular novels out of the materials

of every-day life ; and it is easy to

conceive the charm which this must
have possessed when it fell with all

the force of novelty upon ears sa-

tiated with the old romances. Eich-
ardson himself introduces in Sir

Charles Gravdison an old lady who
discourses to her juniors of the read-

ing most prevalent in her youth,

and describes the difficulty which
she felt in choosing a husband be-

cause nobody resembled ' Oroon-
dates.' Eichardson, at all events,

had the wit to see that the world
was ripe for a change, and by seiz-

ing his opportunity when it came,
established a reputation for himself
which we cannot think that his

parts alone would have secured for

him. In the inauguration of this

literary reform, Sir Walter Scott sees

the chief source of Eichardson's
celebrity, and the sign by which he
is properly to be distinguished
among English novelists. It is to

be regretted that the ' society ' in

which he sought to interest the
public should have been one that
he understood so little ; but still he
had the common ground of human
nature to work upon, and whenever
he got a clear space where no su-
perstructure of conventional habits

and ideas demanded specific qualifi-

cations, he painted it with skill and
feeling.

It is not, we suppose, to be denied
that the ;real life—barring mistake
as to manners and feeling—to which
Eichardson introduces us in his

novels is a fair picture of the period.

But it is at first a very startling one,

and to the modern reader gives as

little the impression of reality as

the adventures of knights and prin-

cesses in enchanted forests. In all

three the main incident is abduc-
tion. In none is the heroine^releascd,

nor the offender punished by the arm
of the law. In all three the story

proceeds as if England were one
large Alsatia, wherein constables,

magistrates, and gaolers had no ex'

istence. Clarissa Harlowe escapes
from the arms of Lovelace after a
detention of six or eight weeks,
solely by her own address. Harriet
Byron is rescued by Sir Charles
Grandison, who meets in his coach
and six the carriage in which she is

being whirled away powerless to a
lone house in Windsor Forest ; and
even her plight would not have
been discovered but for a quarrel
between the rival coachmen. Pa-
mela converts her abducer, or she
would never have been rescued at

all. Something is certainly said

about prosecuting Lovelace for Ins

crime, but the suggestion is very
feebly followed up and speedily

abandoned ; and, strange as it may
seem, we have indisputable evidence
on record that such daring viola-

tions of law were, if not frequent,

at least not uncommon. In the
columns of the newspapers, in the
pages of the popular periodicals

which only reproduce dressed what
the journals first present raw, and
sometimes, though rarely, in the
annals of justice, we find cases as
miserable as Miss Harlowe's, and
stratagems as infamous as Sir Mar-
grave's. Masquerades were, of

course, a fertile source of such ini-

quities, not only on account of the
complete disguise which they af-

forded, but also because an easier

deportment than usual inviting li-

berties that could not be taken at

other times, and a certain affectation

of intrigue and mystery were sup-
posed to be proper to the entertain-

ment. In the Gentleman's Magazine
of twenty years later is contained a
very graphic story of the abduction
of a lady at Vauxhall, leading to

great shame and misery, which, if

not true, would certainly not have
been printed as fiction had it been
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wholly without precedent; and
t
,in

the Life of Hannah More we read

that she was engaged for some
months, towards the close of the

eighteenth century, in the vain en-

deavour to track out a young lady

of her acquaintance who had been

carried off at the age of sixteen,

and, as it afterwards turned out,

forcibly married to her ravisher.

Miss More's own narrative of the

circumstances is singularly curious

and interesting: how she was clo-

seted with Bow-street officers ; rode

about in coaches, accompanied by
armed men; and examined houses

in all the most suspicious parts of

town, with the certainty of blood-

shed if the culprit was discovered.

Hannah More lived to 1833, and yet

she had witnessed such a state of

society as this. It is only eighty

years ago, yet it seems as if it was
a thousand. And we are tempted
to ask ourselves whether so enor-

mous a change as has taken place

in so comparatively short a period

be owing to a corresponding im-
provement in the morals of Eng-
lish society. Without plunging into

the thick of this rather invidious

inquiry, it is obvious that other

causes have contributed to render

such atrocities impossible. Perhaps
the most influential of all is the

change which has taken place in the

relative positions of the aristocracy

and the people. The favour of a

great man is no longer the same
guarantee of impunity which it was
formerly. When it was so, then in

the eyes of the lower orders a sort of

doctrine practically prevailed that a

gentleman could do no wrong ; and
a gentleman in consequence found no
difficulty in procuring tools for any
villainy that he contemplated. This

was an advantage as against the law

which the upper classes then en-

joyed. But the same prestige car-

ried with it this further facility for

the commission of sins against wo-
men: when a gentleman was re-

verenced as a being almost of an-

other world, the daughter of a

farmer or a tradesman who became
his mistress was not, by a large part
of the community at least, thought
to have been dishonoured. We do
not mean necessarily that her pa-

rents or herself would take that
view. We mean rather that a man's
own servants and dependents would
have had fewer honest scruples
about assisting him in such pur-
suits, than they would have at the
present day. And this was the ad-
vantage as against opinion which
the upper classes then enjoyed.
Nowadays, were a man to meditate
such an offence as the abduction
and forcible possession of any wo-
man, in whatever sphere of life she
might be placed, he would, in Eng-
land at least, be driven to employ
the services of the lowest ruffians

in the country ; a necessity which,
it is needless to point out, would
materially heighten the difficulties

of his intended enterprise.

In the second place, the complete
substitution of public for private

travelling in our own time has ren-

dered the concealment of such of-

fences so difficult, as practically to

forbid the attempt. Imagine the
astonishment of the inhabitants of
St. Albans now, were a carriage and
six to go spanking through the
town some early summer morning
at the rate of sixteen miles an hour,
and attended by half a dozen out-
riders! Why, half London would
hear of it by nightfall; and had.

some young lady of Belgravia mys-
teriously disappeared the night be-

fore, on her return from a fancy
ball, the two circumstances would
speedily be put together, and the

police upon my lord's haunches.

To be sure, if we are to credit all

the details of ' a horrible story/ there

may yet be villages in England
where a lady could scream her lungs
out, and not bring a soul to her
assistance ; but the difficulty would
be to get her there, so as not to

leave a clue to the pursuers. No
doubt a very desperate man might
still succeed to some extent in com-
pelling a young lady to marry him,
by recourse to this primitive mode
of courtship. He might certainly

succeed in carrying her off, and in

making marriage desirable to her
;

before the law could overtake him

;

and then, having undergone his

punishment for the abduction, might

come out again and claim his wife.

But a stronger force than any mom
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material obstacle now forbids such
modes of action. Society has cer-

tainly improved to this extent, that

vice in which violence is an element

is no longer regarded with indul-

gence. Whether vice itself, when
unaccompanied by any outrage upon
public decency or violation of the

law of the land, be now held in

greater detestation than formerly we
leave it to others to determine.

Society, then, we say, would now
ostracise the man who behaved like

either Pollexfen or Lovelace, if the

law did not hang him. But in 1760

a way was open to all men by which
to appease the formal disapprobation

with which the world even then

could not but visit such enormities.

The lady's honourhad beenwounded,
and through her the honour of her

family. This was a wrong to society,

and society, through its individual

champion, must have satisfaction.

The seducer must risk his life, as

the price of his social pardon ; and
when that expiation had been of-

fered, the offender went away ab-

solved. He confessed his wrong,
and performed his penance by going

to Hyde Park in his pumps, and
fighting a duel with the representa-

tive of the injured lady ; and having
washed away his crime, either in his

own blood or his adversary's, was
free to go and sin again. With re-

gard to the sinner himself, it would
not appear that the worst kind of

fraud or violence committed in such
a cause ever struck him as a thing
to be repented of. Provided his

honour were vindicated by the clash

of cold steel, his conscience would
not seem to have troubled him.
Single combat was to gentlemen
what auricular confession is to Pa-
pists.

The truth seems to be, that a
hundred years ago the old knightly
theory of gallantry had almost faded,

while our modern notions of female
dignity had not yet arisen. The
elder idea still indeed survived in

form. Women were still addressed
with the utmost reverence and most
ceremonious politeness ; but it was
rather in mockery than in earnest.

What really had survived from the

days of chivalry was the habit of

looking upon women as weak and

helpless creatures, whose highest
honour was to bestow the prize at

a tournament, whose most useful

employment was to distribute tasks

to her maidservants, and whose no-
blest function was to welcome back
the soldier from battle, and sooth
him on her soft bosom into sweet
oblivion of his toils. It is easy
to see that this view of the sex, di-

vorced, so to speak, from its better
half, which taught men the duty of

respecting this gentleness, of shield-

ing it from all violence, and aveng-
ing the slightest insult which
might be offered to it, would come
in practice to very much the same
thing as the Oriental theory of
women. And, indeed, Eichardson
himself represents one of his gentle-

men, and by no means the worst of

them, as seriously inclined towards
polygamy; while his wife, in her
letters to her friends, deplores these

sentiments, as likely to make mar-
ried life uncomfortable, but hardly
as intrinsically monstrous. It is

clear that our author wrote under
the influence of the prevailing tone
of feeling on the subject. He always
conveys to us the impression of

women being inferior creatures, and
intended to endure a good deal at

the hands of the lords of creation.

The refusal of Clarissa Harlowe to

marry Lovelace, notwithstanding
that he had robbed her of her inno-
cence, is the only piece of evidence
which Kichardson's works afford that
he had risen to a higher conception
of woman's sphere. But while so-

ciety at large did not rise to it,

so long we can understand that as-

saults upon a woman's virtue should
be regarded as offences against a
law established for the convenience
of society, rather than one derived
from the real dignity of woman and
the requirements of her moral na-
ture. The demoralization, in a word,
which attends unchastity was a word
unknown in the vocabulary of a
hundred years ago. All the friends

of Clarissa Harlowe, for instance,

desired her to marry Lovelace, and
would have thought no harm was
done. In our own day, it is remark-
able that real respect for women has
increased, while the outward show of

it has diminished. If the behaviour
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of men and women to each other at

the present time is more frank and
simple than it used to be, the reason

is that men recognise in women a
closer equality with themselves, and
have ceased to treat as children

those whom they acknowledge as

companions.
If from morals we turn to man-

ners, the contrast between the two
ages is still of inexhaustible inte-

rest. And, certainly, if we turn
from matters of feeling to matters
of mere demeanour, and are con-
tented to accept Bichardson's por-
traits of second class instead of first

class fine gentlemen, we shall

scarcely know how to praise him
enough for the admirable verisi-

militude of his characters. One
of the first things that strikes

us in reading Eichardson, is the

difference between the 'conversa-

tion ' of his age and of our own

—

-conversation, we mean, in a mixed
company. Conversation upon ab-

stract subjects is what we hardly
ever meet with at the present day
in general society. One reason
doubtless is, that people have more
things to talk about now than they
had in the eighteenth century.

There may be other reasons as well,

but they lie a little too deep for us
to dive after them just at present.

Both art and science have established

a footing in fashionable circles to

which they had then made no ap-
proach. The newspapers and the

electric telegraph have brought the

movements and manners of foreign

nations home, as it were, to our
own doors. And the universal

habit of travelling supplies a peren-

nial source of sympathy between
ladies and gentlemen which is

perhaps the most popular of all.

A century ago things were vastly

different. Nice points of conduct,

of literature, of education, even of

politics, were then called in to sup-

ply the place which is now filled

by the Eoyal Institution, the Alpine
Club, Denmark, Poland, or Italy, as

the case may be. In Eichardson
we see it all. We have the scholar

and the beau disputing as to the
advantages of a college education,
while the ladies sit by as arbitresses

;

the matron and the model fine gen-

tleman discoursing of the power of
beauty without mental graces over
the wise and good man ; the belle

of the season and her respectful
admirers interchanging views upon
delicacy of feeling ; or a whole gay
company listening to an argument
on the benefits of various religions

in the same community. We know
no prettier picture than that of Mr.
Walden, the Oxonian, and Sir Har-
grave Pollexfen, the man-about-
town, fencing over the necessity of
classical learning to the character
of a finished gentleman. The two
men are admirably discriminated:
the pedant, who had much to say,

but said it so ill and so conceitedly,

that he carried no one with him, and
the coxcomb, who knew nothing,

yet laughed at his own ignorance
with so good a grace, that he seemed
to get the better in the controversy.

Then we have all the lavish at-

tention which in those days the
one sex was bound to bestow upon
the other. When Miss Byron sets

out in her aunt's coach from North-
amptonshire to London, her two
country admirers, Mr. Greville and
Mr. Fenwick, attend her on horse-

back as far as the first
c baiting

place,' where they order ' a genteel

dinner.' When the coach is ordered
out again after this refreshment
has been despatched, the young lady

begs them to return. Upon which,
' Fenwick, you dog,' says the gal-

lant Greville, 'we must go back.

Gravity and a rising colour in the

finest face in the world, indicate as

much as the frowns of other beau-
ties.' So saying, he and his friend

take f a most respectful leave ' of her,

insisting, however, on shaking hands,

not so common then as now ; and so

both ride back again to their own
domains ' to live over again the past

hour,' as they assure Miss Harriett,
f and then hang themselves.' On
her return from town, the same
indefatigable cavaliers are again at

their post, and meeting the young
lady at Stoney Stratford, again have
1 an elegant collation ' prepared for

her, of which she partakes with a

good appetite.

On arriving in town for the first

time, Miss Byron has to undergo a

regular education before she can
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mingle with the world. Ladies will

be surprised to hear that she had
never yet been ' dressed.' She has

a cardmaster to instruct her in all

the fashionable games ; and though
a young lady of but twenty years of

age, and staying in the house of her

relatives, she must have her own
footman to wait upon her. The
fashionable mode of making love,

if correctly represented, is as strange

as anything else. The gentlemen
swear profusely when she makes
any difficulty in the way of accepting

their addresses. ' I have never yet/

says she to Sir Hargrave Pollexfen,
' seen the man who is to be my hus-

band/ ' By God, madam, but you
have/ said the baronet, fiercely;

'the man is before you/ In strong

contrast to these boisterous lovers

is the gentle and prolix Sir Charles,

who woos her in sentences a page
long, and by slow approaches, which
remind one of Hilpah and Shallum.

The two sexes, by-the-by, seem to

have lived together a great deal

more in those days than in these.

The young men, instead of break-

fasting in chambers or the clubs,

and smoking a cigar afterwards,

went out in the morning to ' drink

chocolate ' with their partners of the

night before. We must all remember
that jolly scene in Boswell, where
Bennet Langton had to leave his two
comrades—no other, indeed, than
the Doctor himself and Mr. Beau-
clerk—after a night's debauch, to go
to breakfast with some young ladies.

After this they used to meet again
at a comparatively early dinner, and
then came the play, the masque,
or the card-table, which they all

enjoyed together. Duels are the
subject of common conversation.

We see the led captain, with all his

swagger and cowardice ; the profes-

sional sharper, who stands greatly

on his honour; and the horrible-

looking Fleet parson, with ' shabby
gown and wig, a huge red pimply
face, yellow gums, splay feet, and a
dog's-eared prayer-book.' Oh, rail-

roads, radicals, and gas ; the penny
post, the new police, and the school-

master, what havoc have you made
with that old world of our grand-
fathers !

We suppose that Eichardson is
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much less read at the present day
than either Smollett or Fielding;

yet he scarcely deserves to be so-

much neglected as he is. Without
subscribing to Dr. Johnson's opinion,

that there is more knowledge of

human nature in one chapter of

Eichardson than in all Tom Jones,

we should say that he had consider-

able insight into the characters of
women ; nor are we acquainted with
a better-drawn female character

than that of Miss Grandison, in

whom the skittish perversity of a
disposition fundamentally amiable
is exhibited to perfection. He wrote
also at intervals with great power.
There are few passages in successful

fiction which, for mingled dignity

and pathos, excel the last chapter of

Clarissa Harlowe, or the scenes in

which the Italian girl, as gentle in

her madness as Ophelia, wrestles

with her unfortunate passion for Sir

Charles Grandison. Nor would the
plots of his novels, even in these
days of sensation, be found devoid
of interest. We certainly never could
persuade ourselves to take much in-

terest in Pamela ; but the fortunes

of Clarissa and Lovelace, and of

many ofthe personages in Sir Charles- -

Grandison, we follow with unflag-
ging curiosity. It is to be observed,
however, that the interest which is

excited in us by the novels of Eich-
ardson is of quite a different kind
from that which is aroused by sen-

sation novels, or even ordinary no-
vels of incident. Our whole anxiety
is to see how certain characters will

act, and to watch the conflict of
motives by which they are swayed
to and fro. We have no sudden sur-
prises and discoveries, no mysteries

no succession of adventures even
such as Fielding and Smollett lay

before us. It will not be denied
that to create and sustain an inte-

rest of this kind demands consider-

able dramatic power, and intimate'

acquaintance with at least some of
the phases of human nature. The
whole machinery of trap-doors,

sunken wells, secret grottoes, forged
wills, lunatic asylums, and dead
men restored to life is foreign to
Eichardson. He dips his hand, as
it were, into English society, and
takes out a handful of characters,

G
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such as you might have met with

every day in Grosvenor Square or in

$ orthamptonshire,andjust sets them
going, as one might set a clock,

about the ordinary business of life.

Some disturbing element must, of

course, be introduced, to make them
show their paces ; but so little did

Eichardson care about variety, that

he has used the same in all three

novels, namely, abduction. Out of

these simple materials, to make a
story even shorter and less interest-

ing than his, would be no slight

proof of literary genius. But, con-

sidering the length of Pamela, Cla-

rissa Iiarloive, and Sir Charles Gran-
dison, and that the interest of the

two last, at all events, is sustained

throughout, we must admit that the

popularity of Eichardson in his own
generation was not unmerited.

"What makes him so tiresome to

us are the interminable vapid con-

versations with which he loads his

pages, and the total absence of any-

thing like wit or humour from all

that he has written. "Were it all as

good as the best parts, it would still

require something to lighten it. A
man cannot get through even a

stalled ox without moistening his

clay; and humour is to grave dis-

sertation much what beer is to beef.

"We.recollect but one drop of humour
in all the tomes that he has left, and
of that he seems himself uncon-
scious. It occurs in the post-nup-

tial account of his early profligacy,

with which Mr. B. regales his

young wife and an admiring circle

of friends. He is describing what
his mother used to say to him when
he came home at five o'clock in the
morning :

' Ay, poor lady,' continued
he, ' she used now and then to cate-

chise me, and was sure I was not so

good as I ought to be. " For, son,"

she would say, "these late hours,

these all night works, and to come
home so sober, cannot be right."'

The worthy old soul had rather he
had been brought home in a barrow,
after spending the night like a gen-
tleman, than that he should sneak
back to bed like a fox to his kennel,

after preying on some farmer's hen-
roost.

It is likely that Fielding, with all

the malice of a schoolboy, made his

heroes worse than they otherwise

would have been, on purpose to ag-

gravate his rival. At all events, his

wit and fun have made Eichardson
seem tame and pompous ; and, in-

dependently of the literary merits

of the two men, posterity, by de-

claring for Fielding, have signified

beyond mistake its dislike of being
preached to in fiction, or made the

victim of too decided and monoto-
nous a moral purpose. But, for all

this, Eichardson deserves to be more
read than he is, though particular

scenes in each one of his stories are

far too highly coloured to admit of

theirbeing laidupon ' everydrawing-

room table.'

3S*8$»»
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THE HIERARCHY OF ART.

By Frances Power Cobbe.

Part I.

THE sacred service of the Beau-
tiful has three orders iu its

priesthood. There are artists of

the first and highest rank—Poets,

Architects, Sculptors, Painters,

Composers of Music. There are

artists of the secondary order, Dra-

matic performers, Translators, Copy-
ists of Architecture, of Sculpture,

and of Painting; Engravers, Per-

formers of music. There are artists,

lastly, of the third rank, who are

merely Dilettanti.

Primary Art is creative, and is

directly derived from God's revela-

tion of the Beautiful through His

works. It is original in the only

sense applicable to human things,

and deserves the name of Creative,

because its achievements, though
only copies and combinations of the

works of God, are yet fresh creations

as Art. "We call the works of God,
however beautiful and truly artistic,

Nature. Wo call man's copy of

them at first hand, Art. The man
has created Art; out of what be-

fore was Nature. The epithet Cre-

ator, Maker (jrovqT-qs), is ancient as

Art itself, having from the first com-
mended itself to the deep intuitions

of the Greeks ; and we may still re-

tain it, while confessing that its

meaning in the primary sense, as

applied to the Great First Cause, re-

cedes further and further from the

reach of our philosophy.

The value of creative Art is deter-

mined by two conditions: ist, by
the extent and fulness with which
the artist has received the Divine
revelation of Beauty in Nature ; 2nd,
by the faithfulness with which he
has recorded that which he has re-

ceived.

He who has been permitted to

pierce to the inner secrets of Nature,
and embrace with eagle glance the

wide horizon of her glory, and who
having thus enjoyed the Seer's pri-

vilege, can paint his vision for the

sight of other men,—that man is

the supreme creative artist, the

High-priest of fArt. But he who
only sits at Nature's feet and gathers
a single flower, and gives it again
to his fellows in its truth and beauty,
he also belongs to the same order of
primary artists. He is, in his degree,
also a true priest of the Beautiful.

Secondary Art is reproductive. It

does not derive its inspiration di-

rectly from the Divine revelation of

Beauty in the world of matter or the
world of man, but from the beautiful
works of the creator-artist. It

occupies towards these primary
works of art a position almost exactly
analogous to that which they do to

the original works of Nature. Such
Art is justly called Secondary. All
inspiration which is not drawn di-

rectly from God's revelation of the
Beautiful in Nature, but only indi-

rectly through the medium of the
primary artist's works, is necessarily

subordinate. It may be excellent of
its kind, and deserving of high esti-

mation—as when it enables the
secondary artist to take the gold of
the original artist's thought, and
cast it afresh from the crucible of
his own mind into an entirely new
form of beauty—(for example, when
a great actor reproduces the concep-
tion of the poet). Or it may be very
poor and humble, as when it merely
reaches to an accurate repetition of
the original artist's work—(for ex-
ample, in the copies of statues and
pictures). But in every case it must
remain in a different order from pri-

mary Art, and ought not to be con-
founded with, or judged beside it.

A difficulty of distinguishing the
two orders seems, at first sight, to

arise in the case of that large sphere
of art which illustrates historical

events and characters. Such events
and characters can only be known
to the poet, sculptor, or painter
through testimony. Is he there-
fore to be reckoned only of the
secondary order when he illustrates

these? Not so, assuredly, for the
testimony from which he draws his

G 2
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knowledge is not Art, but History,

i.e., tti*e recorded science of human
nature. Even if it happen to be

preserved in artistic form (as in

poetry), it is not as poetry, but as

history, that it has supplied his in-

spiration. The case only becomes
intricate and the line uncertain,

where history blends with mythical

and wholly imaginative creations in

supplying the art-subject. To de-

termine the value of a reproductive

artist's work, three conditions are

to be marked : ist, the intrinsic

excellence of the work he chooses to

reproduce ; 2nd, the extent to which
he has reproduced in fresh form,

and not merely copied, the work in

question
;

3rd, by the perfection of

his own achievement, as itself a

work of Art, judged independently

from the original.

Tertiary Art may be so denomi-
nated when it is only Eeceptive. It

does not either create or reproduce,

but merely passively receives inspi-

ration, either at first-hand from
Nature's beauty, or at second-hand
from the Creator-artist, or at third-

hand from the Eeproducer. The
man who thus receives beauty, even
though he never give it forth again

in any form of Art, has his place in

the temple of the Beautiful ; and his

rank in the third order of her priest-

hood is determined, ist, by the

excellence of that beauty of Nature
or Art whose inspiration he is able

to receive ; 2nd, by the fulness of

his comprehension and the delicacy

and subtlety of his appreciation of

such beauty of Nature or Art.

All these three Orders of Art-

service—Primary, Secondary, and
Tertiary,—or Creative, Eeproduc-
tive, and Eeceptive, have their cor-

responding failures and errors re-

sulting in the production of bad or

untrue Art.

Bad primary Art results either,

ist, from the artist's choice of natu-

ral subjects which do not reveal

beauty; 2nd, from his failure to

translate real natural beauty into

beautiful Art
;

3rd, from his taking
his subject of primary Art, not from
Nature, but from the inspiration of

some original artist before him.
This last is the offence of plagiarism,
or the pretence of making creative

Art, where the art is only imitative
and reproductive.

Bad secondary Art results either,

ist, from the artist's choice of bad
primary Art to reproduce; 2nd,
from his failure to reproduce what
he copies in a work which shall

both preserve the merits of the
original, and be itself a true work
of art.

Bad tertiary Art results either, ist,

from mistake as to what is really

beautiful in Nature or Art; 2nd,

from incompleteness of aesthetic

sense, leading to an over-valuation

of the lesser beauty and an under-
valuation of the greater.

In a large and general way re-

garding the two first orders of Art,

the primary and the secondary, it

may be affirmed that their value, if

good, is determined, ist, by the
beauty of the thing they express;

2nd, by the perfection of the expres-

sion.

Perfect 'Art would be the most
perfect expression of the most beau-
tiful thing. Imperfect Art is found
wherever there is either imperfec-

tion in expression or defect of beauty
in the thing expressed. Finally,

where the thing expressed is not
beautiful, and the expression also a

failure, there is no Art at all—the

work ceases to have pretensions to

the title.

Such, in brief, are the relations of

the three orders of the hierarchy of

the Beautiful, one to another. It

will be of interest to pursue the an-

alysis of ; these relations in detail

through the different branches of

art in which they are developed.

The classification of primary or ori-

ginal arts need not detain us long-

in this undertaking, except so far as

it is needful to notice that Poetry

stands in a double position towards

all forms of Art. It is cm art—and,
for many reasons, to be ranked the

first of arts ; but it is also the per-

vading spirit of all other arts, in

which the element of poetry has

the largest and most important

share. Poetry, expressed through

the medium of language (to which

we rightly give the name par emi-

nence, because by language can it

be most widely and perfectly ex-

pressed), is only one form of poetry.
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There is a poetry expressed in ar-

chitecture, a poetry expressed in

sculpture, in painting, and in music

;

and all these deserve to be estimated

according to their value as poetry.

Deduct the element of poetry from
any art, and a mere caput mortuum—
a body without a soul—will remain.

Of the three elements needful to

constitute a true work of Art,

namely, poetry, science, and me-
chanical skill, poetry is that which
gives the essential art-character to

the other two, which, without it, may
achieve miracles of handicraft, yet

never make a true work of art. They
form the body—Poetry the spirit, of

Art.

What then, in this sense, do we
mean by Poetry? A few pages
back the word was used in the pro-

found signification which the mar-
vellous insight ?of the Greeks in-

duced them to give it. The ' Poet

'

was the maker—the Creator-artist.

Does not this reach to the root of

the matter ? In so far as the artist

has done that which makes him a
creator, i.e., in which he has re-

ceived God's revelation of the Beau-
tiful through Nature, and has faith-

fully transferred it to Art, in so far

he is a Poet. He is a great poet if

he have received this widely and re-

corded it powerfully ; but he is still

a true, albeit lesser, poet, if he have
received even a single lesson and
recorded it faithfully. The element
of Poetry, in all cases, is the element

of Divine Beauty. God, the source
of all Goodness, Truth, and Beauty,
reveals Goodness to the Conscience,

Truth to the Intellect, and Beauty
to the aesthetic nature of His crea-

tures. As a man becomes a Saint in
proportion as he receives the revela-

tion of Goodness to his conscience,
and reproduces it in his life—as he
becomes a Philosopher in propor-
tion as he receives the revelation of
Truth to his intellect, and repro-
duces it in science,—so, likewise, he
becomes a Poet in proportion as he
receives the revelation of Beauty to

his aesthetic nature, and reproduces
it in Art. Just in so far, and no
further, than as a man has partaken
most deeply of that spirit of God
revealed in the beauty of Nature,

just so far, and no further, are his

works high and true poetry. All

poetry is God's poetry.

God Himself is the great Poet,

And the Real is His song.

As man's inward ear receives

the divine echoes of that eternal

psalm, and his lips learn to repeat

it in clear utterance for the joy

of his fellow-men, in so far he is a
poet.

To turn, however, from this grand
universal aspect of poetry, to its

rank among the arts in the restricted

sense of Poetry expressed in Lan-
guage. Even here it is generally

admitted to be the first of arts, in

right of its instrument, its scope,

and its durability. Language, as

an instrument of art, is superior to

the marble of the architect and of

the sculptor, and the pigment of the

painter, in being immeasurably
more delicate and of more varied

powers. It stands properly, indeed,

as the medium between mind and
nature, and is itself half immaterial.

It is the Logos whose father is spiri-

tual, and whose mother corporeal

—

the threads which the soul draws out

of itself to weave its web of thought.

Only with the notes of the musician
can it suffer comparison ; and these,

if even more delicate and ethereally

expressive than language {i.e., ex-

pressive of thoughts too tenuous,

evanescent, and transcendant for

language), are, on the other hand,

so [inferior in respect of definitive-

ness and certainty, that the balance

may still be left with language, in

its high service as an instrument of

poetry.

Again, the scope of poetry is far

beyond the narrow spheres to which
the art of the architect, sculptor,

painter, and even musician are con-

fined. It is conterminous only with

the necessary bounds of all human
things—namely, with the capacities

of the mind of man. To the utmost

horizon of thought, in the highest

empyrean of aspiration, poetry

sustains her flight. Temples no
builder could dream, forms no
sculptor could chisel, colours no
limner could paint, belong to her
alone. No Michael Angelo has con-

ceived such domes as Milton has

reared in imperishable verse; no
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Kembrandt has painted with such
lurid hues as those which shadow
Dante's ' Hell ;' no sculptor carved

such opulent form as that of Shak-
speare's Cleopatra. The true poet

sees all history as one epic Odyssey
of our humanity,—tempest-driven,

spectre-haunted, Circe-tempted,

—

yet brought home at last ; and to

him Creation itself is a divine drama
of Prometheus Unbound, with the
immensity of space for its stage,

and eternal time for its hour of ac-

tion.

And again, poetry is more durable

than any other of the arts. Archi-
tecture and sculpture alone can vie

with it in this respect; and the

Theban temples and the Sphinx may
indeed overshadow us from an anti-

quity higher than that of Homer
and Job. But when every stone of

Egypt's colossal fanes and statues

lies buried under 'the desert sands,

men will still read the tale of
' Achilles' wrath,' and, in some yet
unborn tongue, will renew again
and yet again the wail of the Chal-

dsean patriarch.

True poetry is immortal. Once
born into the consciousness of the

human race, it can never die again

;

nay, it partakes in a manner of the

omnipresence, as well as eternity of

its : great first Author. It is ubi-

quitous ; and, while the temple, the

statue, the picture, can only be in

one spot of earth ; and even music
itself must depend for a voice on
material aids (costly and laborious

almost in the proportion of its

power), poetry alone may gush from
every human lip, and spring in

every human heart a fresh fountain

of ever-living joy. There is no
home so lonely, no wintry waste so

desolate, no dungeon-cell so dark,

but Poetry may therein speak to the

soul she loves, to cheer, to bless,

and to ennoble.

Poetry, then, we may surely ad-

mit, is the most perfect, the most
comprehensive, and the most du-
rable of the Arts. A great poet

—

a true Creator-artist in Language

—

stands at the summit ofthe hierarchy
of Art. There is no order above his
own, or equal to it. He is the su-
premo pontiff in the temple of the
Beautiful.

But, if Poetry be the greatest of

the original arts, it follows that its

various reproductions ought to hold
similar rank among the secondary
arts—that is, so far as they are
capable of being real reproductions,

and not servile copies. We have
therefore to consider next the three
forms under which poetry may be
reproduced—namely, i. Dramatic
acting, including operatic singing

and expressive dancing; 2. Kecita-

tion—singing, or vocal reading; 3.

Translation. A few words must
sufiice for each.

Dramatic Acting is the greatest

of all reproductive arts; first (as

above said) because it reproduces

the greatest original art, i.e., poetry.

Secondly, because in accomplishing
this purpose, it is furthest from
servile copying and nearest to an
original art. In this last respect, it

is more justly defined as an embodi-
ment, in material form, of the semi-

spiritual language of the poet, than
as a similar reproduction with the

copies made of statues and paintings.

The Creator-poet, indeed, brought
into being the character of his

drama—the Hamlet or the Macbeth.
But he left it a purely mental eidolon,

a denizen of the world of souls, re-

vealed to the senses only through
the medium of language. The actor

then took up the task— if not of

creating, yet of incarnating. The
poet's disembodied thought became
the actor's living man. Nay, more,

the actor performs this work not by
means of any material artistic in-

strument, marble or pigment, or

words or musical sounds. He makes
himself his instrument, and trans-

forms himself, body and soul, into

the poet's creation. He takes the

incorporeal idea, and, by wondrous
sorcery, clothes it in his own flesh

and blood. He is, for that high
hour, Hamlet or Macbeth.

In some ways Acting may be con-

sidered rather as a combination of

arts, than a mere reproduction [of

any one of them. Poetry, painting,

and sculpture are all joined to-

gether by a true dramatic actor

—

and even music is added to the

number by the operatic performer.

Campbell, in lines more philosophi-

cally analytic than befits poetry, yet
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singularly elegant and accurate,

defines the matter well

:

For ill can Poetry express

Full many a train of thought sublime,

And Painting mute and motionless

Steals but a glance from time.

But by the mighty Actor brought

Illusion's perfect triumphs come,

Verse ceases to be voiceless thought,

And Painting to be dumb.

Operatic singing—the actor sing-

ing his part as well as acting it—in-

cludes, as we have just said, again
another Art—namely, music. The
operatic singer, who is at the same
time a good actor, stands at once as

reproducer of the musician and the

poet. Unhappily, in such combina-
tions, the interests of poetry being
nearly always sacrificed to those of
music, the operatic singer, whose
libretto is a mere tissue of rhymes
spun to suit the composer and carry
out the plot, can hardly be con-
sidered as holding the place of re-

producer to the poet, but only to

the musician. When the case is

otherwise, however, as in Oratorios
founded on the sublime poetry of
the Bible, the art becomes truly

magnificent. No preacher has, pro-
bably, ever touched so many hearts
with such profound emotion as

Madame Lind Goldschmidt, inter-

preting at once Handel and Isaiah.

Again, the art of Dancing bears to

other dramatic arts, a position which
has been unjustly degraded, owing
to the miserable modern substitution
of tours de force in the dancers for

grace, and the frequency with which
it (more than perhaps any other
Art) has been misapplied to im-
moral ends. Taken in its true and
right use, dancing may lay claim to

a rank very closely allied indeed to
dramatic acting. It is not mere
dumb-show and pantomime—acting
seeking to express itself, as well as
it may, without the aid of words.
As such it would deserve small
honour; for it is not the business
of Art to achieve its purposes under
self-constituted difficulties, but to
make each work as perfect as pos-
sible with all the means in its

power. Dancing is rather Poetry ex-

pressed in motion—emotions having
in them the essential element of
poetry, finding utterance, not in

vocal sounds, but in the expression
of the whole body, every limb and
every feature playing its part. Such
dancing (as, for example, that of

Taglioni in the sweet prose-poem of
Undine) is truly a reproductive
art, and a most refined one. It is

evanescent, like all the dramatic
arts, but, for the moment, vividly
beautiful. If poses plastiques be re-

productions of sculpture, or] living
sculptures ; and tableaux vivants be
reproductions of painting, dancing-
unites both of these, and adds to

them the poetry of motion. Within
its sphere—a narrow one, yet per-
haps never yet fairly filled,—it

affords a combination varied as that
of the operatic singer ; and to those
numerous men and women in whom
the eye is more keenly awake to

grace than the ear to harmony,
dancing is itself a kind of music
The celestial 'dance' of the pla-
netary orbs, and the music of the
spheres, are one and the same.
Dancing of course has other uses

besides this special one of repro-

ducing a poetic thought or drama
upon the stage. Its simpler form,
that of giving expression to one or

other natural human emotion : joy,

love, rage, victorious triumph, or
the like, has existed probably in

every country in the world, from
the remotest time to our own.
Sometimes it hardly ascends to the
rank of an art, however rude. There
is little of either poetry, science, or
skill in it, any more than in the
sportive leapings of young colts

and kittens, or the angry rushing
of a herd of buffaloes. Such are
the mere jumpings of children and
savages, and the war-dances of Eed
Indians, and the Amazons of

Dahomey. At other times it be-
comes an art, partaking much of

poetry, and somewhat also of

science and skill. Such was, doubt-
less, the Pyrrhic dance of the

graceful Greeks, and such are now
the national dances of Europe—the

Waltz, the Mazurka, the Taran-
tella, the Cachucha, the Highland
Fling, and many more, all of

which have doubtless some highly
poetic idea at their source, from
which, in the lapse of ages, they
have developed appropriate expres-
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sive emotions, and then become
stereotyped in tradition. In this

respect they bear a complete resem-

blance to national tunes, which,

when really deserving the name, are

(like our own National Anthem)
slowly developed as expressions of a

popular feeling, and then perma-
nently fixed and adopted. The
most singular line of sentiment for

dancing to express, is undoubtedly
the religious ; and it is perhaps a

proof of the deep root in human
nature whence the art of dancing-

springs, that it should even have
extended itself to the sphere of the

religious emotions. David dancing
before the sacred Ark of Israel;

the old heathen dances in honour
of the gods; and the existing-

dances of the Moslem Dervishes,

are all instances of this fact. It

has even been asserted (I know
not on what authority), that to this

day solemn dances by young aco-

lytes form a portion of the Catholic

service, on special festivities, in some
cathedrals in Spain. The Welsh
Jumpers certainly make their gro-

tesque leaps into the air the dis-

tinctive ceremony of their sect.

Into these details and their very
remote relation to art, it is not our
business now to enter.

To return. The dramatic actor,

or operatic singer or dancer, is (as

we have seen) enabled to bear to

the poet a relation which no other

reproductive artist does to his origi-

nal, and of course it is only the

dramatic poet who can receive such
aid. The epic poet can only be
reproduced by a reciter or vocal

reader, and the lyric poet by a

singer, reciter, or reader. Here we
have inferior and more distant

relationships between the secondary
and primary artists. There is no

longer a transformation of the
whole man into the creation of the
poet; there is merely a rendering
in voice what the poet has left in

written language, or it may be as

first himself recited aloud to the
singer or second reciter. Yet,
though doubtless inferior to acting,

the reproducing of poetry by means
of reading, reciting, or singing, may
be a very high form of secondary
art, embodying the thought of the
poet so far as may be accomplished
by vocal sounds, in a manner de-
manding real genius. When the
results of such readings, recitings,

or singings, are extremely powerful
impressions, we may argue that the

performer has need of even greater

skill than the actor, since he produces
a similar impression with very much
less complete instrumentality. This
is a principle, however, which ap-
plied in every case of art, can only
call for our recognition of the

artist's personal skill and ingenuity.

The value of art, as such, can never
be estimated with reference to the

special mechanical difficulties over-

come in each achievement, but only

according to the intrinsic beauty and
perfection of the work itself. A
poem written in an uncouth dialect,

a statue carved directly from the

block without a clay model, a
picture painted with a man's foot

instead of his hands, a piece of

music played on one string of a
violin—all such achievements as

these may be more or less curious

or admirable, as instances of in-

genuity. But their value as art must
simply depend on the fact of whe-
ther the poem is good in itself, in

spite of its dialect; the statue,

picture, music, intrinsically good
and correct, however they were
carved, painted, or performed.*

* It is curious that Galileo should have fallen into the fallacy of actually setting up a

standard of perfection in art, by which it should be valued in the ratio of the difficulties it

overcomes—an error essentially vulgar and leading to all the absurd mis-judgments we
constantly hear of, such as the furore for Paganini's one-string sonata, rather than for his

really excellent ordinary performance, and the popular value set on such tricks of marble-

cutting, as Veiled Women and the Pompeian Mother. The most tasteless person can under-

stand the conquest of a mechanical difficulty, which is the same nature as the daily

achievements of the factory and the work-room applied to a different purpose ; but the

creation of a real work of art,—a true revelation of the beautiful, is quite another matter

and out of the sphere of their cognizance. In an original letter of Galileo's to Carlo

Cigoli, recently published in a pamphlet ' Nel Trecentesimo Natalizio di Galileo,' the great

philosopher argues in this deplorable way : * As to what sculptors argue that nature
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Besides Kecitation, vocal Reading
and Singing, poetry is reproduced
by an entirely different process of

secondary art, namely, by Transla-

tion. Here is perhaps the typical

instance of Eeproductive Art, for

there is no new art brought in, as

in the case of the dramatic per-

former ; nor is the work a mere
copy, as in the case of merely imita-

tive sculpture and painting. True
artistic translation requires the

secondary artist to take the thought
of his original, and cast it afresh in

a new mould, i.e., in a different

language. The completeness with

which this is done, the perfection

with which ' the true thought, the

whole thought, and nothing but the

thought,' are so rendered, and the

perfection of his own poem as itself

a work of art, constitute the merits

of the translator.

Language, we have already de-

scribed as half spiritual, half ma-
terial, an efflux of the soul which it

makes its instrument of thought.

Now in strict accuracy, there are as

many languages in the world as

there are souls who speak in them.

The same vocal sound does not
mean the same thing in the mouth
of two different persons. If it ex-

press even a more material object,

the idea of that object existing in

the mind of the child or clown, and
of the man who thoroughly under-
stands its nature and properties,

and its relation to other objects, is

not alike. A daisy to an infant

means a little white thing out of

which chains can be made ; a daisy

to a botanist is a flower of a certain

class and order ; a daisy to a farmer
is a weed, showing such and such
conditions of his ground; a daisy

to a poet is a

Wee crimson-tipped flower,

from which he can draw the most
exalted lessons of philosophy.
"When we leave material objects, and
speak of sentiments and passions,

the diversity between one word and

another is still more marked. The
joy, grief, love, and fear of a hero

and a coward, of a great and wise

man and a mean and vicious one,

are totally different things. Colours,

sounds, tastes, and odours, are cer-

tainly various to the senses of some
persons—very probably are so to us
all. It is only in the most rough
and imperfect manner that the same
words then, can be said to convey
to all the same impression. Much
more wide is the variance where
language itself is changed, and we
have to seek for synonyms in

words of another tongue. Here
the variance of individuals has be-

come the diversities of race and
nation, divided by the furrow of

centuries. As each word born of

the souls of one race bears with it

the character of that race ; so each
born of another bears another
physiognomy. Could we thoroughly
imbibe the genius of twenty lan-

guages, we should find each of

them apart and individual, and
the individuality of each would
bear direct relationship to the

character of the nation from whose
lips it came. And though such
analysis as this is beyond our powers,
yet, so much of the distinction in

question is patent and unmistake-
able, that the most superficial

acquaintance with a second lan-

guage reveals to the learner, always
with some surprise, a new concep-
tion of the genius of the people by
whom it is spoken. It may be truly

said that only by knowing their

language it is possible to gain a
conception of that essential spirit of

a people, which, like the perfume
of a flower, exhales through spoken
words.

Now if this view of language be
true, the task of perfectly translating

a poem, out of one language into

another, is obviously impossible.

There are no such things, in truth,

as synonymous words—nor do any
combination of the words of one lan-

guage produce a real synonym with

moulds men but does not paint them, I reply that she makes them not less by painting

than sculpture, because she both sculpts and colours ; but that is their (the sculptors')

imperfection and a thing which detracts from the value of sculpture ; because the farther

are the means by which a thing is imitated from the thing itself, so much more the

imitation is marvellous.'
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those of another. Let us take the

commonest instance, and confine our

comparison to four modern Euro-
pean tongues. Will anybody pre-

tend that the tender and sentimen-

tal German 'Lieben;' the deep,

warm English ' Love ;

' the passion-

ate Italian ' Amare,' and the frivo-

lous French ' Aimer,' are the same
verbs ? Is it the same word which
can only be applied, like our own,
to one of the great sentiments of

humanity—to the love of lovers,

parents, friends; the love of nature,

or the love of God; and a word
which, like the French, is equally

suitable to express approval of a

piquant sauce and a becoming
bonnet ?

The task of a translator of poetry

may be likened to that of a repro-

ducer of painting, who executes his

work with a different kind of mate-
rial from that of the original. He
has to turn oils into water-colours,

or body colour into chalks. No one
colour at his disposal is the equiva-

lent of another in the original work.

He must create a similar effect with
a different material and (in many
respects) by a different process, cor-

responding to the wholly different

genius and construction of each lan-

guage. It must be owned that we
have here a task of stupendous dif-

ficulty, in which the highest repro-

ductive genius can hardly do more
than approximately succeed. Where
much of the beauty of the poet is

essentially verbal— i.e., when in the

mysterious sorcery of genius he
makes the very sound of his words
express, as music does, the thoughts
in his mind—then indeed the work
of translation may seem hopeless.

In that region of shadowy eva-

nescent feeling, where such poetry

lifts us, amid gleams of iridescent

light seeming to open up glimpses

into unknown worlds of glory and
of agony—amid odours of Paradise,

recalling what we might deem an-

tenatal realms of joy having no
counterpart on earth

—

there the true

poet is the sole great sorcerer. The
translator is but a false wizard who
waves his wand in mimicry, but
whom no 'spirits from the vasty
deep ' of our human nature will

obey. We stand coldly and criti-

cally by, and ask

:

f How came these
words to pass once over the souls of

men like a rushing mighty wind,
bearing Pentecostal tongues of fire,

henceforth to speak from a thou-
sand lips? We hear nothing but-

dry, dead phrases. There is some
delusion here!'

But when the poetry, though
breathed through fitting words, is

essentially a poetry of thought—
above all, when it has a form of

rhythm immediately related to

thought (as in the case of Hebrew
poetry), then the task of the trans-

lator ceases to be impracticable.

His rendering of the same thoughts
in other, if still in fitting words, is

also true poetry. The power pos-

sessed over us by the original poet

is wielded again, with hardly dimi-

nished strength, by the reproducer

;

and Job, and David, and Isaiah,

translated into the tongues of na-

tions yet to be, will still lift the

souls of men, even as of yore they
lifted them, on the old Chaldasan
plains, or amid the desert hills of

Palestine.

Such, very briefly sketched, is the

great primary art of poetry ; and such
are the secondary arts of its reproduc-

tion in dramatic performance, read-

ing or recitation, and translation.

It remains to speak of the tertiary

art connected with poetry, namely,

the Eeception of Poetry, either

through nature or through art*.

It is hard to believe that there

are human beings above infancy

and cannibalism who have abso-

lutely no sense of poetry in nature

or art ;—men to whom ' the prim-

rose on the river's brim ' is a ' yellow

primrose/ and no more ; and to

whom Homer, and Dante, and
Shakspeare, and Byron, and Burns,

and Tennyson all speak as idle

wind. Whether there be any such
men, in whom the aesthetic sense is

as wholly wanting as intellect to the

idiot, and eyesight to the blind, it

concerns us not to inquire closely.

One thing is certain—there do exist

thousands in whom that sense is

so feebly developed, or so crushed

down by the weight of earthly cares

and labours, that it remains for all

their lives almost as though it were

not. The joys and elevating influ-
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ences it is calculated to bring are to

them unknown as much as the

sweetness of the fields under the sky
of spring is unknown to one whose
years have passed in the black

depths of the toilsome mine. They
have been saying, ' What shall we
eat, and what shall we drink, and
wherewithal shall we be clothed?'

till they have forgotten ever once to

consider the lilies of the field, or

listen to the voice of the heavens
proclaiming the glory of God. Again,

there are happier men and women
who intensely feel the beauty of the

world and the enchantment of art,

although they are unable to repro-

duce in any way what they feel, or

transmit their joy to another. These
last are the true Eeceivers of art

—

the ultimate grade in the hierarchy

of the Beautiful ; and to them the

primary and secondary artists ad-

dress themselves as their proper
audience. The wave of beauty
which began in a Thought of God
and successively passed through the

material world, and through the souls
of the Poet and the Eeproducer,
reaches their heart as its strand,

and there breaks and dies. Without
their sympathy and their compre-
hension, Art would be the lonely

play of the artist by himself, ofwhich
ere long he needs must weary. For
a brief space only could art so exist.

Human sympathy—not fame, or re-

nown, or base earthy rewards, but
the true fellow-feeling and delight
of kindred hearts—is to art what the
rain and the dew are to the flower

;

and the greatest and proudest artist

the world has seen is dependent for

his very inspiration, for the energy
which enabled him to carry out his
grandest idea, to the consciousness
that there waited for him the
humble sympathies of those who
themselves could never write a line
of poetry, or chisel a block, or hold
the brush of a painter.

The more numerous and the more
perfectly trained are those who thus
fill the third order of art, the greater
is the encouragement of the highest
forms of primary and secondary
art ; and . for this cause alone we
might desire to extend the taste

qualifying men for such an office.

In a still higher sense, however, the

same extension is to be earnestly

sought for the joy and elevation

of those who themselves receive

its benefits. Not for any ulterior

object whatever, not to make our
children seem well educated, or to

teach the poor this or that good
moral or religious lesson to be
learned through verse, are we to
strive to disseminate a love for

poetry. It is enough that poetry

—

the poetry of nature and the poetry
of art alike—are God's Revelations

of the Beautiful. As such they are
holy : as such they are good for the
soul of every creature He has made.
When we have aided a man to ac-

quire a high and pure taste for

poetry, we may be assured we have
aided him to somewhat more than
a refined and blameless pleasure :

—

we have aided him to receive a re-

velation of God.

Having now briefly discussed the
supreme art of Poetry and its Ee-
productions and receptions, it is our
next duty to consider that primary
art which, with its reproductions,
may be considered to stand next
after poetry. The fair decision of
the claims of the various arts to this

position would involve considerable
discussion, and carry us away from
our proper subject of the relation

of the secondary to the primary
arts. Architecture, sculpture, and
painting, each for various reasons,

may be estimated as next to poetry
in excellence. It will be more con-
venient, however, for the present, to

place these great arts in a later group
by themselves, and to consider next
to Poetry, the art of Music, which
is far more nearly related to it than
the others. Music has for its me-
dium, not Language, but inarticulate

sounds—or at least, sounds which, if

articulate, are so independently of

music. The music in them does not
(as in the case of poetry) depend on
their articulation. With the seven
notes of the scale and all their varied

gradations and combinations, the
musician expresses his thoughts
even as the painter expresses his by
the seven colours and their grada-
tions and combinations. But the
musician's thought is only a thought,
or feeling—the ideas and impressions
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of a human soul—its joy, pain, love,

or fury under certain imagined con-

ditions—which he strives to express

in his notes, and thus convey to

the soul of his auditor. The whole

transaction belongs to the psychical,

world, and barely descends to use as

the medium of mind and mind the

most ethereal and sublimated form
of material force—namely, the mere
undulations of sound in the at-

mosphere. The painter, on the con-

trary, save in ideal painting, strives

to reproduce an actual tangible

reality, a scene once beheld by bodily

eyes ; and his medium of effecting

this is a whole repertory of material

instruments—pigments, and brush,,

and canvas. It is in accordance

with this far more tenuous and
ethereal nature of music, that it

should be transitory and evanescent,

dying away with the undulations

of air which are its media, and only

reproduced to die again as soon.

No one either could, or would, pro-

long the existence of a sound beyond
a brief moment ; and even the com-
positions of music which, being

suited for continual repetition,

might seem to claim an immortality

like that of written poetry, appear,

by some well-befitting fatality, to

have always failed to secure it. An
antiquity of some centuries for a

few simple tones, is all, I believe,

which can be allotted to any music
now existing, and we habitually

speak of music as ' old ' at an age,

which for any other art would be
comparatively recent-

How does the fact that music is

only the expression of a human
thought or feeling—and not of any
material object in nature,—corre-

spond with the assertion with which
we began, namely, that all true pri-

mary art is derived directly from
' God's revelation of the Beautiful

through His works ?' It corresponds

perfectly, inasmuch as the thoughts

and feelings of man, ivhich form the

proper themes of music, are all

beautiful, all divine revelations.

Music cannot deal with ignoble,

mean, or ugly thoughts and senti-

ments, with petty cares, or base,

rancorous, or envious feelings, but
only with what is noble or sublime,

or at least simple and uncorrupt.

There is a music of innocent gaiety,

of joy, of gloom, of grief, of love, of

triumph, of divine aspiration, and
resignation. But there is no music
of envy, of worldliness, of cowardice,
of spite, of all the base and ugly
thing's which grow in the neglected
places of our hearts. Music paints

the flowers in those gardens, from
the rose and the lily to the frailest

blossom whose perishing beauty
fades as it opens in the evening air.

But the weeds, the noxious and
poisonous parasites and fungi of the

soul, the stinging-nettles and toad-

stools, she will not paint. They are

no subject for her art.

The more purely human is any
feeling the more fit it is for music.

But what is this, but to say that the

more distinctly it is a ' revelation of

God, through His works'— (that

is, through His greatest work

—

namely, man)—the more it is a sub-

ject for the art of music ? It must
be divine, i.e., natural, and it must
be beautiful, i.e., noble, or, at least,

innocent, in that human world to

which it belongs. But to say that

it must be divine and beautiful is to

say it must answer to our original

definition of art ;
' the revelation of

the beautiful by God through his

works.'

The poet deals with both the

world of matter and the world of

man. He may, if he please, write

whole poems of pure landscape with

no human interest introduced. Or
he may write a poem which shall

begin and end with the study of a

human soul. The more there is of

human in his work (provided he be

equal to the higher task), the loftier

will be his achievement. But the

musician deals exclusively (as we
have said) with human sentiment,

aiming, even when he touches on
landscape, to express not the land-

scape itself, but the impression such

a landscape has made on a human
mind. He does not describe seas

and mountains, and flowery vales,

but the feelings of awe, or wonder,

or delight which seas and mountains

and valleys are qualified to produce

in him who beholds them. This

purely ideal aim of the art, assuredly

lifts it into a most exalted sphere.

A great composer, such as Beetho-
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ven, or Mozart, or Handel, is an
artist whose subject is the most tran-

scendant—namely, all the higher

phases of human thought and pas-

sion—and whose medium is the

most ethereal and refined, namely,

the shadowy fluctuations of inarti-

culate sound. He sits in his study,

and there (in the strictest artistic

sense) creates in thought the whole
storm of melody which mortal ears

have never yet heard, but which
by-and-by will roll over the

world, bursting the bars of a thou-

sand hearts and bearing souls un-
numbered 'upon the seraph-wings
of ecstacy.' Through that com-
poser's soul the feelings and thoughts
of our humanity move as in some
awful procession, and one after

another, he heralds them and pro-

claims them afar. His power, of its

kind, is supreme and unique; no
other artist may unlock the treasure-

home of memory, or open the

graves of long-buried sorrows, or

throw back the portals of heaven
with such a mighty hand as he.

But the musician's power, great

as it is, has three fatal limitations.

First, there are natural limits to the

things he can express. Second,

there are limits, natural and acci-

dental, to the powers of men to un-
derstand his form of expression even
when most perfect. Lastly, his

power does not rest entirely with
himself, as do the powers of the

poet, the sculptor, and the painter.

Even if he be able to perform Ms
own compositions, and thus add the

art of the reproducer to his own, it

is a very small matter in music ; a

few hours of his life ; a few hun-
dreds or thousands of audience, and
his reproductive work reaches its

bounds. His written music, how-
ever sublime, must be dumb except
whenever it find a worthy inter-

preter.

The interpreter and Eeproducer
artist in music is the Performer.
His relation to his original is very
closely analogous to that of the vocal

reader to the poet ; but the per-

former is indispensable to the com-
poser, while the vocal reader is

not so to the poet. Written music,

before performance, is comprehen-
sible only to a most limited class

among Eeceiver artists; and even
to them conveys hardly a share

of the impression which it gives

when actually executed by the voice

or instrument; whereas written

poetry not read aloud, conveys
almost as much impression to the

millions who can peruse it in print.

The eye suffices for poetry, but
only most imperfectly for music.
Thus the musical performer stands

to the composer in the position of

an almost indispensable assistant

and interpreter. He is the Aaron
who must give forth to the chosen
race the prophecies which Moses
has received but cannot utter. He
is the medium between the soul of

the composer and the soul of his

auditor. How high and real an art

is such reproductive music, it is

needless to describe. Grievous is

it, then, that, instead of being the

chosen life-work of a few who
might fulfil it aright, and make
music an enchanting influence,

glorifying and elevating us at due
intervals, it has become the in-

evitable task of every idle girl who
would pretend to education; and
through whose perpetual bad per-

formance, music has been degraded
and desecrated, till half its noblest

spells have for ever lost their power.
Music is peculiarly an art which can
not thus bear to be vulgarized. A
poem, a statue, a painting is not
spoiled when we have read or beheld
it a thousand times. But an air of

music, however beautiful, is for ever
desecrated once it has become the

spoil of every strmnming piano-

player in our drawing-rooms, and
organ-grinder in the streets. It is

a positive injury to the world when
good music is badly played—a pain

to those who are compelled to listen

to it, and whom it interrupts from
other pursuits, and a permanent de-

terioration of the power of the same
music for ever. No other bad art

is half so obnoxious and intru-

sive, nor half so injurious as bad
music

;
yet, in the deluded idea that

some sort of refinement is to be had
out of it, we go on teaching our
young women by thousands to do
that which it is certain not one in

fifty will ever do well ; and allow

our streets to be infested by va-
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grants, whose office it is ruthlessly

to murder all the most beautiful

new airs as fast as they are com-
posed.

Tertiary art in music takes two
very remarkably different forms ac-

cording to the degree of aesthetic

feeling and culture in the matter
possessed by the individual.

A great work of music to him
who really understands it, is a poem
which he can read, as it were, verse
by verse, following out the guidance
of the composer through all his

wondrous rhapsody of playful fan-

cies,* and solemn dreams, and wild
unearthly joys, and desolate outcries

of despair. The soul of the listener

in such case is the real instrument
over whose chords the musician's

hand passes slowly—now touching
gently the lightest, now sweeping
mightily the strongest, till every
string vibrates in rapture and in

passion. The same music to an-

other hearer is no such denned
poem : only an influence vague
and sweet like the calm of a sum-
mer's evening or the odour of

flowers, leaving his natural course
of thought unbroken, but by some
unknown spell, glorifying and deep-
ening it—making joy more glad,

and sorrow more sorrowful, and me-
mory more tender, and lifting the
aspirations of faith and love on bil-

lows of holy melody to heaven.
The soul of this listener is not the
instrument of the musician, only the
mirror, hitherto dimmed with dust
and damp, over which he passes his

hand, rendering it for one brief hour
able to reflect all the gloom and the
glory of mortality. Perchance, it is

hardly a lesser boon which Music
brings to him who thus receives it

as a glorifying and illuminating in-

fluence, than to him who finds in it

the grandest of legible poems. In
either case, and nearly to all men,
music is capable, under fit condi-

tions, of conveying great and pure
pleasure, and a real ennobling in-

fluence. Shall we not learn then,

at last, to scout the vile parodies

which vulgarize it, as among the

most offensive and mischievous of

all the derelictions into which false

and degraded art can fall ?

DYING, DEAD, FIVE YEAKS AFTER

I.

—

Dying.

VEX him not now ! Leave him alone to die !

Too late to save him.

Leave him with God and with those visions high

His spirit gave him !

He recks not now the toil the brain he spent

For Man's behoving.

He knows them now not wasted so, but lent

To God the loving
;

God shall repay. He would have given them Man,

But Man refused them.

He had been happy, as such only can,

Had we but used them

;

God sent him here to teach us, us to learn,

Had we but hearkened !

We scoffed and left him ; now he gets his turn,

Leaves us bedarkened
;
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This chance is lost us : shall we lose the next ?

This great man's wisdom

Is reft us wholly. Shall another's text

Also meet his doom ?

Or shall we strain up bravery, thought by thought,

Seeking his level,

All our endeavours truly straightly wrought,

Free from all bevel,

Until the minds once weak, grow gnarled and strong,

Full of life's juices,

That when we meet him we may change our wrong

To kindliest uses

;

And there made perfect once again may sit,

Past the death-river,

Docile and true, at our old teacher's feet

Learning for ever ?

II.—Dead.

Bury him where the pattering rain may fall

Like God's love o'er him !

Where the spring flowers may bloom, spring birds may call

Earth's life back for him !

Earth's life in beauty fresh from God's own hand

As once he knew it.

Not man's harsh task-world, not the stern command

—

Thy toil, see, do it

!

He loved all fair things : yea, each husk for him
Held many a kernel

;

And in the faint glass of the things that seem

He saw the Eternal.

He knew God's laws by what one type may show ;

Him by his creatures.

And from mean characters of things below

Divined heaven's natures.

Yet men denied Him what they had to give,

By themselves judged Him
;

Living on Earth-food, as he could not live,

This they begrudged Him.
But God shall give him fruit from Life's own tree,

Streams of Life's river,

In the full joy, of which is only He
Holder and giver.

The Earth-race failed : it failed though well he ran,

Tripped by man's folly.

His task in Heaven, where he serves God not Man,

Shall succeed wholly.

Bury him then where birds and buds recall

Earth-life forgone him

!

Bury him where the pattering rain may fall

Like God's love on him !
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III.

—

Five Yeaks After.

Carve him his marble now : his deeds rehearse
;

Sing your songs of him :

Teach the young children to repeat his verse :

Boast how you love him

!

Give him the glory, for he had the cross :

Make your confession

—

" Ah ! how we wronged him !" Show you'reck the loss,

Slighting possession.

Thank God your tinsel cannot harm him now,

Nor your pomps harden
;

God's palm is in his hand, chaplet on brow

Fresh from Heaven's garden.

He kept him clear from your Earth-dignities,

For robes that soil not

;

Gave him world's trouble, saved him from world's ease

(Live those who toil not ?).

In him for sample justified his own,

The strength in weakness
;

Proved him most king because he sought no crown,

Bowing in meekness.

Hush, no repining ! Had he known our'best,

Tasted our fulness,

In our tent's shade he might have sought for rest,

Our streams for coolness.

But now this life hath done what life should do :

He hath been tested.

He hath been proved earnest and brave and true
;

His work not wasted.

Not wasted here : you own your master now
;

Love and adore him
;

Not wasted where God crowns the thought-worn brow

. Humbled before Him.
F. G. F.

^S&:fi^s^s.
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ON MOUNTAIN BEAUTY.

THE question is sometimes asked :

How are we to account for the

indifference with which our ances-

tors regarded mountain scenery
but a few years ago ; whilst we, on
the contrary, find ourselves unable
to express a due sense of its sur-

passing beauty, without superlatives

piled upon superlatives? How is

it that the ancient poets mention
mountains not at all, or mention
them with obvious disgust? How
could Addison cross the Alps, with-

out showing the sensibility expected
now from the conductor of a dili-

gence? Why has this anomalous
taste sprung up to fill the pockets
of the Swiss, and disturb the most
secret recesses of rock and snow
with scrambling Englishmen ?

There is generally a tacit assump-
tion underlying these questions,

which accounts for their being asked
in a tone of astonishment. People
apparently think the proposition,

that what is beautiful to us must
have been beautiful to our ancestors,

as simple as the proposition that if

sugar is sweet to our palates, it

must have been sweet to theirs also.

They think that our forefathers not
having discovered beauty in moun-
tains, is as strange a fact as would
have been their not discovering

gold, if they had inhabited the hills

of California. What are the precise

causes of the actual difference ob-

served between ancient and modern
sentiment in this respect, is, indeed,

a thorny and intricate problem.
But it is easy to point out the

obvious necessity, that some great

difference must exist.

A great number of wonderfully
acute remarks upon this subject are
due to Mr. Buskin.* Mountaineers
will feel grateful to him for the elo-

quence, which has intensified for

them the ancient charms of their

favourite haunts. Many of them
will regret that they are so dis-

jointed, and mixed up with so much
matter that seems wantonly designed
to set up the bristles of all ordinary
readers, and of all who do not con-
sider the nineteenth century to be a
peculiarly degraded epoch. In an
eloquent passage, Mr. Buskin de-
scribes how, one afternoon, the
' silver flame ' of the snows on Mont
Blanc, and the ' dark glades of pine

'

around him gave him no pleasure,

how he discovered the cause of this

strange insensibility to be that he
was thoroughly tired, and how, by
limiting himself to the contempla-
tion of single tufts of moss or flakes

of foam, he could still enjoy them,
though the sublimities of Mont
Blanc were too much for him.
Every one who has travelled much
in mountain scenery will confirm
the accuracy of this description.

He will know how bodily fatigue

can take the very brilliance out of

the snow-field, 'smirch the sun-
shine out of the skies,' and convert
the everlasting hills into misplaced
lumps of raw material. If he is not
quite up to Mr. Buskin's prescrip-

tion of single blades of grass, per-
haps the humbler beauty of a snowy
table-cloth may still have power to

excite his wearied sensibility. But
what is the moral to be drawn from
this? Mr. Buskin takes occasion
to be down, with special energy,
upon his usual bugbear, ' a German
philosopher.' This luckless German
would, he thinks, hold that Mont
Blanc was nothing, except in so far

as he was looking at it, and that he
—the luckless German—was every-
thing; or, to use the shibboleth
which most stinks in Mr. Buskin's
nostrils, that the mountain was a
' subjective ' phenomenon. (We may,
in passing, deny Mr. Buskin's fair-

ness towards the wretched dummy,
whom he thus uses for a chopping-
block.) Mr. Buskin draws the

more humble inference that he, him-

* May we take this opportunity to pluck one crow with Mr. Ruskin ? What pos-

sessed him to speak of the Matterhorn as showing ' no aspect of destruction '—of its

cliffs as not being ' torn remnants of separating spires, yielding flake by flake to the

continual process of decay ?' If there is a heap of rotten, crumbling, everlastingly

tumbling-about-your-ears fragments in the Alps, it is the Matterhorn.
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self, was an 'exceedingly small

creature/ much tired, and, there-

upon, 'fraternally associated him-
self with certain arts.' Now, far be

it from us to draw invidious com-
parisons between Mr. Euskin and
Mont Blanc. Mont Blanc is clearly

the biggest, and Mr. Euskin (not to

mention his friends, the ants) has,

to all appearances, the most intel-

lect. But we totally object, both to

the supposititious German's infer-

ence, and to that which Mr. Euskin
seems to imply. They have simply
no connection with the problem to

be solved. The fact is, that it takes

two to produce the sense of beauty.

Mr. Euskin could not feel it without
the mountain, and the mountain
could certainly not produce it with-

out Mr. Euskin. If Mont Blanc
were unfortunately situated on the

wrong side of the moon, where
there are no inhabitants, where
telescopes can never reach, until

telescopes are contrived to see round
a corner, he would cease to be
beautiful ; or, at least, he would be
beautiful only in this sense, that if

any one should ever see him (which,

ex hypothesi, no one ever will), he
might still produce the same mental
sensation as before. In saying this,

we scrupulously avoid the meta-
physical problem, whether the

Beautiful (with a big B) has an
absolute existence—whatever that

means. It is some comfort with
this, as with other metaphysical
questions, that every proposition we
can make about it, will remain
equally true, whichever way the

question is answered. Beauty, 'in

the abstract, is like that ' wrong in

the abstract/ which Mr. Biglow tells

us ' never gets pitied, because it's a
crime no one ever committed.' The
beauty of a stone as much implies

the existence of a perceiving mind as

the indigestibility of the stone im-
plies the existence of a living

stomach. In examining the causes
of the beauty of any object, the con-

dition of the observer, at the time,

is an equally important consider-

ation with the nature of the thing-

observed. And yet people persist

in asking whether a mountain is

beautiful, just as if they were asking
whether it contained hornblende or

inicaschist A full answer would
have to be in the form of—It is

beautiful to Mr. Euskin, whenever
he is awake; but it is beautiful to

A. B. only after he has finished his

breakfast, and soothed his nerves
with a cigar. Without asking why
mountains are absolutely beautiful,

it may be worth j while to con-
sider why they produce a sense of
beauty in an ordinary concrete

Englishman. But even this problem
involves, to some extent, the awful
question, what is the meaning of
the word beauty?—a question not
to be asked—far less answered. We
will only limit a dark suspicion that

its definition is so vague, that it is

applied to a great many things,

having nothing in common—or, at

least, having only this in common,
that they give pleasure to the ob-
server. But how the particular

class of pleasant things, included
in the minor class of beautiful

things, is to be discriminated from
those things which are pleasant, but
not beautiful, it passes our wits to

say. It is still more difficult to say
whether different members of this

class do not differ more amongst
themselves, than they do from other

pleasant things. We have all heard
of beautiful women, of beautiful

poems, and of beautiful scenery;

but the term is applied to other

objects of less general attractiveness.

A surgeon will speak of a beautiful

operation, or a beautiful case of

disease, without a suspicion that he
is straining the English language.

We have heard of a mathematician
looking at some horrid conglomera-
tion of abstruse figures, or abstract

terms of art, pronounce a problem
about tritinear co-ordinates, or reci-

procal polars, to be beautiful. It

seems difficult, if not impossible, to

classify either the objects exciting,

or the emotions which they excite, in

such a way as to bring these various

cases under one head. Every one

would call the rich purple of a glass

of claret beautiful. The flavour of

the wine would be described, not

as 'beautiful/ but as 'delicious.'

A poem, again, or a statue, ex-

cites a complex emotion, beyond

the powers of any mental che-

mistry to analyze; but we should,
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unhesitatingly describe it as beau-
tiful. Yet it seems hard to main-
tain that there is not more re-

semblance between the pleasures

excited by the rich colour and the

exquisite taste of the claret, than
between those excited by the colour

of the wine, and the sight of the
Dying Gladiator. The reason of the

distinction, made in this case, is,

that by the use of the term beauti-

ful, we are accustomed to connote a
certain intellectual dignity, which
we are unwilling to concede to

pleasures pre - eminently sensual.

Thus we refrain from applying it to

objects that gratify the senses of

smell and taste, though we bestow
it upon those which please the
higher faculties of sight and hearing.

Let us then discuss the question
why the sight of mountains should
please us, and avoid the more
abstruse labyrinths into which we
should be drawn by inquiry, why
they are beautiful; no doubt that
most of the pleasures which they
produce, will be those which we
should generally ascribe to our sense
of beauty. It is, of course, impos-
sible to catalogue, even roughly, the
different classes of emotion that
mountains may produce in us. It is

difficult enough to analyze fully the
simplest cases of beauty. So many
evanescent associations may join to
produce the effect, that it is impos-
sible to disentangle them, or even to
become distinctly conscious of their

separate influence. They affect us
like the stars of the lesser magni-
tudes, which go to make up the
impression of vast multitudes, by
affecting the remote part of the
retina ; but which vanish when we
look at them directly. To trace
them out would require a perception
as acute as that of Sancho Panza's
respected relatives, one of whom
distinguished the taste of leather,
and the other of iron, in a full cask
of wine—a statement verified against
all mockers, by the ultimate dis-

covery of a key with a leather thong,
when the cask was drained. To
hunt out and discriminate all the
sources of pleasure that are com-
bined in the sight of a flower, or the
song of a bird, would be an endless
labour. We shall only attempt to

point out roughly some of the more
prominent elements of the power of
mountain scenery over our imagi-
nations. To determine in what pro-
portion they are combined, and to

analyze them, so that no residue
may escape notice, we leave to

bolder or more presumptuous che-
mists.

Mr. Euskin (whose writings we
still take'as our text), in an enthusi-
astic passage, not merely says that a
great Alp is the best image this world
can give of Paradise (a distressing

prospect for some people), but states

the ' calculable sum of elements of
beauty to be steadily in proportion
to the increase of mountainous cha-
racter.' He proceeds to enumerate
some of the causes which entitle

the hills of Westmoreland (for ex-
ample) to superiority over the plains

of Leicestershire. In the first place,

the mountains introduce the shades
of 'purple, violet, and ultramarine
blue/ Secondly, he talks of the
'colour jewellery in every stone/
and the variety of flowers—making
honourable mention of the 'large

orange lily, and narcissus ' and ' the
exquisite oxalis/ Thirdly, he pre-
fers the water of the mountains to

that in the plains, and considers,

also, that the trees are decidedly
superior—being given in mountain
districts to dancing, gathering in
companies, and gliding in grave
processions, which they don't gene-
rally do in parks. Finally, moun-
tains have an unquestionable 'su-
premacy in clouds/ We do not
quarrel with this statement, except,

that as usual with Mr. Euskin, his

rhetoric rather runs away with him
—especially when he professes to be
making a simple enumeration. We
will first observe the mention, in

this eloquent passage, of certain

effects likely to be produced on
every one who has the faculty of

sight. The exquisite purple of the
distant mountain range, the warm
Alpine glow on everlasting snow-
fields, gives us a pleasure which
can be analyzed no further. It

must have been the same to ancient
Greeks, who looked upon mountains
as a simple nuisance—to the keen-
eyed chamois-hunter, who thinks of

them as a great game preserve ; and
H 2
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to the modern tourist, who requires

his admiration to be directed and
excused by a Murray. The pleasure

of looking at these beautiful colours

is not, we suspect, very intense to

most people. It requires a good
deal of education to see what is

before our eyes. We know by ex-

perience that grass is green—

a

phrase which means that it is green

at a hundred yards' distance. As
we actually see it with two miles of

intervening haze, it may be a faint

purple ; but nine people out of ten,

knowing that they are looking at

grass, will somehow get the impres-

tsion that they are looking at some-
thing green. It is only when they

try to represent their impressions on
paper, that is, when they come to

have something of the painter's edu-

cation, that they discover their mis-

take. This (which Mr. Euskin well

points out) is, we submit, a satis-

factory proof of the faintness of the

impression. No one standing a few
feet from a regiment of the guards,

would doubt that their uniform was
scarlet. The rose, whose hue makes
the rash gazer, according to the ex-

tremely poetical statement, 'wipe
his eye,' will probably leave no
doubt about its colour.

Now the faintness of the impres-

sion must, of necessity, be to some
extent a measure of the pleasure.

It requires some education even to

see, and a careful education pro-

perly to appreciate colouring. The
observer must be educated up to

the pitch of a painter's sensibility

before he will derive any pleasure

at all. Exquisite as these aerial

hues may be, they probably lose

more by their faintness than they

gain by their delicacy. In a moun-
tain view nothing is more striking

than the dim and the dewy nature

of a large part of the prospect. The
greater part of the visible landscape

is at a distance of some miles. A
striking illustration of this is the

view over the Italian plains from
the top of any of the gigantic Alps
on its frontier. From the Hochste
Spitz of Monte Eosa, for example,
the same depth of haze which
makes Monte Eosa look 'faintly

flushed and phantom fair' from
Milan, interposed in the inverse

direction gives to the solid plains

of Lombardy the same shadowy and
unsubstantial aspect. You seem
first only to be fairly suspended
in mid air yourself, but the earth
seems burned into cloud beneath
your feet. Now, if we look at a
view which takes up the same pro-
portion of the visible sphere in
England, the colouring, though less

perfect, must be more intense. If

we stand in one of the miniature
valleys of Devonshire, we see the
emerald green of the meadows, or

the sheets of yellow gorse blossom
along every radius of vision. If

replaced by the Alpine view, a large

proportion of this rich colouring

must be changed for distant grey
hill sides blended into monotonous
tints by leagues of intervening mist.

In point of mere colour, then, the
mountains generally substitute

vague though delicate tints, which
most people pass unobserved for

brilliant local colours which force

themselves even upon a languid
attention. The only exceptions are

the inexpressibly glorious hues of

sunrise and sunset upon the pure
white snows. But even these are,

to some extent, casual and varying
phenomena; they are only seen in

their full beauty in the furthest

recesses of the mountain labyrinths,

where the great snow peaks over-

hang the valleys, and they are for-

tunately not quite unrivalled even
in the fenny plains of England.
The pleasure derived from the

noble form of some of the mountain
peaks might also be placed in this

category. The delicate outline of

the snowy cone of the Weisshorn
projected against the deep blue of

an Alpine sky must have pleased

even dull perceptions. But candour
must admit that in a general way
mountain forms are apt to be de-

cidedly ungainly. When Mr. Euskin
has once attracted our attention to

the graceful curves eroded by moun-
tain torrents we may admit their

beauty. But there is a fatal objec-

tion to a general spontaneous per-

ception. Every one can recognize,

to some extent, the canons which
regulate the beauty of the human
form. Those limbs are most grace-

ful which are so moulded as to
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combine the maximum of agility

and strength. This is equally true,

whether their adaptation to their

purpose is, or is not, the cause of

their beauty. But the general effect

of mountain form is marred by the

apparent aimlessness of their huge
unwieldy masses. A cathedral may
be beautiful partly because we see

the perfect fitness of the columns
and arches to sustain the roof in

harmonious combination. They pro-

duce the impression, the production
of which is the test of real grace,

that they give sufficient strength

without throwing away an unneces-
sary ^amount of massiveness. But
no human being can tell the pur-

pose of erecting a mountain; no
one knows whether its buttresses

and pediments are not out of all

proportion; there is an apparent
aimlessness and want of purpose
about the vast masses thrown in

wild confusion together, which pre-

vents us from tracing design or

intellect. If any one empties a
coalscuttle at random, the lumps of

coal will probably not form any
very elegant mass ; and the moun-
tains seem, to [a casual observer, to

have been pitched bodily down in

the same heterogeneous and con-
fused fashion.

So far, then, the pleasure pro-
duced by the sight of mountain
scenery is, so to speak, of the second
order of magnitude. It rather forms
a delicate sauce than constitutes a
satisfactory meal of itself. It would
not be of sufficiently high flavour to

render palatable a food otherwise
disagreeable. By ordinary people
it will not be perceived, except re-

motely, as harmonizing by an occult
influence, beauties of a more positive

kind. Even by more cultivated
minds it might be obscured in pre-
sence of more vivid impressions.
We may remark in passing, that it

belongs to an order of beauty of
which we are more apt to be con-
scious in modem, than men were in
former, times. We have in most
directions rather exhausted the sim-
pler kinds of pleasure, and in pro-
portion to the greater variety of
the objects of thought, become in-

clined to more complex and more
delicate sensations. We, of course,

cannot speak of the cause of this

change, but its existence goes, as we
shall see, some way towards explain-

ing our modern appreciation of the
mountains. We pass on, mean-
while, to another class of emotions.

There are some sentiments which
are suggested to the mind of every
observer almost as vividly as the
colours are painted on his retina.

Certain thoughts must have oc-

curred to every one who has crossed
an Alpine pass, from the time when
Alaric descended upon Italy to the
last tourist up to the end of 1863.

To catalogue completely those uni-
versal impressions would again be
an utterly impossible task. But, as

before, the notice of a few of the
most prominent may serve to show
their general character. In the first

place, then, no human being ever
looked at a mountain for the first

time without being struck by its

monstrous and unreasonable size.

That an Alp is very big is, in fact,

the first and the last impression of

some people. Moreover, huge as
the bulk looms upon an inexpe-

rienced eye, it seems to swell and
increase as the eye learns by experi-

ence to take some measure of its

mass. It is not that the shrimp
swells till it becomes a whale, but
the whale swells till its head strikes

the stars. The faint blue patch
expands into broad tracks of hang-
ing meadow ; the insignificant knob
on the ridge grows into a gigantic

tower; the cupola of Mont Blanc,

which at first sight seems compar-
able to the dome of St. Paul's, swells

into a mountain itself, equal to

Snowdon or Ben Nevis. The mind
gradually has to learn a new alpha-

bet; it has to interpret symbols
which to the uninitiated mean
merely green or white spots into

signs of vast tracts of Alp or snow-
field ; even then, it still has to go
through an effort, not unlaborious,

to substitute some lively and prac-

tical conception for mere statements

about millions of tons, and billions

of cubic feet.

The intensity of this impression is

undeniable, but in itself it is neither

pleasant nor the reverse. The sense

of vast immeasurable mass may be
extremely painful. These huge un-
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wieldy lumps, these millions of tons

of granite and limestone, stuck up
on end for no apparent reason, are

not of necessity agreeable matter of

contemplation. The same sense of

vastness may be produced by other

natural phenomena,—by deserts or

forests through which you travel

for thousands of miles and many
consecutive days. As they are in
themselves dreary and monotonous
objects, their mere size serves to

make their utter dreariness sink
down more deeply into our minds.
Indeed, the attempt to picture to

our minds enormous weight and
size is in itself fatiguing to the
imagination. Any very strong sen-

sation is apt to become actively

painful when excited beyond certain

limits, even though pleasant when
confined within them. And the
mere massiveness of an Alp would
therefore only serve to make it a
more thoroughly hateful object to
any one to whom it was already
hateful on other grounds.
The same is true, though perhaps

less obviously, in the case of most
of the other thoughts which can be
considered as common to any large

classes of observers. Thus, for

example, it has probably occurred
to most people that mountains are
apt to be steep. From the time
when Hannibal found them blister

his elephants' feet, to the time when
the last tourist broke down on the
Eighi, this peculiarity has been
occasionally a source of vexation.
That it is the quality which calls

forth more admiration than any
other is also true, partly from the
fact that it is a very easy one of
which to judge. Everybody can
appreciate the circumstance that
the cliffs of the Wetterhorn are
' literally overhanging.' All tourists

express their unfeigned delight at

seeing the Staubbach clear nine
hundred feet at a bound, with the
exception of the severe critic who
said that he didn't see what there
was to prevent it. Mont Blanc is

scarcely admired, because he is built
with a certain regard to stability;
but the apparently reckless archi-
tecture of the Matterhorn brings the
traveller fairly on his knees with a
respect akin to that felt for the

leaning tower of Pisa, or the soaring
pinnacles of Antwerp. But why
should we always take it for granted
that it is necessarily very pleasant
to look at something very steep?
The consideration of one other pe-
culiarity will throw some light upon
this. What strikes the impartial

observer as much as anything is the
extreme barrenness of these places.

As you leave the plains of Lombardy
or the Ehine, you feel that you have
undeniably got to a district where
nothing will grow that can help it.

As the vineyards, the chestnut
forests, the cornfields, and even the

pine woods sink successively be-

neath you, and you climb over the

open grass meadows, ithe stunted

rhododendrons, and finally the

wretched dabs of lichens sucking
at the knobs of hard rock, you feel

(even ifan enthusiastic mountaineer)
a certain dismal sensation, as if the

eternal frost was somehow getting

into your bones. Now this is a

sensation which is emphatically of

ambiguous character. The traveller

in the English lowlands, indeed, gets

as sickened of cultivation as the

proverbial grocer's boy of figs. End-
less roads between unceasing hedge-
rows, an unvarying succession of

little ups and little downs, limiting

every horizon to a few hundred
yards, and all cut up into little

parallelograms of corn or turnips,

get wearisome in the long run. A
bit of unenclosed common becomes
as refreshing as an open window
in a crowded room. But the same
traveller fresh from Western Ame-
rica, from endless stretches of wild
forest land, or unbroken undulations

of prairie, has his whole frame of

mind inverted. He has learnt to

associate a lively pleasure with
every bit of cultivation in the mono-
tonous wilderness; and, till they

have again palled upon him, the

succession of fields gives him the

same pleasure as a succession of

exquisite gardens would do, till he

got tired of them.
This is illustrated still more

forcibly by the well-known state-

ment of dwellers in mountains, who
are apt to consider them as personal

enemies. They may generously

concede to them the possession of
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certain merits, but on the whole
they think them decidedly in the

way. The barrenness and steepness

of which we have just spoken are

pleasant enough to the amateur, but
decidedly irritating in practical life.

When a man has been brought up
amongst the mountains he gets to

know the bad points in their charac-

ter. He knows that they are the

causes of avalanches, floods, and
landslips, that they are bad places

for falling, that he has to engage in

a severe struggle to coax a few
potatoes out of them, and to en-
danger his life to collect a bundle
of hay from their ledges; to an
agriculturist, or a porter, or to men
in any ordinary walk of life, they
are apt to be constantly obnoxious.
The difference between his senti-

ments and those of the tourist is as

great as the difference of feeling

between the native off whose family
the tiger habitually dines, and the
cockney who sees it in a cage.

Some people would say that though
the tiger was undeniably associated

with unpleasant ideas in the native's

mind, yet the colour of his hide and
the symmetry of his limbs would
still be beautiful. Doubtless it

would if you could draw the atten-
tion of the aforesaid native to it ; but
that is just the point in question.
Possibly a Balmat or a Lauener
might be as sensible as an English-
man to the beauty of mountain
colours. But the sight of the moun-
tain irresistibly suggests thoughts
which as completely overpower the
sense of colour as the claws and
teeth of the tiger produce a certain
creeping in the calves of the native's
legs which prevents his full appre-
ciation of the striped and tawny
hide. He hates the precipice and
the waterfall as the huntsman hated
'them stinking violets;' they are
symbols which to him suggest only
too faithfully discomfort and danger,
and which fairly wipe out from his
mind the fainter impressions of
colours, and ' lines of aqueous ero-
sion.' Whether the mountains are
still

' beautiful' is a question not
worth arguing. The total impression
produced is one highly disagreeable.

Of this class of impressions,
those which are universally pro-

duced, we have, of course, only
selected a few of the most striking.

They all, however, agree in these,

which we believe to be characteristic

of all. In the first place, they exer-
cise a great power over the imagina-
tion; in the second place, that power
is as it were neutral, it may either

give pain or pleasure, according to

the mental condition of the observer.

We can only say so far that they are
not at all likely to convey a merely
indifferent impression ; but the na-
ture of that impression will depend
either upon the other elements with
which they are combined, or upon the
condition of the mind affected. They
are like some chemical agent which
in one combination may be a deadly
poison, or in another an energetic
medicine ; or like a basin of water
which seems cold to the hand which
is heated and hot to that which is

cool. We have now to endeavour
to point out some of those pecu-
liarities which determine the precise

nature of the effect produced, to

indicate the causes which decide
whether we are to receive an intense

pleasure or an intense pain. The
intensity in one direction or the
other being assumed, we shall try to

explain some of the causes of that

intense thrill of pleasure which runs
through every true mountaineer on
the sight of the glorious cliffs of the
Oberland, or the snow wastes of
Mont Blanc. We must, however,
before pointing out the causes which
determine the pleasure or pain, show
the true bearings of a difficulty to

which we have before adverted.
As the present set of feelings depend
upon what would generally be called

arbitrary associations, the name of
beautiful will be generally refused

to their causes. An illustration of

perhaps rather an undignified order
will exemplify this.

To our mind a certain corner of

an English street is inextricably

bound up with the recollection of

Havelock's retreat from Lucknow.
A certain stretch of road always
calls up a weary mathematical ex-
planation of the theory of the har-

vest moon. Every one is familiar

with these arbitrary associations

which have a relation to the mind
only of one individual. They are
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keys which will only open one door.

No one would call the house or the

bit of road beautiful or ugly on
account of them. Let us take a
rather different case. There is a
certain sluggish stream, one part

river and three parts canal, creeping
between banks of oozy mud, through
flat gray meadows, bounded by
monotonous lines of grotesque pol-

lard willows. Yet we never return
to the sight of its dull reaches with-
out a lively sense of pleasure. Too
many recollections of old friends, of
desperate contests, of delightful

triumphs, and defeats now scarcely

less delightful, come up with the
sight, to admit even of indifference

to one of its slimy curves. Yet we
frankly admit that the Cam is un-
justifiably ugly. It is pleasant just
as the ugly face of an old friend is

pleasant; and, in both cases, it re-

quires an effort of mind to say
whether it is ugly or not. In other
words, it requires an effort of mind
to realize the effect produced upon
the average multitude. There is

another stream which no painter
can pass without pleasure. Its

broad, clear waters reflect banks
covered with forest trees, deep, rich
meadow land and luxurious gardens,
and are fitly 'crowned by three
arches ' of an old bridge and a gray
church tower. But it is totally im-
possible for us to say whether it

most strongly recalls images com-
mon to all rural scenery of equal
merit, or those of bounding outrig-
gers and frantic crowds.
To the profane vulgar, indeed,

and even to an Oxford man, the
Thames at Henley is lovely, and
the Cam at Batesbite Lock is

hideous. But to an old Cambridge
rowing man, they are both beautiful

;

and possibly the sight of his ' rever-
end sire, Camus/ gives him the most
pleasure so long as it is tolerably
free from dead dogs. If then it is

really impossible to disentangle the
various threads of association that
combine to produce one sensation,
what is the distinction between
them in language? A bank of
rushes pleases at once by its lively
colour, by the deep, cool water that
surrounds it, and by the thought
that at that particular spot you had

the first glimpse from the corner of
your eye of the bows of the hostile

boat dropping hopelessly to the rear.

The first pleasure is common to all

who are not colour-blind ; the next
to the large class who wash; the
last belongs only to you and seven
of your friends. We choose to as-

cribe the first two pleasures to a
sense of beauty—the last to arbi-

trary association. The reason of
this distinction of language is ob-
vious; the rushes excite the first

two classes of pleasure in the minds
of every one who sees their colour.

We therefore consider them as the

result of a property inherent not in

us but in the rushes, because the

phenomenon is always produced by
the rushes, however often we change
the mind that perceives them. But
we consider the last pleasure to be
as it were accidental, dependent
upon their being presented to the
mind of a particular individual;

and we therefore speak of it as a
result of his special mental condi-

tion, because he is apparently the

most essential part of the phenome-
non ; of course both the rushes and
observers are, in truth, equally essen-

tial in every case.

We therefore consider the true

statement to be this:—For an in-

definite and incalculable number of

reasons the sight of external objects

produces a very keen pleasure. We
do not generally call these ob-

jects beautiful, unless (besides ful-

filling certain other conditions) they
produce this pleasure in the minds
of a very large number of people.

We merely say that they call up
pleasant associations when the plea-

sure is excited in a very small class

;

and the reason of the distinction is

that beauty, as we have before

pointed out, is popularly spoken of

as a property inherent, not in our-

selves, but in the object. We can-

not see, however, that the pleasures

are to be classified under different

heads. As the association is ex-

tended by degrees, and becomes the

property of a class, instead of an in-

dividual, and afterwards the com-
mon property of a large class,

instead of a very small one, its

object gradually gains the dignified

appellation of beautiful. There was
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probably a time when people said

that eccentric Sir "Walter Baleigh
likes that nasty weed, tobacco. The
great part of the male sex would
now say, Sir Walter Ealeigh had
the good taste to appreciate the ex-

quisite flavour of tobacco. The
only difference of course is that a

great many people have acquired a

taste formerly peculiar to one. We
conceive that the change by which
mountains have now gained the

name of beautiful is precisely analo-

gous. We have only to add by way
of caution, that we do not mean to

say that this universality is a suffi-

cient condition of beauty ; it is only

one of the necessary conditions.

We will now return to our moun-
tains. We will endeavour to men-
tion some of the associations most
likely to be excited in the bosom of

the common tourist. In doing so

we will not endeavour presumptu-
ously to trace out the more profound
changes which discriminate the

modern from the ancient mould of

thought and character. We shall

even be content to assume that

people on an average are actuated
by much the same motives as for-

merly. We will merely select one
of the most prominent changes that

has taken place in the conditions of

society, and trace out some of the

changes in our feelings towards
mountains that may be confidently

ascribed to i^ By abstracting this

particular set of causes we do not of

course deny or ignore the existence

of others far more general and pro-
found. We will try by taking them
singly to form some kind of esti-

mate of the share due to them in a
result due to the combined action of

many others. What is the first

thought that occurs to you as a turn
of the valley reveals to you for the
first time the lion-like mass of the
Wetterhorn towering over the pine
forests into the sky? If you are
one of the harmless enthusiasts
stigmatized as; climbers, clamberers,

and by other offensive epithets, you
will probably think first of the
knife-edge where you perched with
your feet dangling over ten thou-
sand feet of thin mountain air, with
apparently nothing but the cliff

jackdaws to break your fall into the

garden of the inn below. Then you
trace the ledge of turf where you
took off your gaiters, smoking the
pipe of peace, preparatory to a race
over the Alps to the valley. If a
less ambitious tourist, you think of
the quiet evenings under the veran-
dah of the Adler where you watched
the flush of sunset on the hills, and
felt sublimely indifferent to The
Times and Beuter's telegrams; or
you see the rhododendron beds
where you basked at the top of the
Wengern Alps, listening to the thun-
der of the Jungfrau avalanches, and
wondering that any man should be
fool enough to walk who could ride.

Such as these are perhaps the first

associations. Why are they so in-

expressibly delightful ? For much
the same reason that the schoolboy
likes his playground, or a working-
man likes the Victoria Park. It is

a thing not very surprising that the
Alps should have become the play-
ground of nations ; that the only bit

of Europe which neither railroads

nor cultivation can materially alter

should be a pleasant relief from the
modern state of society. Professor
Tyndall is one of the most eloquent
of modern rhapsodists on Alpine
scenery ; and the chord which runs
through all his descriptions is the
intense pleasure to the scientific

mind and body of a release from
stinking chemicals and crowded lec-

ture-rooms, conferred by the keen
mountain air taken in a shooting-
jacket. The whole standpoint (to

use a very unpleasant word) from
which we look at them is altered.

Instead of coming as our ancestors

must have done, like men turned
out at night from a warm fireside

into the bleak wilderness which they
could scarcely fence out, we turn as
tired Londoners on a holiday into

the ' Crystal Palace ' (another word
more than unpleasant). It will be
easy to enlarge upon this. We
might take the inverse case. We
have heard a Swiss guide, looking
at the matter from the inverted
point of view, declare rapturously
his preference of the view from
Vauxhall Station, across the chim-
ney-pots of Lambeth, stretching ' as
far as the eye could reach/ to any-
thing visible from Mont Blanc. The
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same guide showed that this was
not owing to any want of sensibi-

lity by his intense delight on a first

sight of the sea—the boundless plain

being as pleasant to him as the

barren, confined Alpine gorges to

us. Another curious illustration to

us is the uniform disgust with which
travellers always seem to regard the
Kocky Mountains. They must, we
presume, be as beautiful as the
Alps to us; but the Alps, minus
civilization and plus grizzly bears,

red Indians, and general discomfort

seem to be an offensive phenomenon.
Whenever the time comes when the

Western States fulfil their ' manifest

destiny/ and a crowded population
overflow the plains from the Alle-

ghanies to the Eockies, the inhabit-

ants of Chicago (then to be counted
by the million) and the Christian

population of Salt Lake City will

doubtless make pilgrimages to the
Chamouni of the district with an
enthusiasm comparable to ours.

The lungs of the world will rise in

interest just as the ' lungs of Lon-
don' have done. Hyde Park has
nothing very attractive in its own
scenery, though it looks very well

to the lawyer emerging from his

gloomy haunts.
This change of circumstances is

perhaps sufficient of itself to account
for the fact that the wild and barren
nature of mountain scenery, one, as

we have before remarked, of its most
striking characteristics is as much
a source of pleasure to us as it was
of pain to former observers. All
the associations which we have with
the Alps are of a distinctly agreeable
character ; and they are associations

which could have no existence ex-
cept under our peculiar circum-
stances. Mr. Buskin has an elabo-

rate discussion on what he calls

'the mountain gloom.' We doubt
whether it requires much discussion.

A man is not unnaturally gloomy
after spending three or four months
in one shirt, supported on bread of

granitic texture, washed down with
milk and water, three hours from
the nearest village, and seeing about
two travellers in the course of the
summer. The views which he will
take of Alpine scenery are apt to be
materially different from those of

the gentleman who comes to get a
breath of fresh air on the same Alps
after a year spent in inhaling the
London fog. But this is of course
only one of many reasons. It will

account perhaps for our looking at
the mountains in an unprejudiced
spirit, ready to appreciate whatever
pleasant thoughts may be associated
with or suggested by them. One
impediment has been removed from
our perceptions which must have
prevented others from the unre-
strained use of their faculties. We
have an advantage similar to that

which a painter would enjoy if sud-
denly dropped from a balloon on to

the summit of Mont Blanc, instead

of panting up to it only fit to throw
himself fiat on the snow.
We have thus shown that in our

case the conditions are actually so

far reversed. We had before re-

marked that the impression pro-

duced by the savage wildness of

the Alps has in itself a neutral cha-
racter, we have now shortly pointed
out the most obvious circumstances
which have converted what must
once have been decidedly unplea-
sant into one of the most delightful

sensations that can be produced by
the sight of scenery. It would per-

haps require a more refined analysis

to point out how the same holds

true of the other peculiarities at

which we have glanced. Thus, for

example, the mighty cliffs that

plunge down thousands of yards
from our feet, produce, as we have
hinted, an emotion which, when com-
bined with real terror, may be pain-

ful—if combined only with that faint

reflection of terror with which our
imaginations delight to play, may
be exquisitely delightful. The awe
with which many people regard the

precipices of the Matterhorn or the

Aiguille Dru, is indeed mingled
with the satisfaction of a lower
instinct. There is a vulgar curi-

osity which induces guide-books to

lead a yearly stream of tourists to

admire rocks balanced on dispro-

portionately small pedestals, natural

archways and stalactites that imitate

pulpits on the floor of caverns. Why
it should be a source of unspeakable

pleasure to a rational being to see a

hill shaped like the late Duke of
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Wellington's nose, is an inscrutable

problem. But, apart from this, there

is a higher emotion produced in

every man's mind by looking down
the rocky ribs of the Monte Kosa or

Finster Aarhorn, which,
\
powerful

in every case, may be transmuted
from a painful stimulus to the ima-

gination into a delightful one. It

may be an occult sense of the in-

credible force that has apparently

lifted the foundations of the earth

into mid air, or of the stupendous
weight that rests so quietly sup-

ported upon the green meadows
below. The modern traveller who
is seeking relief amongst wilder-

nesses that only play at being-

savage to him will find it pleasant.

The Swiss peasant, to whom the

precipice is an enemy in earnest,

with, perhaps, the blood of his rela-

tions and the ruin of his fields upon
its hands, will not be able to look

with complacency upon such a ter-

rible antagonist any more than the

traveller before carriage roads and
diligences. It is the difference be-

tween Macbeth in the play, and
Macbeth as Macduff thought of him
in real life.

We will only speak shortly of one
more element of the question, and
that with a view to an ulterior ob-

ject. Few things are more striking

in reality than those great pano-.

ramie views, of which it is the

fashion to speak contemptuously.
We always admired the view ex-

pressed in the line

—

Twelve fair counties saw the blaze from
Malvern's lonely height.

It is an eminently satisfactory thing
to see twelve fair counties all at

once. It is still pleasanter to see

the cloudy panorama stretched be-
neath your feet from the summit of
Mont Blanc, and feel that you over-
look a circle that would be visible

on a map of Europe. The theory we
have laid down explains this suffici-

ently for the present. The imagina-
tion is stimulated by the sense of

vast extent in all cases. But whilst

a vast extent of Alp calls up to our
mind no counterbalancing images of

danger or discomfort, a vast extent
of grizzly bears and red Indians is

a highly discouraging prospect.

We have dwelt at more than suf-

ficient length upon this part of the

subject. It would be impossible to

discuss it all in a really satisfactory

manner without introducing much
wider considerations. And it is

scarcely possible to do more than
hint at what follows without, to

some degree, taking those considera-

tions into account. We may in-

deed remark, that, when we have
made peace with the mountains, our
minds will be set at liberty to ad-

mire those delicate shades of colour

and form, of which Mr. Kuskin has

so eloquently discoursed. Our minds,

when unoccupied by more pressing-

emotions (and when not reduced by
fatigue to the level of associating

with ants), will become sensitive to

hitherto unnoticed impulses. But
we shall not be able to explain the

degree to which they affect us with-

out shortly hinting at some more
intricate problems.

Mr. Kuskin (whose remarks are

apt to be instructive almost in pro-

portion to the degree in which we
differ from them) is very fond of

reproaching modern sentiment for

what he calls its tendency to ' general

cloudiness.' He falls foul of various

poets and painters for this failing,

and apparently ascribes.it to their

want of faith. Now, we never could

see why "people were to be judged
according to the quantity of things

they believe, especially irrespective

of the quality of the things. There
is a deal of faith in ' honest doubt.'

We don't believe that a gentleman
in the middle ages was in any re-

spect better because he implicitly

swallowed a great many articles, on
which Scott or Tennyson have their

doubts. It only shows that he was
either more stupid or more unedu-
cated. Dante might, for anything

we can tell, have been quite as noble

a character if he had lived now,
though he would probably have

modified his views about the infer-

nal regions. But this by the way.

We only wish to remark that this

tendency to ' cloudiness ' is a most
natural result of the intellectual

progress of the age, and in no de-

gree whatever a mark of an un-
healthy mind. In every possible

department of thought, what seemed
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simple, a few centuries ago, has

grown to be highly complex. When
people believed in the four elements

they had a far narrower range of

thought than has been opened by
modern chemistry. When society

consisted of a patriarch and his

family ; when all the various func-

tions, now exercised by judges, law-
givers, generals, and bishops, were
simple enough to be concentrated

in one man, and those of shoe-

makers, shepherds, and manufac-
turers in another, society was much
less complicated, the whole range
of ideas was infinitely narrower, and
people's minds were much less ac-

tive, because fewer impulses stirred

them. Nobody would be bothered
or stimulated by the puzzles of po-
litical economy, or historical philo-

sophy, or dogmatic theology. We
were like the beast or plant, whose
whole body is stomach, and lungs,

and legs, and feet all at once. He
is not a bad kind of beast in his own
sphere; but he is, on the whole,
decidedly inferior to the human
animal. People had at that time
the kind of superiority which a
savage frequently has over a civi-

lized man. They could use a few
simple elements so as to produce
the utmost possible effect. The
Arab can make use of the various

products of a palm-tree for his

clothes, and his house, and his

kitchen. We could not do so well

with his means ; but with our highly
complicated apparatus we can, on
the whole, produce something very
much better: we should be very
weak if we disparaged our own ela-

borate plans for gaining the same
ultimate ends in order to admire
his wonderful skill.

The bearing of these obvious con-

siderations upon questions of taste

and poetry is very interesting and
very difficult to work out. We must
be content with simply expressing
our opinion that what is on the
whole a progressive condition of the

intellect may for a time be preju-
dicial to art. Our knowledge, and
consequently the means of affecting
our faculties, may multiply so fast

as to overpower and bewilder the
poet or painter who has to combine
them into new harmonious wholes.

We can only hope that he will

ultimately get abreast of those
who provide his materials—as the
criticism, which at first seems to

throw doubt upon everything, will

ultimately succeed in constructing
a theory more comprehensive and
more tenable. The general bearing
of this upon our subject is plain.

To follow it out in detail would be
extremely difficult. Mr. Ruskin, we
have seen, expresses great admiration
of the narcissus and the oxalis as
small items in the sum total of

mountain beauty. How much of

this appreciation is due to the la-

bours of the scientific botanist?

Simple shepherds and huntsmen
class together the whole feathered

race, with a few exceptions, under
the sweeping head of ' small birds.'

In the same way, many people after

roses and lilies, consider the rest of

their tribe as purely and simply
'flowers.' They may possibly go
so far as to divide them afterwards

into red, blue, and yellow flowers.

Now, although the botanist only

examines flowers with a different

ainr proximately, he calls our atten-

tion incidentally to an infinite num-
ber of beauties, which we should
otherwise have passed. His know-
ledge gradually filters through to

unscientific people; the mere in-

crease of nomenclature passes to

some degree into popular language,

and multiplies the categories under
which we arrange flowers. We be-

come daily conscious that it is worth
attending to a number of spots, and
streaks, and forms, and that there is

a variety of relations between the

different parts of a plant, the very
conception of which would have
been impossible formerly. It is

indeed a very common observation

that the knowledge of botany won-
derfully increases the pleasure of

the mountain scenery, or (as we
should express it if we were at all

botanists) makes them far more
beautiful. And thus a cultivated

mind like Mr. Euskin's, even if he

has not made a special study of

botany, is naturally attracted to

beauties, which in former ages he

would have passed unobserved if

he had been Homer, and Plato, and
Apelles rolled into one. If we had
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space to pursue this into other sub-

jects, the results would accumulate
indefinitely.

Our former remarks tended to

show that in the progress of society

certain new wants had been gene-

rated, which found their appropriate

satisfaction in the fastnesses of the

Alps. We now have tried to point out

howthe intellectual progress involved

in the other develops new faculties,

or at least makes them sensitive

to an infinite variety of harmonies
previously unnoticeable. We will

only repeat what we have already

asserted, a statement, the elabora-

tion of which would be necessary to

complete the subject. Those emo-
tions which the Alps excite in every

one are generally powerful, but are

also neutral. They are neither plea-

sant nor the reverse. The more re-

condite sources of satisfaction, upon
which we have touched, are far

fainter, and more delicate. When
weighted with the astonishment
and awe which mountains produce
in minds not actually obtuse, they

become the source of the greater part

of the keen pleasure that mountain
scenery confers. They are, to use a

rather vulgar metaphor, the dross of

sugar that sweetens and renders pa-

latable the strong liquor of the Alps.

We have now only one detached
remark to offer in conclusion ; it is,

however, the most practical, and that

which we feel most deeply—What
Alpine traveller has not been goaded
by the incessant repetition of the

following dialogue? So you have
been up Mont Blanc? Yes. And
did the view from the top ' repay

'

you? The only answer practicable

"

is a half-suppressed groan, and silent

hope for the speedy repentance of

the offender. The theory implied
is, that the ascent is a toilsome un-
dertaking, the only answerable mo-
tive for which is the hope of enjoying
a view from the top. Now we have
already protested in favour of this

view considered by itself. It would
undoubtedly 'repay' much labour,

if the labourer wanted to be 're-

paid.' The prejudice against it is

probably attributable to the unjus-

tifiable jealousy of painters, who
suppose that if they can't put a

view into a picture it can't be a
good one. The fact is, that the view
infinitely exceeds anything that can
be put into a picture. To any one,

in whose composition the poetic

element has not been altogether

omitted, no pleasure of its kind
can be keener than being thus ele-

vated above the world, and occupy-
ing for the time the position of an
intelligent eagle. But that against

which we most vehemently protest,

is the tacit assumption that the
labour of the ascent is in itself use-

less. We do not speak of the great

physical enjoyment, of the keen air,

and the sense of victorious struggle.

These exist; but they are not the

real secret of the charm. The fact

is, that scenery is not to be appre-
ciated by a mere succession of views.

The essential point is, that your
mind should be thoroughly satu-

rated with the associations that

crowd the cliffs, glaciers, and ridges,

like the witches on the Brocken.
You require to become a part of all

that you have met; to know the

precipices, not as pleasing objects

for a middle distance, but as close

personal friends; to know them
by heart, and to taste them crag

by crag, and gully by gully. We
utterly disbelieve that any human
being who creeps along carriage

roads, and does not penetrate into

their deepest recesses, can feel the

true poetry of the Alps. The arbi-

trary way in which the word beauty
is used is the cause of men gene-
rally overlooking the fact that to

appreciate properly any scenery,

and especially Alpine scenery, you
should grapple your mind to it by
every chain of association, arbitrary,

or otherwise, that can be formed.

We do not care to value the appre-

ciation of clouds or mountains, pos-

sible to one who has not watched
them as the real Alpine enthusiast

should do, in all weather, in every

point of view, and from the loftiest

and most retired, as well as the

more hackneyed places. To conclude

with the accustomed formula:—If

one such traveller has been saved
but from one repetition of this most
vexatious question, our paper will

not have been written in vain.
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THE DKAMA IN LONDON.

i OH ! Punch has no feelings
!'

said Johnson, in one of his surly

fits, speaking of his friend Garrick

—

the affectionate, generous, sensitive

Garrick, whose delicate health and
early death told a very different tale.

Johnson knew he was wrong, and felt

he was brutal—doubly so, as the re-

mark was made to Garrick himself

in answer to a remonstrance with
Johnson for putting him out in King
Lear by talking too loud at the side

of the scenes. But much as the

great critic liked ' little Davie/ he
could never quite forgive him his

success, or regard his art with any
sympathy; so, like all sayers of

good tilings, he sacrificed truth to a

pithy sarcasm. When his friend's

death made him look the truth

straight in the face, he made him
splendid amends. But somehow the

phrase has stuck; and, as people

generally write and speak of the

actor and his art, it is plain that in

their hearts they are quite of the

opinion—'Punch has no feelings!'

Painters, sculptors, novelists, poets,

orators—all workers by the imagi-

nation—may feel, nay, if the world
is to care about them, they must
feel. But the actor, of whom, above
all others, it is true,

si vis me flere,

Dolendum est primum ipsi tibi,

gets no credit for his emotions. The
wear and tear of sensibility and pas-

sion are nothing to him. It is only

acting. ' Pooh ! Punch has no feel-

ings !'

It is quite true that actors in

general live long— a circumstance

which may at first seem incompati-

ble with great sensibility. Some of

the most eminent have done so, as,

for example, Betterton, Quin, Mack-
lin, Mrs. Siddons, Mdlle. Mars. But
as there never was a great actor yet,

who did not start with an excep-

tionally fine constitution, and main-
tain it by temperate habits, this is

not remarkable. Quite as many
actors of distinction have died com-
paratively young—Burbage, Brace-
girdle, Woffmgton, Lekain, Lecouv-
reur, Garrick, and Bachel. In

dealing with a question of this kind,
one can, of course, only look to the
case of the leading ornaments of the
stage—the spirits which were 'finely

touched, and to fine issues,'—the
true artists, whose work was all,

more or less, vivified by the fire of

genius. In the actor's, just as in

the painter's, or any other artistic

vocation, the rank and file are at

best but mechanics, all tolerably

well versed in the technical part of

their profession, and doing their

work with varying degrees of re-

spectability, but not possessed by
' the shaping spirit of imagination/

or troubled by too keen sensibilities.

The amount of nervous force which
they exhaust can never be very
great. But Garrick never played
Lear, or Eachel PJiedre, without
giving a good part of their lives to

the inspiration of the hour ; and no
actor, even of greatly inferior mark,
can do his work conscientiously with-

out drawing much more largely on
his vital forces than is done hi the

every-day work of most of those

professions which are classed as ar-

tistic. The strain on their nervous
system is necessarily sudden and
intense. It is only the finest or-

ganizations that can prosecute the

histrionic art in its higher walks,

and not break clown early. An
actor of genius, without commensu-
rate physical force, drops as surely

into an early grave as a Baphael or

a Keats.

The truth of this position has

lately received an illustration in the

early death of an actor, who, of late

years, ministered more perhaps than
any other to the amusement of the

public. It is but as yesterday since

Mr. Bobson took the town by storm.

Many saw, or thought they saw, in

him the possibilities of an order of

tragic power almost equal to the

elder Kean's; and even those who
knew too much of the actor's art to

share in such an estimate, recog-

nized in him that faculty of imper-

sonation—rough and unmodulated,

it is true, but genuine—which in the

main justified his popularity. In

the long dearth of true histrionic
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genius he was naturally hailed with
enthusiasm. But while the crowds
that nocked to see him at the

Olympic Theatre were amused with
the quaintness of his humour, or

startled by his electric bursts of pas-

sion, or ^surprised into tears by the

touches of his pathos, they little

dreamed that what yielded them so

much pleasure was rapidly under-
mining the poor little fellow's con-

stitution, and destroying all hope of

his ripening into a really great actor.

Mr. Eobson had not that fine balance

of mental and physical resources,

without which the highest powers
can never be developed. His brain

was too large, Ms capacity of emo-
tion too intense, for his frame. AVhen
success came, and with it an undue
strain upon his strength, he was not
enough of an artist to know how and
when to economise his resources;

for that is a knowledge which must
either be learned from such wise
teaching as Mr. Eobson never had,
or by the thoughtful observation
which probably was awakened with-
in him only when it was too late.

Thus it was that he squandered his

vital forces in fierce sallies of pas-
sion and pathos, or in the reckless

humours and extravagance of bur-
lesque, where one-half of the same
energy, well managed, would have
told with even greater effect. He
never made any reserve of his power
on the stage, and he was never off

it. The public ivould see him. Un-
happily for himself, he was the sole

stay of the theatre to which he be-
longed, and had apparently no choice
but to conform to that monstrous
practice of the modern stage of play-
ing the same piece for long ' runs/
no matter at what peril to the actor's

art, or even to his health. Week,
after week, month after month, year
after year, he went on doing his
heavy taskwork without intermis-
sion. Had he been a mere machine,
common prudence would have coun-
selled more economy in his use. But,
endowed as he was with a quick
conceiving brain, and a sensibility

which once set in motion manifestly

slipped beyond his control, what
marvel that his jDhysical powers gave
way, and that, after mocking the
stage for a time with the pale spectre

of his former self—the voice and
frame refusing to fulfil the concep-
tions of the busy brain—he sank into

a premature grave, and is even now
wellnigh forgotten! But the pub-
lic must be amused—the exchequer
of the theatre filled. What matter if

we kill our favourites by insisting on
seeing them too often ? Talk not of
an actor's overtasked brain, or over-
wrought feelings. 'Pooh! Punch
has no feelings

!'

We have killed in Eobson one
actor of genius by forcing too much
work out of him; and we should
kill more if we had them. For the
system of working every success to

death, which destroyed him, con-
tinues to rule the hour. In our
theatres, as elsewhere, to make
money, on any terms, is now the
dominant rule ; and the mischief is

aggravated immensely by the vast
expenditure on scenic appoint-

ments, which can only be reim-
bursed by running a piece for a
very lengthened period. Paradoxi-
cal as it may at first sight seem, it is

strictly true, that a great success is

most detrimental to the growth of

good acting. Heavenhelp the players,

indeed, at any theatre where a piece

makes a hit ! However the managers
may court such an event, it must,
we should think, be contemplated
with dismay by every actor or actress

above the level of the veriest drudge.
Night after night, for one, two, three,

or even four hundred nights, to go
on repeating the same parts, in pieces

for which they must often find it

difficult, even at the outset, to feel

much interest, must reduce the most
elastic spirit, and the most lively

imagination, to a state of sullen tor-

por. All zest in his part must be
crushed out of the performer; and
without pleasure to himself, no actor

can give pleasure to his audience.

He may try to bear up against it. If

he has real histrionic power, he may
even preserve his freshness for a
time ; but the end with all must be
fatal monotony and dead indiffer-

ence. The life, the variety, the im-
pulsiveness, which form the soul of

good acting, are impossible under
such conditions. Good actors are
spoiled by it ; indifferent ones made
worse ; and those who might have
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become good, degenerate into hope-

less mannerists. They are not, in

the literal sense, ' done to death,' like

poor Eobson ; but they are so, to all

intents and purposes, as artists. It

would be easy to illustrate this by
numerous striking examples from

every class. Indeed, which of our
theatres does not furnish one or

more ? But, as we regard the actors

in this particular not as delinquents,

but as the victims of a vicious sys-

tem, for which the public are not

without their share of blame, we
forbear all mention of names. In
the days of great actors the profes-

sion was never subjected to so cruel

an ordeal. Indeed, in any state of

things, in which acting and not

scenic effect is the paramount at-

traction, the system could not exist,

for the simple reason that no consti-

tution^could stand it. Had we two
or three great actors now, we might
hope to see the system broken down,
at least at some of our theatres. But,

as it is, managers have it all their

own way.' All pride in acting as an
art is foreign to them. Actors seem
to be regarded as so many machines,

grinding out so much dialogue, with
appropriate gesture and action, at

so much a head per night. Intelli-

gence, culture, ambition, art, are

out of the calculation, so that the

public be only got to fill the house.

The scene-painter and costumier

must indeed be deferred to ; for on
them 'the run' of the piece depends.

The actor may protest, as Garrick

did to Johnson—'You destroy all

my feelings.' The answer is ready:
' Pooh ! Punch has no feelings !'

The system has destroyed good
acting throughout Europe. Paris

and Berlin are as loud in their com-
plaints upon the subject as London.
The same causes are at work there

as here, and this, although both

France and Germany have a current

dramatic literature of some vitality,

which we have not, and have organ-

ised establishments for securing

something like an adequate repre-

sentation of the higher drama. But
if we look at the history of our me-
tropolitan stage for the last ten or
a dozen years, can we wonder that
our actors have become, what for

the most part they are, little better

than monotonous mannerists, or
mechanical drudges ? If Shakspeare
has been presented, acting has been
shouldered aside to make way for

scenery, masses of supernumeraries,
effects of bude-lights, and the vanity
of some individual performer. And
in the plays which have commanded
the greatest success—those of which
The Colleen Baton, The Duke's Motto,

and The licket-of-Leave Man may be
taken as the types—what scope has
been afforded for the actor to de-
lineate actual life and manners, or

to put into practice what he should
be learning by daily study and ob-

servation of the ways and workings
of the human heart ? A man can-

not be always at work among trifles

and unrealities without becoming
as trivial and unreal as his work.
Excellence in acting, as in every-

thing else, can only be attained by
constant practice on good materials,

coupled with constant aspiration.

Where neither motive nor opportu-

nity for either exist, the actor must
degenerate into a commonplace
worker for mere subsistence, without
enthusiasm or pride in his vocation.

The first essential for keeping alive

good acting is the existence of good
plays—plays that deal with human
nature, and with probable situations

—in which true character can be
shown and genuine emotion be
elicited—in'which the imagination is

roused, and the affections healthfully

'.. refined by pity or terror.' Have we
had such plays of late years ? Have
those which have formed our princi-

pal fare been of a kind to stimulate

the ambition of any educated man
or woman to adopt the stage as a
profession? Can we point to one
that has taken a permanent place

in literature? Is there one in

which a great actor or actress would
have found scope for the exercise of

their power, and added to our
stock of indelible remembrances ?

Flashy dramas—brilliant successes

in their day—we have had in abun-

dance, in which strong situations

and exaggerated passions abounded.

But these have only had the effect

of injuring the style of actors, and

vitiating the public taste. And if

by any chance an old play has been

revived, or a new play produced,
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which demanded and gave room for

fine acting, as a natural consequence

it has invariably found our theatres

without actors equal to the work.

Those who under a better system

might have been so, were found to

have fallen back, and to be incapable

of rising to the level which their na-

tural powers under proper culture

would have made it easy to attain,

while the youngest members of the

profession acquitted themselves like

amateurs, alike ignorant of and in-

different to the first rules of histrionic

art.

Nor is the public free from blame
in this matter. Actors influence

public taste, but public taste quite

as certainly influences actors. The
public have been far too tolerant,

not only of bad pieces, but also of

bad acting. Had they shown due
intelligence and independence in

their judgment, our stage and the

dramatic profession would have been
in a much healthier condition. But
they have allowed themselves to be
cajoled by every species of puffery

into accepting both pieces and ac-

tors, not because they liked them or

felt them to be good, but because

they were either too indifferent or

distrustful of themselves to act upon
their own dim convictions in the

face of the loud panegyrics, of which
a stock somehow or other seems
always to be procurable to order.

There was a time when a London
audience was to be feared. A bad
piece was remorselessly extinguish-

ed, so that no manager dared insult

the public by putting it again be-

fore them. A slovenly actor was
equally certain of reprobation. If he
did not respect himself and his voca-

tion, he speedily learnt that he must
at least respect his public. Good
work, it is true, though always appre-
ciated, could not always be secured

;

but good endeavour was at least re-

quired. The applause of audiences
of this stamp was worthy of an
actor's ambition. They judged for

themselves, and they did not scruple

to express their judgments. No
manager or actor would have ven-
tured in those days to dictate from
his playbills, as we now see done
every day, what the public were to

think of their pieces or their acting.
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It was their duty to supply the best
which they could command of both,

and to leave these to make their way
with the public without note or
comment of any kind. A little firm-

ness on the part of the press,

and a few vigorous symptoms of
disapprobation from the audience,
might speedily restore matters to

their pristine healthful state in

these respects, and teach managers
and actors that the resources of
Barnumism, in which they are now
so fertile, would no longer avail

them in foisting wretched pieces and
villainous acting upon a public that

has been tried by both beyond the
limits of endurance.
The practice which was adverted

to by the reviewer of Victor Hugo's
Shakspeare, in our last number, of re-
calling actors at the close of a scene
or act, is one of the most pernicious
features of the system by which
spurious reputations are manufac-
tured, and which the public have
done wrong in submitting to so long.

Actors of a certain class seem to

make this the aim and end of their

existence. Their ambition is not to

do their work thoroughly and well,

but to secure a call. So far does
this go, that an advertisement in the
Times, by one of the most successful
actors of the day, has recently in-

formed the public that he has been
recalled in Liverpool at the end of
each act of what all theatrical Lon-
don knows to be a bad piece, badly
acted, as if that single fact set the
seal upon his greatness. Under no
circumstances whatever, even where
the call is an honest outburst of en-
thusiasm, is the practice of calling

for an actor before the end of the
play to be justified ; for it is fatal to
that illusion in both actor and spec-
tator which is the basis of all enjoy-
ment in the theatre. Acting does
not consist in wearing the dress of a
certain character, and uttering a
certain number of words. It is the
impersonation of a human being,
marked by distinct peculiarities,

governed for the time by certain
humours, passions, or emotions.
The audience is for the time content
to

' make-believe' in the reality of
the action and the personages. But
the actor must go further if he is to

I
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do any good ; and, by his own ab-

sorption in, the character, give to

this 'make-belief something like a
feeling of reality. He must, there-

fore, for the time, be more or less,

according to his power of imagina-

tion, the being he represents. The
proper state of abstraction once
gained, nothing should be allowed
to break its continuity. If this

principle be true, and it will hardly
be disputed, what can be more out-

rageous than for a person who has
just left the stage in a transport of

grief to reappear before the curtain

bowing and smiling like a guest at

a wedding-breakfast ? Or, more pre-

posterous still, for two personages to

reappear hand in hand, and arrayed
in smiles, who have a few seconds
before been separated by some cruel

turn of fate, which has to be resolved

in succeeding acts, or by some con-
flict of passion, which has put an
impassable abyss between them?
At the opera, where, as Horace
Walpole said, one leaves his common
sense at the door, this is bad enough.
But in a theatre, into which we may
still hope to carry our brains with
us, we are entitled to ask, what,
under such circumstances, must
become of the actor's own belief in

what he is engaged in, or of that of

the audience in the quasi-reality of

the play? We are thinking of

Juliet, or Othello, in their agonies,

and have no wish to be reminded,
at least until the play is over, of

Miss Belvawney or Mr. Folair. The
practice is one which must be odious

to all true artists ; and we observe

that, as might have been expected, it

has been resolutely resisted by our
one great actress during her recent

performances at Drury Lane. It is

of purely foreign growth, and a

sorry substitute for the hearty,

spontaneous, irrepressible acclaim,

good for audience and actor both,

which used to greet a performer

when the play was over, and the

public wished to thank him for the

hours of imaginative pleasure he
had given them. The sooner it is

put down the better. Nothing can
be simpler, if the intelligent, inde-

pendent portion of the audience do
their duty, and, instead of suffering

a few noisy fools or injudicious

friends to have things all their own
way, will raise a decided protest,

and let the actor, who appears in

defiance of it, know unmistakably
that his presence is not desired. The
majority of all audiences has long-

seen through the farce of the whole
thing. "Why should they go on
submitting with a silent shrug of

the shoulders to its being played off

to their discomfort, merely that a
mischievous stimulus may be minis-

tered to the vanity of indifferent

performers ? Let us, if we wish to

keep them up to their work on the
stage, keep our own wits at work,
and, if need be, speak our minds
freely, before it. Amuse us, ladies

and gentlemen, with your humours

;

delight us with your well-graced

speech and bearing ; thrill our
hearts with pathos or passion, and
you will find us sympathetic and
grateful. But a truce to all this

fooling of recalls and preconcerted
bouquets ! Earn applause honestly,

and you shall have it to your hearts'

content; but don't fancy you have
been working wonders, because a
stupid few—how composed, you
know very well, it will not always
do to inquire—insist on your coming
forward to be cheered and pelted

with flowers, wherever you have
availed yourself to the uttermost of

some opportunity to ' tear a passion

to tatters.'

It is satisfactory to observe that

the daily and weekly press have
latterly begun to show, by their

notices of the theatres, that they
have teeth, and can bite. They have
much to answer for in not having long
since trodden down, as they might
so easily have done, the Barnumisms
which had become rampant in

theatrical matters, and for not

having spoken out their minds
frankly about plays and players

generally. Our audiences have been

so long unused to testify disapproval,

that they have grown timid. But if

the press will only speak out boldly,

call a bad piece bad, charge pre-

tenders with presumption, assign

those who usurp front ranks their

places in the third and fourth, and

above all, never hesitate to tell an

actor or actress where they are either

wrong or trifle with their parts,
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audiences would soon recover their

independence, and the condition of

our theatres would be infinitely

more satisfactory. Punch has feel-

ings, and we respect them; but if

he cannot bear the strong truth of

honest and intelligent criticism, let

him retire into private life. Why
should he be fed on comfits, like a
parrot, unless, indeed, he be but a

parrot, while the rest of mankind are

forced to take the sours of their vo-

cation with its sweets? However
unpalatable for the time, no artist,

whatever his excellence, but is the

better for being frankly told how the

people who are hardest to please are

impressed with his work. And of

all artists, the actor especially needs
the counsel of wise criticism to point

out his shortcomings, and to encou-
rage him where he is right. We say
' wise criticism,' because a man is

not a judge of good acting, more
than of good pictures or good poetry,

by the mere light of nature. Com-
bined with a natural instinct, and a
knowledge of life and manners, he
must have culture, experience, and
taste. Such critics can never be
very numerous, but their advice

would be indeed precious, both
behind and before the curtain. The
quick intelligence of the actor will

profit by their teachings, but not
more rapidly than the public. For
in the main the public instinct is

right ; it only wants guidance. Of
course there will always be a sec-

tion who will prefer bad acting to

good, just as the sprawling extrava-

gance of Bernini is more admired
by the ignorant than the delicate

truthfulness of Phidias. But in the

end Bernini goes to the wall even
with the mass, and a Macready will

always carry the day against an
N. T. Hicks. ' No part,' says Cole-

ridge (Lit. Bern., vol. 2, p. 51), 'was
ever played in perfection, but nature
justified herself in the hearts of all

her children, in what state soever
they were, short of absolute moral
exhaustion or downright stupidity.

There is no time given to ask ques-
tions or to pass judgments ; we are

taken by storm ; and though in the
histrionic art many a clumsy coun-
terfeit, by caricature of one or two
features, may gain applause as a

fine likeness, yet never was the very
thing rejected as a counterfeit.'

The experience of the last fifteen

years has amply verified this truth.

We have seen many counterfeits

accepted for true men. Many false

reputations manufactured. But what
has become of them all ? One after

another they have dropped into ob-
livion. The public, dazzled for a
time, has found them out. The
imagined genius has turned out to

be a very commonplace monster after

all. As with actors, so with pieces.

A course of Shakspearian revivals,

and a few years of sensation pieces,

have so palled upon the public taste,

that we are now beginning to vote

the latter a bore, and are becoming
anxious to have our Shakspeare
dressed up for us in a simpler

fashion.

It is not well to speak ill even of

dead dramas, and we shall not there-

fore do more than allude to some of

the most conspicuous failures of the

last year. But it is impossible not

to note the fact that mere scenery

and splendid appointments are no
longer able to command success.

This has just been conspicuously

shown in the case of The King's

Butterfly, at the Lyceum. Nothing
more beautiful has been seen upon
any stage than some of the scenes

in this drama. They were marvels
of excellence in their kind, and as a

background to a noble or interesting

plot, would have been most com-
mendable; but the pictorial were
painfully disproportionate to the

literary merits of the piece. And yet

the piece was no worse, on the con-

trary, itwas insome particulars better,

than either The Duke's Motto or Bel

Lemonio, and certainly it was not

worse acted than either. Still it

failed, while they succeeded; and
failed, as might have been predicted,

because people weary of nothing so

soon as mere excitement of the

senses. London audiences have been
glutted with pretty pictures, fine

dresses, and rapid action; and not

all the sparkle of Mr. Fechter's Fan-

fan could lure them to his theatre.

It is to be hoped this gentleman will

take the hint to heart, and trust for

the future to plays with a substan-

tial human interest in them, and to
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better acting than he is likely to get

out of his present company.

The new managers of the Olympic
will certainly not establish their un-

dertaking on a sound basis, if we are

to take The Hidden Hand, on which

they have thrown their strength, as

a sample of the plays to be expected

at this theatre. Here again the

scene-painter and stage-carpenter

have done their work admirably, in

some respects, we should say, almost

too well, because they distract the

attention of the audience too much
from the actors. But why should all

this wealth of scenic decoration be

lavished on a piece which, without

it, would certainly not be endured ?

It is utterly base and vicious to the

core— French, and in the worst

French manner. The plot turns on

the suspicion of two detestable

crimes, which attaches to a neglected

wife : the one of being unfaithful to

her husband (which, in truth, she

is in heart, if not in act), and the

other of poisoning her own child,

presumably because that child is be-

trothed to the man she loves. No
dramatic or histrionic skill can make
such incidents otherwise than revolt-

ing to any one whose moral sense is

not hopelessly obtuse. Things are

not only hinted at, but broadly dis-

cussed on the stage, from which all

delicate feeling recoils. And yet this

is the sort of thing which is offered

for the recreation of English ladies

and gentlemen. Who would know-
ingly permit any young girl to wit-

ness such a piece ? If the state of

the house on the night we saw_ it

be any criterion, the wholesome in-

stincts of pit and gallery had re-

coiled from it, for they were but

scantily filled. The more numerous
occupants of the boxes and stalls

were probably too torpid or too

biases to be conscious of the moral

taint ; but such languid enjoyment

as the piece seemed to afford to them
was no great compliment to the very

good acting of the principal per-

formers. Such a heroine as we have

described is scarcely what one could

wish to see the promising abilities of

Miss Kate Terry employed upon;
neither is it calculated to be bene-

ficial to her in the practice of

her art. It is too unreal and spas-

modic, and affords little scope for

that gradual evolution of character,

which makes the plays of all great

dramatists, and especially of our
greatest, at once the touchstone of

power and the school for training it

to its highest development. It is

not the successful treatment of one
or two strong situations which
proves the genuine excellence of an
actor. To this Miss Terry shows
herself quite equal ; but the extreme

praise which has been lavished on
her in this part must be justified by
something of a much higher order,

if she is to take a leading place

in her profession. In two of the

other actors in the same piece, the

mischievous effects of having to play

for four hundred nights or so in The

Ticket-of-Leave Man are painfully

conspicuous. The Tom Brierly of

the latter crops out at every pore of

Mr. Neville's Lord Penarvon ; and
the style which made Mr. Vincent's

Melter Moss excellent, thrusts itself

perforce into his Modoc Ooch, to its

destruction. If these actors are not

permanently injured as artists, it

will say much for their capacity and
address.

Of The Streets of London, another

French piece, adapted by that prince

of conveyancers, Mr. Boucicault, there

is nothing to be said. As a drama,

and as acted, it is worthless. To
this the manager is probably indif-

ferent, as it helps to retrieve the

losses which were entailed on his

theatre by the unwise attempt to

force a third-rate French actress upon
us as a woman of genius. The play

draws, as such plays always will draw,

houses of the class of persons who go

to theatres only to see, and to be ex-

cited, no matter how. Its success

has apparently provoked Mr. Web-
ster into trying whether a piece of

a similar character, and with similar

strong scenic effects, would tell as

well in the Strand as in Oxford-

street. Instead, however, of adapt-

ing the French dish to the English

palate, he has transferred it pure and

simple—mere excision apart. But

the atmosphere of the Boulevard

Montmartre cannot, unluckily for

him, be transferred with the piece.

The twang of extravagance which

one expects and relishes at the Porte
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St. Martin jars painfully in the more
prosaic region of the Adelphi. Our
audiences are happily not yet quite

up to the high fever mark, which is

the normal register there. The ex-

quisite imbroglio of vice and virtue,

of sublime sentiment and degraded
action, which our French neighbours

dress up with such admirable skill,

and savour with such infinite relish,

to our colder and more analytic

natures looks but a raw-head-and-
bloody-bones

fe
business at the best.

Englishmen are a little squeamish on
certain matters, and heartily concur
in the Horatian maxim that there are

incidents which are better transacted

off the stage than on it. We cannot

get up sympathy for suicide, and
until now no West-end stage, at

least, has seen a jeune 'premier recom-
mended to our sympathies for break-

ing an engagement with one young
lady who is desperately in love with
him, because he resolves rather late

in the day to make an honest woman
of another whom he has seduced.

The tangle is not a pretty one, espe-

cially as the respective mothers ofthe

gentleman and the frail fair one take

an active part in its unravelment.
This is a species of dirty linen which
we English do not like to see washed
in public for the amusement of our
wives and daughters. Neither will

such moral obliquity be compen-
sated by the dreary didactics against

drunkenness into which the authors
of this piece have thrown all their

force. Mr. Webster himself plays
admirably one of those cool, grey-

headed, amiable-looking, old, wealthy
scoundrels,—men of ' one virtue and
a thousand crimes,'—with which the

stage is familiar ; but his fine powers
are thrown away in trying to give
vitality to a piece which is not worth
the trouble. The same may be said of

Mrs. Stirling as the outraged mother,
who throws away a great deal of that

intensity which ought to be em-
ployed upon worthier materials.

The rivals for the hand of the jeune
premier are doubtless very charming,
as played in Paris, where the spasm-
and-gasp style of performance is re-

fined almost to an art ; but here it is

no discredit to Miss Woolgar and
Miss Sims to say, that, being English-
women, they aggravate the agony of

their sorrows to a point which, to

say the least of it, oversteps the

boundaries of the sublime.

Strange to relate, two pieces of

purely native growth have recently

been produced in London, better

than anything of French origin

which has been lately seen here.

These are the Milky White of Mr.
Craven, at the Strand, and the Sy-
bitta of Mr. Palgrave Simpson at the

St. James's. The former is as admi-
rably, as the latter is indifferently,

acted. Indeed, so little justice is

done to Mr. Simpson's piece that it

is difficult to estimate its merits.

The character of Sybilla, in which a

certain grave intensity lies beneath

the outward semblances of a co-

quette, is quite beyond the grasp of

Mrs. Charles Mathews; and as the

other performers,—Mr. Frank Mat-
thews excepted, whose humour is

somewhat of the dreariest,—obvi-

ously think their parts beneath them,

it is no wonder that they convey the

impression of being considerably be-

neath their parts. It is not so with

Mr. Craven's piece, in which all con-

cerned act with care, and produce a

satisfactory impression of truth and
nature. The character of Milky
White, a surly, deaf old man, suspi-

cious and litigious, who is human-
ized by sorrow and the sympathy of

people he had mistrusted, is no new
conception; but it has been well

worked out by Mr. Craven, who, in

this case, is both author and actor.

It is no discredit to him that ho
makes us think at times how much
more would have been made of the

part by Mr. Eobson, for whom it was
written, and whom it would have
fitted to a nicety. In the early and
more marked situations of the piece

the difference is less perceptible than

in the latter portions, where the stub-

born heart of the man is broken

down, and where there is less to say,

but much to be done, by those fine

touches of expression in look, in

tone, and action,—those little seem-

ingly unconscious strokes of nature,

—in which Farren excelled, and in

which Eobson was his not unskilful

follower. These are just the things

which distinguish the artist from the

ordinary actor. They are not to be

acquired by mere practice ; but high
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excellence in them cannot be attained

without a larger experience than Mr.
Craven has had.

Foreign artists have appparently

not yet learned that although our dra-

matists are only too ready to take

their plays, the English public are not

so ready to take their actors from the

French, otherwise why should we
have had another Parisian actress

trying to take a position by acting in

a language she cannot speak, which
she was unable to gain by acting in

one which she could. Mademoiselle
Beatrice, on whom the Haymarket
Theatre has for the last two months
depended for its attraction, never of-

fends, and occasionally even pleases.

Her chief merit, however, lies in

the fact that she bears herself like a

lady—a merit, unhappily, too rare of

late years on the Haymarket stage

:

for she has obviously neither the

mental nor physical requisites for

an actress of a high class. Her figure

is handsome, but wants flexibility

and grace ; her voice is sweet, but
without the power or penetrating
quality demanded for the display of

passion or varied emotion. In none
of the three characters, moreover, in

which she has appeared—and they
were quite sufficient to test her
powers—has she shown either origi-

nality of conception or vigour of

treatment. Actresses of this stamp
are not so rare that we need go out
of England for them ; and unless

this lady is content to forego all

claim to pre-eminence, and to take

her place among ordinary working
companies, she had better seek repu-
tation elsewhere. The infinite bad
taste of Mr. Buckstone in proclaim-
ing her in his play-bills as the only
worthy successor of Mrs. Siddons
and Miss O'Neill, in the part of Mrs.
Haller, while doing Mademoiselle
Beatrice great disservice, has shown
what liberties successful managers
think they may take with the public

unrebuked. The public showed their

sense of the impertinence by leaving
the lady to perform the part—
which she did very sweetly and
feebly—to nearly empty benches.
A great effort has been made

by the lessees of Drury Lane to meet
the growing desire to see the higher
drama restored to our stage. With

this view they have got together a
company, not certainly good, but
probably as good as under present
circumstances was within their

reach. Hitherto, with the exception
of some farces, bad almost beyond
belief, they have confined their

operations to the reproduction of

Shakspeare. The First and Second
Parts of.Henry the Fourth, and Othdlo,

were respectably put on the stage

;

but, except in the case of Mr. Phelps's

Justice Shallow—the best since Far-
ren's, but oh ! how far behind his

—

presented in the acting no features of

salient interest. Still they met with
a measure of success, which showed
how ready the public are to second
any well-directed endeavour to raise

the character of theatrical entertain-

ments. This became still more con-

spicuous when the engagement of

Miss Helen Faucit enabled the mana-
gers to place Cymbdinc and Macbeth

upon the stage with the certainty

that full justice would be done to

two of Shakspeare's noblest concep-
tions. If, as is generally understood,

this lady has quitted retirement for

a time simply with the view of assist-

ing the impulse which the lessees of

Drury Lane have sought to give to

the revival of the poetical drama, the

public owe her a debt of gratitude

and this they have certainly not been
backward in acknowledging, by
crowding the theatre nightly to an
extent all but unprecedented. Those
who remember Miss Helen Faucit in

her noviciate, under Mr. Macready's

reign, at Drury Lane, and in her
occasional appearances, whenever a

poetical drama was produced, such
as Browning's Colombe's Birthday,

or Marston's Marie de Meranie,

have found all the charm of their

recollections brought back with ten-

fold force, while the younger genera-

tion have seen for the first time
what true acting is, and may form
an idea of its value in developing

and sending home to the hearts of

the audience the conceptions of the

dramatist's brain. No one, however
familiar beforehand with the cha-

racters of Imogen and Lady Macbeth,

can have seen them impersonated by

Miss Helen Faucit without feeling

they have derived a higher and

clearer idea of the poet's intention
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than they could possibly have done
without such living illustration.

No critic, with the utmost fulness of

comment, could do for the elucida-

tion of the poet what is done swiftly

and surely by an actress whose con-

ceptions are so pure and delicate, yet

well defined, and who is gifted with

such rare natural qualities of voice

and expression, and is ' in form and
moving so express and admirable.'

After a few hours of exquisite enjoy-

ment one feels that not only has he
made a priceless addition to his

pleasures of memory, but that his

imagination has been permanently
raised. This is especially true of

Miss Helen Faucit's Imogen, a cha-

racter so difficult to portray, from
the fine qualities of person as well

as the great variety of refined power
which it demands, that it has gene-

rally been avoided even by actresses

of great name. Cymbeline, though
lavish in the display of poetical

power, fails in closeness and concen-

tration as a drama ; but Imogen has
always been the ideal of womanly
sweetness, dignity, and devotion

;

and Shakspeare's genius was never
put forth more strongly than in her
creation. She is clothed with nearly

every womanly grace; she is sub-

jected to nearly every trial which
can test a woman's worth ; and she
passes through them all triumph-
antly. Eoyal in blood, refined in

culture, so rich in all the graces of

person and mind, that she touches
with something like reverence even
the unhallowed thoughts of that most
' super-subtle ' of sensualists, Iachi-

mo, and impresses all with whom she
comes into contact with loving ad-
miration,—impassioned » as Juliet,

with allJuliet's resolute will, but with
a finer judgment, and rarer powers of

self-denial,—playful, yet dignified

—

in her deepest sorrow most thought-
ful for others, and bearing up
against despair only in the hope to

find some reason for the perversion
of her husband's faith,—it is no won-
der, that Imogen has rarely found an
adequate representative. This, in-

deed, could only be expected in an
artist of the highest class, so pene-
trated by the subtle beauty of the

character that she may be said to

have absorbed it into her own.

Such an artist is Miss Helen Faucit

;

and it speaks well for the taste of our
audiences, that the play, on the re-

vival of which no care had been ex-

pended, and which, certainly, was
most inadequately acted in some of

its principal parts, has been much
more cordially received than when
produced by Mr. Macready, with
himself as lachimo, Mr. Anderson as

Posthumus, Mr. Phelps as Belarius,

and Mr. Elton as Pisanio, and with
every scenic accessory which scholar-

ship and good taste could supply.

The same may be said of the
Macbeth; for although Mr. Beverley's

skill had done all that the painter's

art could do to illustrate, without
overlaying, the author, and although
considerable pains had in other re-

spects been taken in putting the play
on the stage, there was no particu-

lar evidence in any of the scenic ar-

rangements of originality or artistic

skill. Indeed there was much that

was clumsy and commonplace; as,

for example, in the whole arrange-

ment of the Banquet scene. Who
ever before saw a dais erected across

the centre of a hall ; or what could
be more fatal to all richness of effect

than placing the banqueting tables

in lines parallel to the proscenium,
instead of carrying them diagonally

across the stage ? Or who, that had
any appreciation of the text, would
have placed Lady Macbeth at the
side of the stage, when the action of
the scene requires her to dominate
it from the centre ? It is in matters
of this sort that the test of a stage-

director's skill lies; and one of

Mr. Phelps's great experience might
fairly be expected not to fall into

such errors.

Macbeth is a character beyond
the reach of any but the greatest

actors ; and it is assuredly not one
of Mr. Phelps's successful efforts.

It recalls the Macbeth of Mr Mac-
ready, but only by the absence of

all that was fine in that gentleman's
performance. Whatever Mr. Phelps's

conceptionmay be, the picture which
he presents is that of a man without
even physical courage, ignoble in

demeanour and in thinking, un-
mannerly, loud, and by no means
the person to inspire either fear or

respect. Such a man could never
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have moved Lady Macbeth to love

him, nor won the confidence of the

gracious Duncan. And why will

Mr. Phelps play such tricks with

his voice? He speaks as no man
ever spoke in real life. His ges-

tures, too, are far too redundant,

and carry the licence of the stage to

the utmost limits of improbability.

If any general were to strut and
shout as his Macbeth does in the

last act, not only would ' the thanes
fly from him/ but the veriest kern
would decline to act for one hour
under his orders. How very differ-

ent is all this extravagance of blus-

ter from the fitful and wayward,
but intense and headlong, passion

which Shakspeare has painted ?

In marked contrast to the stagey

unreality of her lord was the Lady
Macbeth of Miss Helen Faucit, who
has cast aside all stage traditions of

the part, and sought its true reading
inSbakspeare'sown ' unvalued book.'

In her Lady Macbeth we see a will

masculine in energy ; a heart insen-

sible to fear ; an iron self-control ; a

mind subtle, prompt, and resolute
;

without religious feeling, but yet a

woman, eager, impulsive, unselfish,

claiming a hold on our sympathies

by her love for her husband, by her

silent endurance, and by the terrible

tortures of retributive conscience.

Her ambition is for her husband. To
secure that on which his heart has

long been set, she for a time un-
sexes herself. That aim once gained,

she is no partner in his cowardly

and bloody assassinations. Very
soon she finds her mistake in think-

ing of him as too full of the milk of

human kindness. The man she had
believed to be too full of scruples

proves, to her dismay, to be wholly

without pitifulness or mercy—a man
for whose ideas of his own good ' all

causes must give way.' Her very hold
on him is lost. She finds him sel-

fishly indifferent to what she is suf-

fering. The horrible dreams of the
past which are shaking her slum-
bers nightly find no sympathy in
her husband, whose sleep, if broken,
is only broken by miserable fears of
future danger. Absolute isolation

of heart and life is the only fruit of

her great crime. The pitiable break-
down of her hopes, affections, ener-
gies, culminating in the ' slumbery
agitation ' of the sleep-walking scene,

in which she is doomed for ever and
ever, like a spirit in bale, to re-

hearse the horrors of which she had,
in order to dispel her husband's
terror, formerly made so light, is a
representation which fulfils in per-

fection the great object of tragedy,
as defined by Aristotle—' the puri-
fication of the soul by pity and
terror.'

Such representations as these of
Miss Helen Faucit, delightful doubt-
less to herself, as they are assuredly
delightful and instructive to her
audience, imply great fatigue, and
it is not, therefore, strange that they
should be announced as the last for
' a considerable period.' But in the
interests of that art of which she is

so distinguished an ornament, and
which she presents in its most
ennobling aspect, as well as in the

interests of the public, for whose
taste such performances are the best

education, let us hope that she may
before very long be persuaded to

present us with fresh embodiments
of Shakspeare's women, as nobly
beautiful as those which we have
recently seen.
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THE NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE
FOR

of England

At the commencement of the New Year several important
alterations will be made in the Magazines now published by the

Sunday School Institute.

The present Quarterly Magazine for Teachers will be dis-

continued, as it is felt that long intervals between the publication

have been, in many respects, a hindrance to its efficiency.

Also the present Monthly Magazine tor Teachers will be
abandoned in its present form, and for the future there will be but
one organ of the Society for the use of Teachers.

On December 81st, 1864, will be Published,

THE NEW THLY MAGAZINE
POR
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FORTY-EIGHT PAGES, Svo. PBIOE 4£

This Magazine is intended for the assistance of all who are en-

gaged in the Eeligious Instruction of the Young, and is especially

suited to the wants of Sunday School Teachers.

Several writers of experience have promised contributions,

amongst which will appear

ST. PAUL, a Poem. By A. L. O. E.,

Author of " Claremont Tales," the "Roby Family," &c, &&, and
will be commenced in the first number.
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ON DECEMBER 31st., 1864, WILL BE PUBLISHED

THE FIKST NUMBER, PBICE Id.,

OF THE NEW SERIES
OF THE

SUNDAY SCHOLAR'S OOlFillOEi
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

The design of this Magazine has always been to supply

wholesome Reading to Children for those hours on the Sunday

during which they are unemployed, and so far as is practicable

to supplement the Scriptural Teaching given in the SUNDAY
SCHOOL, or at HOME. It is proposed that with the New

Year this Magazine should be considerably enlarged and improved,

and it is hoped and expected that an increased circulation wil*

justify the increased outlay.

The Editor has secured the services of several well-known

Writers for Children, and will be assisted by the Contributors to

the former Magazine, but trusts that the number of his helpers

may be strengthened from the great body of Sunday School

Teachers.

Mas. Casey Brook will contribute a Tale on the

"LORD'S PRAYER."
AND

The Author of " TRUTH " a Tale for Boys, a New Story

Twenty-four Pages, 12mo. Price Id.
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LONDON. EDINBURGH. DUBLIN.

37 CORNHILL. 47.GEORGE STREET. 52 DAME STREET.

Established 1524. Capital ^5,000,0 00.

GOVERNOR.

His Grace the DUKE of HAMILTON & BRANDON.

Invested Funds at 1st August 1864, upwards of £900,000

Annual Revenue from ail sources . . 194,000

Amount of Life Insurances m force 3,300,000

<&

S^HE Fortieth Annual General Meeting of the

Scottish Union Insurance Company was held

in the Company's Office, No. 47 George Street,

Edinburgh, on Wednesday the Jth day of December 1864.

The Report by the Directors, containing full and

detailed Statements of the Company's Transactions for the

year ending 1st of August last, was submitted to the Pro-

prietors, and unanimously approved of.

A Report by Robert Spottiswoode, Esq., C.A.,

Auditor of the Company, certifying the accuracy of the

Balance-Sheets, and other Financial Statements submitted

by the Directors, was read to the Meeting.
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Scottish Union Insurance Company.

From the Directors' Report it appeared that during

the year ending 1st August 1864,

The number of Life Policies issued was . . I I 1

6

Sums insured thereby, deducting re-assurances /* 5 1 4>4 2 5

Yielding of New Premiums . . . 17,039

In the Ltfe Department, after payment of all Claims, Sums paid

for Surrender of Policies, Commission to Agents, including Expenses

attending District Agencies and Charges for Management, the Excess of

Receipts over Expenditure for the year was £28,030 : 7 : 8. This sum has

been added to the Life Funds, which now amount to £569,686 : 2 : 6.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
The Fire Revenue amounted to £54,089 : 2 : 10 ; and after payment

of all Fire Losses, Commission to Agents, and charges, the surplus on the

Fire Account alone, exclusive of interest, was £19,441 : 13 : 10. The in-

terest received during the year on the Paid-up Capital and Sinking Fund
was £13,020 : : 10.

DIVIDEND.
A Dividend out of the General Profits of the Company, at the rate of

10 per cent per annum, was declared payable to the Shareholders, free of

Income-tax, on the 2d day of January 1865, after payment of which there

remained a sum of £11,704 : 12 : 8 to be added to the rest, which now
amounts to £102,093 : 8 : 5. In future the Dividends will be payable

half-yearly, on 1st July and 2d January.

c&

Progress of the Company.
The following Statements exhibit the Progress which has taken place in

the Company's Business, in both Departments, during the last few years.

Department,ire

For the

Year Ending
31st July.

Number of New
Life Policies

issued.

Insuring
Yielding of New

Premiums.

1862

1863

1864

915

IO71

IIl6

A2 7,33

488,264

514,425

£i3 s
i97 9 1

15,382 1

17,039 1 6

It thus appears that, during the three years since 31st July 1861, form-

ing the commencement of the current quinquennial period, there have

been issued 3102 Life Policies, insuring the large sum of £1,430,019.

&

41. LUDGATE HILL, E.C.
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Scottish Union Insurance Company.
a

fe

Fire Department
In this branch of the Company's Business the Revenue has increased

upwards of 50 per cent during the last seven years, and now amounts to

£54,000.

The Revenue of the Company from all sources is now £194,000, and

has been derived from Business transacted in the United Kingdom alone

— the Company not having any Foreign Agencies. When this fact is

kept in view, as well as the active competition existing among Insurance

Companies, it cannot but be regarded as very satisfactory that this Com-
pany has not only maintained, but has largely increased its Business and

Revenue during the past year.

DIVISION OF PROFITS.
Every five years each Policy-holder entitled to participate receives a

share of the surplus in exact proportion to the Premiums paid during the

five years, with accumulated interest thereon. The share of Profits so

allocated is then converted into a Reversionary Bonus, according to the

age of the party.

While this system gives to each an exact proportion, it will be found

alike favourable to young lives, whose prospects of longevity are greater^

and to parties entering at middle life, or the more advanced ages ; the

Premiums paid by them being higher than at earlier ages.

m i!

BONUSES
.1, 1846, 185 1, 1856, and 1! 11. At the last In-have been declared

vestigation in 1861 :

—

A Reversionary Bonus was allocated upon those Policies entitled to parti-

cipate, in proportion to the Premiums paid during the five preceding years,

varying from about one to upwards of one and a half per cent per annum on

the sums assured, according to age and duration of the Policy.

r^>//w/^ Examples of Bonus Additions are taken

from the Company's Books :
—

A Policy issued in 1834 for^4000, had increased at 1st August)
1861 to the sum of ...... . J

A Policy issued in 1836 for ^5000, had increased at 1st August )

1861 to the sum of ... . .
\

A Policy issued in 1841 for^iooo, had increased at 1st August \
1861 to the sum of ...... )

£5402 17 1

6487 18 10

1256 14 9

Bonus declared every five years, and may be applied, at the option of

the Assured, in any of the following ways :
—

I. It may be Added to the Sum Assured;

II. Applied in Reduction of Future Premiums ; or

III. Surrendered for its Present Value in Cash.

The next Declaration of Bonus will be in 1866.

J*
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Claims are paid within Three Months after satisfactory evidence

is produced of the death of the party insured. This Company, since

its commencement, has paid upwards of ,£1,500,000 for Fire and
Life Claims.

No Entry-Money. Policy Stamps paid by the Company.

Liberal Allowance for Surrender of Policies after three Pre

miums have been paid.

No extra Premium charged for residence in Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, or the United States of America north of the 38th

degree of latitude.

Policies may, under certain conditions and exceptions, after five

years' endurance, be made indisputable, and the Assured permitted

to travel or reside beyond the limits of Europe, without payment of

Extra Premium.

ft

Table of Rates for Insuring £ IOO, payable at death.

«tS ANNUAL PREMIUM. * £ ANNUAL PREMIUM.
*3 g.3
M.h tc.b

20

With Profits. Without Profits. <!W With Profits. Without Profits.

£* l8 5 £l 12 II 38 £3 l 6 £2 13 9

21 1 19 7 1 13 7 39 3 3 3 2 15 5

22 209 1 H 5 40 3 5o 217.2
23 2 in 1 15 2 41 3 6 10 2 l8 II

24 2 3 1 1 16 1 42 3 8 9 3 8

25 243 1 17 43 3 10 10 3 2 5

26 2 5 4 1 18 44 3 I2 11 3 4 4

27 265 1 19 45 3 i5 1 3 6 4
28 2 7 7 200 46 3 i7 5 3 8 7

29 289 212 47 3 19 10 3 i° 11

30 2 911 224 48 4 2 5 3 13 6

31 211 2 2 3 7 49 4 5o 3 16 5

32 2126 2 4 11 50 4 7 9 3 19 8

33 2 13 10 263 52 4 16 7 470
34 2 15 3 2 7 9 54 5 4 10 4 15 4

35 2 16 9 2 9 1 56 5 14 5 4 6

36 2 18 3 2 10 7 58 644 5 13 8

37 2 19 10 2 12 1 60 6 15 9 6 3 4

1

Prospectuses, Forms of Proposal, and all information, may be had at the Offices

of the Company in Edinburgh, London, or Dublin, orfrom any of the Agents.

GEORGE RAMSAY, Manager. JAMES BARLAS, Secretary.

R. & R. Chirk. Printers.
d
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PREFACE.

I have a sonnet that will serve the turn."

—

Shakespeare,

The old proverb, that " Good wine needs no bush," is not more
true than that good poetry needs no introduction. The circum-

stances, however, under which the following Poems were called into

existence are so peculiar that a few prefatory words of explanation

are due, no less in justice to the writers than in courtesy to the

readers.

When all were seeking the most appropriate means of showing

their appreciation of England's greatest poet, and of paying a fitting

tribute to his memory, we believed they would most honour him
who the nearest approached the excellence of his immortal song.

But while the Muses were highly delighted with our efforts on behalf

of the " flowers of society," they had not yet bidden us to tune their

lyre ; and to meet the exigencies of the case we cried, " Ho ! for a

Shakespeare!" and offered One Hundred Guineas in Prizes for the

three best compositions— half for the writers, and half to a

Shakespeare Memorial Fund.

This experiment, notwithstanding the limited notice given, has

proved a decided success ; in fact, out of the hundreds of com-

positions submitted, so many were praiseworthy that we regret our

space precludes the possibility of giving publicity to more than the

three poems awarded prizes : still we cannot omit this opportunity

of expressing our thanks to all who submitted their poems for

competition.

We have great pleasure, therefore, in now presenting to the

public the results of our enterprise. Herein will be found a group of

sonnets worthy a place among our national poetry of the affections.

These we dedicate to our fair patrons "for remembrance;" while,

to beguile a few spare minutes, the reader will find two humorous
contributions from able pens, that cannot fail to afford them a little

amusement in the boudoir. To select these from the immense
number of manuscripts received has been no easy task for the ad-

judicators, the publication of whose names will be a sufficient

guarantee of the manner in which it has been performed. These

gentlemen were B. Webster, Esq., J. Sterling Coyne, Esq., Andrew
Halliday, Esq., George Rose, Esq., and Thos. Sturtt Stuerte, Esq.

With these few words by way of Introduction, we leave the

productions of " the Shakespeares of 1864" to the mercy of hundreds

of thousands of fair critics, whose humble servants we have the

honour to subscribe ourselves,

The Manufacturers of Thomson's Crinolines.

London, June 1864.



SONNETS,

TO WHICH THE FIRST PRIZE OF FIFTY GUINEAS
WAS AWARDED.

COMPOSED BY

WILLIAM FULFORD,

AUTHOR OF "SAUL AND OTHER POEMS," AND " SONGS OF LIFE.'

Sweet summer-day, whereon my love was born,

What know we in the world more fair than thee ?

The voice of singing birds doth greet thy morn
;

The leaves are full on every shadowing tree.

Thine is the rose, and thine the lily white;

The air is rich with fragrance thy lips breathe :

Thine is the long and slowly-dying light

;

Thine the cloud-garlands which the sunsets wreathe.

Sweet summer-day, whose beauty peerless seems,

Yet one thing fairer than thyself I know—
My love's sweet face, whose softened splendour beams
With radiance richer than thy suns can show.

A lily she more graceful, sweet and fair,

Than e'er breathed odour on thy balmy air.

II.

sweet dark eyes, whose dark is Love's own light,

Pure stars that beam with soft and tender fire,

When will ye rise and shine upon my night,

And bring me back mine own eyes' lost desire ?

Rich hair the sunlight touches into gold,

From whose bright change fresh splendours ever dart,

That I might smooth you, nor be deemed too bold,

Tangling in your soft meshes hand and heart I

And red lips ! whose bloom I long to kiss,

Ripe, swelling to the full and perfect rose,

Breathe low and say when mine will know the bliss

To drink the balm that from your flower o'erflows.

Dark starry eyes, rose-lips and golden hair,

Why are ye lost, so sweet, so sovereign fair ?
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III.

Say, canst thou love me, canst thou be my own ?

Or is thy beauty too divine, too pure,

For worship and for reverent awe alone,

Which may not too familiar touch endure ?

Can Love dishonour that which he would hold,

And clasp to his own warm and beating heart ?

Would his embraces be too ardent-bold,

And must he but adore and kneel apart ?

My own love tells me he is nothing bold,

But sanctifies whatever he may touch :

For, while thy warm heart to mine own I fold,

Howe'er I love, I worship thee as much.
When most I know thee of our own dear earth,

Then most I feel thy beauty's heavenly birth.

IV.

call not beauty a fast-fading flower

;

Or call it such, and prize it but the more

:

If Heaven will lend but for one fleeting hour

Its precious gifts, the more should men adore.

Nor think it only for the eyes' delight,

An outside charm unmeet to touch the soul

:

Its very core with inward fire is bright,

And purest splendour glorifies the whole.

Worship it, therefore, as the very seal

By which Heaven marks and claims the earth its own :

Frail though it be, though time its freshness steal,

Tis yet a flower in heavenly pastures grown.

Brief, ay, foredoomed ere summer pass to fail
;

Yet dear as brief, and priceless e'en as frail.

V.

If I could fear that time or circumstance

Could sunder our two hearts, I durst not love

:

I durst not set my all, my life, on chance :

But now no doubts my steadfast trust can move.

I will not call thee faithful : for thy soul

Is very faith's itself, and constancy

Inhabits so thy nature pure and whole,

That, tempt what may, thou canst not faithless be.

Therefore it is I give my very heart,

Nor fear to stake my all, nor aught keep back

:

For though, a spendthrift, I yield every part,

I fear no dearth ; I know I cannot lack.

Love being all I need, how can I pine

When Faith's own self seals Love for ever mine ?

-
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VI.

What softest words can paint thy softer cheek?

What sweetest rhymes the sweetness of thy smile ?

Truly to speak of thee all words are weak,

All golden thought, all wealth of fancy vile.

Thine eyes are tender depths of love and light

;

There all fair thoughts, all gentle passions lie :

Thy smile is sunshine, rather soft than bright

;

Thy cheeks like smooth, rose-misted ivory.

So fair thou art, so gentle, Nature's flower
;

Sweet lily, graceful, delicately pure
;

If any verse were fit to be thy bower,

How shouldst thou grow in mine, and there endure!

But ah ! verse never yet praised beauty right

;

How then thy beauty, which is infinite ?

VII.

Queen of my heart, ascend thy throne, and there

Reign without rival, reign until I die :

No face or form, however sweet and fair,

One glance allure from mine all-constant eye.

Let other eyes from fair to fairer roam,

And cull its beauty from each springing flower

;

Mine in one sovereign face have found their home
;

Dwell there, nor care to move from hour to hour.

Yet lack I not for change, though my true look

Be fixed unchanging on the self-same view :

For in thy beauty, like some glorious book,

Reading each day, each day but shows it new.

Queen art thou, one and sole
;
yet on thy state

Millions of subjects, thine own beauties, wait.

VIII.

List, my sweet love, it is the violet-time :

The air is softening 'neath a bluer sky
;

Fresh is the green upon the budding lime,

Whose tender leaflets tell the spring is nigh.

The earth awakens, clad with beauty new,
To soul and senses offering fresh delights :

In our young hearts let Love awaken too,

Stretch his bright wings, and soar to fairer heights,

O now to wander, loving hand in hand,
In gardens rich with grass and tree and flower

!

now, heart beating time to heart, to stand

And drink the sweetness of the sunset-hour !

See, my dear love, it is the violet-time
;

The fresh year's spring, our life's sweet youthful prime.
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IX.

When, far away from thee, I think how sweet

It were to sit and link thy hand in mine,

While the swift minutes, gliding by, should fleet

Unnoticed, as my heart beat time to thine
;

I sigh to think how many days pass on
All nnenjoyed, and all unshared by love :

Night follows night, another day is gone,

And Time's care-laden wings too lightly move.
how much life is lost to love and joy !

Our years shrink down to weeks, our weeks to hours
;

Our gold of life is charged with life's alloy
;

Our Eden breeds more choking weeds than flowers.

to give all my life, my love, to thee,

And make it thus a thousand lives to me

!

X.

The tender truthfulness of thy dark eyes

Haunts me, and must for ever haunt my brain :

In my deep heart what wild remembrance lies,

What wild desire, until we meet again

!

Until we meet ! When shall we meet once more ?

Is it a year, or one long lingering day ? *

Within a day to me there seems a store

Of longing years that will not pass away.

How few the hours when lovers meet and live

!

A short spring morn ere winter yet be past

:

A fond vain hope of summer it doth give
;

But, brief as bright, the sunshine will not last.

might thy dark eyes on me ever beam,

That I might live entranced as in a dream

!

XL

Oh who would bear a heart at all unmoved
By Love, who is of life the very lord ?

Who would forego the bliss to be beloved,

Although Love's pangs are sharper than a sword ?

Yea, in the pain there is so much of balm,

I would not change it for delight less fine :

The rich delirium robs the soul of calm

To thrill it with a rapture too divine.

Let whoso will draw unimpassioned breath
;

O'er me let Love all unresisted reign :

Yea, though his high, imperial will be death,

Still let me die, in sweet, delicious pain.

For joy or woe, all mine to him I give,

In heart and soul his own, to die or live.
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XII.

To look on wonders with familiar eyes

Makes us behold them as familiar things :

"lis distance paints enchanted mysteries,

And half its loveliness on beauty flings.

But one great wonder, seen how oft soe'er,

Grows not less glorious, still wins awe as deep

:

One beauty is eternally as fair,

And its first freshness all unchanged doth keep.

Before the wonder of thy beauty still

My soul bows down, with homage all as true,

As when its splendour first mine eyes did fill,

And blinded them with admiration new.

Transcendent beauty, find I, grows not old,

And Time can but its endless change unfold.



HEROINES AND CRINOLINES:

A DREAM

On the 300th Anniversary of Shakespeare's Birthday.

by

PETER QUINCE, Carpenter.

(Awarded the Second Prize of Thirty Guineas.) ,

" I will get Peter Quince to write a ballad of this dream : it shall be
called Bottom's Dream, because it hath no bottom."

Midsummer Night's Dream. Act IV. Scene 1.

Lapped in soft sleep, methonght a golden haze

Spread round me, brightening to my steadfast gaze,

And opening, till beyond its glowing verge

My raptured sight its onward way did urge,

To where upon an emerald lawn, bespread

With asphodel and lilies, ever fed

With softest dews celestial, sat reclined

The women whose fair forms our Shakespeare's mind

Created, never more to die.

It seemed

They held a council. Every full eye beamed

With deep light lustrous. There the love-lit face

Of Juliet glowed, as when she urged apace

Apollo's "fiery-footed steeds" to fly

And let her Romeo seek her arms ; and nigh

" Pretty Ophelia" tossed her tangled hair,

And cast a timid glance around, to where

Macbeth's stern Queen stood cold and calm as Fate,

And black-browed Cleopatra sat in state

\
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Demanding homage with imperious eyes.

" Transparent Helena" by Hermia lies;

And near them, each with one white arm entwined,

Fair Celia stands with " slender Rosalind;"

And roguish Jessica's quick Hebrew eyes

Gleam like her father's jewels, as she pries

Into the calm and self-reliant face

Of peerless Portia ; and with modest grace

To chaste Olivia, Viola makes suit,

As when a page (to her own passion mute)

She wooed for her own lover : By her side

Sarcastic Beatrice, new made a bride,

And wilful Katharina, husband-broke,

Whisper with bright Bianca of love's yoke

Easy to bear, once tried ; and next, all wild

In her fresh beauty, Nature's untaught child,

"Admired Miranda" glows ; and that sweet Greek,

The fickle Cressid, gazing with flushed cheek

On that " most exquisite lady" of the time,

Pure Desdemona.

But in vain my rhyme

Attempts to number all of chaste and fair

That grouped around— for as bright gems most rare,

Bank upon rank in some rich diadem set,

Dazzle the eye with so much radiance met,

So for a while these varied beauties seemed

To blind my weakened sight: Yet, as I dreamed,

I saw that in the midst of this gay crowd

Fluttered a rosy Cupid, who aloud

Proclaimed the subject of debate, the whole

Inscribed at length upon a blazoned scroll,

And phrased thus— " What means of Art or Dress

"CONDUCETH MOST TO WOMAN'S LOVELINESS ?"

Whereat at once a sweet-voiced Babel sprung

To sudden height, and all the upland rung

With eager argument; some that, some this,

Urging continuous— yet well I wis

Not one agreed with other. But at last,

Willing debate should end before it passed
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To discord or division, swift as light

Vanished sly Cupid, and anon to sight

Returned, upholding in his glowing hand

A wondrous garment by Hephaestus planned

For queenly Aphrodite. Wide its form

Spread like the how that spans the cloud-racked storm,

But with each varied motion, swift or slow,

Softly it swayed with undulating flow,

Each part harmonious— an embodied grace

All irresistible !

Then for a space,

As if some strong enchanter's mighty spell

Had worked with sudden power, deep silence fell

On all the scene, so much the sight amazed

The assembled fair ones.

Mute they sat and gazed
;

But soon recovering tongue, they eager rise,

And with one voice, " Render," they shout, " the prize

" To that fair garment— fair beyond all praise !

" The Earth's unanimous voice its fame shall raise

" As beauty's goodliest frame and utmost foil I

" O, never Time shall rust, nor Fashion spoil,

" Its bounteous symmetry, but it shall rest

" Henceforth sole monarch of the female breast,

" Unchallenged by a rival to molest

" Its glorious reign— while even Beauty's Queen

« Her cestus yields for THOMSON'S CRINOLINE."

The vision fled : The bright cloud fading broke

And in the early April dawn I woke.

April 23rd, 1864.



THE THIRD PRIZE OF TWENTY GUINEAS WAS AWARDED
TO THE FOLLOWING VERY UNIQUE AND CHARACTER.
ISTIC COMPOSITION OF A TRUE SON OF ERIN'S ISLE.

Pallas Athene and Venus at breakfast with Juno, in one

of her Apartments.

" Pallas and Venus," said the Queen of Heaven,
" Now breakfast's over, yon will like to smoke ;

•

" My watch says just a quarter past eleven.

" Come, Ganymede, give Pallas the chibouque,
" And then hand Venus the Cabana-kings—
" And do be quick and take away the things.

" The fact is (put your feet up, Cytherea)
" I've something most important to disclose,

" (Athene, how do you find the Latakia?
" Say, isn't it perfect smoking through your nose ?)

•
" So, pray, my dears, give me your best attention

—

" I've really a most serious thing to mention.

" I think I've noticed (but p'r'aps I'm mistaken)
" That all the males of our Olympian court

" Have lately our society forsaken
" From some inexplicable cause ;— in short,

" In all my reign (whate'er may be th' incentive)
" I never found them half so inattentive."

" Why, yes," said Venus ;
" it is very odd !

" I too observe that all the gods are stupid

;

" I've not had even as much as half a nod
" From Vulcan for these three days— have I, Cupid ?

" He can't give up to me (though once so jealous)

" A single minute from the foundry-bellows.

" And Mars too, once so amorous and gallant,

" The very pink of courtesy and grace,

(" Even you, Athene, who deny his talent,

" Have nought against his manners or his face,)

" Seems lately to have lost la belle maniere,
" And turned into a most consummate bear.

" But yesterday he pass'd me quite unheeded,
" Although I gave him a most gracious bow

;

" I did not quite forget, though surely he did,

" That he had not been always cold as now."
" I should not think you did," said Pallas, slily

;

" Nor anybody else," said Juno, drily.
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" The Muses, too, have been complaining sadly,"

Said Pallas, with her educated drawl,

" Phcebus, they all aver, has used them badly—
" In fact, he never visits them at all.

" Hebe is right ; there must be some good reason
" Why all the gods are so distraits this season."

" In fact, each, of us finds the gods neglect her—
" N'est cepas, mes enfansV answer'd Saturn's daughter

" (Won't you mix seltzer, Pallas, with your nectar ?

" Ho, Ganymede ! hand round the seltzer-water).

" The cause is all we want to find— be sure,

" The cause once known, we'll soon contrive a cure.

11 For my part, if I understand these sphinxes,

" These living riddles called Olympian Gods,
" I think they are in love with mortal minxes;

" (It would not be the only time by odds;)
" Remember Leda, Danae, and Io,

" And they of half a hundred but a trio.

" I've something, too, that strengthens my conjecture—
" Last night I lay awake by slumb'ring Jove

;

(" I'd given him a desperate curtain -lecture

" About his negligence and cooling love,)

" Amid his snores he murmur'd ' Batti, Batti,'

" And ' Casta Diva, Adelina Patti.'
"

" Ah ! that reminds me, apropos" said Venus,
" My fat friend Bacchus has forgotten me

—

" I couldn't imagine what had come between us,

" Until I heard him say to Mercury,
" 'Ah, Hermes ! Hermes! would my heart were whole as
" ' Before I saw that charming Stella Colas!'"

" Enough !" said Pallas. " That our gods are flirting

" With mortal women we are all agreed;
" What use in prating more on what is certain ?

" The remedy is simply what we need;
" And on that point I think I've an idea."

(" Oh, comme vous etes habile!'" said Cytherea.)

" Sol propose that each of us in private
" Take measures to account for their remissness:

" Among us three we surely shall arrive at

" A swift solution of this awkward business.
" Come both of you to lunch with me at one
" To-morrow, and compare what we have done."
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" Agreed !" said Juno; " nothing could be better."

" Your plan," said Venus, " is profoundly clever,

" Therefore I won't stay longer here to chatter,

" This matter should be seen to now or never."
" And I '11 go too," said Pallas : " cm revoir !

" Remember, lunch at one in my boudoir."

II.

Juno and Venus at luncheon with Pallas.

" When you were gone I sent at once for Iris,

" Mjfemme de chambre" began the Olympian Queen,
(" Dear Pallas, how extremely hot the lire is !

" I really must petition for a screen,)

" You know she 's quite my confidential maid,
" And so I told her all you both had said.

" Quoth I, ' Go earthward, Iris, and discover

(" ' I leave the method in detail to you,)
" ' By what mode mortal maidens gain a lover,

" ' By what art matrons keep their husbands true.'
"

" How odd !" said Venus :
" then I 'm nob so stupid

;

" I said the very same to my page Cupid."

" I too," said Pallas, " sent the housemaid Hebe
" On the same errand (Juno, try the cheese.)"

Quoth Venus, " Why, whatever use could she be ?

" She 's always moping after Hercules :

" In fact she 's quite— mats revenons aux moutons—

"

Here entered Iris, Hebe, and the Buttons.*

The two girls curtsey'd, Cupid bow'd demurely,

Then wink'd behind his hand at Juno's maid
;

Then Pallas, " You 're back quickly, Iris ; surely
" You 've not had time to do all Juno said ?"

" Oh ! yes, Your Royal Highness," she replied,

" I think Her Majesty '11 be satisfied."

" Commence your tale at once, then," said her mistress.
" Come, sing our Paradise Regained, like Milton

;

" You other two shall follow with your hist'ries.

" (Athene, this is a most splendid Stilton,
11 I wish I hadn't eaten any curry,)
" Come, Iris child, begin ; we 're in a hurry."

* Cupid.
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" Well then, Madame," returned the maid obedient,
" As I flew earthwards to perform my duty,

" I ponder'd long where 'twould be most expedient
" For me to go in search of earthly beauty

;

" Their courts, thought I (-for surely Earth 's the same
" As Heav 'n) will show me la crime de la crime.

" So first I visited a nobler city

" Than e'er was Carthage, Argos, or Mycenae,
" With women twice as fair, and men as witty

" As ever dwelt in Ilium or Athense

:

" Once see the Tuileries in that metropolis,

" You '11 care no more for Pantheon or Acropolis.

" There, in the midst of her attendant ladies,

" The Empress Eugenie before me came —
" All Europe from St. Petersburg to Cadiz

" Can hardly show so beautiful a dame.
" Thought I, ' our goddesses are fair, but nathless

" l I now don't wonder that the gods are faithless.'

" And yet, your Majesty, when I had seen her
" I could not tell where lay her chiefest charm

;

" Was it her sweetly-arrogant demeanour,
" Her grand imperial eyes, or rounded arm ?

" I could not tell whence came her wondrous grace,

" From figure, gesture, costume, mien or face.

" And when I scrutinized her well, I found
" Her nose not so well chiselPd as Aglaia's

;

" The Imperial waist would measure further round,
" The Imperial hair was coarser than Thalia's:

" But yet, in spite of every like objection,

" I found her tout ensemble was perfection.

" Long mused I, thinking ' Shall we e'er discover

" This latent charm, (will no one ever tell us '?)

" ' This grace that makes of every man a lover,

" ' And (consequently) every woman jealous ?'

" And so I mused and mused, and racked my brain

" To solve the strange enigma— all in vain.

" Then I departed. I may mention briefly,

" Although I enter'd many another palace,

" Of all the belles, the two I fancied chiefly

" Were Alexandra and the Princess Alice
;

" Two sweeter mothers ne'er gave babe caresses

" Than these two most incomparable Princesses.
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" The first the spouse of England's Royal Heir,
u Brave Denmark's wedded daughter, Alexandra,

" Fairer than aught besides on earth of fair,

" Lovelier than Atalanta or Cassandra

:

" Helen was not more beauteous than the other
" The noble daughter of a noble mother.

" But in them both I found a something more,
" A certain undefinable attraction,

" (Exactly as in Eugenie before,)

" That was not face nor figure, voice nor action :

" And though I tried and tried, I could not guess
" The puzzling secret of their gracefulness.

" When, just as I was sure I'd never know it,

" And thought it useless to examine more,
" I saw approaching me a certain poet—

" A modern Shakespeare he of '64.

" Smiling he came, and said, with modest pity,

" ' Enquire at Messrs. Thomson's, in the City.'

" I thank'd him for his very kind suggestion,
" And straight proceeded to the place he named

;

" But when I came and 'gan to ask my question,
" I felt a little shy and half-ashamed,

" Till some one said, ' We know, Miss, what you mean:
" Behold the mystery

—

Thomson's Crinoline !

"

" Oh, what a lame and impotent conclusion !"

Says Pallas
; whereon Iris interposes,

" Excuse me, Madame, it is no delusion
;

" Wait till you hear what Hebe's tale discloses."
" Come then," said Pallas, " tell us of your visit

;

" I trust it's better sense than Iris'— is it ?
"

M I went," said Hebe, " to a hundred places,

" Where all that's fair and all that's clever swarm,
" Where talent is combined with pretty faces,

" And genius with loveliness of form :

" You guess, of course, I bent my journey towards
" The unrivall'd beauties of the London boards.

" There I saw Piccolomini and Titiens,

" Carlotta Patti and Louisa Pyne,
(" At Astley's they have stopped the free admissions,

" And so I couldn't get in till after 9.)
" I saw too Fanny Josephs and Kate Terry,
" And best of all, ' the Strand's ' unequall'd Marie.*

* Miss Marie Wilton
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11 And when I asked of each of them in turn
" The cause of their unparalleled successes,

11 l What is it ?' said I, ' for I wish to learn

" l If it be colour, coiffure, style or dresses ;'

" I got one answer from those charming flirts,

" And that was— * Put it down to Thomson's Skirts.'
"

" Why, Hebe," Pallas said, " you must be silly !"

" No, not at all," cried Cupid, in a heat :

" / sauntered leisurely through Piccadilly,

" And all the clubs that line St. James's Street

;

" In one I heard two fine old fogies chatter,

" Insisting that ' the good old times ' were better.

" ' But still,' said one, ' we must admit the truth,

" ' The women now-a-days are ten times finer

" * Than those we lost our hearts to in our youth—
" ' Not less substantial, but somehow diviner.'

" * Diviner ? yes, of course !' his friend assented,
11 l In those days Thomson's Skirts were not invented.'

"

" Enough !" said Juno, "you have done your duty—
" That must be right in which you 're all agreed;

" I'm sure you've found the recipe for beauty,

" And that, you know, 's exactly what we need.

" Come, Venus, you may give your maid your cestus,

" For Crinoline in future will invest us.

" Therefore, good Iris, go at once and bring
" Some specimens of this invention curious,

" And mind you get the veritable thing,

" Beware, my dear, of imitations spurious
;

" I'll not stir out (at least I'll not be seen)

" Until I get a Thomson's Crinoline !"

" I'm glad," said Iris, " that you mean to try them,
" Your Highnesses will look indeed distinguees ;

" I sha'nt be long away; for one can buy them
" In each best draper's shop from Cork to Shanghae

" East, West, South, North, from Melbourne to Aleppo,
•' All are supplied from Messrs. Thomson's depot.

" But, Madame, ere I go I would commend
" To your kind patronage my mortal poet;

" I'm very thankful to my modest friend,

" And I should like to find a way to show it."

" Yes," cried the three, " ingratitude would shame us
;

" Well all combine to make your poet famous."

London : Day and Son, Gate Street, Lincoln's Inn Fields.
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PHILLIPS AND COMPANY, TEA MERCHANTS,
8 King William Street, City, London (E.G.)

A PRICE CURRENT FREE. SUGARS AT MARKET PRICES.

PHILLIPS and CO. send all GOODS CARRIAGE FREE, by their own Vans, within Eight Miles of

No. 8 King William Street, City, and send Teas, Coffees, and Spices Carriage Free to any Railway
Station or Market Town irt England, if to the value of Forty Shillings or upwards.

SLACK'S NICKEL SILVER
Is the hardest and most perfect White Metal ever invented.

SLACK'S NICKEL ELECTRO-PLATED,
BY ELKINGTON'S PATENT PROCESS,

Is abating of Pure Silver over Nickel. A combination of two Metals possessing

6uch valuable properties renders it In appearance and wear equal to Sterling Silver.

Fiddle Pattern. Thread. ' King's.

Table Forks, per dozen 30s. and 38s. ... 48s. .

.

60s.

Dessert ditto „ 20s. and 30s. ... 35s. . .

.

42s.

TableSpoons „ 30s. and 38s. ... 48s. ... 60s.

Tea ditto „ 12s. and 18s. ... 235.6(1., ... 30s.

Also every Article for the Table.

SLACK'S TABLE CUTLERY AND FURNISHING IRONMONGERY
Have been celebrated for nearly 50 Years for Quality and Cheapness.

Their Catalogue, containing 350 Engravings and Prices of every article requisite to furnish a house, gratis
and post free. Orders above 11. sent carriage free, per rail.

RICHARD and JOHN SLACK, 336 STRAND (opposite Somerset House), 7'

PRINTED BY W. CLOWES AND SONS, STAMFORD STREET AND CHARING. CROSS. /
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